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Preface

"Thris report presents the proceedings of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(CE) Workshop on Steep Streams that was held in Seattle, WA, 27-29 October
1992. The workshop was sponsored by the Flood Control Channels Research
Program, Work Unit No. 32553, "Gravel and Boulder Rivers," which is
sponsored by Headquarters, U.S. Amiy Corps of Engineers (HQUSACE).

i A The organizational activities were carried out under the general supervision
of Mr. William A. Thomas. Program Manager, Flood Control Channels
Research Program, Waterways Division, Hydraulics Laboratory (I-IL), U.S.
Army Engineer Watw-rways Experiment Station (WES). Mr. Frank Herrmann
was Director, HL. The planning committee for the workshop consisted of
Major Monte Pearson, Geotechnical Laboratory, WES; Mr. Thomas Munsey,
HQUSACE; Mr. James Lncioni, U.S. Army Engineer District, Seattle; and
Mr. John Oliver, U.S. Army Engineer Division, North Pacific. Mr. Lencioni
made local arrangcments. Dr. Bobby J. Brown, IlL, WLS, was responsible for
coordinating th. necessary activities leading to publication.

On the afternoon of the last day of the workshop, participants surmnarized
the state of the art in, and discussed future directions for, engineering and
scientific work on steep streams. They developed a list of unsolved problems
with steep streams (Table 1) and ranked them according to the urgency of the
problem. Although the necessary basic research is well under way, many
knowledge gaps must be filled in before a standard steep channel design
procedure is part of the technical literature. Knowledge of energy losses
(hydraulic roughness) is a relative unknown for large materials as compan;1t to
particles up to sand sizes. A usable transport function for cobble size m
above material has not been developed.

Total attendance at the workshop was 37; a list of participants and ihe
Program are included. Persons not presenting papers were involved in
discuss ioii sessions and preparing summaries of discussions. During round.
table discussion, all attendees provided input and voted on the most urgent
unsolved problems with steep gradient streams.
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[ T a ble 1--
Flood Control Channel R&D

Priority

Most Urgent Unsolved Problems with Steep Gadlent Streamn H M L

Hy-raulic (grain form and vogotative) roughness 21

Lack of proven method tor se'imcnt data collection and 19 2 0
instrumentation-

Debris basin d3sign 14 5 0

Transport function(s) for large material 13 0

Training in fluvial geomorphology 13  7 3

Effects of vegetation on conventional (riprap) bank protection 13 4 4

Integrate the multi-objective approach into the COE planning process 12 3 6

Insight into the multi-dimensional aspects of sediment transport. 11 9 1
including particle size, slope and longitudina and lateral bed forms ,

Critanal for compound cross-secton 11 8 1

Regime relatinships g 7 5

Illustrated manual of vegetative roughness values 9 7 5

Debs flows 7 7 6

Low flow channel design with emphasis on environmental problms 6 12 3
I-n1d solutions

High velocity lined channel design 6 6 8

Aliuvial tan mechanics 5 9 7

Multiple-size analysis for large material gradation 5 8 7

Urban channel equilibnum dimensions, including dominant discharge 3 8 7

Fishenes ir steep channels 2 4 15
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CORPS OF' ENGINEERS WORKSHOP ON4 STEMEP STREAMS
SEATTLE, OCT. 27-29, 1992,

SOME PHYSICAL, CH"IARA",CTETRIST1IS OF STEEP IS' REAMS

by

Charles R. Neill and Victor J. (alay

Northwest Hydi-aulic Consu ltarnts
Ed ioat or and Vancouver, Ca-ada

Wad Kent, Washington

Sratwith grdet xcdx 5ft/tl 15irmin; sb,'wider toirents, braided
chainels, alluvial fan !.ystems, cwsmall gr:Ivi ive; Diagrmns are prcsemed for steep

chneslinking gradient ,nrd IFroude, No. to bc-)-r~ iZe and depth i-or discharge, and
cc. iain inferences are dr-awn,. Othur topIics disCu-sse 'rieLyV ilu~de: relationships of'Iplanform type- to gradient and bed-material size: dccbri ifliws; channel- shifting; bedkmovement and trnpr;lrvdauiic rouganuss%;!; and Nw- tl9eidischargc. reiau-Lonships.

Sevra exmpes repreenedot cigiueeri~ng siluicse in'olving steer) alluvial slreamns
with lag-. d bed miaterial. Keyfeuw and probleam. encountered in the-se studies are
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INTRODUCTION

The aim of the paper is to summarize some of the salient hydraulic and morphologic
characteristics of steep streams from a practitioner's viewpoint, and to present some
examples of problems in analyzing their behaviour. An extensive literature review has not

been attempted.

Part 1 is in the nature of a brief overview. Part 2 presents six examples arising from
the authors' experience over the last decade.

Collective refereitces containing much information on steep streams include Hey et al
(1982), Thorne et al (1987), Armanini and Di Silvio (1991), Beschta et al (1987), and IAHR
(1991).

PART 1 - OVERVIEW

1.1 STREAM TYPES AND PHYSIOGRAPHIC SETTINGS
<~,,or btams, ef rin ro thosen ha)ving1 -i ,Ai ,-ntC 'T0 ft , /mil- nr n.n05,

appear to occur mainly in four forms: (1) boulder torrents including so-called debris flows
or torrents; (2) braided channel systems; (3) alluvial fan and bajada systems including
ephemeral streans; and (4) relatively small gravel rivers with "wandering" or meandering
types of planform. Larger gravel rivers generally have gradients flatter than 0.005.

With respect to geomorphic processes, these various forms of steep stream have little

in common except steepness and relatively coarse bed material. Boulder torrents occur
mainly in mountain ravines and valleys and generally represent an erosional environment.
Braided channel systems usually occur kn coarse alluvial valley fills, often of glacial outwash:
it is often uncleaf whether they are erosional nor depositional. Streams on alluvial fan and
bajada (piedmont fan) systems are usually but not always depositional. Small gravel rivers

often are neither obviously erosional or depositional.

Although in very general terms erosional environments tend to occur nearer the
source and depositional environments nearer the mouth of a stream system, there are many
exceptions due to geological and tectonic features. Actively depositing alluvial fans and
bajadas often occur where the stream emerges from mountains near the uppei end of the
system, but they may also occur near the mouth of the stream if it emerges on to a coastal
plain or alluvial valley. Erosional reaches may be found near the mouth if the stream cuts
through a coastal mountain or hill range. Thcrefore the various forms of steep stream are
not necessarily restricted to particular segments (from source to mouth) of a specific stream
system.

Stecp streams in glaciated regions are often located on thick coarse-grained deposits
of glaciofluvial origin (outwash). Short stee) giavel ri-ers with relatively little change in
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gradient are characteristic of narrow plains between high mountain ranges and the co-
as in New Zealand and Chile. On the other hand, stream systems with their- source in fai-
inland mountain chains tend to have long upward-concave profiles where the V 'd material
becomes gradually finer and tile gradient flatter in the downstream dliectio,, and tile final
phase is a meandering sand stream - as frequently occurs on the east side of the North
American Cordillera.

1.2 GRADIENTS AND PROFILES IN RELATION TO BED MATERIALS AND FLOW

PARAMETERS

A considerable proportion of alluvial streams with gradients exceeding 0.005, tend
to exhibit near-critical or supercritical flow under most flow conditions. Figure 1 represents
a relationship for channels linking gradient, median bed-material grainsize, depth of flow
under "just-mobile" conditions and Froude Number. It is based on the assumptions that (1)
the Shields Number for just-mobile conditions is 0.045, (2) the dry relative density of the
bed material is 2.6, and (3) the absolute roughness k is 3 times the median grainsize. These
assumptions are not universally valid but are useful for illustrative purposes. Accepting
them for present purposes, the following inferences can be drawn from the diagram:

- Gradient exceeding 0.005 imply median grainsizes exceeding 50 mm, unless the
"just-mobile" depth is less than 3 ft.

- Gradients exceeding 0.005 correspond to Froude Numbers exceeding 0.75.

- Gradients exceeding 0.012 or so correspond to supercritical flow.

- Alluvial streams with median grainsizes exceeding 300 m, in the boulder torrent
category, will mostly have gradients exceeding 0.01 and will exhibit near-critical or
supercritical flow.

Gradients exceeding 0.005 can exist with mediarn bed-material sizes finer than 50 nm
if the just-mobile condition occurs at small enough depths and discharges. This. is the case
on some alluuial fan and bajada systems, especially if the stream is ephemeral. (In streams
of laboratory scale, gradients exceeding 0.005 can be just-mobile with grainsizes as small as
5 to 10 mm.)

Figure 2 shows another form of diagram for coar'e alluvial streams that links
gradient, median bed-material grainsize, Iroude Number, and "just mobile" discharge (the
last replacing the depth variable in Figure 1). It is based on the sarne assumptions as Figurc
1, with additional assumption that channel width (W) is related to the just-mobile discharge
(0) by the equation W CQ's, where C is 1.8 in fps units (3.26 nctric).
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Again, these asumptions arc not universally valid - they are acceptable for many single-
channel gravel streams and possibly for individual channels of a braided systen-, but are
incorrect for a multi-channel or braided system taken as a unit. For single-channel alluvial
systems, the following inferences can be drawn from Figur, Z:

- As the scale of the stream system incrzases, the same gradient corresponds to

larger grainsizes, or the same grainsize corresponds to flatter gradients.

- Gradients exceeding 0.005 imply n- -ian grainsizes exceeding 50 mm unless the
just-mobile discharge is less than 700 cfs.

Boulder torrents (median grainsize 300 mm) will exhibit supercritical flow unless
the just-mobile discharge exceeds 30,000 cfs,

Figures 1 and 2 imply single-channel alluvial streams with even bed profiles where
hydraulic resistance is mainly due to grain roughness. But many steep streams are not fully
or even partially alluvial, and hydraulic resistance may derive from many sources other than
grain roughness, eg. rock outcrops, abrupt cross-sectional irregularities, lag depqits of large
boulders, sharp bends, and bank or overbank vegetation. In fact, steep mountain streams
seldom have an even bed profile, but instead exhibit a series of steps and pools, as described
for example by Whittaker (1987). in these cases overall supercritical flow may etppcai only
at very high discharges when the steps and pools are drowned out.

The longitudinal profile stability of a particular segment of stream - whether
degrading, aggrading or vertically stable - is very difficult to determine except where there
are long-term stage-discharge records. Although general inferences about long-term trends
on a geologic timescale may be madc from the type of geomorphic enviromnent, these may
be of little value for engineering purposes. For instance, it can be argued that a steep
braided river segment that changes fairly abruptly to a much flatter segment must be
advancing over the latter and therefore aggrading; however the process may be so slow on
a human timescale that the aggradation is virtually undetectable. Also, changes due to
tectonic p ocesses, seismic events or human interference may be large enough to mask or

overwheln such slow processes.

1.3 DEBRIS FLOWS AND TORRENTS

Debris flows or debris torrents (both terms are used) rc,1 resent a special type of
extremely steep stream in mountainous terrain. Debris flows differ from oidinaiy flood
flows with high sediment transport, in that there is a surging flow involving a high-dcisity
fluidized mass of boulders, sand and gravel, mud, logs and other organic debris, with high
destructive power. While debris flows can occur in strictly natural conditions, therc is little
doubt t;at many in)stances have resulted from catchment disturbance by logging, road-
building and other activities. In those cases the causativc mcchanism may bc de-
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stabilization -f the ground surface, or increase in flood peak runoff, or diver:;ion and
concentration of flow into certain charnels. Debris flows arc usually associated with
relati,'ely rare rainstorm or flood events.

Streams liable to debris flows are extremely steep in relation to the lower gradient
limit (0.005) adopted herein. Observations indicate that a debris flow can only be initiated
on gradients exceeding about 15 degrees (0.26). Such gradients occur only in relatively small
streams in steep mountain ranges. Once initiated, however, a debris flow may not stop until
it reaches a point whete the gradient is reduced to 5 degrees (0.09).

1.4 CHANNEL PLANFORMS IN RELATION TO GRADIENT

Steep streams exhibit a variety of planform types besides the classical "meandering,
braided and straight" of Leopold and Wolman (1957). Regular well-developed meanders
of more or less constant wavelength and amplitude - common in flat-gradient streams - are
rare, if the., exist at all. Steep streams in alluvial valleys may have an irregular type of
meander pattern with frequent midstream bars and islands that is sometimes called
'Wandering"; if most of the stream length exhibits more than one channel, but is not fully
braided, it may be called "anastomosing". Boulder orrents frequently have long almost-
straight lengths and irregulax c 1uiGs that aiu- Controlled largely 101, the surrounding
topography. Streams on fans and bajadas tend to show a distributary pattern something like
those or deltas, although only one or two channels may be active at a given period.

Various efforts have been made to chart the relationship of plaiiform type to gradient
and other factors. Three examplzs are as follows:

- Figure 3 after Leopold, Wolman and Miller (1964) shows a single line on a slope-
discharge diagram, supposed to discriminate between meandering and braided patterns for
gravel rivers. Most of the relevant data are for gradients of less than 0.005, not "steep" as
defined herein.

.. Figure 4 by Kellerhals and Church (1989) shows an overlap zone between an upper
limit for single-thread channels 3nd a lower limit for braided channels. An intermediate
category of "wandering" channels - neithcr single-thread nor fully braided1 - is recognized.
This diagram shows more data points in the "steep" range.

- Figure 5 is an earlier diagram by Ferguson (1984), which shows mostly the same
data set as Figuie 4 but includes grainsize as an additional variable. The effect of grainsize
appears to be small empirically on the basis of the data set, but much more significant
theoretically. The theoretical threshold lines for braided channels are based on work by
Parker (1979).
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Figures 3, 4 and 5 give widely different indications on the relationship of channel
planform type to gradient. According to Figure 3, all steep streams (S > 0.005) would be
braided anless the bankfull discharge were less than about 10 n13 /s or 350 cfs. According
to Figure 4, steep streams could have single channels at discharges up to about 300 m3/s or
10,000 cfs. According to the theoretical lines of Figure 5, steep streams can be non-braided
at almost any scale as long as the bed material is coarse enough: for example with a median
grainsize of 256 mm or 10 inches, gradients in the range of 0.01 to 0.1 would be required
for braiding. Boulder torrents can in fact be non-braided on very steep gradients.

1.5 LATERAL PROCESSES IN STEEP STREAMS

Lateral erosion and channel shift processes in steep streams tend to be irregular and
difficult to predict in comparison to those in plains rivers. The most troublesome type in
this respect are streams on actively aggrading fans and bajadas, which tend to build up their
beds and become "perched" with respect to the adjacent fan surface. These streams are
liable to avulsions - sudden breakouts from the prevailing channel to form a new channel
during high flood events as the old channel blocks with bed material. Because of the way
the channel system 'ans out in the downstream direction, the main channel location towards
the lower end of the system may shift dramatically in such an event, leaving riparian
facilities high and dry and destroying developments in the way of the new route.

The type of regular meander pattern migration that is often seen in plains rivers, and
that makes prediction of future channel locations relatively easy on the basis of past
mapping or airphotography, is seldom seen in steep streams, although individual well-
developed bends may miigrate in a similar fashion.

Log jams often have a strong influence on the lateral processes of steep streams in
forested regions, blocking secondary channels and inducing sudden random shifts.

1.6 BED MOVEMENT AND TRANSPORT

In steep non-b-aided streams with coarse bed material, significant bed transport tends
to occur only at relatively high discharges - in the order of the mean annual flood. Over a
period of years, occasional large floods may be responsible for most of the total transport.
ManP' such streams exhibit bed armoring, between transport episodes the bed is covered

selectively with a layer of the larger grains in the bed-sediment mixture and is relatively
resistant to movement. In the case of lake or reservoir outlet channels where there is
practically no supply of bed material, bed movement may be restricted to rare floods.
References on armoring process include Sutherland (1987) and Andrews and Parker (1987).

Si~
In steep streams of the braided or alluvial fan type, transport is likely to be much

more frequent and armoring may not occur.
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The reliability of the more popular sediment transport formulas and procedures is
relatively untested for steep streams in comparison to those of flatter gradients. Some of
the earlier formulations, for example Meyer-Peter and Muller (1948), may be as good as any
because they were derived from data sets that included quite steep gradients and coarse
materials. Bathurst et al (1987) tested a number of procedures against data for steep flumes
and rivers, and favoured an equation of even older origin by Schoklitsch. They pointed out,
however, that with gradients exceeding 0.01, bed material supply is often limited and all
formulas tend to o'ver-predict. This comment is particularly applicable to boulder torrents
in erosional settings, where bed matcri.1 may be supplied to the stream only from occasional
episodes like landslides and tributary debris flows. Cases of this type are analyzed by
Whittaker (1987).

1.7 CHANNEL ROUGHNESS AND HYDRAULICS

As is well known, total hydraulic resistance in natural streams can arise from a
variety of sources including: grain roughness of surficial bed material; bed-form roughness
from ripples, dunes and oars; rock outcrops; debris or ice accumuiations; zabrupt
irregularities in plan and cioss-section including local scour holes; channel divisions and
confluences; surface irregularities in near-critical and supercritical flow; and vegetation. In
many steep streams with -oarse beet material, grain roughness is a douiii.ant source - ,
contrast to plains rivers with finer bed material, where bed-form roughness is often
dominant. There is an extensive literature on the topic: examples particularly applicable to
steep streams include Simons et al (1979), Bathurst (1982, 1985) and Aguirre-Pe and
Fuentes (1990).

It is still common to characterize stream roughness by the Manning coefficient, but
many steep streams have such high ratios of roughness height to depth that the Manning
formula is not correctly applicable. Manning roughness values determined at different
stages of flow may vary over a considerable range, partly because of the incorrect
mathematical form of the equation at highi relative roughnesses, and partly because
additional sources of roughness - such as bank vegetation - may only come into play
physically above a certain stage. It can therefore be unreliable to determine flow profiles
for a range of flows on the basis of uncalibrated coefficients, or even of coefficients
calibrated at one flow condition. Yet numerous engineering studies continue to exhibit
uncritical acceptance of non-uniform flow computations that do not consider variability of
roughness values, nor alteration of cross-sections by sediment transport and scour.

A number of flow formulas for estimating velocities in steep streams, independent
of Manning roughness, are discussed by Thorne and Zevenbergen (1985). A comparison
with data is somewhat inconclusive. An empirical formula by Lacey (1933-34) that uses only
depth and slope as input, and that the present author has often used for rough estimates in
a range of environments, was found to be inadequate for mountain rivers.
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1.8 CHANNEL WIDTH IN RELATION TO DISCHARGE

There is a general trend for the width of stream channels to be approximaly
proportional to he square root of representative discharge, over a wide range of discharges.
Figure 6, based on Kellerhals and Church (1989), shows this trend over an extreme
discharge range.

There is considerable evidence that, the most appropriate discharge for width
correlations is the bankfull or equivalent. In terms of flood frequencies, this often
corresponds to a median annual event, but in streams with steep frequency curves it may
be closer to a 5-year or (_ en a 10-year event.

In the general relationship W = CQ ° , a value of C in the vicinity of 2.0 (fps units)
or 3.6 (metric) often seems to give a reasonable correlation for single-channel coarse-bed
streams. In muitip!e-channel and braided streams, a similar value is applicable to individual
channels of the system. One application of this relationship is to estimate bankfull discharge
from airphotos. In selecting a width for input to the formula, attention should be given to

relatively straight lengths of even width, neglecting migrating bends or with wide gravel bars.

Boulder torrents often seem to yield considerably sma'er values of C, in the range

o 13Ju tile uiloI is not atwiaire O4.

PART 2 - EXAMPLES

The following six examples of steep streams are based on consulting studies by the
authors. For each case, a brief description is given of the key stream characteristics and the
nature of the engineering problem.

2.1 BRAIDED BOULDER RIVER - BURIED CONDUIT CROSSINGS

The Rio Maule downstrearn of Colbun Dam in south-central Chile is a braided river
with a slope of 0.0065 (43 ft/mile). Bed material is characterized by a D' size of 75 -rm,
a D90 size of 230 mn, and occasional boulders up to 700 mm. The overall width of the
braided system averages around 900 m. Most cross-sections show three or four well-defined
low-flow channels with widths ranging from about 50 to 150 m, separated by gravel and
boulder bars. T17he flood flow regime is characterized by 2-, 10-, and 100-year floods of 2300,
3800 and 6200 n 3/s. The river flows over an irrigated sloping plain or bajada formed of
alluvial outwash from the Andes mountain range. Bankfull discharge is in the vicinity of
3000 m3/s.



Construction of a high dam at the outlet from the mouontains was expecv,:d to cut off
the bed ma.rerial supply to the river. Two large irrigation conduits had io he cons.-icled
under the river, one about 3 km downstream of the dam and the oi, aboui 2.3 1iJ1
downstream. Estimates were required of potential scour and degradat;on of the r iver bed
over the buried conduits.

The upper conduit crossing was clearly within the zone that could be expected to
degrade vertically within a foreseeable time of dam completion. Estimates were made both
by numerical modelling and by empirical methods. Uncertainties arose over the effect of
armoring and the response of the channel planform to removal of the bed material supply.
It was generally accepted that armoring would occur and that the planform would modify
to produce one or at the most two channels. Results indimated, for a 50-year peeiod, a
maximum degradation of about 5 m immediately below the dam, tailing out to zero at about
5 km downstream (Figure 7).

The lower crossing was too far downstream to be affccted by profile degradation
within a reasonable period of time. For an unconstricted crossing, est'mates were made of
potential scour in major floods. These were relatively -mall in the oider of 2 m below the
deepest points surveyed in low water conditions. Rather than crossing the entire braided
width of 900 m with deep burial, it was suggested to reduce the length of deep burial to
about C,50 m rnd provide trainiinp dikes to confine the rive, accordingly. For a construction
method involving staged cofferdaniming of the river, it was recommended that a clear width
of 300 m be left for flood flows at all times.

2.2 WANDERING BOULDER RIVER - CHANNELIZATION

The Rio Segre at the town of Seo d'Uvgell in ncrtheast Spain has a slope of
approximately 0.008. The bed material is characterized by a D si2e of 150 nun, a Dg, size
of 400 mm, and occasional boulders up to about 1 m. The river emerges from the edge of
the Pyrenees mountains just above the town, and t!hen flows through an irregular alluvial
floodplain that borders the town and has a width varying from about 100 to 500 ri. In its
natural state the planform exhibited a mainly single channel forming a series of irregular
meanders of relatively low sinuosity. I 1e flood flow regime is characterized by 2-, 10- and
100-year peak flows of 150, 430 and 810 in3/s. The average chaniel width was aboui 30 m.

A large flood in 1982 caused extensive changes to the planform of the river and
substantial damage to riparian and floodplain facilities. The river shifted extensively over
much of the Jength, developing seconduy channels, gravel and boulder bars, and abrupt
bends subject to rapid erosion. It was decided to revive a proposal first mooted a century
before, for channelizing the river through the town. The channelization was completed in
1989 and incorporated intake facilities for a kayak race course built for the 1992 Olympic
Ganies.
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'The channelized river has a tr-apezoidal cross-section of 70 mnied width and 2.5 in
depth, designed to accomimodate a 50-year flood of 700 111s. It has a sinuous alignment
with long bends of 500 m radius, following a.; closely as possible ilie natural course of thceI river (F~gurc 8). The banks are vtabilized with riprap but the bed is of natural river-bod
matcerial. The stabilized banks have 1 in freeboard and rise about 1.5 mn above the
floodplain. Th-e desigr mean velocity wa-s approximately 4 rrn/s and the Froude Number
a'-3out 0.85. Three classes of riprap were used for Lank protection: hceavy, nomrinally 809
mm, on the outsides nf bends; mediunr, nominally 500 min, on straight lengths be-twee-i-
bends; and light, nominally 300 mmor, on the insides of bends.

It was recognized that the new chanuiel was considerably oversized for ordinaty flows
and annual floods, and that maintenance would probably he required because of eor'tinuedI supply of be d material from upstream. Photographs taken about two years after comipletiori
indica-'te deposition of sediment, gi owt!b of vegetation and developmen.-.t of an irregular mer
channel insidet cie stabilized bank-s. In retrospect, a .compound cross-section mig~ht havo,
been preferable.

2.3 SPILLWAY OUTFLOW CHANNEL "X PMF DEGRADATION POTENTIL

Channel "X" is a boulder torrent type of channel below a damn sypilwav and plunge
pool that have been in place for about 65 years. T-he slope average cs 0~)u l.) a'.d 1111
bed material consis2; of randorly %cattered large boulders, some up to several metres in
size, overlying coarse gravel and cobbles. The natural flood flow rejic was characterizcd
by 2-, 10- and 100-year floods of around 2-30, 350 and 490 rn 3/s, but. since damn construction
only occasi nal outflows have occurred, with a maximium value of about 450 113/S . Ty !pical
annual releases are believed to be in the order of 50 m 3,1s. In respcwnse to the i-educed
flows, the gross width has narrowed from perhaps 5(1 m to about 2' ni by encroacnment of
dense forest vegetation on formerly clear overbank area-s. The ofriginal width is bordcred
by steep valli-y slopes with dense vegetation.

The damn facilities wele to b,- upgradcd to provide for a. Probable Maximumi Flood.
The PN4F lwdrograph has a peak of 1400 m3/s and exceeds the original do;-rtnant or
chaninel-forming dischaige - estimated at 300 n0/s - for over 3 days. in connection with
dcsigu of a new stilling basin, estimiates were required (;f potecolal de:gradation ,,f tlhe
outflow chrnel undei a PMF. Available inrnormatio;n !suggested that the, large-sized bed
material was basically a surface layer overlying san-d and gravel. Fydraulic coinputations
.based oai (1) the existing width, and (2) resurnptioiu of the ocigirai width in-dicated 1,ME
velocities from 6 to 7 iii/,, and depths of 5.5 to 6 ni.

It wzx- estimated that the bulk of the surficial bed ma1 tcriai - tip to about 0.(-. 111 in size
-could be et in motion by flows of around 800 in9 /s, whichi persisz foiv 1.5 days during, a

?MF. The largest boulders of 2 rn size or greater were estimated wo be only marginally
unstable at the P1MF peak. Thc bouldcrs are. probably a lag dieposit resulting fioni



enitreiichinen of dlu, original strcarn into glacioiacustrine deposits that contain ice.-rafted
roo-k fragtnts.

fi was itcognized that re'labie estiaiation of dccxuadation ootential was difficult for
a nuimber of reasons, including (!) jack of sufficient subsurface information, (2) unreliability
ef transport furictions for suzhb large material, (3'hc appartint layered nature of the bed
and the random distribution of large bulders, and (5) the i:,ncertain role of lateral eirosion
in a i:.MF event. Rather than relying on dubious sediment transport co~nputations, uo.pcr
and lower 'limits on degradatio)n at the head of the chaariel Ywc'rc b;.Lsed on availablk.
geological and field irformation, tbe observed distribution. of large bouldcrs, the ptoued
chamiel profile, fie above-mentioned estiniates of .hydraulic stabiity, and e-xpected ininimuni
slopes if ffie surface la~yer were remnovedl. It was estimated that PMF degradation miflht
exle-ad over a channel leng.,th of 200 to 3W0 rn and irnolve 2 to 4 in lowering of taii-watcr at
the stilling basin (Figure 9). Consideration was given to installation oi a rock -ill -across the
channel to corntrol degradation.

2.4 SPILL-WY OUTLOW CHANNEL Y - PMF DEGRADATION POTENTIAL

The upstream, pant of Chalnnpl "Y is an artificial cut below a spiliway, that joins a
previ ou s n atural s trt am ab out 4 00 m dowl is Uea~ I OJ 0vr the' fp1:t 60GO in" .th0ip nrae
from practicaly zero to a bout 0.03 (160 ft/ilie) and then, continues around that value. T.-he
bed surface layet consists mostly of cobbles and boulders, typically RIO to 400 mmr in Size
and about 0.5 rn thick, overlying sand and gravel with' somte sandy clay. The cut channel has
a bed width of 12 to IS m aud steep woodIed side. slopes, while the riatura! Oiannel farther
downstream has a wooded floodp~lain asound 40.,n wide. Thie cut chaninel was built almost
horizontal with a steep drop at its do-wrstreamn cnd, but Uas degraded Up to 8 m to au''n
its pre-sent plofile. Over a per-iod of about. 40 years, since dam construction there have been
on-1v occasional outflows of up to 10 3/ r so.

-s in the case of Channel "X', devinadation estimatcs wer rcquired for a PMF
h: drograph, in this case with a pe-ak of 600 m 3/s and a tirnebase of a', -t 48 hours,
I ldraulic computations based on a fixed bed indicatcd that the flow Wo, J be rmhJM'
su*percritical with velocities of a-round 6 in/s. 11lo-wever the potenrtial erosional response InI
rrmch1 greatei thanm that of Channel "X" because of the !ock of large, boulders to control
(degradationi. Estimates of po'emrtial dcgradation wiere based on considering initiaion of
mnovemnent for the surface layer-, stable slopes for the underlying material, and transpoi t rates
of the underlying inaterial, dividing he PMF hydrograph into a series of steps. The voltrc
removed after a g-iveni time was, compouted on the basis of the transport capacity of the
existing channel at the downstrecam end of the degradation wedge, on the principle of
sedimnrt balance (Neill 1987). 1[1e volume was then distributed in the formn of a cuivilinCar

wedge (Figre 10) with the degraded profile tangential to a stable slope at isusra n
and to tho existing slope at its downstream end.



As in the case of Channel "X", numerous uncertainties were recognized in the
available information and the method of attack. Sens.tivity was tested by assuming first no
widening of the existing channel, and then widening to several times the existing width.
Vr-ious scenarios were adopted for removal of the surface layer, and different sediment
transport functions were used. (Because of the very high stream power, computed transport
of the underlying material is quite insensitive t3 grainsize.) Estimates were made both with
and without a downstream control point.

It was concluded that uncontrolled degradaticn at the head of the outflow channel
could amount to 6 m with widening assumed, and up to 10 m or more with no widening.
The length of the degradation wedge was about 600 m. Estimates were then made for
degradation below a proposed tailwater control structure to be located 100 to 200 m
downstream of the spillway. As might be expected, simila' results were obtained.
Consideration was therefore given to furtber subsurface investigations and to the feasibility
of scale model studies.

2.5 BOULDER TORRENT - HYDROELECTRIC INTAKE

The Ok Menga is a torrential mountain stream in rainforest in western Papua New
Guinea. Slopes range locally from 0.01 to 0.08 and flow is geierally near-critical or
tumbling. The bed and banks consist mostly of matcriaj exceeding 100 mm and contain
boulders up to 6 m in size, in places as accumulations and falls. The stream is actively
degrading into unstable colluvial deposits which in places form near-vertical cliffs. Recorded
flows in a short record period have ranged from under 5 to over 0( m3/s, and flows can
vary daily ever a wide range. The channel varies in width from about..O to 50 m and depths
range from about 1 m at low flow to 10 m in a 100-year flood, estimated at 1700 m3/s. The
100-year discharge intensity is up to 40 m3/s per m width During floods the stream
transports considerable quantities of coarse sand and gravel - probably in saltation or
suspension - as well as cobbles and small boulders as bed load.

To supply a hydroelectric plant servicing a mining operation, a diversion weir and
sedL,:-t-excluding intake were to be designed, leading to a drop shaft and long tunnel. The
weir and intake were designed with the aid of a hydraulic model, constructed and calibrated
on the basis of field observations. The model scale was 1:45 undistorted, with a partially
mobile bed. The model covered a channel length of 500 m. Large boulders and other
features were reproduced as closely as possible using helicopter photography.

The final weir design involved cast-in-place concrete blocks several metres in
dimensions in a stepped pattern, with a downstream riprap apron of 2 11, stones. The
concrete intake structure was provided with ariangeinents for excluding bed load and for
settling coarse suspended and saltating load and returning it to the river downstream. Early
operating experience revealed problems with accumulation of organic trash and finer
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II
sediment, that had been somewhat overlooked in the model studies, but on the whole the
design appears to have overcome the worst severe problems of an extremely difficult site.

More details on this installation are available in an article by McCreath et al (1990).

2.6 STEEP STREAM WITH ABRUPT CHANGES IN SLOPE AND WIDTH

The ChiUiwack River in the Fraser Valley east of Vancouver, British Columbia has
alternating steeper and flatter reachles with slopes of around 0.0125 and 0.007 (Figure 12).
The middle steep reach, basically erosional in character, crosses glacial deposits of clay and
silt overlying gravel outwash, and is lined with boulders up to 1.5 m in size as well as with
bank riprap. The boulders are believed to represent lag deposits, possibly accumulated in
a glacial-lake outflow channel. The flatter reaches upstream and downstream are basically
depositional in character and carry large bed loads of coarse gravel, partly supplied
episodically from landslides upstream. The flood flow regime is characterized by 2-, 10-, and
100-year flood peaks in the order of 500, 1000 and 2000 m3/s.

The steeper and flatter reaches exhibit marked differences in planform and cross-
swtsection. The steep reach has a single channel approximately 50 m wide. The flatter reaches' have, multiple charnels totalling about 100 M, ,,,, ,n an, O .. 0.1......dvt~~ nojt40

wide. Bankfull discharge in the lower braided reach was naturally around 500 M3/s but has
been substantially increased by a flood control dike and road embankment.

Because of urbanization of the area, land developers are trying to encroach on the
active floodplain and to promote river training works and gravel dredging programs in
support of such developmeDts. These pressures are being resisted by sport fishermen and
environmentalists. Planning decisions will depend on multidisciplinary reviews and on cost
estimates for river modification, which depend in part on realistic estimates of net bed-
material accumulation in the i each. It is known that the gravel bed material disappears a
few kilometres downstream, which indicates that it must be accumul.ting in the braided
reach. Sediment transport calculations have proved difficult to verify, but attempts are being
made to compare cross-sections before and after floods and to measure bed load at selected
locations.
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Why Steep Channels?

by

William A. Thoms'

1. Background. In 1989 the Flood Control Channels Research
Program was established to either assemble or develop guidance for
the hydraulic design of channels and disseminate it to district and
division offices. A nation-wide survey of flood control channels
was conducted which served as the basis for planning the R&D work.
Based on that survey, a critical review by the Committee on Channel
Stabilization, and various contacts we made with districts,
divisions and OCE, the following work units were proposed

Table 1. Research Work Units Proposed in 1989

*11 Controllina Stream Response to Channel Modification
*21 River Bend Erosion
*3, Hydraulic Losses in Natural Channels
*4" Sediment Transport in Small Channels
5' Composite Channel Analysis
6) Channel Investigations
7) Channel Response and Channel Forming Q
8) SAM Design Simulator

*9) Gravel and Boulder Rivers
10) Spatially varied Flow
11) Supercritical Flow Channels
12) System Sediment Loading and Delivery
13) Hydraulic Routing Techniqu.es
14) Behavior of Sand Bed Streams on Steep Slopes

Note: * work units selected for funding in
FY 1989

We presented the program to our Field Review Group who
endorsed the first 4 work units. However, they voted to move the

Research Hydraulic Engineer, US Army Engineer Waterways
Experiment Station, Hydraulics Laboratory, Waterways Division.
This paper is for presentation at the Steep Streams Workshop,
Seattle, WA, 27-29 October 1992.
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Gravel and Boulder Rivers work unit to priority 5 so it could begin
the first year rather than wait for out-year funding. Maj Monte
Pearson was put in charge of that work.

2. Initial Tasks. The initial task was to assemble inforrnation on
gravel and cobble bed rivers that would allow us t establish the
limits of applicability of existing technology. Lhat technology
includes regime analysis, sediment sampling equi - ent, sediment
sampling procedures, sediment transport theory, calculation of
water surface profiles, and numerical modeling of water and
sediment movement. One effort focused on understanding the physics
of the river mechanics and sedimentation processes which develop
bedform morphology. Another effort was to apply field
reconnaissance forms being developed for sand bed channels to
gravel and boulder rivers. A third effort was to identify and make
contact with others doing research on this topic. A fourth effort
was to locate data. A companion effort to these was to establish
contacts with district and division offices who were designing
channel projects on gravel and cobble bed streams.

3. Steep Streams Workshop. This workshop is a milestone in
pursuing these several tasks. Particularly, it brings together
some of the districts who are designing projects, other researcherson this topic, and our findings to date.

What is a stream intuitively. one thinks of a
mountain stream having an abundance of geologic controls, rapids,
pools, and boulders. Trees line the banks. The gradient decreases
slightly and the stream bed becomes covered with gravel and
cobbles. Runoff consists of a mixture of rainfall and snow melt
events. The more extreme events are flashy and short lived. The
gradient is stable because the large particle sizes resist movement
until the spring freshet, or some other large event, occurs.

There is another type of streams, however, that has a steep
gradient because its inflowing sediment concentration is so high
the slope must be steep to transport the inflowing load. A sand
bed arroyos on an alluvial fan is an example. Although this would
probably qualify as "steep" using a slope criteria, it does not
conform to the characteristics of the gravel/cobble bed stream
listed above. This workshop will emphasize the gravel/cobble bed
streams.

4. Present Technology for Sand Bed Streams. The emphasis in the
Flood Control Channels Research Program during the past 4 years has
been to provide systematic methods that hydraulic design engineers
can use to calculate four of the six Hydraulic Design Parametersfor a channel. The six parameters are shown in table 2.

4.1 Hydraulic Designi Parameters. The hub of the computations is
a PC-program called SAM. That stands for "Hydraulic Desiqn Package
for Channels." The purpose of SAM is to provide hydraulic design
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engineers with a method, based on state of the art theory, for
rapidly calculating stable channel dimensions in both fixed and
mobile boundary streams.

Table 2. Six Hydraulic Design Parameters

*1. WIDrH

*2. DEPTH

*3. SLOPE

*4. HYDRAULIC ROUGHNESS

5. PLAN-FORM

6. BANK-LINE MOVEMENT

Note: * Marks parameters calculated by SAM

4.2 Organization of SAM. The three major calculation modules are

HYDRAULIC SEDIMENT TRANSPORT SEDIMENT YIELD
CALCULATIONS CALCULATIONS CALCULATIONS

These are supported by

PSAM - Input Data Screens programmed in QUICK-BASIC

HECDSS - Data storage and graphics

SAM.t95 - a utility that reads HEC2 TAPE95 and calculaces
average hydraulic properties for
sediment transport calculations.

SAM.aid - guidance for selecting a transport function
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PARTICLE SETTLING VELOCITY - CORPS program H0910 for
calculating the settling velocity of
sediment particles.

ENDOW - an Expert System that includes Environmental
Engineering considerations in
channel design.

4.3 HYDAULIC CALCULATIONS. SAM.hyd is a normal depth solution of
the Manning Equation using either simple of complex cross sections.
It calculates hydraulic roughness in each panel in the cross sect-
ion (a panel is the space between 2 consecutive coordinate points
on a cross section plot.):

Manning n-value

Colebrook-White Diagram (Keulegan Velocity Distri-
bution equations)

Strickler Equation

Limerinos Equation

SCS Grass Equations for 5 Types of Grass

4.4 Options for Solving Manning's Equation. Any of the variables

can become the dependent variable except for side slope, z.

Q f(D, n, W, z, S) (2.1)

where
Q = water discharge
D = water depth
n = n-value
W = bottom width
z = side slopes of the channel
S = energy slope

Water discharge will be calculated when all variables except water
discharge are prescribed.
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Normal Depth will be calculated when all variables except Water
Surface elevation are prescribe d.

bottom Width of the channel will be calculated when all, vari-
ables except bottom width are prescribed.

Hydraulic Roughness (n-values and Ks values) will be calculated
when all variables except n-value are
prescribed.

Energy Slope will be calculated when all variables except
slope are prescribed.

fow Distribution will be calculated when all variables are
prescribed and during any other computation.

Bed Roughness Prediction is made with Brownlie's method.

Composite Hydraulic radius and n-value can be calculated by four
options:

(1) Alpha method,
(2) Equal Velocity method,
(3) Total Force method and%I/ A. nvey~nce method.

tliprap Size is calculated if the bed shear stress is greater
than Shield's critical value.

Effective Width, Depth and Velocity are calculated for use in
sediment transport calculations.

4.5 Options for Calculating Stable Channel. Dimensions. Stable
channel dimensions refer to combinations of width, depth and slope
for which the resulting hydraulic parameters will transport the
inflowing bed material load.

Channel ~idth, Derth and Slone are printed for a wide range of
values.

Regime Width is calculated for the prescribed water discharge.
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Irininum-Stream Power criteria is imposed and the resulting width,
depth and slope are printed.

S D

Figure 1. Typical Cross-Section used in Analytical Method.
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4.6 Plots. The following hydraulic plots are valuable for

decisions about sand bed channels.

Table 3. Plots of Hydraulic Parameters

STAGE VERSUS N-VALUE
STAGE VERSUS AVERAGE VELOCITY
STAGE VERSUS EFFECTIVE VELOCITY
DISCHARGE VS EFFECTIVE VELOCITY
STAGE VERSUS DISCHARGE
STAGE VERSUS WIDTH
STAGE VERSUS EFFECTIVE WIDTH
STAGE VERSUS HYDRAULIC RADIUS
CROSS SECTION GEOMETRY
SLOPE VERSUS WIDTH

4.7 Riprap Size. Riprap size is calculated using the Maynard
equations. The 12-standard riprap sizes shown in EM 1110-2-1601
are coded into SAM In addition, up to 5 sizes of quarry run riprap
can be encoded. Shield's Diagram is used to determine if the
stream bed particles are stable or if riprap is needed.

5. Sediment Transport Calculations. The purpose of this module is
to provide a sediment transport function for the range of field
conditions where projccts will be developed.

5.1. Available Sediment Transport Functions. The following have
been incorporated into SAM.sed. Ex cept for Brownlie, these are
functions from HEC-6.

Table 4. SEDIMENT TRANSPORT FUNCTIONS

ACKER-WHITE.
ACKER-WHITE, D50
BROWNLIE
COLBY
LAURSEN(COPELAND)
LAURSEN(MADDEN),1985
MPM(1948).
MPM(1948),D50
TOFFALETI.
TOFFALETI-MPM
TOFFALETI-SCHOKLITSC
YANG.
YANG,D50
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5.2 SAM.aid - Guidance in transport function selection. A com-
puter program has been developed search existing data sets and
identify the most appropriate sediment transport function given
values for the following:

(VELOCITY, DEPTH, SLOPE, WIDTH, AND Dso

First, test data sets that match the screening parameters of the
project are identified. Then, each data set is inspected to
determine which transport functions did the best in reconstituting
the measured transport rates. The functions are then ranked from
best to worst and the best three are listed.

6. Sediment Yield. The purpose of "Sediment Yield" is to
calculate the weight and volume of sediment passing a cross-section
during a specified period of time. Typically that is annually, but
it can be a single event.

FLOW DURATION CURVE method and

FLOW HYDROGRAPH method.

7. Basic Phil.sophy. The effort has been directed toward
packaging existing technology so design engineers can be sure their
projects will be save, reliable, maintainable, and environmentally
pleasing. Procedures meet the requirements of Engineering
Regulations and meet the requirements in the water resources
development legislation. The methods have been packaged for MS-DOS
computers.

8. Points of Discussion. The technology in SAM is for sand bed
streams. It solves the Manning equation in the usual way;
calculates bed shear stress; uses the Shield criteria; calculates
sediment transport; and calculates sediment yield. We are using
existing equations. How far can those equations be pushed?

Regine equations have been used for some time by Charlie Neill and
his colleagues in Canada. Some of their streams have very coarse
bed sediment. How far can those equations be pushed?
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How does one sample a coarse bed stream?

How does one obtain a suitable value for the wash load and the
"through-put" load without extensive data collection?

What are the major gaps in knowledge that need to be filled before
applying SAM to steep gradient streams?

Im
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A Review of Natural-Gravel-Transport-Detection
Experiments at Squaw Creek, Montana, 1981-1991

Sepn (T. ,U str, Departi,-t of "Ear Sciences, Montana State Univers
Bozeman, MT 59717-0348

Abstract

The magnetism of natural particles is a useful tracer for the study of gravel
transport on stream bottoms. During the past 10 years a device has been developed
at the Technische Fachhochschule, and the Freien Universitdt, Berlin, Germany and
Montana State University which detects the motion of naturally magnetic pebbles
and cobbles on the stream bottom. Since the tracer does not haie to be installed,
assessment of transport is possible under undisturbed natural conditions. The
detector system counts particles as they move over the sensor. The records provide
insight into the spatial and temporal distribution of bed-load transport in natural
streams. Data from this detector, bed-load sampling, and hydraulic measurements
suggest that the threshold for transport varies in resjponse to geomorphic as well as
hydraulic processes. Transport peaks do not necessarily correspond to discharge
peaks. The transport rate varies both temporally and spatially across the stream
1.04- T- M I bi e nserctive trarsport. of gravel particles in response

to geomorphic as well as hydraulic variables.

The detector will work in many gravel-bed streams including those in the
Pacific Northwest,and Aluska. The detector has potential as a sensing deN4%Q to alurt
managers of the onset of particle motion and its location. The device also has
potential to further elucidate gravel-transport processes and the factors which control
the threshold of gravel motion, transport location, and the tpmporal distribution of
t,-anr!. -t particularly if the universal problems associated with physical sampling
duiing gravel transport can be solved or at icast reduced during calibration.
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A Review of Natural-Gravel-Transport-Detection
Experiments at Squaw Creek, Montana, 1981-1991

Introduction

The Problem

Bed-load transport is of interest to people plaining, constructing, and
operating engineering structures in gravel-bed rivers (Neil and Hey, 1982; Wang, and
others, 1987; Ackers and Thompson, 1987; Griffiths, 1989; Lagasse, and otlers, 1991;
Richardson and otbers, 1991). Questions include: What is the threshold for motion
of bed material? How much material can be expected to move? How much material
is moving? Where on the bed is material moving? These questions are difficult to
answer because bed-load transport is not typically visible, and because of difficulties
with hydraulic measurement and bed-load sampling under conditions favorable for
coarse-gravel motion. A variety of tracers have been used to explore gravel transport
(Bunte and Ergenzinger, 1989). In 1981, Ergenzinger and Custer (1983) developed
a measurement technique which uses the natural magnetism of particles in a stream
bed to detect transport. During the past 10 years, the technique has evolved, and has
provided insight into transport processes in gravel-bed systems. This paper reviews
the de-vlnment of the technique and some results from measurements at Squaw
Creek, Montana. The purpose of' the review is to identify the advantages and
disadvantages of the method, illustrate some applications, and provide some insight
into the nature of gravel-transport processes in natural streams.

The Site

The research site is 50 m upstream of the confluence of Squaw Creek and the
Gallatin River in Gallatin County Montana (Figure 1). The site characteristics have
been summarized by Ergenzinger and Custer (1983) and by Bunte and others (1987).
The stream drains an area of 106 kin 2 , has a relief of 1520 in, and a Strahler stream
order of 4. The bedrock which underlies the drainage basin is approximately 25
percent Archean quartzofeldspatlic gneiss, 20 percent Paleozoic and Mesozoic
sediments, and 55 percent Eocene andesitic and basaltic lava flows, mudflows, and
intrusions (McMannis and Chadwick, 1964). The 50 year recurrence interval
discharge is 20 m3/s (Ergenzinger and Custer, 1983). The bankfull discharge (Q1.)
is 5 m3/s. Water-surface slope and bed slope vary, but are approximately 0.02
(Bugosh, 1988). The stream peaks between 1 May and 1 July. The peaks are
typically caused by snow melt, but. sore rain-generated peaks in the absence of snow
have been observed.
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Figure 1. Location map for Squaw Creek (after Bugosh and Custer, 1989 and Bunte
and others, 1987).

The site is divided int, two channels (Figure 2). The main (south) channel is
approxiruately 11 m wide. The north channel is approximately 6 m wide. The
channels are scparated by a gravel bar. The east enad ufhe g"avel Liar is stabiliz..
by an alder. A road bridge to the Castle Rock Baptisc Bible Camp across Squaw
Creek constricts the channel to a width of approximately 8 m. When the U.S. Forest
service installed the bridge, logs with wire mesh draped below them were placed in
the stream bed, and attached to the bridge abutment. These logs were necessary
because Squaw Creek is graded to the Gallatin River and displays considerable
dynamic behavior in response to rising and falling stage of the Gallatin River
(temporary local base level). Each year Squaw Creek deposits gravel at the
coi-ffluence with the Gallatin River during high flow, and cuts through the deposit in
early summer when stage on the Gallatin River falls.

The channel at the site is dynamic. When research began in 1981, there was
a single south channel with the thalweg directed appriximately normal to the bridge
and an abandoned channel with young vegetation north of discharge-bearing channel
(Figure 2). In the spring of 1981, a 16 m3/s flood caused erosion and deposition which
split the channel into two parts. In 1983, a logjam burst and the north channel was
rearranged again and returned to a single thread. The single thread configuration
was maintained until 1990 when flood waters began to encroach on the abandoned
north channel. Although the stream changes its channel configuration periodically,
the channel is responding to naturally varying local conditions above the bridge. The
creek has remained within the natural terrace banks on either side of the streamthroughout the study period. In this sense, the channel position appears to be stable.
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Figure 2. Site Map (Modified from Bunte, 1991, Figure 3.07)
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Several ii, vestigat(rs have measured the particie size distribution of iate rial
in thi gravel bars an6 channel of the stream (Bunte arid others, 1987; Custer and
&hcr,, 1987, 3ugosh 1938; Bunte, .991) (Tabl. 1). Median particle size on the bar
is approximately 19-24 rmm and in the cham;el adjacent to the bar in. the thaiweg is
:00- 40 rn.m Mo:-e than 16 percent of the particles in the channel are larger than
209 eix. Material as large as 180 mm has been trapped in bed-load nets at the
bridge.

T..able 1. Example cumnulative particle size dibt ibution (nnmr) (Bunte, 1991)

d5 dic d95 d&o d75 d84 d,;

bar 1 0.5 2.3 7 19 32 40 67
bar 2 0.4 1.8 5 24 60 90 200
chamel 0.5 2.8 18 140 190 200 220

Work began or, bed-load measurement at the Squaw Creek site in 1980-81

(Ergeringer and Custer, 1983). At that time there was a single automobile bridge
across the stream at the site. Over the years, walk ways at the Bible-Camp bridge
have been expanded, and new measurement platforms upstream of the original site
have been installed. A 15 cm "catwalk" was installed in 1981 under the road bridge.
This "caLwaik" and was moved up ,itream to t-e .det.tor 'g 1-o A 1
"suspension bridge was installed just upstream of the "catwalk" in 1986, and in 1990
a second 1 m-wide measuring platform was installed approximately 20 m upstream
of the ioad bridge.

The Instrument

The Detecror

The gravel-bed-load-motion detector operates on electromagnetic principles.
The idea for natural-particle detection arose from artificial electromagnetic tracer
techmiques which used a magnet epoxied into holes drilled in cobbles (Ergenzinger
and Conrady, 1982). The magnetized cobbles were placed on or in the stream be'.
In the artificial-magnet approach, motion of the artificially magnetized cobble induces
a voltage in a coil above the stream. The voltage is detected. The signal is 2roduced
by induction. No input power is needed for the detector, but power is needed for the
amplifiers and recorders. At Squaw Creek, instead of using an artificial magnet,
naturally magnetic pebbles and cobbles are used as the tracer, and because the
magnetism of rock is often weaker than that of an artificial magneL, the coils which
detect the motion are buried in the stream bottom closer to where the motion takes
place (Ergenzingec and Custer, .983). 'The advantage of the use of natu-ally-

magnetic gravel as a tracer is that the material need not be moved fi-om its ratural
position in the )ed (a necessary pl-oblcm with artificial tracers), and the nun-ber of
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tracers in the stream bed is not constrained by the time and patience of an assistant
with the tedious responsibility to insert tracers in the gravel particles. Thus, the
technique detects motion of many naturally-magnetic-gravel particles from natural
position on the stream bottom. A brief history of the evolution of the detector and
recorder provides insight into the principle of operation, the current state of the art,
of the detector, and the limitations of the detector.

The detectors have become smaller and the recorders have introduced better
amplification, filtering, and data acquisition (Figure 3). The 1981 detector consisted
of four 20-cm-long coils spaced 14 cm apart and connected in series (Ergenzinger and
Custer, 1983) (Figure 3 A and B). . Each coil consisted of 9000 windings of 0.2 mm
copper wire. The windings were around a 1-m-]cng , 2 cm diameter iron bar. The
detector was placed in a channel in cast concrete and surrounded by roofing tar. The
concrete block was 1.25 m long, 0.2 m wide and 0.15 m high. A voltage was produced
when a naturally magnetic particle mord across the detector. The detector worked
well, but was heavy (approximately 90 kg), required elaborate wiring protection
against cobble impact, and was eroded from its position, washed down stream and
buried in a grave] bar during an 18-year recurrence-interval fluod (Ergenzin-ger and
Custer 1983; Bunte, 1991). To make the detector more manageable and sensitive,
smaller coils with approximately 20,000 windings were built (Custer and others,
1987) (not shown in figure %). Instead of burying the detector against the log that

diameter concrete cylinders or in 4.5-cm-high resin half cylinders. The cylinders and
half cylinders were bolted to a log installed across the stream and attached to the
base-level-control log. In addition to the problems with line noise from the power

supply to the amplifier and lightning strikes, additional noise was introduced from
the physical motion of the detectors through the Earth's magnetic field (Custer and
o-hers, 1987). The smaller coils were too light and could not be attached to a log
sufficiently tightly to eliminate vibration. The problem of wire protection remained.

The early coils were oriented with the core and axis of the windings parallel
to Lhe stream bottom. In 1986, a new design was implemented with the core and axis
of the windings perpendicular to the stream bottom to produce a stronger signal from
smaller sensors (Spieker and Ergenzinger, 1990; Ergenzinger and others, 1992)
(Figure 3 C and D).

"Each detector unit has a length of 1.4 m and consists of over 300 chokes
(7 x 7 mm wire coils wrapped around a ferrite core.)" ... The axes of the chokes
are perpendicular to the river bottom. The chokes of each detector are serially
connected so that the total inductivity of each detector is about 21 He~ry (V
s A'' (Spieker and Ergenzinger, 1990, p. 170).

The detectors are surrounded by a platic cban el and fixed with resin into "dove-
tail" grooves in a 15 x 25 cm x 8 m log iwbedded in the stream against the log which
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maintains base level under the road bridge. The great weight of the water-logged
detector provides stability, the multiple blocks provide opportunities to better
identitytransport location. The two detector strips were designed to estimate time

of passageof waves and particles. The log was covered with 0.8 mm (0.0315 in.) thick

aluminum sheet to protect the detectors from physical damage due to cobble impact
and to provide a smooth surface which does not accumulate bed material. Thinner
aluminum flashing (0.292 mm; 0.0115 in.) was used on a second detector installed 28
m up-stream of the first in 1990 (Figure 2), and this cover was destroyed by cobble
impact in one season (Figure 3 D) while the thicker aluminum remained in tact. The
thicker aluminum covering is desirable. Because the wires for the detector are inside
the detector capsule in the dove-tail groove, they are protected from physical damage
(Figure 3 C). In the old design wire conduit and wires were damaged annually
(Figure 3 B). Since 1986, the same detector design has been used.

The physical charactetristics of the detector are important because of noise
reduction consideratironis (Custer and cf.lb'rs, 1937) particularly in the later-generation
detectors which amplify the sGi-gna! up t, 10'6 times. The following noise-reduction
considerations are essentia. 1) A, few ferric nails ar.d bolts as possible should be
used. Brass and aluminum fasten.en, and shields are desirable because they do not
corrode and do .ot generate a signal if they vibrate. 2) The detector itself must not
move or vibrate even slightiy because motion of the detector coils through the
magnetic field of Earth produces a signal. The detector should be attached very
securely to an immoveabe object or be very heav,. 3) Tne power to the
amplifier/filter system should be very well grounded and should be cleaned and
stabilized since input power fluctuations arc also amplified with the signals. 4)
Scour must be eliminated below the deter-tor so the particles move above and close
to the coils and so that erosion and destruction of the detector is prevented. (Erosion
of one 90 kg block occurred in 1981. The detector was transported approximately 30
i down stream.) 5) The detector should be protected from physical damage due to
cobble impact with sheet aluminum. 6) GL od protection for wires between the
detector and amplifier/recorder is essential to maintain continuity during flood..

The Amplifier/Recorder

The amplifier/recorde- system has also evolved in response to noise, signal, and
counting constraints and provide further insight into the requiruments for
installation. From 1981 to 1986 amplification and recording were accomplished with
commercially-available-flat-bed-multichannel recorders capable of sensing zero-to-one
millivolt pulses. These devices provided paper output of good quality (Custer and
others, 1987; Bunte, 1991), but had some practical problems. The paper speeds were
necessarily high to gain enough separation between signals to allow counting (1-5 Rn/h
and more). Such paper rates require someone to be present to change paper, add ink,
fix jams and generally maintin the machine. Such paper rates also produce large
physical volumes of output. Furthermore, someone was required to physically count
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the many signals produced by moving particles during an event. There were also
electronic problems with the recorders. The signal to noise ratio was sometimes a
problem. Noise filters and amplifiers improved the output. Early amplifier/filter
devices were designed and built for the flat-bed recorders (Spieker and Ergenzinger,
1990). The more recent amplifier/recorders were designed for computer interfaced
data acquisition by George Christaller and his students at the Institut fdr Sensor
Teclhik in the Techriche Fachhochschule, Berlin, Germany.

"The electronics consist of 4 main parts, a double auto zero amplifier (DAZA),
an analcg multiplexer (MUX), a data acquisition controller (DAC) with digital
converter (ADC) and some auxiliary electronics with a micro-controller"
(Ergenzinger and others, 1992, p. 5).

The amplifiers enhance the signal up to 10*6 times. The newest device also contains
noise filters and the capability of visual output on the computer monitor. The
computerization of the system allows automated signal counting which replaces the
more tedious counting of signals from chart-recorder paper.

The Output

Temlora and Sptial+.. Vaiabiit f rraspof ( - t-r Outp,)

The detector system produces output which shows the moment coarse-
magnetic-bed-load-particle motion begins (Figure 4) (Custer and others, 1987). The
output also records the temporal and spatial variability of bed-load-particle
(Figure 4). These results are not unique from the perspective of our growing
understanding of coarse-grained bed-load-transport phenomena in flumes and a few
natural streams (Gomez and others, 1989). However, the device does provide a
unique means of electronically detecting natural transport initiation and bursts
without elaborate, physically demanding, expensive, and problematic physical
samplers or sediment traps.

Intuitively, one might expect a good temporal relationship between stream
discharge and transport rate. However, examination of stage and particle-transport-
signal counts plotted on a common time axis suggest our intuition is incorrect (Bunte
and others, 1987; Custer and others, 1987; Bunte, 1991). The records (Figure 5)
reveal that some hydrograph peaks have no associated coarse-particle-transport-count
peaks (3, 9); some coarse-particle-transport-count peaks come on the falling limb of
the hydrograph (2, 6, 7, 8 10, 11); some coarse-particle-transport-count peaks come
at the same time as the hydrograph peaks (1, 4, 5, 6, 11); and some hydrograph
events have multiple sediment transport peaks (6, 10, 11). Data sampled at five-
minute intervals reveals even less correlation with discharge (Bunte, 1991; 1992).
Analysis of the five-minute records show that the amplitudes of the bed-load pulses
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increase with increasing discharge while the frequency decreases until a periodicity
of abut 1.5 hours was reached during peak flow (Bunte, 1991, p. 145). Exvamination

of even more detailed computer-counted records of coarse-particle detection during

high water on the fifth and sixth of June 1991 (Figure 6). On these dates, there was

actually a coarse-particle-transport lull on most sensor channels at peak stage with
a burst before peak and a larger burst after the peak. Furthermore, the count-rates
at the start of measurement on the lower detector are higher than the ount rates at

the higher detector under hydraulic conditions which one would normaly assume are
identical since the two detectors are only 28 m apart and the measurements were
taken simultaneously.

_ .......... ...._:_____ 4.:f' i .~ l 'J W= !it-4.w : : "-: . . . .
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Figure 4. Chart-recorder record of potential -versus time from a from a 1981-style
detector on 2 May 1982 (from Custer and others, 1987, p. 24).

Detector data from 1991 show that transport fluctuates spatially as well as
temporally at Squaw Creek (Figure 6) (Ergenzinger and others, 1992). Discharge oni
this date peaked at 7.2 mns* (0.4 rn's* north channel; 6.8 m3 ' main channel). Trhe
gap from about .10:07 to about 13:35 is a period during which computer data
acquisition briefly failed. Detectors in the upstream detector log (about 28 m up-
stream of the road bridge) show sediment movement at different times and locations.
Most of the transport occurs in the channel rather than on the shallower bar at the
up-stream detector, but at the same i -,e over the down-stream detector log (at the
road bridge), transport tends to be focused in the center of the stream With motion
both on the bar) the boundary between the bar and channel and in the channel.
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Discussion

Validation

To test whether physical bed-load-transport samples can reproduce transport
patterns which were out of phase with respect to discharge peaks, bed load samples
were taken in the channel at the road bridge on Squaw creek between 1.35 and 3.35
m from the right-bank bridge wall with a large bed-load-net sampler in 1988 (Blute,
1990, 1992). (No direct calibration of the detector was possible because of electronic
noise problems in a failing amplifier. A good example of the importance of
eliminating noise and of the need for a good electronic instrument base and good
electronic technical support.) The sampler opening was 1.6 m wide and 0.3 m high.
The net was 3 m long and was composed of 10 mm mesh. The large mesh size was
selected because the particles detected by the passive magnetic detector are pebble
size (Ergenzinger and Custer, 1983), and because of sampler-plugging and sampler
handling problems anticipated when the net was full if a smaller mesh size was used
(Bunte, 1990). Although only a few samples could be taken because of the size and
unwieldiness of the sampler, variable transport rates are again found, and the largest
transport rate occurred on the receding limb of the hydrograph (Figure 7). (The line
in figure 7 reflects discharge, the histogram reflects bed-load-transport rate.)
Although transport rate does broadly increase with discharge as expected, at any
given dischavge even for a single event, the transport rate can vary by an order of
magnitude. This variation is mdoubtedly related to whether a transport pulse is
passing at the moment of sampling rather than discharge-controlled transport.
Similar results using other systems have been reviewed by Gomez and others (1989).
The electronic count data from 1986 and the hand-sampled transport data from 1988,
as well as work by others in flumes and on streams suggest that factors in addition
to simple hydraulic thresholds which arise from discharge must control transport
pulses.

' 1 .2 - 22:.4
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Figure 7. Results of physical bed load samples taken in 1988 with a large-net

sampler (from Bunte, 1990, p. 226).
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Factors Influen-cin Spatial and TemEoral Variability.!

The factors which influence the spatial and temporal variability of coarse-bed-
load transport in a natural fluvial system such as that at Squaw Creek are probably
both hydraulic and geomorphologic. Variability exists even under the highly
controlled conditions of flume experiments (for example, Hubbell and others 1987;
Iseya and Ikeda, 1987). The use of hydraulic factors to predict sediment transport
have bezn the subject of intense scrutiny for many years (for example, Bagnold, 1977,
Andrews, 1983; Carling 1983; Bathurst, 1987; Bathurst and others, 1987). Given the
spatial and temporal variability and the lack of correlation between pulse and
discharge or stage, broad generalizations which use stream-wide stream power (a
function of discharge and slope) or even stream-wide shear stress (a function of slope
and depth) appear unlikely to explain the observed behavior. Local spatial and
temporal variation of stream power per unit bed width, local shear stress, or local
shear velocity in response to local changes in velocity, depth, and slope at different
locations on the stream bottom may better explain the pulses. However,
instantaneous measurement of local changes in depth, slope, and velocity profiles for
the water at many locations is very labor intensive and has racc,:' been accomplishedin natural systems. Iseya and Ikeda (1987) reviewed factors which might result in
such motion. Factors include hysteresis (Milhous and Klingeman, 1973; Griffiths,
1989; Kuhnle, 1992), armour development (Gomez, 1983), kinematic waves (Langbein-A r .... "I ZO. P-A . , o+heri, 1ORJ 1,-M,- 1 nng prcr'sps (Tseya and

Ikeda, 1987), and migrating bed forms (Hubbell and others 1985; Whiting and others,
1988; Kuhnle and Southard, 1988). The importance of many of these factors cannot
be tested with the detector, but migrating bed forms might be visible in detector
records from two detectors separated by a short. distance. Visual examination of
figure 6 does not reveal an identifiable pulse of sediment transport at the upper
detector followed by a similar identifiable pulse at the lower detector.

Change in slope is ali important hydraulic variable which is rarely measured
in space and time at natural sites during sediment transport (Prestegaard, 1983).
Some preliminary measurements of spatial-temporal change of slope at Squaw Creek
have been made by laying hoses longitudinally along the stream bottom at several
locations. The up-stream end of the hoses are bent so they face down stream to
reduce the influence of flow velocity, and constitute the point of measurement for the
head. At the downstream end, a clear tube is attached to the hose and is raised out
of the stream. The difference in height between the water level in the tube and the
level of water adjacent to the tube is the change in head. The head difference divided
by the distmce between the upstream end of the hose and the place where the clear
tube is raised represents the slope. If multiple hoses are installed, thr slope between
the two hoses can be measured. This arrangement allows water-surface slope
assessment through space and time at least to a limited extent along two banks. In
1986 and 1988 slope tubes were spaced at 17.3 m on the left bank (Bunte, 1991).
Data from head in the two hoses revealed that slope varied through time as the flood
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progressed. In 1991, slope tubes were installed on both banks (Ergen'inger and
others, 1992) (Figure 8). Tbis data shows that water-surface slope varies between
0.022 and 0.018. Generally the water-surface slope on the right bank is higher than
on the left bank but in the morning the two slopes cross and values are highest on
the left bank for a while. The changes in water-surface slope were on the banks and
so cannot be compared easily to the transport pulses in the stream channel itself, but
the data suggest that slope varies measurably temporally and spatially. This result
is not surprising since the gravel bar (and multiple channels) introduce spatial
variation in bed-surface slope. The results reinforce the statement by Gomez and
Church (1989, p. 1183),

"...In view of this, strictly "local" hydraulic parameters should be utilized. The
use of mean or total hydraulic values represents a channel-wide integration
before the transport calculation, whereas strict observance of the form of the
formulae requires that the transport be calculated first. Since the formulae
are non linear, the effect may be important."

Moi e work wiLh collection and analysis of natural slope data at many points on the
stream bed is needed to better understand relationships between depth, slope, shear
stress, stream power, and coarse-bed-load-transport pulses. There may even be a
relationship between the pulses and the water surface slope related to turbulent
(,nstRady) flow cells. Such interaction might be causative (cells develop and induce
transport when the whole bed is near threshold) (Ergenzinger and others, 1992),
responsive (water surface slope responds to sediment transport waves but does not
drive them), interactive (water-surface slope and transport interact) or unrelated.
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Figure 8. Slope variations near the right and left banks during 1991 (cf. Figure 6).



Although hydraulic factors are generally assumed to control sediment transport
in gravel bed rivers, geomorphic factors also have an impact on natural sediment
transport and supply (Bathurst, 1987; Bluck, 1987; Bugosh and Custer, 1989;
Griffiths, 1989; Hassan and Pied, 1990; Hoey and Sutherland, 1991; Jong, 1991 and
1992; Naden and Brayshaw, 1987; Warburton, 1992). Bathurst (1987) suggests an
interaction between sediment storage and armour layers may explain particle
transport events which lag behind the peak discharge or even occur before the peak.

"Break-up of tais layer near the peak flow releases material from below the
layer and allows greater transport during the falling limb of the hydrograph
(eg. Klingeman and Emmett, 1982; Reid and others, 1985). The opposite may
occur if, instead, the rising limb is able to tap supplies of sediment which have
been accumulating along the channel since the previous flood" (Bathurst, 1987,
p. 283.).

Bursting sediment transport at a smaller temporal scale than discharge events
(Figure 4) may also be related to the creation and destruction of cluster bed-forms in
gravel bed rivers (eg: Reid and Frostick, 1984; Hassan and Reid, 1990; Jong, 1991).
Cluster organization and destruction might control entrainment thre3holds
(Brayshaw, 1985).

Other supply factors may influence the "erratic" sediment transport patterns.
One explanation of the fact that there are more particle counts at the luwer detector
than the upper in figure 6 may be that bed material was stored between the two
detectors during an earlier event and moved over the detector dur-ing the rising limb
of the hydrograph during the period shown in the figure (Bunte, personal
communication, 1992). Another explanation may relate to exposure of new material
: - threshold hydraulic conditions as stage increased and new bed features were
flooded in or near the reach of interest. There are undoubtedly also interactions
between channel features and the flow which may result in local changes in channel
position, slope, and local flow direction or changes in channel or thalweg location
which may occur within or up stream of the channel system under study (Griffiths,
1989; Naden 2nd Brayshaw, 1987). For example, an alternative explanation for the
higher count data at the onset of measurement in figure 6 is exposure of new sources
in the channel north of the gravel bar (Figure 2) which are not available to influence
the upstream detector block. Different channels are not required to cause supply
fluctuations. As stage rises different parts of the channel are inundated and these
areas contain different sized mateial. These newly inundated areas represent
d&fferent supplies available fbr transport at different times. Other supply factors
include simple bank erosion and collapse, disruption of the stream bottom by floating
debriG, and log-jam bursts (Bugosh and Custer, 1989). Sediment pulses may also be
delivered by nearby tributary streams (Bathurst, 1987), debris flows or land slides
near by, or be delivered upstream some distance at a much earlier time and simply
arrive at the site many flood peaks later. Hydraulic conditions probably interact
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dynamically with supply in a complicated way to produce unsteady transport

behavior.

Calibration (Gravel-Transport Sampling Problems)

The detector output clearly shows spatial and temporal transport patterns, andI permits analysis of transport with respect to discharge, but the data is displayed in
counts-per-time units rather than the more conventional mass-per-time units (Both
approaches include a per unit stream width term which varies depending on the
detector, sampler width, and whether all width terms are summed for the stream.)
Although the non-traditional units of counts (particles) per unit time are useful, there
is interest in the relationship between mass transport and the number of particles
moving. The history of calibration attempts provide insight both into the particle
detector and into bed-load transport measurement problems in gravel-bed streams.

A simple proportionality approach was used in 1981 (Ergenzinger and Custer,
1983). The approach depends ua knowledge 3f the proportion of detectable particles
in the stream bed. Not all mobile coarse-bed-load particles are detected, only a
portion of them are. A variety cf factors influence detectibility. Factors include the
amount of magnetic minerals in the rock composing the clast, the size o the clast, the
orientation of the clast during passage over the detector, the height of tLe clast above
the detector, and the velocity of the clast. The uncalibrated use of count data from

particles are moving past the detection point at any moment in time. Thus, there

is a relationship between number of detectable coarse particles and the total nmber
of particles passing the detector. Since no property of a detectable coprse particle is
known to influence transportability in a way that is different from an undetectable
coarse particle, the assumption of a relationship appears reasonable. Indeed, the
presence of nondetectible particles is actually an advantage, because if all particles
were detectable, the counters would probably be overwhelmed. Based on laboratory
experiments with detectors used in 1981 only about 15% of the material larger than
pebble size was counted and only about 5 % of all material in transport was counted
(Ergenzinger and Custer, 1983). The ratio has probably changed as the detectors,
filters, and amplifiers have changed, but generally the assumption is made that there
is a proportional relationship between detectable and undetectable particles. To
define the relationship of proportionality gravel-sized bed-load transport sampling is
needed.

While there are several problems with the simple proportionality
approximation outlined above, field sampling is no more straight forward (Bathurst,
1987; Church and others, 1987). The problems exist for other workers as well (for
example, Gomez and Emmett, 1991) and are simply rciterated by calibration
attempts at Squaw Creek. Given the nature of the count data, any calibration must
be accomplished at the same location as the detection and must occur over the same
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time interval. Samples taken at different locations c : different times cannot be used
because of the temporal and spatial variability of transport demonstrated by the
detector. Early attempts used a modified Muhloffer sampler (Ergenzinger and Custer,
1983; Lee Figure 3 B). The force of the water physically prevented the sampler from
being moved forward into sampling position even with substantial levers. A 7.6 cm
Helley-Smith sampler attached to a "fish" was tried, but cross currents prevented
accurate positioning of the sampler over the detector. Hand-held Helley-Smith
samplers from a foot bridge were also tried. Three problems resulted in
abandonment of this technique. The first problem is bed contact. Physical sampling
must occur at the down-stream detector, in the channel where the largest particles
occur, at the point where most detection is observed. Here, there are cobbles and
boulders nearly flush with the detector. The hand-held sampler rests in irregular
contact on these boulders. This poor bed contact means sediment bypasses the
sampler because the nozzle is held above the transport site around the boulder
(Figure 9 a). A second problem has to do with orifice size. The photograph of
particles trapped in the large-net sampler next to the 15 cm (6 inch) Helley-Smith
sampler (Figure 9 b) graphically illustrates the need for a large sampler orifice.
Clearly an orifice larger than six inches is needed, but even the 15 cm Helley Smith
sampler with a 2.5 m handle levered against the foot bridge has presented too much
surface area to the stream to be successfiflly held in a known position safely. A final
problem is the electronic noise induced 3y the metallic sampler. The number of
COUaflS Dure all^uL- aiiraIing IL1 b&e UCLVLLiiiteu , UU.11115 sQLLpjJL16ALV

makes counting impossible. Given the temporal variability of transport, the time of
sampling and counting must coincide. Thus even ifa sample is obtained, one can not
be certain it is representative of material in transport during the counting interval.

Because of the difficulties with hand-held samplers, considerable discussion has
taken place regarding Birkbeck (Lewis, 1991) and vortex samplers (Klingeman and
Milhous, 1973; Tacconi and Billi, 1987). For Birkbeck samplers, there have been
concerns about filling and emptying rates. In 1991, an inexpensive large-net sampler
was further modified in order to over come the problems previously encountered with
the small hand-held samplers (Bunte, 1992). However, the 3 x 1.6 x 0.3 m net was
filled to capacity in 5 minutes and was too heavy to physically be removed from the
stream until low flow. Emptying a Birkbeck type sampler multiple times during a
transport event has been daunting, as have the problems of changing sampler
efficiency during filling, particularly as sediment fill approaches the top of the
sampler. A small, vortex sampler has been constructed for part of the channel width
just below the downstream detector lcg but has not yet been in the stream during a
transport event. This sampler also has volume and mass problems with output
during periods of high transport rate, and also has some problems with sampler
efficiency for particles smaller than 10 mm (Bathurst, 1937). The problems of
physically sampling a gravel bed river with abundant cobbles and boulders is a
significant problem which requires careful attention to sampling time, sampling
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duration, sampler position, sampler efficiency, bed contact, net size, and how to lift

large samples from the stream without interfering with the counting detector.

Applications

Although correlation of detector counts to mass transport beyond the simple
proportional approximation has proven difficult, the detectors produce excellent data
for appropriate applications. Successfil ap:=lication depends upon experimental
design and the qusLion posed. Applications exist both for morel verification and for
monitoring.

If phe model question is, "Do modeled predictions of the initiation of gravel
transport in natu)ral jivers match those observed," the detector can monitoy thres;hold
of initiation of gravel transport and provides a comparison. (The assumption is that
both detectable amd nondetectible particles begin to move at the same time. This
seems to be a reasonable inference since rock magnetism is not known to inhibit or
enhance particle motion.) Thus modeled conditions for initiation of gravel transport
can be tested in natural settings because the detector records continuously and
precisely detects the initiation of transport.

If the model question is, "Where does bed-load transport take place in the
• _ -_- -- . -,! -P - .... .. 
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transport location changes through time and in response to changing hydraulic
variables. Figure 6 shows that gravel partial.%s do not move everywhere on the
stream bottom, that the position of motion is different av diffcurent .Xngitudinal
stream positions 28 m apart, and that the position changes through tim. Such
information should be help with development of predictive models for bed-load
transport and channel change in gravel-bed streams.

If the model question is, 'Under what hydraulic conditions can gravel transport
be expected to begin?" the detector can provide real-time data regarding the instant,
motion begins if continuous monitoring of hydraulic variables exists. Knowledge
regarding threshold of motion requires measurements be taken just as motion starts.
Identification of the moment gravel transport begins in a natural stream is very
difficult wit2i standard samplers. The detect( r is fir superior to the technique of
asking many personnel to stand in the river sampling until thE moment of onset of
gravel transpoit is discovered. Thus, the detector's usefulness extends past model
testing to monitoring purposes for this question.

Such detection also has practical applications. If the environmental monitoring
question iE, "Have pebbles begun to move on the bed at this engineering structure?",
the detector ct provide real-time data. For example, if a detector were attached to
a bridge pier, initiation of erosion should be detectable for monitoring or in extreme
cases for disaster assessment with or without models. Applications might include
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particle motion warning systems for small hydroelectric facilities or early warning
systems for onset of erosion of engineered facilities in streams. Thus the detector
might be used fo; disaster preparedness as well as for development of sound
engineering practice in gravel-bed streams.

Applicable Sites

The detector will work in many (but not all) gravel-bed streams. The primary
requirement is the presence of naturally magnetic material larger than 2 cm in the
stream bed. Such material is more widely available t~ian one might expect. Squaw
Creek drains an Eocene andesitic volcanic complex in southwestern Montana. Thus,
any andesitic volcanic terrain such as those associated with subduction in the
Cascade Range and Coast Range of Western North America, the Aleutian and Alaska
Range in Alaska, the Andes of South America, and mountains in the Philippines,
New Zealand, and Japan is suitable for the application of the magnetic tracer
technique for pebbles and cobbles in stream beds. Basaltic ter.Tains are also good
candidates because of the magnetite content of basalts (eg: Snake Fdver Plain,
Columbia Plateau, Iceland, Deccan Plateau of India). Other metamorphic and
intrusive terrains may also contain pebbles sufficiently magnetic to be detectable.
Indeed, the idea for detection of naturally magnetic material arose from the Archean
Stilniwtater Coyr-ex. in Mnt-a wrhich, is associated Iwith h~indCid ir n form~ation.
Although that terrain proved to be so magnetic that there was fear of saturation of'
the detectors with signals, othe- areas of banded iron formation such as thote in
Minnesota and Australia have potential. Even clastic sedimentary terrain may
contain sufficient magnetite to work to produce detectable clasts. The Virgele
Sandstone in Montana has magnetite placer beds that produce magnetic clasts.
Immature sediments derived from source terrains with magnetite may also produce
clasts that are detectable. The primary point is that there are many regions in te
world where detection is possible. The best way to determine whether the detector
will work is to use a stud finder such as those used in the mineral industiy ,o
identify magnetic ore (about $5 in 1992). If pebbl;s and cobbies in a stream attract
a stud finder, the site will prubably prove suitable for the passive magne..i-pirticle
detector. There are many such areas, particularly in mountainous regions of the
world where the technique should work.

Conclusions

1) There is a coarse bed-load transport detector available which employs electronic
signals induced by naturally-magnetic particles larger than gravel size. The natural
tracers do not have to be placed in the stream artificially. The detector has been
improved not only by reduction of the size of the components, but also with the

addition of filters, amplifiers, and computer-counting circuits. The improvements
have increased the sensitivit3 of the detector. The attached computer circuit
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automates the counting and allows easy data transfer to spread sheets or ther
computer programs.

.2; T~he defector can be successfully operated at sites with naturally magnetic clasts.
Sc(.h clasts should be expected in many areas where gravel-bed streams exist

(Cas'B.d ange, Aleutian Range, Andes, Japan, Ice'land, New Zealand.

3) RiSswith the detector show that threshold of gravel motion can be detected in
realftin(;.. Tbch detector further shows that partic~c motion is temporally and spatially
variablc. Tfhe variability occurs at sever~al scales.. There is only a crude relationship
between dcirepeaks and strean-width-avexaged peaks in the paiticle-counts
data.

4) The explanmtiun for the spatial and temporal v,,ri ability is uncertain but may be
related to C~OMPIIhJ.i rACractions between very "local" ui,:ber scale) hydraulic conditions
(slope, shea. Atress, wate sr- r depth, mesoscale flow cel)~dgeomorphic conditions that
relate to the par-ticc', Intecractions, strcam-bcd characer arYid sediment supply factors,I5) Calibration of tho. det.ctor signals has proved to bc, prol.rnatic and needs work.
The problems are slimilar to those reported by others wolkil i coarse gravel bea
rivers. Even without c-alib;-ation there may be applications fov, the detector including
real-time detection of tbhc threshold of transport initiation awii identification of the

liocation of transport on theQ ibtre~u bottomu.

QS Futurxe research with the iristrwnent needs to focus on spatially and temporally
-i:oni jous meas,.irements of hydxraulic v~tr).,lcs suchias wator-stirface siope, velocity,

dep~h, and shea ' stress as wea the calibration of the dcector Signal Ithbdla
samplz s with a more appropr :ae s ,.nplirng devices. New approaches are needed to
asscss tb~e issue of seffiment sup.-ply and the dynamic intcraction botAween hydraulic
an&t geomorphic factors which produce the variable transport raktes.
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14ONItOnING GRAVEL MOVEMENT IN RVERS
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Radio transmitters wtre implanted in natural river gravel
to locate and track the movement of coarse sediment (39
mm or larger) through a natural river reach. An
automatic data acquisition system was developed to
continuously monitor the radio-implanted sediment
particles to determine the travel time of the rocks
through a 362-m study reach. A total of 24 radio-tagged
tvtuks was ftonaitored either continuounly or by periodic-
location surveys. The travel time of the rocks through
the study reach is better related to specific gravity
than weight of the particles. In addition the automatic
data acquisition system continuously monitors the periods
of motion and rest of natural river gravel implanted with
radio transmitters equipped with motion sensors. The
capabilities of the systum are demonstrated by describing
the motion and rest periods of a single rock for a tiio-
month period including a number of flood events.

I TTRODUCT ION

The use of radio transmitters, implanted in individual sediment
particles, to track the movement of coarse sediment in natural river
systems was developed independently and simultaneously by Chacho,
Burrows and Emmett (1989) and Ergenzinger, Schmidt and Busskamp
(1989). Both groups have reported results from the application of the
new technique: Emmett, Burrows and Chacho (1992) on seasonal travel
distance; and Ergenzinger and Scb;..Jt (1990) on the travel
characteristics of cobbles in a bt-p-pool river. In this paper, we
describe the application of the technique and present exanples of the
type of datu that can be acquired by continuously monitoring the
motion and rest periods of various-size sediment particles and their
travel time through a 362-m study reach.

The radio transmitter, enclosed in a hermetically sealed cylinder
including battery and internal antenna, transmits a pulse at a
specified frequency and period. Transmitter life is dependent on
transmitting interval and battery eize; for example, a 15- X 39-mm
unit, transmitting at a pulse interval of about 0.5 msec, has a life
of about 60 dayb, while an Ib- X 72-ui unit, transmitting at the same
pulse rate, lasts about 10 months. Natural sediment particles are
c( lected 'rom a study site and holes are drilled 'nto the rocks to
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allow the implantation of the transmitters. The hole3 are sealed with
epoxy and the rock is painted to aid in recovery at the end of the
field season. Transmitters may be refurbished and used again. The
tracking application of the technique requires the use of a
directional antenna, radio receiver and signal strength meter.

In the continuous monitoring application of the technique, the
transmitters are equipped with a motion-sensor which emits a signal at
a single frequency but at a period which changes depending on whether
the particle is at rest or in motion. A data acquisition system,
utilizing a stationary antenna, radio receiver, automatic frequency
scanner, digital processor and data logger is employed to continuously
monitor the motion and rest periods of the motion-sensor equipped
rocks.

The initial application of the data acquisition system took place
in 1990, on Lignite Creek, in central Alaska. In this study, motion
sensor-equipped radio transmitters, with unique frequencies, were
installed in 17 sediment particles which were monitored by the data
acqiisition system and are referred to in this paper as the monitored
rocks. An additional seven sediment particles were radio-tagged for
periodic tracking only and are referred to as the unmonitored rocks.
All 24 radio-tagged rocks were placed on a riffle at the head of the
study reach. Periodically, following each flood event, all the rocks
were tracked and travel distances measured.

STUDY SITE

Lignite Creek flows out of the foothills north of the Alaska Range
into the Nenana River near Healy, Alaska. The drainage area of the
basin is approximately 125 km2 . The lithologies of the basin are
prone to mass wasting, producing high sediment loads on Lignite Creek.

Average annual water discharge is 0.89 m3 3-1 . Flow during the study
period in 1990 ranged from 0.5 to 16.3 m3 3-1 . Bedload transport, as
computed from samples collected with a Helley-Smith bedload sampler,

ranged from about 58 t day -1 to 365 t day-1 .
The study reach is 362 m in a straight line measure, from the

point of introduction of the radio-tagged rocks to the bridge where
the data acquisition system was located. The reach is relatively
steep with slope changing from 0.0015 m m-1 upstream to 0.0008 m m- 1

downbtreaum.. The reach is nearly straight, bending slightly from right
to left downstream, and, depending upon discharge, may flow in more
than one channel. Bed material varies from sand to boulders ind is
highly mobile; bedload transport occurs at ail but the lowest flows.

INSTRUMENTATION

The data acquisition system sequentially scans a series of
programmed radio frequencies. In this study 18 frequencies were
scanned, 17 radio-tagged rocks and a stationary fixed pulse
transmitter used to distinguish the beginning of a scan sequence. The
system requires 15 sec to properly interrogate a given freqiency.
Therefore, in this study, each radio-tagged rock was interrogated once
every 4.5 min. The motion sensor incorporates a delay time, that is,
the time interval that the transmitter broadcasts the motion-indicator
pulse rate following the occurrence of movement. In this specific
application, the delay time was specified as 4.5 min an that each
movement of a monitored rock during the total scan sequence would be
recorded. This means that any movement of a monitored rock, even it
it rolled only a partial revolution, would result in motion being
recorded on the subsequent interrogation of that radio frequency in
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the scan sequence. If the rock started rolling and continued to move
or moved in a series of short start and stop motions, multiple motion
periods would be recorded on subsequent scans of that rock's
frequcicy. Therefore, in this study, a motion or rest period is
defined as movement or lack of movement in a 4.5 min time interval.
Higher resolution of the motion periods is possible by zeducing the
number nf radio freqiencies to be scanned by an individual receiver.

The data record of motion and rest periods (4.5 min intervals) for
a single radio-tagged rock is shown in Figure 1. For this specific
transmitter, marks at approximately 1800 msec indicate periods of
rest, and marks at approximately 800 msec indicate periods of motion.
The upper plot is the original, raw data including radio interference
and the record after the rock exited the study reach. Interference
from extraneous communication signals is briefly discussed below. The
break in record and the reduced quality of data as the rock was
transported through the road bridge and out of the study reach is
clearly seen beginning at day 253.714. The lower plot is the filtered
data in which the extraneous interference and the record after the
rock had exited the study reach have been removed. Four episodes of
movement, which included multiple motion periods, were recorded near
days 219, 238, 244 and 253. Two single motion periods were recorded
on days 241 and 248.

Due to a number of high strength transmitters (i.e., railroad
communication, television and radio repeaters) in the vicinity of the
study site which operated near the frequencics used in this study
(163-164 MHz), interference was a problem. In some cases the
interference was minor and could be filtered out of the record (e.g.,
Fic. 1); in other cases the interfer-ence uas so areat that the entire
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record of motion events for an individual rock had to be discarded.
The interference problem has been greatly reduced in a subsequent

study by using transmitter frequencies (148 MHz) much lower than the
usual communication frequencies.

RESULTS

Due to the somewhat unique setting of this study site, where the
location of the bridge over the stream caused a perturbation in the
record as the monitored rock was transported under the bridge, two
types of data sets can be recovLred. The first is the record of the
occurrence of the motion arid rest periods, a time record which does
not include any information on travel distance. The secoid set is the
record of the time the monitored rocks exited the study reach, that
is, the time required for transport over a known distance. In this
paper we include examples and initial results from both types of data
sets. Complete analysis and interpretation is be yond the scope and
length limitations of this paper and will be 'eported in the future.

Tfle data from the 17 monitored rocks was filtered to zemove
interference and analyzed to determine the occurrence and timing of
motion events. Due to the interference described above, c:nly one rock
had a complete record of motion events for its entire transit time
through the study reach. The complete set of motion eventa for this
rock is described below.

A reach exit time was discernible for all 17 of the monitored
rocks. In addition the reach exit time for the seven unmo~itored
rockc ... a3 cr--a ^c frormr thc pcic;di location n-urvcy3.!L ni-a

analysis of these data sets is also presented.

MOTION EVENTS

The rock with a near-perfect record of motion events, :adio
frequency 164.301, was about mid-range in size and weight, and near
the upper bound in specific gravity and reach exit date of the 24
radio-tagged rocks (Table 1). The discharge hydrograph and the motion
events of this rock during its transport through the study reach is
shown in Figure 2. As was shown in Ficrure 1, four flood eNents
produced motion events with multiple motion periods, near oa y 219,
238, 244 and 253. The individual flood events and corresponding
motion periods are replotted in Figure 3. In addition, two flood
events produced a single motion period, near day 241 and 24b. The
data on the flood events, including total number of monitored periods,
and the motion events, including flow at the beginning and ,and of the
event and the number of motion periods, are listed in Tab'e 2. The
flood event interval was arbitrarily chosen near the minimul flows
between flood events, while the motion event interval is tal]en as the
time between the first and last motion period for a given flood event.

The motion periods shown in Figures 2 and 3 are the recor.ded data
near pulse rate 800 msec in Figure 1. The intermittent timiiig of the
motion events (Fig. 3) result from either rest periods or miosing
data, therefore some discussion of the reliability of the data is
required before progressing to further analysis or interpretattion.
For this rock, from the start of data acquisition on day 212 to its
reach exit date on day 253, a total of 13,144 periods were mcnitorod,
each of length 4.5 min. Of this total, due to the extraneous radio
interference, 238 periods (1.8%) were either missing or the recorded
pulse rate was not near either 1800 msec (rest) or 800 msec (motion)
(Fig. 1). The majority of the missing data, 177 periods, occurred
during small stream discharges, such as day 212-219 and 220-232, when
coarse sedinent movement was unlikely. The remaining 61 missing
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Tab.i.. 2. Flood events and corresponding motion events on
Lignite Creek 1990 for rock 164.301.

FLOOD EVENTS MOTION EVENTS
Inte:-val Monitored Interval Flow Motion
.(day) Periods (day) (m3 s - 1 ) Periods

219.401 219.614 1.73
220.401 320 220.014 2.14 22

237.001 238.154 2.37
239.701 609 239.035 6.41 44

241.251
242.708 467 241.5.?3 7.54 1

243.701 244.029 10.37
245.401 545 244.808 7.23 64

247.001
251.801 1535 248.748 5.77 1

252.010 252.660 8.80
253.714' 546 253.714* i0. 7* 4S

*Exited study reach

near the end of the reriod, or moved continuously throutqthL the
period.

For the first floo'd event, on day 219 (Fig. 2 and 3), 2Z notion
periods were recordcJ, seven single period ev~nts a..d .hree ..ultip.e
period evenLb, one of which spanned seven motion periods. % location
survey dfter this flood event measured a travel distance tf 2 v, ior
this rock. This results in An average travel distance of ,).(91 n per
motion period. Based on the median diameter of 74 uea an. ithe t,aii
number of motion periods, the movenent of this particular .cck d .Linq
this flood event. can be chaiac.erized as rolling an average of. 0.4
revolutions per motion period. Based on the ten motion ever'.1, trn
rock moved an average travel distance of 0.2 m per motion evert oz
0.86 revolutions per event. These are averages and do not account fz
sliding or bounciiig, nor do they take into account the possi). I.ty
that the majority of travel may have taken place during one ,
perhaps the event of seven consecative motion periods.

The frequency distribution of consecutive motion periods fc; all
the motior events of this rock during its transport through the study
reach is shown in Figure 4. A total of 201 periuds of motion were
recozded which were divided into 76 separate motion evf..nts, 34 single
peiod events and 42 multiple period events. As was dcne for the
first flood event, a similar analysis oi the average travvi distance
car, be performed for the remairing motion events. Becau3e the
remaining motion events occurred after day 238, during much higher
flood events, all these data -awe lumped togcther. A travel distance
of 360 m was coverod in 175 motion periods, ox 66 mtLiui events
between day 238 and 253. his results in an averagc distance of 2.U1
m per motion period or 5.45 m per motion event. In terns ol
ievolutiovs, this is 3.6 and 23.4 revolutions ptr motion pert o and
mntion event 4espectivoly. It apf[ear- that the higher f lows fulluwinq
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Ligure 4. Frequency distribution of consecutive motion
events (4.5-min period) for rock 164.301 transported
through the study reach of 362 m'.

day 238 resulted in longer travel distance (i.e., larger step lengths)
per r.xtton period of the rock. Further analysis along these line-s
await additional data from rocks of various 3izes and flow conditions.

An additional observation of interest is the relation between
flows at the initiation of motion and the end of motion for the flood
event-s. With the exception of the single per~od motion event of day
248, motion did not begin during a flood event until flow equaled or
exceeded the flow at which motion ended during the previous flood
event (Table 2) . This is offered only as an observation at this time

TRAVEL TIME OVER A KNOW.- T XVEL DISTANCE

Thje rexich exit dates provide a second type of data from which
anclysic cf travel tines of all the radio-tagged rocks can be
unaertaken. The actual e;it tinis from the study reach were recorded
for the monitred rocks and are plotted on the hydroyrph in Figure 5.
The exit tiht for the xruionitored rocks was estimated based on the
pexiodic locatiui Aurveys. The rocks wexe placed in the river on day
205 and fir.%t znure.-,;od on day 212 at which time no transport had taken
place. The rn:xt surrey on day 220, following a small flood event,
rxasured soN-e trans,,rrt, but none of the radio-tagged rocks had exited
the study Leach. However, by the next survey on day 235, also
tollozaiqg a an ll 1"£ood erent, one urmonitored rock had left the 2-tudy
reach. 7' sea;v likuly that the time of exit occurred during the

rall fl.-d evenrt or. "ays 232.-234. Tsc exit tnmc is estimated to be
at the tirte of pea) flow, day 233.5. The exIt times ior the remaining
uruonitorxed rocks occurred durinV the large flood events after day 218
and woKe catiwitod siilPly as ddid -uy Lbetw&.'rn the surveys dates.

Two oi t the radio-tagge.d £'ock:i ha,1 ex4ited the iLi)ry reach during
i otivuly 2ow flowv events pior to day 238. The series of large
flood, Lcginning on ay 231 wnn bufficJent to, transport all but one of
the remaining radio-tagged rocks th~ough the study reach. 'he one
rock whi-n was niot transpori-d out of the zLudy reach was recovered at
the end of thc field veason in tht, le of a large. embedded boulder
I)n all but two can ., tho zrwnitored rocks ez i4i the study reach on
the viNing lint or rear the peia of the individu -I flood hydrograph. -

'0ht oxit date is at: indicatlcn, of the tit: reqv'red for atn
individual seilmnt py-ticle to travel the distance of the study
reach, and, a- such, -a;i be used to address the effect of various
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Figure 5. Discharge hyarograph showing the time the r~dio-
tagged rocks exited the study reach (travel distance o"
362 m. Monitored rocks are shown on the hydzograph,
unitonitored rocks are shown as estimates between the dates
of the location surveys.

sediment parameters on the transport time. In Figure 6, the exit date
is plotted as a function of the weight of the sediment particles
(Table 1). There is some scatter in the date, and no clear
relationship between weight bnd travel time i5 apparent; however, 3ome
trends are d-iscernible. All rock weighing less than 750 g exited the
study reach by day 242, the secon lai-ge flood event. The lightest
rock (144 g) was the first to leal. _ the .tudy reach, and the other
rock lighter than 200 g may also have exited the study reach before
the first large flood event. 1lowevex, the onl' othei rock know? to
have exited the study reach befok-e the first larga fC.ood event weighed
802.1 g, a]uost midway through the weight range. The hesviest, rock
(1793.9 g) did not exit the study reach (traveled about half the
length), although a tock of nearly the 3ame weight (1790.8 a) exited
the study teach during the first la.ge flood event. Rocks oZf weights
between 750 and 1800 g traveled through the study reach vith an
apparent eq.ial likelihood of exiting the study reach by a given date.

In addition to particle wuiyht, a nuwiber of othet aedimenn.
paxameters iere inveist.igated to fin,' a relation be-:ween travel tiznx
and the material being transpoited. Varioui size and shape parameters(i.e., length, flatriuss zatio, volume ratio) were )nvestigated. All
showed considerable scatter ex,ept for specific gravity (Fig. 7,
table i).

The two rocks known to have exited the st.udy reach before day
238, the, start of the very large floods., had the lowest specific.
gravities (Fig. 7 . :t is also possible that the reli, ,ag rock with
a specific gravity below 2.4 !nay h,s.v ,t;,id the staidy ,ea'.kh belore
dAy 238. Rocks with A spec:i. (: qrxvity above 2.9 riq,,iied thv
longest tinwi Lo exit. tit .st u:y xeadh. At spcific tru-vities betwei
2.4 and 2.9 there wae :1 app ,r .- , equa) li elihood ihat a tck wouli
tuavol the lengih of *he -itudy r o'', " qi' vn date at the very
lalge flows experioenr;Ui u. 19JQ
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figure 7. Date ,tL which radi3-tagoed rockn exiteu. the
study reach (trxavel distance of 362 mn) versus the specific
gravity of individual particles.

ftfe installation of the radio transmintter .1n the sec -eAient
paxticl.a reduced the apecitic gravity 0% to 18%, depending p~izruuiily
- n thu 3izea of' the particle; smaller particlest wuire affected more,
larger paxticlei wore iffected less. The minimum natural nspvcific
gr~avity of th-e radio-Lagged rocks was 2.41 No a*ttc-;;xt uno itidt! tz
correkct, to natu)ral aspec~fic gravity duriiug this study. Eeu' ed or' tiis
1'.0UL6C3 daf.a zstt, it appearb that weights of the zadiot'-igyed Locks
should b+- corrected to mnaintain a inimum, specific yucvity 0i 2.4 1 or
this particuLlar- atreitn. h3 a general rule of thumb in fulLur jtudics,
wei'- ht-b will te coZTccted to maintair; the( mniruM n1ALural s%:(cclic
g1.avity of tht m~aterial. ira the study atr-uan.

ice uze of iaploxtlhte 1.66W tEanfl'tte 3 and an autoutt3:: date
cyLa, ,n ptUVidoadirn taasot data that was not

j~teiouly vaiabl.Pai in~t ial ap; ii cation of the t'-LtWz' '!rJ
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demonstrated that a record of the rest and motion of coarse sediment
can be acquireC and related tu sediment and hydraulic parameters.
Travel distances and the timing of transport can also be acquired.
Applicaticn of the techniques described in this paper will resuLt in a
unique data set, that should be beneficial in understanding and
modeling coarse sediment ttansport processes.
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PROBLEMS WITH NUMERiCAL_ M0DEI 00_ GRAVEL-BED RIVERS

Ronald R. Ccpeland and Willicm A. Thomas

Waterways Experiment Station

Setting pt Geoety

Inh, rent to one-dimensional numerical models are the
aFsui.ptions that hyiraulic parameters can be assigned a
charat:eristic average value, and that the flow is gradually varied

so that the equations of motion can be applied between designated
------- ese as,,1-tions are more severely strained in N

steep gravel-bed streams than in larger, more uniform, sand-bed
streams. As a result, more careful attention to numerical model
input must be exercised, and more judgement must be applied when

interpreting calculated results.

Gravel-bed rivers generally are shallow, subject to braiding,

and may have independent flow in rarious parts of the cross-
section. Usin9 average velocity, in streams with high and low

velor-ity cells, sediment transport will be underentimated,
especially at lower flows. Figure 1 shows typical variability in

.epth and differences from average depth.

Gravel-bed riverr are characterized by wide variations in
channel width; irricla : bank.;; and frequent variation in depths,
incluainzj riffle and pool sequenceE and long bed-forms or debris

trains. The3e characteristics rcy produce wide variations in local
erga, 9y slooe that are signif icantly less than the average slope
*abLa3 ned I rom topo maps. Most rediment transpnrt functions are
very seneitive to slope. Grant, Swanson, air. Wolman, (199u)



reormer wr -- e var:abiE - ongitudinal slopes in high-gradient

s-.:_ea=- i: tiie OregorL Cascades. Slopes in pools were about 0.5

pL_-ceni., _. r.ffles between 0.5 and 1.5 percent, increasing to

bt_::wee:1 anout 1.5 and :.5 percent in rapids, and between 3 and 7

pe-_enL in cascades, and up to 40 percent in steps. The average

s-!opes of the streams were between 2 and 4 percent. Emmett,

Myrick, and Meade (1982) collected an extensive data set on the

East Fork River in Wyoming, and reported significant variation in

local slopes over riffles and through pools (figure 2).

Cross-section locations for a numerical model must be selected

carefully. A comprehensive model would require cross-sections

wherever channel shape changed. This would include every riffle

and pool, every expansion and contraction, and at every si nificar

change in longitudinal slope. Intermediate cross-sections would be

necessary if changes in energy gradient were large enough to

violate the assumption of gradually varied flow. Special care must

be taken to insure that cross-sections with significant two-

dimensional flow patterns are either modified or not included in

the model. This would include sections where eddies develop or that

include "dead-water" areas. Such a comprehensive model could

require many cross-sections with very short distances between

sections. Short distances must be coupled with short tiue steps in

tho numerical model. The ability to construct such a comprehensive

numerical model would require that the hydraulic engineer be

involved in the initial laying out of survey sections.

An alternative to th comprehensive numerical model is a model

of selected cross-sections. Ideally these should be located at

"average" channel sections, such as a crossing or riffle. However,

the hydraulic engineer frequently must use available cross-

sections, the locations of which were selected by others, based

t pically on a pre-established distance and accessibility. In this

case, the assigned roughness coefticientz in the numerical modcl

must account for the irregularities in th%. channel between selected

cross-sections. Roughness coefficients in the model may vary



significantly between cross-sections anL with discharqe.

Adjustment of roughness coefficients must ze basea on measured aata

from a know high-water event.

Assigning Input Variable-.

I4

Boundary roughness is difficult to assig:- ina gravel-bed rivers

due to the many factors that influence tne Mannino's roughness

coef ficient. These inc...ude expanding and contracting f low, bot-h

vertically and laterally; bank roughness; grain rougflness; bed form

roughness; obstructions such as large boulders oz- f allen trees; and

sinuosity. Estimating roughness f rom gjrazin 7ougness ELone is

risky. Bray (1982), using 67 gravel bed er.--eams in llber-.a,
indicated that predicting n on basis of bed )ar-t2.L-Le aiz a wie

about 50% too low. Roughness coefficients foi a g-ave!. zid ini E'

concrete channel in Corte Madera, California haL to b. increasec 60

percent to account for form losses and sirnuo.;ity (Copelanc ant

Thomas 1989).

.Q1 ~Onsite surveys and 75 measurement:; at d.:-s argt we:-e made on

21 hicjh-gradient streams (slopes greate:.- ma n O.rA; f'-:/ft) as

AJ ~reported by Jarrett (1984). The results wi-ze rua=! =h
following equation:

n=O. 39 SO-3 8 R-0 -1

where S = friction .sloape
R =hydraulic radius

Notice the abisence of particle diameter, or ary ~c_-E phy_.ciA~

measure of roughness, in this equation~. ThL resu-t irn -'-values a -e

substantially larger thana onE- would cfev. with Lueinr'sIs eqLa-:i :n

or Keulegan's equations.

Def inition L an averaq( bec mater .i. 7rada:.:_r: r . 1, ~lc



difficult in a gravel-bed stream. Bed gradation may vary

significantly in the lateral, longitudinal, and vertical

directions. The bed of a gravel river may have several distinct

layers (figure 2). A subsurface layer of relatively well mixed

matt.rial is frequently overlain by a thin, but coarser cover layer.

This layer typically has a thickness equal to the dw of the

subsurface layer. Frequently, a discontinuous throughput layer of

finer gravel is found on top of the cover layer. Material in the

thzoughput layer is similar to wash load, in that its primary

source is upstream supply and/or bank erosion. But a significant

po. ion oi throughput is composed of material found in the bed and

i- may move as bedload. At low flow, throughput may be the only

seiment material moving in the stream. Under these conditions,

the availability of throughput for transport is limited by the

coarse cover layer beneath and the percent of the bed covered by

thr.oughput.

Numerical models, that are primarily concerned with simulation

o: flood events, should use the gradation of the sublayer material

aL input for the model. It is important to include the maximum

s:ze that occurs in the cover layer, in order to allow the model's

armoring algorithm to properly simulate hydraulic sorting. This

can be accomplished by taking a relatively deep (20d.) sample

which includes the armor layer itself. The sample size should be

large enough so that the maximum diameter particle comprises less

than 1 percent of the total sample.

In some cases, lateral variation in bed material gradation may

b_: so significant that average hydraulic parameters may not be

appropriate. Hudson (1983) reported data in the Elbow River in

Alberta that demonstrated significant sediment transport on a bar,

but no movement in the deeper portion of the channel (figure 4).

This waL. attributed to a much finer bed material present on the

tar.
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Sediment inflow data is frequently unavailable at the upstream

end of the study reach. Even when data is available, it is usually

inadequate to define the inflow f or each size class and for the

total range of discharges. Bedload moves in waves, even with

steady flow (figure 5), so that a large nunber of samples is

required to establish average inflow. Generally, the best that we
can do is to assume equilibrium transport at the upstream boundary

and calculate sediment inflow to the numerical model. If

historical bed change data is available, it can be used to adjust
sediment inflow.

Sediment Transport Function

Probably the most difficult problem in modelling gravel-bed
streams is the lack of a generally applicable sediment transport

function. All of currently used sediment trans,.rt functions are

based on eauilibrium transport conditions, which assumes all gravel
particles are equally mobile, and average hydraulic parameters.
These equations do not apply to calculations for throughput or when
a cover layer exists. Data used in their development cam. from

regular cross-sections and/or flumes.

Most gravel-bed functions include the notion of a critical

shear stress that defines the beginning of motion. Shields (ASCE

1975) did the classical work establishing a relationship between
grain Reynold's number and a dimensionaless critical shear

parameter.

C = f(R.)(y ) d fe C )(2)

V

Where:ir is critical shear stress,y, is specific weight of sediment,

7 is specific weight of water, U. is shear velocity, and v is

kinematic viscosity. The function has a coiistant value when R. is

-'-5



greater than 300. Sheilds used uniform bed material, measured

sediment transport at decreasing levels of bed shear stress, and

determined the point of critical shear stress by extrapolation to

zero transport. One problem with this approach was that bed forms

developed with sediment transport. A portion of the total shear

stress was therefore required to overcome the form roughness and

the calculated critical shear stress for grain movement was too

high. Gessler (1971) reanalyzed Shield's data so that the critical

Shields parameter represented only the grain shear stress

(figure 6).

Some investigators propose that the critical shear stress for

cessation of motion is significantly less than for initiation of

motion. This is not accounted for in sediwent transport equations

and may result in underestimating transport at lower intensity

flows. (Note: This notion seems to violate Einstein's (1950)

observation that in the equilibrium case there are as many sediment

particles depositing as there are being eroded and transported

away.)

Critical shear stress is defined as a function of the critical

Shield's parameter, 6,.

C = C (3)C (y 5-y) d1

Meyer-Peter Muller (1948) and Gessler (1971) determined that the

critical Sheilds' parameter for a sediment mixture of gravels was

0.047. Neill (1968) determined, from his data, that in gravel

mixtures, most of the particles become mobile when 050 = 0.050.

Andrews (1983) found a slight difference in critical shear stresses

in a mixture and presented the following equations:

5-6



= 0.084 ~'~0.872

= 0.0834 (y -y) d,50 872 do "1 28

Where the i subscript indicates the parameters value for size clss

i, and d is the median diameter of the subsurface material. The
minimum value for Vi was found to be 0.020. According to Andrews,

the critical shear st-ress for individual particles has a very small

range, and therefore the entire bed becomes mobilized at the same

shear stress.

The Shield's parameter not only varies with size class, but
also varies with the intensity of the flow. Paintal (1971)

measured bed load transport in his flume at shear stresses well
below generally accepted critical values, as shown in figure 7.

- n taldat demo n-Sres the problems that may he
encountered when using a sediment transport equation with the

critical shear stress as a parameter. This can especially be
significant when the shear stress flow is only slightly greater or

less than "critical", or when the bed material gradation is well
graded or bimodal.

A commonly used critical shear stress equation for gravel-bed
streams'is the Meyer-Pete)r Muller (1948) function. This function

was developed from flume data with graded material ranging in size

between 0.4 mm and 28 mm.

gb (Y -Y3 3 0.25 k ( yRS - 0.047 (y,-y) d (5)Y, _

where: g. is the bedload discharge per unit width of channel, g is

the acceleration of gravity, k is the reciprocal of Manning's

5-7
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coefficient, k ' is the reciprocal of Manning's coefficient

attributed to grain roughness, R is the hydraulic radius, S is the

average energy slope, d,, pi,, pi is the percentage of size

class i in the bed, and di is the mean size of size clars i.

Regression equations for sediment transport are limited by the

data bai e from which they were developed. One such equation was

developed by Yang (1984).

logC = 6.681-0.6331og d -4.8161og-

V 
(6 )

+2.784-0.305log---0.282log. lo

where: C is the sediment concentration, w is the fall velocity, d

is the grain diameter, V is the flow velocity, and V, is tha

critical flow velocity defined by equation 7.

Nm
1.2<--d < 70

log - 0.06
(7)

= 2.05; 70<-

(i) V

Its data base was limited to uniform gravel sizes between 2.5 and

7 mm. Note that no allowance is made for reduction in the applied

shear stress due to bed forms. This function has the unique

characteristic: of increasing transpcL-t with increasing grain size.

Einstein's (1950) bedload function is not deperidant on

critical shear stress or critical velocity. Instead it is a

pxobabilistic approach.
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where: t. is the the bedload intensity paraneter, 1''.j is the flow

inteiisity parameter, gbi is the sediment transport per unit width,

pi is the perceaLage of size class i in the bed, j is the hiding
factor, Y is the lift coefficient, and A is the characteristic

grain size for the mixture. The relationship between §. and t. is

determined from empirical data (figure 8). Adjustmentr to the lift

coefficient due to a mixture are accounted for by Y Hiding of the

smaller pa. rticles in a n ixtuAze is accounted i'.r by the hiding
factor ti. This parameter is very sensitive to the characteristic

of the mixtura and several investigators have revised Einstei' Z

original hiding function in order to match their particular data

sets (figure 9 Shen and Lu 1583).

Even after all these years of investigation, there is still no

"best" equation for sediment transport. ;Atthough there ,;urrently

is no alternative, there remains a great deal of uncertainty with

respect to extrapolating existing equations into the gravel/cobble

bed particle sizes and mixtures.

The Eftct of Unn.rXi_

Many natural grave!-bed -.ivers possess a coar-,e surface. layer
similar to the ariaor layers that develop downstream fro-e dains.

However, the winnowing p.ocess associated with immobile armor doe

not appear to be a i-easonable explanation of the process occurrig

in a natural stream in cquilibrin. MiLhous (1973) collected data

on Oak Creek, a small gravel--bd stream in Ore; on. Bed shear

stresses on this creek rarely excieded the critical shear Itess by

a factor of more than 2 or 3. He found a c',arse surfacU. layer with

5-s



a mediun v- -,in size about twice that of the subsurf ace material.

Be.Uoad. _uadsurements with a vortex-tube extractor indicated

movemnent of all the size classes present in the subsurface layer

and a bedload gradation similar to the gradation of the subsurfac~e

layer,

"T.he concept of a mobile coarse surface layer, that exists even~

at high f1o f, and~ which serves as a sediment transport regulator by

ex'posing proportionally more coarse grains to the flow,' hae been

called~ the equal mobility hypothesis (Parker and Kiingeman 1982)

The concept is applicable to bedload transport streams where the

bed f :hear stresses do not exceed the critical bed shear stresses by

wore x-.havin a factor of 2 or 3. Parker andi Klingeman deduced that

thle gri.a.ns in the coarse-surface layer of a gravel- bed river )aove

cuntinuocsly, but sporadically. The coarser material onf the

surface ve-ves to shield the finer material be!l')w the surface so

that the p;,obability of entrainment of fine material is decreased.

In a2:1'iticn~, the greater exposure off the coarsest sizes results in

greatNer pot... ;.ia3. for their transport. As a result, the gradation

uf the f-.ubsurfaca material is essentially equal to the gradation of

~.ebedload. The equal mobility concept has been compared to the

hiding concept proposed by Einstein (Andrews and Parker 1987).

Jamn (1990) tied together the armoring process downstream from

cl.ams~ and the eqrual mobility ideas using conc~eptual experiments. He

first viewed the 7elationship of sediment discharge (bedload) and

kiicreailnJ shear otress with time (figure 10). As shear stress

icreases the bed initially coarsens as iznobile particles are left

oni the surface as armor~. Dedload discharge is highest at time zero

ansi decreases until cnly immobile particles are left on the bed and

tr'ansport ceases. Wit-h increasing shear stress, a point is reached

where all particle ; are mobile, but only sporadically. Once this

condition is reached, the bea becomes less coarse because critical

shear otress has been ex-ceeded for all particles. Eventually, the

shear stress is large enough to completely destroy the coarse

surf ace layer and the surface hat-, the same gradation as the parent

5-I 0



bed material.

Kuhnle (1989) conducted flume studies at the Agricultural

Research Service Laboratory in Oxford, Mississippi, to determine

the applicability of the equal mobility concept at high shear

stresses. He demonstrated that a flume with a gravel bed could

have the characteristics of a sand-bed stream. His flume was a

sediment feed flume. He found samples of the bed surface that

developed in his flume were actually finer than the original bed

sediment, this means that the bed composition was determined )y the

sediment feed. Bed forms, about 2-4 mm high and 1-3 m long, were

observed in the flune and were composed predominantly of 2-4 mm

grains. Larger material (8-32 mm) was transported at high

velocities over the bedforms. Test results demonstrated that the

mobile-bed armor layer in a laboratory flume gradually disappeared

as the effective shear stress was increased, while the size

distribution of the transported sediment was the same in all runs.

This corroborates the prediction of Parker that at high bedload

transport rates the mobility difference of coarse and fine grain

sizes in a gravel sediment mixture disappears and a coarse armor

layer is no longer required for equilibrium transport of all sizes.

Conclusions

Sediment transport capacity varies laterally across the

channel and thus the assumption of average hydraulic parameters in

a one-dimensional numerical model may result in an underestimation
of sediment transport.

Due to irregularities in channel geometry, a large number of

cross-sections are required for an accurate numerical model. 7An

alternative approach is to use fewer cross-sections and adjust the

nuuterical medel using roughness coefficients.

Roughness coefficients must account for losses due to channel

irregularities, bank roughness, form roughness, obstructions, and



I M

sinuosity, in addition to the grain roughness.

For numerical simulation of flood events, the gradation of the.

subsui face layer is most appropriate for input" to the numerical

model.

Care must be taken to consider lateral variations in bed

material gradation, that may make the use of an "average" gradationIa
inaopropriate.Fm

Sediment inflow to the numerical model will usually have to be

calculated.

There is no generally applicable sediment transport function

for gravel-bed rivers. Part of the problem is the inability to

define the critical shear stress based on "average" hydraulic

condit. ons, or in a mixture. Another problem is the definition of

the percentage of a size class involved in exchange with the water

column. This is complicated by the for7oation of a coarse surtace

layer or a discontinuous throughput layer.

In spite of tbese nune: ous problems, successful nuerical

model studies of gravel-bed streams have Dee) conducted. However,

it is important to recognize the limitations of thkz numerical model

with respect to the natural alluvial processes, and to verify the
numerical model performance for each studY.

-
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Figure 1. Effects of varying depth (D) in a cross-section on
distribution of local shear stress in a wide channel (Carson and
Griffiths 1987).
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Subsurface layer

Figure 3. Typically layering of bed material in a gravel-bed
stream.
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Figure 4. Cross-Sectional variation it) bedload transport rate and
shear stress, Elbow River, Canada. (Hudson 1983)
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BED LOAD ROU01HNESS IN SUPERCRITICAL FLOW

by

Scott E. Stonestreet, Ronald R. Copeland
2, Darla C. McVan2

INTRODUCTION

The US Army Engineer District, Los Angeles, has proposed to improve the
lower reach of Mission Creek (US Army Tngineer District, Los Angeles, 1966),located in Santa Barbara County, California. A rectangular concrete channel has
been designed to convey the 100-year peak flow of 790j cfe at supercritical flow..

The Mission Creek watershed is capable of supplying large-sized materia)
for sediment traneport. Since a debris basin is not included as part of the
project, there is a possibility that boulders, with diameters up to 305 mm, nay
enter the channel. This material, moving as bed load along the channel bottom,
could increase the hydraulic roughness to the point where the flow regime may
change from supercritical to subcritical flow.

Flume and numerical model investigations have been conducted to evaluatu

the effect of bedload transport on hydraulic roughness, and the claracteristics
of the bed-load transport itself. The flume study was conducted at the US Army
Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES). In conjunction with the flume
study, a numerical sedimentation model study was conducted by the US Army
Engineer District, Los Angeles.

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA

The Mission Creek watershed comprises about 11.5 square milev and is
located in a narrow coastal area which extends from the Santa Ynez mountains on
the north to the Pacific Ocean on the South. Mission Creek rises about 3750 feet
in elevation and flows about 8 miles to empty into the Paciiic Ocean. At
approximately the 500 foot elevation, the creek is joined by its wain tributary,
Rattlesnake Creek. In the headwater areas, stream gradients are as stccp as 2600
feet per mile and average 1000 feet per mile. In the lower reachu,. on the
alluvial plain below the foothills, average slopes are about 150 leet per mile.
A profile of Mission and Rattlesnake Creeks is shown an Figure 1.

In 1964, the Los Angeles District constructed two small debris basins in
the upperreaches of Mission and Rattlesnake Creeks as ..n emergency measure to
reduce flooding. The location of these basins is showu on Figure 1. These
basins are relatively small and do not provide significant p tection to the
proposed project reach. Additionally, the basins are separated from the project
reach by about four miles of natural channel.

Two sections of Mission Creek were improved with concrete-li,ed,
supercxitical trapezoidal channels by the state transportation agency in 1934 knd
1964 (see Figure 1). To date, the existing chetrne.s have functioned
satisfactorily without significant maintenanue requirements.

'Hydraulic Engineer, Los Angeles District, US Army Corps of Engineers

2Research Hydraulic Engineer, Waterways Eperiment Station, US Army Corps of
Engineers
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Figrure 1. Thaiweg profile of Mission and Rattlesnake Creeks

The Corps' proposed concrete channel will adjoin the existing downstream
concrete channel and will convey flows 1.1 miles to the Pacific Ocean. The
right-of-way along the channel alignment is minimal which necessitated use of the
supercritical rectangulear channel.

GRADATION ANALYSIS

Sedim~ent samples were collected alongq the creek and a gradation analysis
wac performed to dutperine the grain size distribution and the ma-ximum particle
cize. Alongte innl a backhoe was utilized to collect the sediment samples
since the, bad material cc sisted primarily of boulders and cobbles. At the
beach, a crane fitted with a clauishell bucket wds used to collect samples duie to
wet conditions at th~i site. The sediment gradation for Mission Creek is shown
on Figure 2. The maxi.mum grain sdire of the bed maturial collected was about 305
no with an ave~rage d,% of about 50 mm.

Additional oediment data wav provided by a debris deposition study
performoci for the Los AngL-lea District. (Simons, 1984). Gradations at several
locittions along the upncr reaches of Mission Creek, well upstream of the project

-il ~ red _h, were pro:vided. This gradation analysia used the pebble-count miethod and
resulted in a maximum aedimcnlt size in the 4 to 8 foot range and a d., of
aproiatl 10 ies -154 rci) . As expected, the maximum and average sediment
sizes generally decrease in~ the downsirearn direction.

i ~INFLOWING LOh6D

Gene ralAprEoach. The amount of cedimr.nt inflowing to the p1roposud uhariwl
I 1 ~was estimated by routing a 100-year bal~anced hydrographi through the naL'.Irol
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channel upetream of the project reach The ancdunmnt routing was performed with
a special version of TABS-i (i.e. HEC-6), a one-dimensional inumerical model
developed3 at WES, which allows for transport of inidividual g~rain sizes larger
than 64 mm along with sand and gravel siazee. Equilibrium tranoport wan assumed
at the upstr.eam boundary of a 1.8-mile- otudy reach (vee Figure I).

in this an~lybiO, it is expected that the bed-load material will consist
primarily of gravel, cobbles, and boulders. Sand and slit sized material should
be carried as suspended-lorad given the high velocities of the relatively steer
stream eystem.

Throuahout the sedimont oupply reach, several constrictive bridges exist
in the prototype. In reality, these bri-icies will obstruct flow ancl trap
signif icant amounts of cediment and floating; debris reducing the amount of
sediment which enters the project reach. Howex'nr, as a conservative measure, the
effect of these bridges was not included in tae numerical model..

Hydroloc.y. A 60-hour balanced hydrograph wau modeled as a histograph with
a peak discharge of 6700 cffs. An additional 1200 cfs is generated in the
urbanized area downiatream of the vedimient supply reach and was not included in
this model. A c~ontant time step of five minutes was used throughout the
simulation.

Se -- 2_~iy~ljis. A sensiitivity anal'rsiE. was conducted Uirnce prototy e
data did not cxist for model adjustment. The iienElitivity analysis copsisted of
tesLing various sediment transport functions and then varying the inf lowing
sediment loz,.1 for each function. The transpoit functions included Yang's unit
stream powcer, a combination of the Toffaleti and Schoklitach functions, a
combination of the Tof faleti and Meyer-Poter an'll Muller f unctions, and the Meyer-
Peter and Huller function by it~self. The ix.flowing sediment load ratio was3
halved and doutled at the upstream end of the numerical model during the
simulationo to account for uncertainty in the inflow load.

Hef-ultn. Results for the siediment routing for the peak diacharge are shown
in Table A and indicate that the concentratioun flowing into the concret.e channel
may vary betwven 1411-) and 17,900 ppxn for the total load, in which the bedload
(yravol and/or boulder) concentrationa vary fxom 61 to 1030 ppm. These resultb
are fo~r an inflow sediment load ratio of 1.0. Additionally, it appears that the
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Table 1. Total and hedload concentrations at peakc discharge
for different transport functions

Transport Total Total Bedload Hedload
Function Load concentration Load Concentrati'r

______________- (t/d) (ppm) (t/d) ___[Yang 323,700 17,900 1100 61

Toff-schoklitsch 248,800 13,800 10,500 580

Toff-MPM 160,600 8880 18,600 1030

MPH 26,300 J_ 1450 17,200 1 950

combination of the Toffaleti and Meyer-Peter and Muller transport functions givee
the highest or most conservative bedload concentration.

As expected, variation in the sediment load ratio produces sl~ightly
different results. For example, ucing the Toffaleti and Veyer-Peter and Muller
combination, an inflow load raitio of 0.5 gives a bedload concentration of about
1000 ppmn; whereas, an inflow load ratio of 2 produces a bedload concentration of
about 1300 ppm.

PUcRPOSE OF THE FL~UME~ STUDY

As early ae 1946, Vanioni (1946) dernonstrated that suspended Pond, at
conceatratio~a btwee 1200 arid 3300 ppxn, caused a reduction of up to 10 percent
in effective bed roughness over a flat bet-1. it hae also been demnu~rtr&ted by
many inveotigatorG that both sand and gt~avel bed forms moving along the bottom
of a flume or river at a velocity much slower than the flow can significantly
increaae effective roughness. It 1*3 anticipated that flow energy in Missiar.
Creek will be sufficient to prevent the oetablishment oZ bed forms at expected
rates of bed-load transport. However, it is expected that bed load moving along
the hcd of the channel at a veloc3.ty slightly less than the velocity of the water
will inti-oduce somve drag and will therefore t,.,nd to increase the effective
hydrauilic roughness. The purpose of the flume study was to quantify this
increase and to determine at vihat rnoncentration bed forms begin to appear.

FLUEZ STUDIES

The tilting steel. flume used in this study is about 80 feet long and 3 feez;
wide. The flume tests were conductr.ed using steady uniform flow, and were
deuo.y 1 '.ed to model the prototype's minimum Froude number, alope, and velocity at
the tiuod peak. Thic was accompliched using a model ncale of 1:32.1 based on
Froudian criteria. Sediment wao introduced into the Liume by a constant feed
uedimnent copper. The motor-operated elevator hopper hau a capacity of 22 cu ft
and allov~:a for tests of about 45 minutes. Before each teut, v.edimernt was placed
in the hot-per and a vibrating rod wan used to consolidate the material. The
sedini-3it was leveled with t1-he bottom of the flume bud and then lowered
approximately 5 inches below the flume bed. Flow wa6 then introduced into the
flume and initial water levels measured without sediment transport. The hopper
elevation rate was set to achieve specified concentrations. As the hopper rose,
eedim;_nt was introduced into the flow and eventually a constant feed rate was
achieved,

Water depths in the flume were meatuured in five stilling wells. Th c
purpone of the stilling wells was to eliminate the difficulty in dotermalaing
averaie dcptli with the waves that are charracteristic of rapid flow. The f lowi
exited" the f .ume in f ree f low.



B _ ighness Coefficients. The Manning's roughness coefficient was determined
by the alope-acea method, using the known discharge, friction slope, and the
hydraulic properties of the flume. The Manning's n-value of the flume w,.s
determined to be about 0.009 based on clear-water flows. The Manning's n-vblue
cf the prototype concrete-lined channel was assumed to be 0.014 with clear-water
flows (neglecting side-wall effects).

scaling of the increase in hydraulic roughness between the flume and the
prototype was based on the following. The total hydraulic roughness ca. be
expressed as:

ThLoEa.z nl.bd+lbedload

where
n,, w total roughness due to bed and bedload roughness,
r = roughness due to the bed of the channel, and
n , - roughness due to bedload movement.

Solving for the rougnness due to bedload movement, the above equation can be
written;

n;bd1od ntot.- nbod

The model ratio of 1:32.1 is used to convert the nw from the flume to the
prototype as follows:

nr1 = I 6 _
nr =-r (32.1) 1.783

Or

np.,,, = 
1

.7 
8 3 

nb,,d

where
n, =model ratio for Manning's n-value = n./nP,
nP =n-value of prototype,
n =n-value :f model, and
L, =mcdel ratio (equals 1 model to 32.1 prototype for this study).

Hence, the total hydraulic roughness neglecting sidewall effects and including
bedload movement in the prototype is:

12,, = 0.014 + 1.783 na ,

Flume Results. The tests were conducted using two uniform grain sizes and
a gradation that simulates the gravel portion of the creek bed. The uniforin
grain sizes simulate the prototype d. (108 mm, a - 1.4) and the large boulders
found in the armor layer upstream from the proposed project, d., (216 =i, a =
1.4). The concentrations ranged up to 5000 ppm, which was considered
sufficiently high to simulate the gravel bed load in Misuion Crc:rek. Actual
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prototype gravel bedload concentrations were determined by the numerical model
study.

Results from the flume tests are still preliminary in nature and a ehown
in Table 2 and Figure 3. Tests for the d., material were conducted with
,-incentrations varying from 200 to 5000 ppm. The gravel bed material was
obsix-ed to move down the flume in bouncing or rolling motions at velocities
slightly less than the water. Between 200 and 800 ppcn, there was a minor
increaca in r,)ughness from 1.4 to 5.7 percent. Between 1600 and 3000 ppm, the
Manning's roughness coefficient increased from 8.6 to about 16,4 percent. And
at 3250 ppm, the flume tests indicated that the flow regime becomes unstable and
bed forms began to develop.

Tests for the du material were conducted with concentrations varying from
200 to 3000 ppm. Similar to above, the gravel bed material moved down the flume
in bouncing or rolling motions at velocities slightly less than the water.
Between 200 and 800 ppm, there was a minor increase in roughness from 1.4 to 6.4
percent. Between 1600 and 3000 ppm, the Manning's roughness coefficient
increased from 8.6 to about 16.4 percent. For the du material, the flow regLme
became unstable at about 3000 ppm.

Table 2. Effect of bed-load movement on hydraulic roughness

Sediment Bedload n,, % Increase
Size Concentration (prototype)

d. 0 0.0140 0.0

200 0.0142 1.4

400 0.0143 2.1

800 0.0148 5.7

1600 0.0152 C.6

2400 0.0159 13.6

3000 0.0163 16.4
3250 0.0166 18.6

d, 0 0.0140 0.0

200 0.0142 1.4

400 0.0143 2.1

800 0.0149 6.4

1600 0.0152 8.6

2400 0.0159 13.6

2700 0.0162 15.7

3000 0.0163 16.4

Bed 0 0.0140 0.0
Gradation

500 0.0143 2.1

1000 0.0149 6.4

1500 0.0151 7.9

2000 0.017 12.1

3000 0.0160 14.3
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Figure 3. Effect of bed-load transport on hydraulic roughness

Testa for the bed material gradation were conducted with concentrationsvarying f 1rom 500 to 3000 ppm. Between 200 and 1500 ppm, there was a minor
increase in roughness from 2.1 to 7.9 percent. Between 2000 and 3000 ppm, the
Manning's roughness coefficient increased from 12.1 to about 14.3 percent A
maxim threshold concentration for the bed material gadation was not

determined.

Review of the flume data reveals two points: 1) the resuitu are not very
sensitive to the grain size for the hydraulic conditions and g-cain sizes
modelled; and 2) the flow regime will be supercritical for the anticipated range
of bedload concentrations.

CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions are preliminary at this time. Predicted bed-load transport
rates from the numerical model have been coupled with measured hydraulic
roughnesses from the flume study to determine the effect of the gravel bed load
for the Mission Creek Project. Based on the numerical modeling completed by the
Los Angeles District, the maximum concentration of bedload material inf lowing the
proposed concrete-lined channel will be about 1300 ppm. Preliminary results from
the flume study indicate that this maximum bedload concentration will increase
the maximum hydraulic roughness from 0.014 to 0.0153. Additionally, results from
the flume study reveal that bed forms do not form under project conditions for
concentrations up to 3000 ppm.
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APPENDIX I. CONVERSION FACTORS, UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

To Convert To Multiply By
inch (in) centimetre (cm) 2.54
foot (ft) metre (m) 0.305
mile (mi) kilometru (kn) 1.6
square mile (mi 2) square kilometre (kin2 ) 2.59
cubic foot per cubic metre per

second (cfs) second (m /s) 0.0283
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RIO PUERTO NUEVO SEDIMENTATION STUDY

by
'Eric Holand, 2Brad Hall

INTRODUCTION

Puerto Rico is a beautiful island 500 miles from southeast of Florida in the

Caribbean Sea. The island is typically comprised of a mountainous interior

which slopes sharply to a coastal plain. The largest city in Puerto Rico is

San Juan. This city is nnt a rapidly developing major metropolitan area.

Economic growth has iricrei. ed the demand and value of available land. This

has often resulted in construction close to major floodways. The basin is
subJeL.t to r, lnff discharges typical of hurricane and tropical storm rainfall

on steep siopes. The Corps of Engineers was charged with developing plans for

providing flood control for the Metropolitan San Juan Area.

Obltive of the Sediment Study

The objective of the sediment study was to determine the size of sediment

concrol features for the proposed project channels. Flood control features

planned would incorporate the use of supercritical concrete lined channels. A

supercritical design was chosen due to the steep slopes of the existing river

channels, the high cost of right-of-way, and the desire to avoid the socio-
economic impacts of rebuilding several bridges of the heavily utilized

expressway system Flnw i-nrliti vihi the--v, '-bproject channel would prodUce
average velocities up to 30 feet per second. Erosion of concrete surfaces
would be expected unless transport of gravel and sand particles can be

minimized. Sand and gravel size particles entering project channels could

also develop into bedforms which would alter roughness coefficients which
would adversely impact design flood control stages. Debris basins at the

upstream end of the project channels for the Rio Piedras and Quebrada

Guaracanal were chosen a ; sediment control features.

Basin Characteristics

Figure F-1 shows a location map of the Rio Piedras basin for which proje:ct

flood control features are proposed. The entire basin is either fully

developed or is under intense pressure for development by residential. housing,
commercial, industrial and transportation interests. The basin was considered
to be 75% developed in 1980. Current development trends indicate that the

entire basin will be 80% developed for residential or commercial uses by the

year 2000.

The basin may be divided into three areas according to slope changes. The

coastal area ranges from the Bay of San Juan to the Buena Vista tributary of

Rio Piedras. That area has an average slope of 0.007 ft/ft. Ground ccve :

'Chief, Hydraulic Data and Design Section, Hydrology and Hydraulics

Branch, Jacksonville District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
2Research Hydraulic Enginieer, Hydraulics Laboratory, Waterways

Experiment Station, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
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consists of closely spaced residential and commercial buildings, paved roads

and parking facilities. Rio Piedras discharges into the Puerto Nuevo channel
which then discharges to San Juan Harbor.

The second area from Buena Vista to the Winston Churchill Avenue Bridge (PR-
177) has an average slope of 0.004 ft/ft. The area north (downstream) of the
Winston Churchill Avenue bridge is nlso fully developed and runoff is typical
for urban areas. Local drainage ditch and culvert systems quickly deliver
runoff to Rio Piedras and Rio Puerto Neuvo.

The basin upstream of the Winston Churchill Avenue bridge is wooded and

mountainous but is rapidly being developed for urban and residential purposes.
Roads are being upgraded and new expressway systems are being constructed.
Average channel slopes range from 0.004 ft/ft initially to 0.006 ft/ft in
upstream areas. Vegetative cover is tropical and recovers quickly from
disturbance.

Hydrologic conditions

Rainfall in the basin averages 75.4 inches per year. The climate is troptcel

with a relatively small variation in temperature. Flood events are
characterized by intense rainfall with large volumes of runoff occurring
within a few hours. The conveying river or stream may reach and exceed
bankfull within hours after the initial rainfall and return to pre-event flows
within a 24-hour period. The upper basin, south of the Winston Churchill

Avenue bridge, is characterized by steep slopes and soil conditions whirhl,
provide only minimal opportunity for infiltration.

Existing Flood Channel Features

The primary existing drainage feature of this basin is Rio Piedras. This
river has its headwaters in the mountainous upper basin area and discharges

into the channelized reach of Rio Puerto Nuevo near the De Diego Avenue
bridge. Rio Puerto Nuevo then discharges into San Juan Harbor. One smaller

tributary, Quebrada Margarita, also discharges into Rio Puerto Nuevo.

a. Rio Piedras, Rio Piedras is uncontrolled and overflows into adjacent

developed areas'during major flood events. The existing channel seems to be
relatively stable with deposition and scour in balance. Stream banks are very

steep to near vertical with some areas sbowing moderate bank erosion,

Available rock in the channel of the upper basin stream bed provides ariiring
against scour.

b, Tributaries to Rio Piedras. Local runoff from streets, houses and

commercial buildings in the area south of Winston Churchill Avenue Bridgc

drain to tributaries which convey flow to Rio Piedras. Three major

tributaries are large enough to require open channel discharges into Rio

Piedras. 'Those tributaries (Quebrada Guaracanal, Quebrada Josefina/Dona Anna,

and Quebrada Buena Vi :a) are co crete lined. Runoff enters the tributaries

through standard street culvert systems and earth lined ditches at the
upstream end of each channel. Discharges from the remnaining tributary nreas

are small enough to enter the main channel directly through street culvcrc .
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c. Quebrada Margarita The existing upper basin channel is trapezoidal
in shape and lined with concrete. Development has reached the banks along the
entire length of the channel right-of-way. Runoff from the surrounding area
enters the channel through culverts or inlet structures.

Problem Identification

a. Sediment Sources. Land clearing activities associated with increased
development in the upper basin area were determined to be the prime source of
existing sediment loads being transported in Rio Piedras. Sediment and debris
production from this reach of the basin will continue until development of the
basin reaches completion and construction activities subside. Under existing
conditions, floods which exceeded the channel banks deposit some sediments in
areas outside the main channel. The proposed channelization of the Rio
Piedras would transport moot of the sediment load entering the channels to San
Juan Harbor. Maintenance dredging cost the Puerto Nuevo Channel could
increase unless those sediments are red, -d.

An inspection of existinb concrete lined channel reaches of tributaries
revealed the existence of small sandbars within the existing channels. in
some cases, vegetation (small trees, brush, grasses, etc.) growing on the sa7.d
bars indicated that they are relatively stable and have been in existence for
some time. Water in most of the channels appeared to be clear with very
little wash load noted. Typically, a section of the concrete channel liuing
-pstream of sandbars had fai?.ed and was. cxpericncing loss of backfill ...
into the channel. Since the areas upstream are completely dev-loped, th:! -;c I
bars were probably formed from backfill material from those failure site..

The soils within the upper basin contain grain sizes varying from silts a::a
clays to gravels, large cobbles and boulders. The existing channel in tlh

undeveloped areas upstream of the proposed project channel passes through
areas which have large rock formations. Those areas are frequently ar io;e-
with boulders which provide little or no possibility for scour. Rock
formations have smooth surfaces indicating the degree of polishing due I:t-

sands transported during flood events. Baseflows observed in unlined chrorlftls
ranged from clearwater to a small washload of silts and clays.

Sand and gravel bar formations in the project reaches of the existing ,umel
were also noted in channel reaches downstream of the debris basin site Oh'rre
land slopes become moderate. These bars consist of medium to fine gra'.,els and
course sands. An absence of clay, silts and sand fines was noted, but .his is
riot considered unusual due to the slope of the existing channels and the
turbulent and high velocities experienced during discharge events.

Soils in areas adjacent to San Juan Harbor have higher contents of clay and
silt. Dredging records of San Juan Harbor show large percentages of fine silt
and clay particle sizes.

b. Floating Debris. Field Reconnaissance noted accumulations of debris
against bridge piers at several bridge locations. The majority of the debris
observed consisted of vegetation and wood building materials. This caus:s z?
constriction of flow and increase flooding due to backwater effects.
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c. 'ediment Eates for Adjacent Areas. Sedimentation rates for various
reservoirs in Puerto Rico range from as low as 0.86 af/yr/sq.mi. to as high as
7.8 af/yr/sq.mi. The sediment producing drainage basin area upstream of the
proposed site of the debris basin is 8.29 sq. miles. The high level of
development being experienced in the areas above the project would indicate
that use of a high sediment production rate would be justified for design.
The following computations show sediment production expected at Rio Piedras
Debris Basin by using the highest measured rate of sediment load for a
regional reservoir excluding clay and silt:

7.8 af/yr/sq.mi. x 8.29 sq.mi. - 64.66 af/year

64.66 af/year x 30% (suspended sand) - 19.4 af-ft
64.66 af/year x 10% (bedload) - 1.94 af-ft
Total 21.34..af-ft/ year

Study Approach

SedLmen Data Collection. Suspended sediment monitoring stations were
set-up and operated by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) at four
locations on the Ric Piedrzs. Those stations have been operational sivcti
1988. Data collected were analyzed and log-log plots to show suspendecl
sediment discharge in tonb per day, concentration in mg/l and percent s&rd to
water discharge were compiled.

a. Station 50048770 was established at the proposed site of the r;
Piedras debris basin at the Winston Churchill Avenue bridge. This site w s
chosen because it is at the most upstream end of the proposed project corncrv.te
channels. Data from this area showed suspended load from undeveloped ara4's
and the natural stream. Figures F-2, F-3, and F-4 show the data collected.

b. Station 50049000 was established at PR-I bridge over Rio Piedr;s. A
comparison of sediment data from this station and Station 50048770 assisted in
forming a determination of the level of sediment loading contributed by
Quebrada Guaracanal.

c. Station 50049310 was established at the J.T. Pinero Avenue bridi.e
over Quebrada Jbsefina. This location was chosen to determine the sedimezi.
load being contributed by Quebrada Dona Anna and Quebrada Josefina. The Do,1a
Anna and Josefina channel segments are lined with concrete for most of t he
basin length and provide drainage for highly developed urban areas. They -
typical of tributaries from developed areas which discharge into Rio Piec'. di.

d. Station 50049100 was established at the J.T. Finero Avenue bridg.
over Rio Piedras. This station is located at the midpoint of the proposed
channels and was provided to assist in determining the volume and consiste, '
of sediment: contributed by the Buena Vista tributary. A large sand and gr -' ,l
bar has formed in the area downstream of the confluence of that tributary au.
the main channel of Rio Piedras.

Of primary importance for the sediment study are stations on Rio Piedrai, at
USGS Gage No. 50048770, and USGS Gage No. 50049000. The Rio Piedras at USG,
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Gage No. 50048770 is located at the site of the proposed debris basin near

Winston Churchill Avenue. The Rio Piedras at Rio Piedras gaging stati.on is
located downstream of the confluence of Quebrade Josefina with Rio Piedras.

Suspended Sediment Relationships.

a. Data Comiparisons. A comparison of data between stations 50048770,
50049000, and 50049310 is shown by Figure F-5. This figure shows a decline in
the sediment concentration versus discharge, Station 50049000 was established
to determine the necessity of providing a debrit basin at Guaracanal and Rio
PI.-,dra,. The decline in concentration of sediment shows -hat very little, if
any, sediments were being transported to Rio Piedras from that basin at the
tiu, of sampling. Tc duterwine if there is a significant difference between
the total population of sediment samples, which includes storm event samples,
base'low samples, and individusl storm eyent sediment production thisF report
focused on the aedimnent saxrple- taken during individual storm events.
Observed suspended sedimcnt .onentration versus flowrate sampled during
i1,divid;a! storm runoff events wcre plotted and compared. Compariqon of
concetrations recorded for Station 50049100 and Station 50049000 shows a
further declining seatment load as flow moves downstream to San Juan liacbor.
This would indicate that flows from Buena Vista Tributary are not contributing
appreciable sediment loads to Rio Piedras. The Buena Vista tributary is
served by a c oncrete channel and is typical of highly developed areas
tributaries to Rio Piedras.

b. Coincident Storm Analysis. Flcwrate end concentration was
simultaneously sampled at station 50048770 and 50049000 on August 24, 1988 and
April 18, 1989. These two s orms provided insight into the relative
contribution of runoff and sediment discharge between the Rio Piedras and
Guaracanal watersheds. 2he sampled hydrographs and sediment concentrations
indicated that both peak discharge and runoff volume 3n the Rio Piedras are
higher downstream )f Quebrada Guaracana., however sediment concen rations are
much lower at this point on Rio Piedras than thac which is samplf. upstream of
the confluence of Quebrada Guar-canal. This indicates tnat runoff from
)uebrada Guacacancl does not carry a high sediment load during storm events.

c. Regression RelationshiL. Unit discharge relationships for the
rambled suspended sediment load at stations 500493)0, 50049000 and 50048770
were developed. 'his provided an additional means to estimate the significant
s:ediment inflow from Quebrada Guaracanal. The unit discharge-suspended
sediment concentration relationships are plotted on Figure F-5. The sspeticed
se:d.iment concetratiuni-uni.t discharge regression indicates higher
concetrations at gag; nw iber 508770. li the absence of tributary inflo,,
tilis decrease ill unit discharge versus concentration is expected between gages
50049000 and 50048770, since the watershed sediment delivery ratio decreasesCs
with incr-eace in watershed area. Since the Guar&canal is a major tributar)
inflow point berween the two gages, the rv'duction in concentration versus unit
disu bge can be at:tributed to both reduction in sediment delivery ration due
.o sedirhent storage inl the P-io Piedras channel and ptoporticnally reduc d

sedi;m t iniow from the Guaracaial.
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d. Estimate of Per.crWc_ t h Load, Tlhe percent of' the sampled suspended
load finer and coarser than 0.0625 millimeter.s was determined for a few of the
suspended load samples. These samplec, are useful for determining the
suspended sediment load that comas from bed material transport (sand liod) aid
the portion of the suspended load that comes from watershed erosion and is
primarily carried as wash load (silt and clay load). Regressions of the
percent sand in the suspended sediment samples were regressed with both the
total suspended sediment concentration and with the fiowrate. The results
Indicate that the percent washload is !ndependent of tie flowrate and s'ed. erc
concentration for station 50048770 and that there is a slight increase in ith.
per'enit suspended sand for stacien.i 50049000. About 30 percent of the
suspended load sampled at stetion 50048770 is sand,

Figure F-6 indicates that the po:rce-it sand for station 50048'70 is
nearly independent of discharge and concentration for tb . range of samples
taken. Sand constitutes about 30 percent of the samp'lEd suspendf:d sediTenc
for this station. The percent sand at station 5)049000 indicates a slight
increase in the percent sand with an increas e In dischlw-kwI.

Figure F-7 indicates which of the flowrate, suspendec sediment
concentration data points that the percent sand in the samplfe was determined.
The plot indicates that several of the data points for s.ation 5004877; were
sampled from the highest sampled discharges. The ,lc:,- of the regression line g
for the percent sand data points is nearly identical i,'; the slope for all data
points for both stations 50048770 nnd 50049000.

e. Suxspended " ment Particle -_-e stbuton. The ratio of grain
sizes was determined by computing a weighted mean of standard size grauations

from sediment samples taken from USGS sampling stations. The corresponding
Tercenus of each grain size were applied to the suspended sediment ratingcurve. A weighted mean average of sediment discharges and correspondint

percent finer grain size analyses was compiled of all the samples taken. The
computed average of the samples was 67 percent finer than very fine sand (VFS)
size particles. Therefore, about 33 percent of an average sample would be
cc.aprised cf sand size particles. This compares favorably with the percenrt
sand versus concentration analyses.

Sediment Inflow Characeristics

a. Sediment Concentration Relationship. The regression relationships Ecr
concentration versu:s florrate measured for individual storm events on the Rio

Piedras and Quebrada Josefina w.re developed fo) determining desi;n inflow
qu-ntities for forrrulcting the upperi range of the sediment discharge
relationship. The relati-ships were used to the design of sediment basin
dusigo. The flowrte-cc'ncctration rcgress.ion plotted in Figure F-5 for
stat.!on 50048770 and station 50049310 arc:

Rio Piedras - 10, BOO

Qu'3br,.d& Josefina Ca -152 Q0.24 3

Li



where C, is the total suspended sediment concentration in n,'liter, ,,nd Q JS

the flowrate in cfs.

b. Sediment Transnort Function. The Larsen Madden transport function was

chosen for use in HEC-6 modeling of the Rio Piedras debris basin. This

transport function was recommended after a review of the field data.

c. Bed Material. Figures F-8, F-9 and F-10 show typical grain size

analyses of samples taken from selected cross sections used in computer

modeling. Site investigation also revealed that the channels and side slopes

contained rock ranging from 50 mm (2 inches) to 650 mm (2t feet). Large rock

was noted to comprise from 8% to 25 of the sample. This condition would
result in relatDively fa-st armoring of the streambed as discharges increase.

Dibris Basin Desij.r

Basic Design riteria. The flow regime for the project area is

characterized by lage runoff events with short (less than 24 hour) durations
which are preceded and fol owed by small average daily discharges. Base fl w
is very small and has negligible sediment carrying capability. Single storm

events were determined to provide tha best ertimation of the required capacity

of a debris basin. Siace the pr.otection frequency for the design channel was

chosen as the l-in-IQ0 yecar fvequency, the debris basin was also sized to trap

potentially damaging sediment load from a 1-in-100 year event. Silt and clay
prc c e' -7,s are n .' co-, rI d Iighl v plr.S-i vo nd rant-irp of .edi nirt

particles finer tf:an very fine sand would require a reservoir size basin. In

addition, high design veloc.ities in the project channel would allow only

minimal amounts of clay and fine silt particles to settle out of suspension.

Cgomp uter Analyses. The U.S. Army Hydrologic Engineering Center computer

program, HEC-0, "Scour and Depositi..e in Rivers and Reservoirs" was utilized

to compile r coniputer model for the proposed project sediment basin and the

existing channe]. upstreai of Wi,,ston Churchill Avenue Bridge and Quebrada

Guaracanal. Suspended sediments and bed load movement from the areas upstream

.f, and tributary to, the project channels were modeled for single storm

hydrcgr.phs and flow duration hydrographs were formulated to provide a input

for HEC-6 modeling of trial design debris basins.

rranl lnnu t Data. Survey cross sections of the existing Iio Piedras

channel upstream of the proposed project channels and samples of the bed
material were taken and analyzed for grain size composition. Twenty eight

cross sections were surveyed and used to formulate a sediment transport model

u:;ing IIE'-6. Sediment dischaz-ge rating curves were developed for a range of

discharges which included the peak discharge of the SPF flood. sediment

basins were modeled as it they xere reservoirs. Discharges are high and tim.

to peaks are small. Time steps as small a 2 minutes were used for high

discharges. This provided a smooth deposition profile of sediments in the

basin.

Channel Roughness. Natural channel reaches upstream of the debris basin

are comprised of rock and gravel armored bottoms with heavily vegetated side

slopes. Channel bottoms are also characterized by bedforms and reaches which
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have large immovable rock formations. Manning's roughness coefficients of 0.1
was used for left and right bank areas. The main channel was modeled wIth a
roughness coefficient of 0.06. A roughness coefficient sensitivity analyses
showed no change in trap efficiency or volume of sediments moved to the debris
basin when roughness coefficients were varied.

Conclusions.

puerto Nuevo Debris Basin. Figure F-Il shows a plan view of the debris
basin and outlet structure. The basin would be constructed in a reach of the
ihat~iaal channel by excavating the east bank to pro-vide a "tear drop" shape.
Total volume under the elevation of the top of the outlet structure weir is
1.04 acre feet. Basin area is about 9.65 acres. The bottom elevation of the
basin was set: at the elevation of the existing streaoTbed. This would minimize
head cutting potential.

The model starting point was set at the debrts basin outlet structure and
extends for a distance of 3,580 feet upstream. Hydrographs of the 10-year,
25-year, 50-year, 100-year and SPF were then run through the basin. Results
were antlyzed to determine the appropriate time steps for each discharge which
would produce smooth sediment deposition or degradation in the model. Table
T-l shows the performance of the basin under the 1-in-10 year through the SPF
storm hydrographs. Figure F-12 shows profile plots of the results of sediment
settlement in the debris basin for each frequency.
on a Flow duration analyses were also performed by running a hydrograph based

on a flow duration hydrograph which simulated consecutive years of discharges
without cleaning and reshaping the basin to design specification. Table T-2
shows the expected decrease in trap efficiency over a three year period of
time. Figure F-13 shows profile plots of the results of sediment settlement
in the debris basin for three years of continuous flows without annual
cleaning and reshaping. Maintenance clearing and reshaping should be planned

Pi on an as needed basis, especially after severe runoff events. Monitoring of
Ibasin capacity should be scheduled on a three month basis to insure adeq ate

capacity.

Guaracanal Debris Basin. Although sediment analyses showea that only
small sediment loads were probably being discharged from this basin at the
time of sampling, a full size basin was considered prudent. An analyses
similar to that for the Rio Piedras Basin was performed.

Tribuaries. Sediment production from Quebrada Margarita, Quebrada
Dona Anna, Quebrada Josefina, Quebrada Buena Vista and Quebrada Cuaracanalwere found to be minimal duc to the developed nature of the area. Analyses of

ruspended sediment samples taken by field sampling showed that concentrations
o sediment from the open channel tributaries were very low. Sediment loads
fo the 10-year through SPF hydrographs were computed and shown Lo provide
minimal sediment to the project channels. Sediment samples showed little sand
content. Sediment loads would consist of silt and clay and some iine sand
grain sizes which would not deposit in appreciable quantities due to the high
velocity nature of the flow regime.
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Total. Yearly Sediment Load. Flow duration analyses of the main channel
and tributaries were compilud to show the expected sediment loading for one
year. Table T-3 shows a sLunmary of tose loads. Total sediment load to San
Juan Harbor could increase because of loss of some overbank flood areas.
However, the existing channel of Rio Piedras is well defined and urban
development, which has encroached up to the banks of Rio Piedras, affords
little opportunity for extended periods of overbank flooding which would
result in deposition of clay and silt particles. However, the project channel
is not expected to appreciably incrE.ase sediment transport to San Juan Harbor.

.oating Debris. Gapture of floating debris is considered to be
impractical. Existing bridge pier bents would be furnished with sloped nose
extensions end diaphragm walls to deflect floating debris and minimize debris
builop against pier groups. Analyses of design channels were based on the
assumption that floating debris would build )id against bridge piers for a

thicfkness of two feet on each side of each pier group.

Comparson o rJonal and Computed Sediment Loads.

Table T-3 shows a sumnar.y of post project sediment loads based on the sedimeix,t
rates used for design of the debris basins. Those rates would produce an
average yearly sediment load to San Juan Harbor of 272 Acre feet. This
compares favorably with dredging records for San Juan Harbor which show an
average of 158 af/year. Only the ship channels are dredged. However, those
channels comprise a large part of the harbor and are located directly along
the flow path of discharges from Rio Puerto Nuevo outlet.. Therefore, the
analyses is a considered a conservative projected figure when compared to
dredging records and yearly reservoir loads for Puerto Rico.

The current rate of sediment transport being experienced in this basin is
elevated due to the current rate of development in the project basin. Debris

basins are subject to wet years which produce larger quantities of sediments
and should be designed for those higher load.conditions. Larger basins would
also se:ve to reduce overall maintenan,c. clearing requirements.
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Table T-l
Rio Puerto Nuevo

Winston Churchill Avunue Debris Basin
Summary of Trap Efficiency

Frequency Peak Sind/Gravel Sand/Gravel Trap
of Storm Discharge Inflow Outflaw Efficiency
(Year) cfs Ac ft Ac ft,

10 I,680 14.17 0.02 99.9
25 21,600 17.82 0.05 99.7
50 23,100 20.08 0.07 99.7
100 24,500 22.13 0.15 99.3
SPF 27,700 49.94 5.03 89.9

Note: Clay and Silt size particles would not be trapped

Table T-2
Rio Puerto Nuevo

Winston Churchill Avenue Debris Basin
Summary of Trap Efficiency for

Flow Duration Analyses

Gross Gross
Years of Peak Saud/Gravel Sand/Gravel Trap Efficiency
Operation Discharge Inflow Outflow Gross Yearly

cfs Ac ft Ac ft % %

1 18,392 50.1 0.02 99.8 99.8
2 18,392 i00.0 17.86 89.0 64.2
3 18,392 149.9 42.00 71.0 51.6

Note: Assumes no clearing of sediments during interval of filling

Table T-3
Rio Puerto Nuevo

Projected Annual Sediment Load
From Tributaries and Main Channel

in Acre Feet

Basin Sand/Gravel Clay-Silt Total

Rio Piedras (1) 174.60 174.60
Guaracanal (1) 90.70 90.70
Buena Vista 0.18 0.99 1.17
Josefina 0.38 2.02 2.40
Dona Anna 0.23 1.24 1.47
Margarita 0.32 1.69 2.01

Sum 1.11 271.24 272.35

(1) Note: Sand and gravel sizes captured by Debris Basins
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Steep Stream Riprap Design

Stephen T. Maynord'

Introduction and Objectives

Riprap design in steep streams requires consideration of fac-
tors such as flow impingement, downslope gravity forces, flow
resistance on steep slopes, and alternate methods of estimatin!,
velocity that are not required for riprap design in a lower slope
environment. For this paper, steep stream riprap Clesign will be
divided into the following three categories:

a. Single channels, nonimpinging flow, slopes lass than
2 percent or 100 ft/mile.

b. Braided channels, impinging flow, slopes less than
2 percent or 100 ft/mile.

c. Single channels or overflow embankments:, non impingiug
flow, slopes between 2 and 20 percent.

Riprap for category a screams can be des.gre:f using US Army
Corps of Engineers guidance for riprap in flood control channeis
found in Engineer Manual (EM) 1110-2-1601 (Headquarters, US Army
Corpi: of Engineers (HQUSACE), 1991). This guidance departs fromn
the traditional guidance based on shear stress or tractivQ force
and uses a procedure based on local depth-averaged velocity. While
the new method can be derived from a modification of the shear
stress equations, shear stress is not used explicitly In tbh, new
procedure. Local depth--averaged velocity was adopted priuarily
because local shear stress is difficult to visualize, compute, or
measure. From EM 1110-2-1601 the equation for determiniv.g stoti
size is

1R,(search Hydraulic Ergineer, Hydraulics Laboratory, US Acmy Engi-
neer Waterways Experiment Station, 3909 Halls Ferry PuaJ,
Vicksbu=8, MS 39180-6199, (601) 634-3284.
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V.51/2 I
D3 Sf CsQC.Jd __ 1

where

D30 - riprap size of which 30 percent is finer by weight
Sf - safety factor, minimum - 1.1
C,- stability coefficient for incipient failure, thick-

ness - 1D(ooina) or l. 5D50 (max). h'ilchever ir.
greater, D 85/D15 - 1.7 to 5.2

- 0.30 for angular rock -
- 0.375 for rounded rock (EM 1110-2-1601 incorrect,

gives 0.36)
D85/D,5 - gradation uniformity coefficient

CV - vertical velocity distribution coefficient
- 1.0 for straight channels, inside of bends

1-283 - 0.2 log (R/W) for outside of bends (I for
RI > 26)

- 1.25 downstream of concrete channels
- 1.25 at end of dikes

R - cenrer-line radius of bend
W - water-surface width at upstream end of bend
C. - blanket thickness coefficient
d - local depth of flow

unit weight of water
•, unit weight of stone

V - local depth-averaged velocity
K1 - side slope correction factor
g r gravitational constant

Riprap designs for categories b and c requfie modification of

the method presented in EH 1110-2-1601. The objective of this
paper is to present riprap design for category b and c st~reams.

g--fDor CGategory b Steams

Tor braided streams havln6 impinged flow, tho EM 1.110-2-1601
procedures require modification in two areas: the method of veloc-
ity estimation and the vwlocity distribution coefficient C. All
other factors and coefficients pra:-cnted in the EA are applicabli-.

The xaljor challenge in riprap design for bxiaided streams isestwh-ing tbe i nptmed force at the Impingemernt pount. In the

EM 1110.2-1601 oethud, the characteristic imposed force for side
slope riprap i3 thn depth-averaged velocity at 20 percent of the
:lope length .-p ftru the toe V2.,. Although u,-proven, the most
severe bzank attac. in braided Etres is thought to occur when the
wate: surface i- at vr slihily auove h01 tops of the midchannel
bars. Ac thik stage, flow is confined to the iuultiplc channels
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that often flow into or "impinge" against bank lines or levees. At
lesser flows, the depths and velocaties In the multiple chnr;els
are decreased. At h!gher flows, the channel area Increases drasti-
cally and streamlines are in a more downstrem rather than into
bank ltnes or levees. Therefore, a method was needed that allows
estimation of the average channel velocity when the flow produces a
stage at or just above the tops of the midehannel bars. Thiis aver.
age channel. velocity will be multiplied by an empirical factor to
obtain V20, just as in Plate B-33 in EM 1110-2-1601.

The first item chat is needed in this method is the discharge
that produces a stage near the tops of the mid(hannel bars Qtcb.
Qt.b is probably highly correlated with the channel forming dis-
charge concept. In the cvse of the Snake River ne.rr Jackson,
Wyoming, Qtcb is 15,000-18,000 cfs, which has on average recurrence
interval of ;,bout 2-5 years.

The set and item that is needed in this method is cross-
section information at sites where the flow is concentrated into
one charnel against th, baLk line or levee. In the case of the
Snake River, several locatiors could be found where cross secticas
had been measured and where the flow was concentrated into a single
chan-inel. Using cross-section data to determine the charnel area
belu>w the tops of the midchannel bars and Qt~b allows determination

Vtat -Vwb.

Field mesttrements at impingement sites wcre taken i1 1991 on.
the Snake Piver near Jackson, Wyoming, and reported in Maynord (in
preparaticn). Flow during these ieasurements ranbed from 14,000 to
16,000 cfs, which produced a stagL just bel.ow the tops of the mid..

channel bars. Velocities were neasured with electrooagnetic veloc-
ity meters suspended by a crane that could extend 40 ft from the
bank line. Crioss sectiens were not obtained during the 1991 field
trip. At eight cross sections measured in 1988, the average chan-
nel a(ea below the tops of the midchamnel bars was about 2,000 sq
ft. Using a Qt.cb of 15,000 cfs resulted in a Vtv-b of 7.5 fps. The
vyelocity measurements in 1991 resulted in V20 ranging up to 12 fps.
The ratio V120/Vb - 12/7.5 - 1.6, which is almost identical to the
ratio shown in rlate B-33 for sharp bendw',ys having R/W - 2 in
riLataira]. channels, anad this ratio is, recommended for determining V20
for ipinged flow.

Wazer-surface measurements on the Snake River at the impinge-
Lzepnt sites showed that the maximum local water-sur:face slopes men-
stued ovet a 100-ft distance averaged 45 ft/mile ad :anged from 19
to 8;2 ft/mile The downvalley slope of the Snake Piver in this
reach is 19-21 ,'t/mile.

Az. stated earlier, two areas of E'M 1110-2-.601 requik-c: mod-

fication for use In impinged flow ii. braided sceams. The second
is the velocity distribution coefficient G,, which varies with RK/k
in bendways as shown in Plate B-40 in EM .110-2-1.601. In straight
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laboratory channels having 1V:2H side slopes and channel bottoms
with the 8a2e riprap size, failure almost always occurred on the
chainel bnttom in stability tests. In laboratory bendways of the
Riprap Test Facility, US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
S-tation, baving 1V:2H side slopes, failure generally occurred about
haltway up the side slope. Preliminary results from ongoing
studie.!; of impinged flow having lV:2H side slopes showed that fail-
ui.es were initiated higher up the side slope than in the bendway.
This suggew:s that impinged flow has high velocities well. up on the
"ide slope, and the 1991 field study (Maynord, in preparation) con-
firnn this ,bservation. The laboratory study of impinged flow is
trying to determine the appropriate value of Cv for impinged flow.
Until that time a value of C, of 1.25, which is close to a bendway
h&ving R/W -. 2, is recommended.

For the Snake River near Jackson, Wyoming, the required rip-
rap size using the procedures presented herein is as follows:

Input: V2 0 - 1.6(15,000/2000) - 12 fp:, dept.h at V2 0 - 10
ft, specific weight - 155 pcf, Cv -, 1.25, C. - 0.30,
t - 1.0, Sr - 1.1, 1V:2U side slope, thickness -

1D 100, use E"L 1110-2-120 gradations given iii Table
3-1 of 1EM1 illO-2-1601.

Re...lt: R..n...ired .i - 1.09 ft, E-L 1.10 ft,
thickness - 27 in., W.o(min) - 185 lb.

This compar : with the existing riprap that has an average size of
lessj than 1'0 lb according to US Army Engineer District, Walla
Walla (1987- New riprap placement along the Snake River generally
W:eu.1, riprap I viug 750 - 400 lb with thickness of 42 in. at the toe
and. 24 in. i:t t -e tep.

gijf:~2.1 4L~ I QLSLfl.Q.2LtS treams

For sit le channels or overflow embarJ-ents, slopes greater
thakn 2 percei t: are outside the range of direct applicability oi
E£ .110-2-160 because of the irnportan.e of the downs lope gravity
comp;onent ind thc effect of steep slopes on flew resistance.
Overfilow eniba "d'camnt riprap .,tability tests have generally been
lim ited to a I axiraus, s.ope o.f 20 percent. The most recent tersts
weru conducted by Abt et al. (1986) and Abt ct al. (1988'. While a
:0 percent slope may seem lar.ge for loose riprap, highlway i eer.:
have quc:sttoiied this aurhor about design guidance for ripr-lp placed
tin siope5s c.-p'ocliig 140 percent. Using Abt'z date a id diinm'sional
aim'iyst:s remft, in the follow.ng empirical equation

ur in 2. 265 ( -2)160 '

or in, te.ras of 0;.- used in' EN. 1110-! 2-i60L
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D 1.95S0 5 5 5 q 2 /3  
(3)

where S is the Elope of the bed and q is the unit discharge. Bc h
equations can be used in any con;istenr set of units, both fall n
the conservative side of the data, and both are restricted to ,
thickness of 1.5D 00 , angular rock, specific weight of 167 pcf,
b-in. gravel filter beneath riprap, D85/D 5 from 1.7 to 2.7, slopes
from 2 to 20 percent, uniform flow on a downslope with no tail-
water, and average riprap size less than 6 in. The comparison of
Equation 3 with the date is shown in Figure 1. One of the problems
with this approach is that different specific rock weight, blanket
thicknss, and gradation uniformity carot be used with this
approach.

An alternative approach would be to us" the EM 1110-2-1601

procedure to address other specific weights, thickness, and grada-
tion but to include the approp-Aate fan tors for downslope gravity
effects and a resistance equation for flow on steep slopes. From
Ulrich (1987), the appropriete K, factor to use in Equation 1 is

Yb Co a- Tano'j (4)

When a is the angle of the channel b.,to from horizonr.al and 4
is the angle of repobe of the riprap) revetment. From V.ynord

(1988) the appropriate 0 for riprap revetmets is abeut 53 dcgxnes.
Using Abt et al. (1986), flow resivta -e &ata. Vnd dimensional
analysis result in the following modification of the Stricl:Icr
eci-atior

n 0. 07 (D50S)'
6  (5)

which is applicable to slopes between 2 and 20 peCrcent. Coniing
Equa-ic.',s 1, 4, and 5, k'!;ng q - Vd, cnd DSO - 1.21),, results in

IN
D, C' (6)

tihere
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Note the similarity of Equation 6 and Equations 2 and 3 and that
Equation G was derived without using Abt's et al. stability data.

Also note that the slope effect in Equation 6 is also part of the
K factor in the denominator. Equation 6 is limited to slopes from
2 to 20 percent, angular rock, 6-in. gravel filter beneath riprap,
uniform flow on downslope with no tailwater, and average riprap
size less than or equal to 6 in, Ths comparison of Equation 6
using Sf - 1.1 (minimum safety factor), C, - 1, CT - 0.84 (for
thickness - 1.5D, 0 0 ), C, - 0.30 (for angular rock), specific stone
weight- 167 pcf, and - 53 degrees with Abt's et al. data is shown
in Figure 1 as the modified EM 1110-2-1601 curve. Equation 6 fits
the observed data as well as the empirical approach given by Equa-

tion 2 or 3 and allows variation of stone size with unit weight,
blanket thickness, etc.

Abt et al. (1988) presents a flow concentration factor that
varies from 1 to 3 that is multiplied by the unit discharge when
the it flow is not uniform across the approach channel. Although
guidance is lacking on the amount of flow concentration for a given
geometry, some degree of flow concentration should be expected.
Riprap on steep slopes should be relatively uniform vith D85/D15 e
2.5. Additionml studies are needed to extend Equations 2, 3, or 6
to larger riprap sizes.

ConrLder a 20-ft-wide dnwnslopo hnin4 g a 10 percent slope and
a total discharge of 25 cfs. Rock protectin will be placed to a
thickness of 1.5D, 00 , and have a unit weight of 165 pef. Using a
flow concentration factor of 1.25 results in a unit discharge of
1.25(25/10) - 3.1 cfs/ft. Using Equation 3, the required D30 -

0.37 ft. Using the vodified EM 1110-2-1601 procedure given by
Equation 6, the required D30 - 0.34 ft. In either case, a typical
gradation having D30 (min) k 0.34 ft would have D100(max) of about
9 in. and a blankA.et thickaiess of 1.5(9) - 13-14 in.

av add Con .uions

Riprap design for single chainels, iiolimpinging flow, and
slopes less than 2 percent should use guidance presented in EM
1110-2. 1601.

Riprop deaign for braided charaniz, irmpinged flow, and slopes
less than 2 -percent should use the velociti estimation method pre-
sented herein and C, - 1.25 in the EM 1110-2-1601 procedure.

Riprap design for single channels or overflow embankments,
nun!rpnged flow, slopes between 2 and 20 percent, uniform flow on

a dewnslope with no railwater, and average rock size less than or
equ.al to 6 in. should use either the empirical method in Equation 2
or 3 or the modification of the a.l' 1110-2-1601 method given in
Equatien 6.
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Cgrrversion Factors from U.S, Customary to SI Units

To convert To Multiply by

(__)_ _1__-'-_ (2) 1(3)

Cubic foot per second Cubic meter per second 0.03
(cfs) (m3 /s)

Degree Radian 0.02

Foot (ft) Meter (m) 0.31

Inch (in.) Meter (m) 0.03

Pound (mass) (ib) Kilogram (kg) 0.45

Pound (mass) per cubic Kilogram per cubic 16.02
foot (pcf) meter (kg/m3 )_

Square foot (sq fr) Square meter (m2) 0.09
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FLAMINGO-TROPYCANA ALLUVIAL FAN PROJECT

by

BrJ a TLA 1.

INTRODUCTION

purpose&. This paper presents the with- and without-project
feasibility designs for the Flamingo-Tropicana Flood Control
Project. The proposed Flamingo-Tropicana Project consists of a
system of debris and detention basins on several alluvial fans
inter-connected by high velocity concrete channels. The project
site is locEted just west of the downtown portion of the City of
Las Vegas, Nevada. A significant part-of the project benefits
come from "Flood Proofing Costs Reduced". In this case this
benefit is based upon how the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) enforces its Alluvial Fan Zone Regulations. Assessment of
without-project conditions required the design of "decentralized"
flood protection features on the alluvial fans. The with-project
condition required the design of a centralized system. The Flood
Proofing Costs Reduced benefit consists of the difference in cost
between the less efficient without-project system and the more
efficient with-project system.

Keyssues. Key design issucs involved 1) evaluating
existing flooding conditions on several adjacent alluvial tans,
2) producing without-project designs for dealing with the
existing flooding conditions while meeting reg latory
requirements anLi 3) developing an efficient with-project flood
control design. The with-project design must deal with the
sediment and runoff environment on the alluvial fans while also
minimizing the adverse impacts the project would create in
greater than designi events.

PHYSICAL SETTING

The'Flamingo-Tropicana Washes watershed is located on the
western side of the Las Vegas Valley in Clark County, Nevada.
west of the city of Las Vegas. It is bounded on the north by the
La Madre Mountain range, on the west by the Spring Mountains, and
on the south by a lower divide formed by alluvial materials
eroded from the Spring Mountains to the west. The mountains on
the northern and western boundaries of the watershed are rugged
and steep. Alluvial fans form the transition from the steep
mountains to the urbanized areas of the gently sloping valley
floor to the east. The Blue Diamond Mountains are an unusual
feature located within the watershed near the western boundary.
They constitute an interior area of high ground which causes some

lChief, Hydraulics Section, Los Angeles District, U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers
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runoff to drain west, then north to l.edrock Wash or south to Blue
Diamond Wash before it can join the general direction of flow to
the east. Figure 1 shows the Flamingo-Tropicina Washes
watershed.

Flamingo Wash begins as an ephemeral desert stream
originating in the Blue Diamond Mountains and terminating
approximately 17 miles downstream at its confluence with Las
Vegas Wash. It flows generally east dowrn the alluvial fan area
and into urban Las Vegas where it eventually terminates at its
confluence with Las Vegas Wash. It is interesting to note that
at one point Flamingo Wash flows under and through the parking
garages of some casinos on Las Vegas BouJevard ("The Strip").
Urban ruiooff and leakage from the groundwater aquifer make the
stream perennial in its lower reaches. -. Tropicana and Red Rock
Washes are its principal tributaries.

Red Rock Wash drains the area to the north of the Blue
Diamond Mountains and joins Flamingo Wash near the base of the
alluvial fan. Tropicana Wash begins as a distributary of Blue
Diamond Wash. It flows generally northieast down the alluvial fan
area, enters urban Las Vegas and eventually flows into Flamingo
Wash.

The alluvial fan area on the eastern side of the Blue
u'aw.lUlu MuLU1,Ci±n* may be somewhat atypical due to the widespread
presence of outcrops and subsurface layers of caliche. Caliche
is a naturally cemiented material which varies widely in its
durability. It is believed that the caliche has a pronounced
influence on the behavior of the alluvial fans. It is very
likely that it changes the patterns of deposition, avulsions and
C Lannel formation that would occur on an unconstrained alluvial
fun, but this effect is almost impossible to quantify.

In the urban areas downstream of the alluvial fans the
Flamingo and Tropicana Washes are locally disturbed in so many
places that it is difficult and perhaps pointless to develop any
sense of the general morphology of these streams. During flood
events, these streams have shown a tendency to both locally erode
and locally deposit.

WITHOUT-PROJECT CONDITIONS

Overflow Analysiso A traditional HEC-2 overflow analysis
was conducted for the well defined reaches of the Flamingo and
Tropicana Washes where they flow through the urbanized areas
below the alluvial fan area. The 25-, 50-, 100- and 500-year
frequency oveiflows were delineated for the purpose of evaluating
inundation reduction benefits. Eon-.damaging discharges were also
determined and plotted on profiles of the streams for use in the
economic evaluation and also as a plan foLmulation tool.

Because inundation reduction benefits for the alluvia! fan
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area were expected to be minimal, without-project multiple
frequency overflows were not developed for the alluvial fan part
of the study reach. Only the 500-year frequency event was
delineated for purposes of evaluating the impact of the proposed
project upon greater than design events. The 500-year overflow
was estimated by developing separate HEC-2 models for each
hydrologic subarea on the alluvial fans. The cross sections
taken for geometric input into the model were extended all the
way across each subarea. The local 500-year discharge was used
for each HEC-2 model. The resulting 500-year overflow covers the
entire alluvial fan area. This overflow does not represent a
single event, but a composite of all the local 500-year floods on
the alluvial fans.

FEMA Reculations. An economic analysis determined that the
alluvial fans in the upper part of the study reach were going to
develop entirely by the year 2026 in spite of the lack of a
centralized flood control system and the regulatory requirements
that FEMA imposes in alluvial fan zones. FEMA enforces its
alluvial fan regulations by requiring a developer to provide
protection from flooding for the computed probability 100-year
event emanating from the entire drainage area tributary to the
proposed development. The developer must do this without
diverting or discharging concentrated flows onto any adjacent
property in order to obtain a letter of map revision from FEMA.

Without-Project Desicms. Because the alluvial fan area will
develop regardless of the presence or absence of a centralized
flood control project, the project can claim "Flood Proofing
Costs Reduced" benefits for the difference between the total
costs of what the developers would build piecemeal to meet FEMA
requirements to protect their individual properties and the cost
of an efficient central flood control system. In order to
estimate this cost, it was necessary to produce "without-project
designs" cf what the developers would do.

Property ownership on the alluvial fans consists of a
patchwork of various size parcels. It was assumed that each
developer would design and build a flood protection system
optimized to a his or her individual parcel size. Because flows
may not be diverted onto adjacent properties, they must be
collected at the upstream side of a given property and conveyed
through the parcel. It was assumed that street conveyance would
not be acceptable. Because FEMA requirements do not allow the
developer to discharge concentrated flows onto his neighbors, the
design must "re-disburse" the flood flows collected at the
upstream side of the property before releasing them.

The resulting general design is sometimes referred to as the
"moat plan". It consists of drop inlet collector channels at the
upstream side of the parcel, conveyance channels around and
through the parcel, and dispersion channels at the downstream
side of the parcel. The dispersion channels discharge the flows
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on the downstream side of the parcel in a distribution pattern
similar to the one in which they entered at the upstream side. A
series of desi,T.s for various standard parcel sizes was developed
for each drainage subarea on the fan. The design discharge for
each design was based upon the local computed probability 100-
year (70-year expected probability) discharge divided by the
average subarea width and multiplied by the length normal to the
flow of the parcel in question.

The cost of each design was estimated, and based upon the
current actual distribution of parcel sizes in each drainage
subarea the total cost of the decentralized without-project
system was determined. The costs of debris control in the
without project designs were ignored. This is a conservative
assumption from the point of view of project economics.

FEASIBILITY DESIGN

System.Oyervjew. The proposed project consists of a system
of four inter-connected detention basins (Red Rock, Blue Diamond,
Flamingo and Tropicana), four debris basins, and eight high
velocity concrete channels which provide a 100-year computed
probability level of flood protection on the alluvial fans
draining to the Flamingo and Tropicana Washes. The system will
worYk in conjunction with a locally designed isecondary"' system or
lateral collector channels which will meet specified project
performance criteria. Except for some mitigation features, the
structural features of the proposed project are all located on
the alluvial fans west of most of the current intense urban
development. While these features will greatly alleviate the
current urban flooding, they do not eliminate it. There are not
sufficient incremental benefits for inundation reduction to
justify the ne." .sary improvements through most of the current
urban area draining to Las Vegas Wash through the Flamingo and
Tropicana Washes. The proposed project, however, will make i-
possible for the local sponsor to manage this problem indepen-
dently. RPfer to Figure 2 for a schematic of the proposed
system. "

Hydrlo. Each element of the project design is sized to
handle the local, computed probability 100-year discharge. The
flcod control system as a whole has been sized to evenly distrib-
ute the "stress" on the system during a rtegional 100-year
computed probability event. Specifically, the storage and
outflow characteristics of the various detention basins were
adjusted so that each basin would have a similar percentage of
storage utilized throughout the design event.

Collection. Runoff is collected into the_ system in one of
three ways: l)Directly into the detention/debris basins, 2)
directly into the high velocity concrete main channels and 3)
indirectly into the main channels through the secondary lateral
collector system.
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The first two collection methods are fairly straightforward,
however the secondary lateral collection system is rather
unusual. In order for the project to provide the benefits it
claims, there must not be any location related development
constraints. In other words, once the system is completed,
development can occur anywhere on the fan without the need to
consider what other development has taken place. In order for
this to be true, all of the lateral collector channels must be in
place initially. However, because the fan will not be fully
developed until 25 years after the projecl: is completed, there
are not enough benef its to support the initial construction of
the entire final lateral system. Therefore, a temporary "initial"
lateral system will be constructed.

The initial lateral system will consist of simple earthen
trenches. Its purpc.)se will be to divide the drainage area of the
fan so that a developor will only need to deal with the runoff
from his drainage subarea. These initial laterals are not
expected to be stable. During the 25 year transition period,
some of these channels will experience significant runoff events.
They will probably try to meander by bank erosion and the
rivulets draining to them will probably headcut during such
events. Because the adjacent property will be undeveloped
however, this will. not affect their contributian to the project
b eLL . Lb, When the property aujacent to a given initial lateral
is developed, at that time the final lateral will be installed.
This will be a permanent, stable collector of some kind. The
major concerns with the initial lateral channels are 1) whether
they will tend to plug with sediment during a design event and 2)
the amount of sediment that they will deliver to the main system.

The "Stable Channels Module" of the SAM program was used to
evaluate the stability of the initial lateral channels. The
results indicate that the response of the channels will be
different depending upon the magnitude of the flood event.
Smaller events will tend to deposit sediment in the channels but
larger events such as the design event will tend to degrade the
chaxuiel invcrts and will not cause significant blockage.
Therefore, the conclusioi reached was that the lateral system
would function adequately but that some operation and maintenance
expense would probably be required until the final lateral svstem
is fully implemented.

The volume of sediment that will be delivered by the initial
lateral system was addressed by performing a sedixent budget
analysis for the design flood event. Sheet and rill erosion on
the alluvial fan-. were estimated using the Uuniversal Soil Loss
and Modified Universal Soil Loss equations. Gully erosion was
estimated by using a method developed -y the Soil Conservation
Service and published in ASCE Manual 54. Bed deoradation within
the laterals was estiwated using IUEC-6. Bi:nk erosion in the
initial laterals wa: not independently estimated. It was found
that the sediment supply to the initi.a laterals from all other
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sources was generally less than the transport capacity of the
laterals, consequently it was assumed that the difference would
be made up by bank erosion. Effectively, the estimate of the
material delivered by the laterals is theref ore equal to their
sediment transport capacity.

The initial and final secondary lateral collector channels
will be designed and constructed by the local sponsor or under
their direction. The Corps will provide specitic performance
criteria but will rot otherwise constrain the design. This will
make it possible for the final lateral charinels to be integrated
into the final development in a manner that is most acceptable to
the local interests. The laterals could easily be designed to
serve additional purposes such as parks, walking trails, golf
courses, etc...

Debr~ts Management. one of the most imuportant considerations
in designing a flood control system on an alluvial fan is the
management of debris at the upstream project inlets . A
centralized f lood control system must halt the natural proctess of
sediment deposition over a widespread fan shaped area. 1n~ an
urban setting this natural process is extremely destructive. In
addition, this particular system must also deal with sediment
which is generated on the f an itself during the initial 25 year
Per~od bbafor the fai becaue completely developed.

The design which is proposed for the Flaningo-Tropican3
Washes is a debris basin-high velocity concrete channel system~.
This type of system is used extensively througlhout the Los
Angeles District, particularly in the Los Angeles metk-ropolitan
area. It is a well tested, highly reliable concept.

The most critical part of this concept is the debris basin.
The debris bacin must be designed and sized. to inducce sediment to
deposit in such a way that it halts the natural process of
channel avulsion at the apex of the alluvial fan for events up to
the de-sigyi event. In the Los Angeles District, debris basins are
usually designed and sized empirically. The empirica? relatio;;
are based upon experience with ovar eighty existi debri-' and
detention basins, mrosl-.iy located in the Los Angeles area. Using
basin clean-out reco~rds, ret'resslion analyses have been perforinied
which provide relationships between debris yield ar.,J a numb~er cif
pertinent parametere for- f:penific flood events. Thi s proc-edur;.
was used to determine the 100--year computed 'probahbilixy de~ri~r.
yield for the debriG basiRs arid upst~re : deten-ion basin _Z
proposed for the Flauinrgo-Vropicanv Washe.,_z'oe:L

Another iimportant empirical olb&er-vatioai is tax i e~.'2
the sediuent deposits which have filled the e.isting d& bris
baz~ins have &lopes Which arQ approxiw~i ey one li;Jf of tw
ridtiurul stz-eax sl~ope.. comxon .senEe dictites tha once a..
basin becomc s filled, the slope of the ~i~rtin the debr
basin will approaclh thlat f the natural tr 'jai lind ynotc1
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as time passes. But for the short duration events experienced in
the Los Angeles District the slopes rarely exceed the one half of
the natural slope rule. In combination with the storage-
elevation characteristics of each debris basin site ?nd the
estimated debris p>:oduction, this rule was used to determine the
required debris basin embank.unt heights or pit depths.

Where site conditiozs pernu't, it is generally preferable to
limit the debris basin embankment hr;ights to undter six feet.
This can be done by excavating rathe- than raLsing the embankment
to provide storage. By keeping the ewbarn]mernt low, the
consequences associated with embankment failure can be mini.riized
and the construction of an emergency spillway CaI be avoided.
This design approach was possible wi':h two of the four deDris
basins in the proposed Flamtingo-Tropica-Ta system.

The second part of the system is the high velocity concrete
channel. High velocity channels ware selected for this system
for reasons outlined below under the c.onveyance heading of thi s
paper. From the point of view of debris management however, tney
are highly desirable for two reasons. Fir-t, they eliminate 'he
channels themselves as a sour,:ce of debris because they preclude
channel erosion and the growth of vegetztion. Second, because of
their high sediment transport capacitis.4,, they can easily
LA.tv . 1.. wtuJeLL W1-3 -jJS$L tAIL Utsouf prapecty L1LizU uenjrxz
basins or which enters througlh the initial lateral. collector
-ystem.

Detention. Detention can be a highly cost effective ieasure
in. art alluvial tan environment if adequate Fites are available.
The r'eason foi thiz is that the flood %ydrographs generally have
l,'gh peak discharges with relativel. ' .ittle vo.ume. Provicing
storae cain therefore drastically re,1ucc peak discharges. Unfor-
tunatcly, because high intensity rar.alJ cc'n occur very locally,
(i.e. just downstream uf the detention ';asin., the effects cf
this rethod of reduct ion are vezy local. In the *wu of thi 5sproject, fo.u.r effective deatention sx:s were iduntified. Two arc
upst-eam 'sltas, one iz; centrallr locat, u one is at the
dowa! ut:eam end of the major structura iu -roveiints.

-mw-. nc. Conveyance between the da.tention basins and the
poirt of dis.;nsal for the .ateral ':cllectorr is provided by a
ne',t-crk of hi.cQ velocity concrete channe2c, Thi 's part ot the
syu!t:;n ic prob,.bjl). the most controversial. Othet- types of -zhan-
nel.: a:a cit en prcfferabie for aesthetic., erivironmantai or the
desire for iu.tip?.e uvs. reasons. I'rom a putaly f±c'od control
point of view, noicvc_:r, this type of chainnel ,.- usually the most
coitt effective and re] >able on an almtvial fa.,

Th main alterntativc to a high velocity concrete channel is
a u-ott bottom ch'nnael. Because of steep slopes on alluvial fans,
a sC-t bottom catmnel would have to be relativeiv wide and would
require many drop structures. Construction costs can be just as
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hiqh as f-or concrete channels and land costs arz usually much
hig"hicr Wide, s.fit bottom channels o're less reliable bec,sc of
the potential for a meanCering low Llow channel te, develop which
can attack the channel boundaries. The side slope revetment
would require deep toe dcr.rns to protect against this. in afJdi-
tion, bridges over this type of channel, would require relatively
long spans with many piers in the flow (the alternative i.., a dip
crossing which is very unsate in an urban area). Soft bottom
channels requirv regular clearing wh'ich can be costly and is
often controversial in itself. Vegetation i" the ohannels cor
also cause trash problems at br'.dge piers and other tuructures in
the flow. Because they have moveable boundaries and r.,latively
low sediment "transport capacities, soft bottom channels can
develop local deposition and scour problems at confluence;;, side
drain inlets6 bends and bridges which makes them less reliuble.
For these reasons the tz i';h velocity concrete channels were
selected as the basis for establishing the limit of federli
intertst in tbe project.

One of the high velccity c henr ls is actually a ti version
channel. This channel diverts thf. outflow fron the Fl.:.ming:
Detention BaGir from Flamingo Wash to the Tropicina Detention
Basin which d0schargec into Tropican- Wash. This alignmenr.
modification accomplishes -wo things" 1) it bypasses florA, flows
ar-ou:." tn ~r-l%- -- M -kfV -tmingo-S..
dJown~stream ianai.dat..on reduction be ne its and 2) it isoilz .es the t-'

Iupact of long duration deten lion basin releases to Tror.i'
WNaul dad only the downstream part ct FIlaB,-iao Wash.

Nitiwation. The principal. advarnr impact of the
pr%ject is that low peak, long duration (eight days for th,
egnevent) clear water discharges will be released trom the

9Topicana Det;:ntion Basin into "'Zrpicana Wash, This will result
-n , pattern ;A aggradationc and degradation In the downstre-am
channel that is generally more se-ver e than under pre-project
conitions. To mitigate for this condition a combinatlon of
grade ontrol $?d bank protection measurer will ba installed in
Trop-tcana and Flamingo Washes downstream of Tropicana Basin.

eAr-zhaz-desi, 2vets. Certain featuire - have been
anc,-nporat ed into the project design tu accommodat?2 greater than
desq'in events, The seconaiary lateral collection syrtea will be
dtnsi.gned tc prelu.Luc greater than design events from entering the
system. Open chanriels will be designed without freeboard and
p.'esbure tlow side drains will not be over.ized. The mairn
channels ore aligned parallel to the riature.]. pre-project- flow
paths to the extent possible to avoid intercepting rwnf:f fromu
g ,atcr than design events. This is not always possible., howev-
er, sc the dasig.i will include reaches with ovetoppi.s zones to
al ow flows which exceed the channel dcsi.qn capn- city to escape
the system. These zones il2 geeacrally be located weoi. the
channels cross 'cb natura. flow paths. All of the detention
basins and debris basins with einbankmrents Will have spillways
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capable of passing the piobbJle maximru flood.

CONCLUSION

The propossd proj 2ct conr.-isting of a series of debris and
detention basins interconnected by high velocity concrete
channels is efficient and cost effective. it provides a point of
disposcal for a 100-year computed probability flood control system
on the alluvial fans in Clark County west of the city of Las
Vegas, Nevada. It also 'iAgnificantly reduces the flood problem
along Flamingo and Tropicanu Washes within Las Vegas. The design
considers debris and scdiment movement, greater than design flood
conditions and the dowistream adverse impacts due to long
duration low peak discharge ieleases.
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Foreword and Credits

This report was prepared at the reque.At of the Hydrologic and River Engineering Section of the
Portland District, U.S. Army Corps of Engiriec-rs. The HEC was asked to asslst in zhe assessment of
hypothetical rnudflow everas thdt might occur ii the debris blockage presently containing Castle Lake
near Mount St. Helens. WA were to fail. Yhe Portland District Corps of Engineers, at the request of thu,
U.S. Fora3s1 Service (managers of the Mount St. Helons National Volcanic Monument), undertook their
initial studies In 1988 to analyze thie existing conditions of Ine blorckage, dptermine the degree of risk
4.or dowwnirsar flooding posed by Castle La~e, eviuate alternatives to reduce that risk, and
recomnmend a solution for redur.ing the risk. The primary purpose of this study was to estimate the
potential for f looing downstream friom the Corps' S, dirnent Retention -Structure (SRS) for various
hypothetica1 lake breaching scenajios. It is not the int-2nt of this Invvestigation to evaluate any aspect
(if the risk of fallure. It mnerpiy quantifies the dowmstream ftbod potential for various hypothetical
bieaching scenaios. Results fromn this investigpation ame to be Lisea by L1817"" and USACE managers
to ducide what altt-,naties may Le effective in reducf.ing the flo.Oding protential in communities
downstream from the SRS.

Information and data used during this investigation ano presented in this report ware obtained fromr
the Portland Dis-trict Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Forest Service, the US. Geological Sur.'ey and the
Washington State Department of Ecology.

Robert C. MacArthur , Gary Brunner and Doug Hamilton conducted the invastigation and wrote this

Doug Hamriton Is a principal eng~rieer with RiV:FARTECH, Inc. in Laguna Hills, CA and provided
technical assistance to the Hydrologic Engineering G1, enter during this investigation. Ron Mason was
the Project Manager for the Portland District Corps of Engineers and Mr. John Stewvard was the
Project Manager for the U.S. Foiest Service. Vernon Bonner was the Chief of the Training Division
during the study and Mr. Darryl Davis was thr. Director of the Hydrologic Enoiricering Center during
the invesdgatiori.

The Investigation reported herein was conducted by the Hydrologic Engineering Cenior in Davis,
California at the reque ,t of the Portland District, Corps of Engineers and the Giffo~rd Pinchot Natioripi
Forest, U.S. Forest Service. Funding for this study was provided by the U.S. Forest Service.
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Numerical Simulation of Mudflows from Hypothetical
Fallurcs the Castle LAke Debris Blockage

Near Mount St. Helens, WA

1. Study Purpose

The May 18, 1980 eruption of Mount, 8r'. Helens, VVA, produced a debris avalanche that flowed
down the North Fork Toutle River damming several tW;1utaiy streams. The blockage at the confluence
of South Fork Castle Creek and Castle Creek produced a natural debris dam approximately 190 feet
high. Figure 1 shows the general study area near Mount St. Helens and the loc-.ation of Castle Lake.
Snow melt and runoff waters captured behind the blockage quickly formed a lake. To prevent
oveiloppng and a potentially catastrophic failure of the blockage retaining Castle Lake, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE) constnzcted an emergency spillway in October 1981 at the ear'tem end
of the blod-Yage to stabilize the lake at elevation 2,577 feet NGVD. Studi,3s by the U.S. Geological
Survey (USCiS) Indicated that 'the blockage is pctentially unstuble against failure from piping due to
heave and interoal erosion when groundwater levels are seasonally high' and that an earthquake of
6.8 or greater might Initiate suca a failute (Laenen and Crzoi, 1937). Ithe Castle Lake blockage were
to fail rapidly by the mechanism suggested by the USGS, approximately 18,500 acre-feet (AF) of
rsAcred water in the lake could create a mudflow flood 3vent iri the Norlh Fork Toutle River. The U)SGS--

I,, -lc and 0, 1937) I siii viies d iai an event of this natura could result in - peak discharge of
2, 100,C00 cf ; at the Corps' N-i debris; retention darn t~n mies downstream from Castle Lake (seu
Figure 1) and possibly lead to downstream flooding.

Inri e wake of tuew Mount S-1 Helens eruption, th& Corps developed a longterm flood contol arid
navisii mai,-tenance plan. A major cumporient of that plan is the $56.5 million Sediment Retention
StrUCIuOW (3P.S) designed to trap the huge amounts of sediment expected to co.nt:nue I .. move down
the Notih FoiR Toitie River. Tho SRS was designed to capture runoff-induced sediment from the blast
zone, Tnhus preventing sedimen! depuskion in the Cowlitz end Columbia Rivers. W~ithout the SRS,
sadimeont mateiials could continue to accuaiulate in tne rivers below the SRS thuis reducing their flood
foutin and nnvigation capacities. Tnare was additional concern that failure of tho Castle Lake
bloukaga) rc ,uiting In the po :sibie occutrerc of a mul~dtir~w event could jeopardize the safety and
prfon-nance oi tlhu SRS or pe~haps !ead to flooding in communities downstream trom the SRS.

Thc p'jrpose of this StUdLy is to, evaluate the hydraulic characteristics of mudflow events resulting
from 11ie hypotheitical lilukre .)I Castlo LEKe arid to examir~e the ability of thie SHS to capture -r-d pass
such events threUgh it.'- Sp11iWij for- various O~itial .ond~lions at Castle Lake aind In the SRS. More
pecilicaly, the totudy is r): (1 deren-non if flows w'ill excee d the presqnt spillway capacity of the SI-UJ,

(2'1 determine if the SY2S will be ow~ rtopped during v'arioL's breaching scenarios, (3) estii iato how th-,)
pesak dis;hai-go in comMUnities dcwnstream from the SRS will be affected by the pre.,ien ca of the
SR-S, (4) evaloato thc' FO!.fg effects on the msulting inudflow h- drographs due to lowering 'he Initial
Castfle Lak~i kuvels at the timo of b~eaching, and (5) evaluate the performance of the SRS during~ these
various event,; w-hEn the SR.5$ is emipty of water and sediment (existing conditions), or full of sedirirmt
depwjito, up-. to the spilway cirest.
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Figure 1

General Study Area

2. Approach

The Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC) conducted this investigation in two phases. The first
phase, a reconnaissance level investigation, lncludo.d a field inspection of the Mount St. Helens
National Volcanic Monument, the Castle Lake debris blockage area and valley sections downstream
fiom the blockage all the way to the SRS. HEC staff attended two days of meetings with project
personnel from the Portland District USACE and the U.S. Forest Service to discuss the background of
the problem, concerns they and other Federal and State agencies had for the safety of the blockage,
and to outline technical procedures for conducting the analytical investigation. The Phase I
investigation also included a thorough literature investigation and a 'reconnaissance-levelm

(preliminary) mnudf low routing Investigation. Results from the Phase I studies were presented to
priject managers from the USGS, USFS, State of WasEhington Department of Ecology and Dam Safety
(SWDE) and the Portland District USACE. Th3 results were used to formulate an agreed-upon
ainalytical approach aiiu rages uf broaciirg arnd nuidflow bulking pa rameters to be used during the
Phase 2 studies. The remainder of this report concentrates on the procedures and resutts from the
Phase 2 investigation.

The Phase 2 investigation included the development of energy based procedures for bulking and
d. ,bulking the dam break flows from hypothetical breaching of the Castle Lake blockage. The National --
Weather Service's BREACH model (Fread, 1989) was used to develop breach c:utflow hydrographs for i
• .s-woral types of breaching scenarios, and various lake levels. BREACH is a physical;y based model
that uses soil properties, sediment transport functions, arid hydraulic computations to predict the i
breach characteristics and the discharge hydrograpn emanating from a breaching earthen dam or
debris~ blockage. The critical breaching time (defined as the time from the beginning of a major rise in
tho O}utflow hydrograph until the time of the peak flow out of the breach) for piping and heave failuies.
w, s d(.terrined to be approximately 15 minutes. Hydrographs were developed for three different
ln.tial water suface elevations in Castle Lake: (1) 2,580 feet above NGVD, (2) the lake lowered 30 feet :
to 2,550 NGVD and (3) the lake lowered 60 feut to 2,520 NGVD. The National Weath~er Service'sV0--4
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DAMERK model (Fread 1989) was used to route the dambreach hydrographs down valley, through the
Sedir ent Retention Structure (SRS), and continuing down to the Columbia riveT. Energy based
procedures vere developed to simulate the bulking up of the flows via a series of lateral Inflow
hydrographs. The hydrographs were shaped and positioncd along the routing reach so as to provide
the appropriate timing and volume of the lateral inflow according to the magnitude of the primary flood
wave In the channel. Breakout hydrographs and associated latera! bulking hydrographs were
developed for three initial lake levels in Castle Lake and for two different breaching scenarios: (1) a
piping failure due to heave as per the USGS's report by Laenen and Orol (1987), and (2) a piping
failure positioned over the historical South Fork Castle Creek outlet channel (referred to as the HEC;
Breaching Scenario). Downstream bulking of the flows depends on the Initial volume and duration of
the outflow hydrograph, on the breaching mechanisms and on the valley soil prope'lies and water
content. Soil samples were collected from the downstream valley debris deposits by the USGS
(Meyer and Dodge, 1988) and the Corps of Engineers (USACE, 1984 and unpublished data, USACE,
1990). A range of measured values for the key parameters used to determine oulking and mudflow
characteristics, such as poros,, percent saturation, and expected sediment concentraticns, were
developed. A Mont3 Carlo weighting technique (Schaefer 1990) was utilized to determine the most
probable combination of these parameters. From the resi'lts of the Monte Carlo simulations, high,
medium, and low Bulking Factors were selected as a range of probable values for the sensitivity
analysis that was conducted by HEC.

Final breaching and routing simulations were conductEd based on what is referred to throughout
the remainder of the report as 'the HEC Breaching and Bulking Scenarios.' They represent the
breaching and bulking chaiacteristics recommended and agreed upon by the Corps of Engineers and
the U.S. Forest Service.

2.1 Physical Setting

The South Fork of Castle Creek is a perennial stream that drains an area of 2.5 square miles on the
northwest flank of Mount St. Helens. The Castle Lake blockage is located at the confluence of South
Castle Creek and Castle Creek, a tributary to the North Fork Toutle River, approximately 48 and 60
miles upstream from the communities of Castle Rock and Longview-Kelso,WA, respectively. Castle
Creek was blocked by a debris avalanche that occurred during the May 18, 1980 eruption of Mount
St. Helens, WA. Figures 2 and 3 show the approximate pre-eruption and post-eruption topography of
the Castle Lake study area. Avalanche materials formed a blockage approximately 2,000 feet long at
the crest and is bounded by bedrock ridges on either end and avera.:rs about 1,400 feet wide from
lake shore tp the downstream toe. Figure 4 shows a typical cross section taken through the debris
blockage. The blockage has a maximum height of 190 feet measured from the crest to the toe and 80
feet from the crest to the lake surface.

The blockage consists of two major lithologic units which the USGS refers to as the ancestral dacte
unit and the modern dacite, andeste, and basalt unit. The modem (1980 erupton) matedals are
unsorted, mostly unstratified mixtures of avalanche materials, ranging in size from sift- and clay-sized
particles to large clasts more than 5 feet in diameter. Slopes from the crest toward the lake are
uniform and averagc 1V on 4H. Slopes from the crest toward Castle Creek are more varied and range
from 1V on 10H to 1V on 2H, with the steepest downstream slopes on the western edge of the
blockaye. Vertical thickness of the debris blockage ranges from 0 to 250 feet and averages more
than 50 feet thick. Location of the deepest zone of avalanche materials corresponds to the former
location of the pre-eruption South Fork Castle Creek alignment. It is believed that the old South Fork
Castle Creek ucignment resulted from breaching and erosion of prehistoric avalanche deposits that
formed there c uring an earlier eruption and blockage sequence that occurred s,me 2,000 to 3,000
yearg ago. The original surface of the prehistoric valley deposits was eroded except .3." the flat
swampy area referred to as Castle Creek Marsh in Figure 2. The marsh may have been a remnant
from the former prehistoric Castle Lake bnd.
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Figure 2
Post-rupton Tpogrphy of the Study Area
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Following the 1930 eruption, a new laKe began forming directly behind the debris blockage
materials and attained a volume of approximately i9,000 acre-feet before an emergency spllway could

be constructed by me Corps of Engineers n 1981 to prevent possible overtopping. Installaton of the
splliway at the eastern edge of the blockage stabilized th lake elevation at 2,577 feet above NGVD
(see Figure 4). At this elevation, the maximum depth in the lake is 110 feet deep and contains
approximately 18,500 acre-eet of water.

2.2 Characteristics of Landslide Dams

According to Costs and Schuster (1983) landslide dams form in a wide range of physiographic
settings. "he moost common types of mass movements that can form landslide dams include soil
slumps and slides; mud, debris and earth flows; and rock end debris avalanches such as those that
occuned during the 19,-,80 Mount St Helens eruption. The most common initiation mechanisms for
potential dam-forming la-rdslides are excessive rainfall, rapid snow rnek,, earthquakes and ',c!canic
eruptions.

Flgure 5 sl-.ows that most landslde and drcbrs bloc',ag,- darns are very short lived. Costa and
Schuster (1286) report that for tie 63 documented cases they studied, 22 percent of 0-e landslide
darns failed In less than 1 day after formation and th-t VdI failed within a period ol 10 days. Less
than 10 percent of the natural debris bloka2e dams last more than 1 year. They a'so rep0:t that the
most frequent rmcde of faiure witl debris blockage darns s by overtopping. Figure 6 is aiapted from
Costa ancl ScIlusier, 1 96 and shows that more then 5G pL rN-o)nt of tho documented debris and

,2 ~~landelidr dams failed due to ovelupjrpi% e- 'Flcv,,rjenca of a particular damn fL-urteadth
magnitude ,)f resdng ftou-~s are predicated by tl he size of the blockage, Its gcfmetric caracter ttics
(size And depth of the iinpoundment, and size and shape of thef blockage), the propenies of the

blockage materials, the rate of fifling o the impoundment, the volume of the trapped wv-hr, ba&d,'uc or
engineered controls suoin as spillways, tunnels and diversions.-

The Castle Lake blockage was ten years old in May, 199J and appears to v>o s-alo unde., Kls
presont condiiions. Groundwatet levels 1i the blockage and seeps along tiho dowvnst'e~am {c ce of the

blockage Lav been monitored since the eruption. According to the Corps' Geotechnical Bramh
(personal communication, 1990), they have seen no field evidence of unstable corlj;ionL in Ith

blockage tnateriars since th3 installation of tie spiliway. The Corps Af Engineers "Eniin.:wn'1g NrJI~ysis
ard Alternative Evaluatior' report (1988) concludes that: (1) tho risk ,;oiated with a single event
leading to the frelure of Castle Lake In ts existing condition is IL.; (2) I!he exis-ting blockage i
significantly N.wuer than the 'rniqirnum embankmont seclion' necessary to safe, ruiain Otle Lake; t3)
local areas of instability exist within the blockage, howev--, thess a;(a3 are outside the minimum
embarirmenl section; (4) no realistic failure mechanism or S';ri.,nfl could be developed that would
lead to the sudden, catastrophic release .-.f Castle LaK - ba sed upoln as suened paramneters {tlc to the
largo number of variables invoved and uncertainties as&,:ociated wkrLh each, however, it is fo0 pos,.iblo
tc, complotely eliminate all risk), and (5) the blockago co In an erwir'snrorit where rapid changes
are posible (erosion, ,rquakes, flods, volcanic eruptions, etc.). Moniiocinq and rnainta ranco ai-e
necessa-ry to ensure that :hle design assumptions th.t led to the above co wlusions renain valid.

The investiciation reported herein is intenided to stirnate the potential for flocoding downsream fhorn
thc Corps' Sediment Retention ftruc ort fur varioLs hypothelical lak, brechinge s,(enarios. it Is not
the intent of h;- i;westipa.Ion to evaluate any asp.ect of ri-i; of failure. it inrely qiuantifies tt|e
dowinstream fiocid potentitil for various h1potletical broacuing scunarios.
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:2.3 fo~rnntlon andi Lata SourcesI

Data collaction for tho Phase 1 portion of this investigatioi began with a field lnvostigation of the
Castle Lake blockaqe and the downstream channels in November 1989. The field rInvest'qatiori
rrojied a realisiic )erspective on the characteistics of the dabris blockage, the locaticl-' of the
historical Sou~h Fork Castle Creek, thle characieristics and physical features cf ihe dovrnvalley
derosits and tfho arnoull- ot sedim-ocnt and debris available for flow bulkinig doring high flow events.
Mary photographs were taken of the cnannel and valley soctions along Castle Creek !)Pelow tile
blockape. Mannrgs n-values were ostmrnteo' for diffem-ilt sec~ions along the channe' and overtianks.
'oetailed maps and aerial photographs were ob.ained frwnr tne Po-1tl-nd District USACE and fromn the
U.S. Forest Service. The mrars and aerial pkret'.s covar tWe area from the Castle Lake debriq blockage
down to the SRS. Suwcyed cross sections wn'e also obtained irom the Portland Oistricz LISACE and
from the USGS Opfan-File 87-5~49 by 1 eyer and Dodge (1988). These data were used to develop 47
cross sections between Castle Lako and the SRS andi 90 cross sections. Irom the SRS to the
Columbia River. The cross sections descrithe the channel and valley mcjr:)hology required by tha3
unsteady flaw routin g model developed foi the study reach from Castle Lake to the SRS and from .he
8RS to the Columbia Rive:,, Dimensions, and detailed hyoraulic Intormvtion about the Sediment
Retention Stlruct,..e (SRS) and t3 spillway and ,te works were taken fiorn the Corps' final dezsigr
mnanuals for thec structure, These data included volun .e-e!,vat;3n innolitio1, recently s-oiveyed
sediment levels behind tho structure, and elevation-OxrtfOW iriformat, i or the lo3'k' fl.y candutts and
emergjency spillway.

Duri~ig the course of this study, ft was deterrninpd that updated sol1s informaiion was required to
properly estimate the flow bul]kingr potentiq] thst existsV in do:riq depnro c tits dWnsrem fro-M ('wt[A
Lake. Tiw Portand D~istrict sent a soils investigation team to collect sui! samples and to measure In
situ inherial properties along the chaiinel and ovcmt-ank arox> below (.astle Lake. Data were also
collectad alongi the debris blockage itself. This information was used to determine thle breaching
charactrisic!3 (ci itical time to breach Find utimnase breach dimrensiono) tor the deliris blockage-. These
datavwere a;so uSE:1 to estimiale the rarige of p,'.sible bulking factors that could occur downstream
from the blockage due to various breaching scenai ios.

Information and dama LsF,: during~ this investigation and pesented In this reprcrt wera obtained from
reports, papers and matetials provided to HCC by the Portland District Corps ol Engineers, tile U.S.
Foiest 3orvi-.e, the U.S. Gleological Survey anJ the Washingion State Departmnent of E~cology.

2.4 Breach~ng Chea teristics of Iie, Debris Ulcckage

Fipuros C and 6 show that most debris blockage Iaki- !ail within one year of threir form ation and the
ri,)st tuomrnon faiiure rrtachanisrn W. f.-- overtopping. Ry tost;alling ain ern.rgeicy zpillway in 1981, the
Co!s o; E~ngineers essemdaiiy eliminated the pocsibility of an ove'ricppiwg failuro of Itie Castle I ake
bhnckage. Under present condilons, ftil11re ni tP'-: debris Ibdookage viould MOSt liKely our due to a
"piping typa failure.' or as a rEi uft of anm earthquae occ ,riing In conjunction with u severe hydrologic
ever," that may l~ai to a %hea ve typo fai~ure' (Lae~i1-:n and Oiol, 1987). One of ^he firs! tasks of the
phlase 2 portion of t.is investigation wits to ez.tirm 'e Whe rarr - of possiblo. ireach sizes :-ind crtical
breaclo times. Ttiroo different methods were used io (IeterriiIe possible breach sizes:- and times. TMe
first two methods F-,' statistically derived regionssion f~air~ ormulazod by Mac-Dorr1!id and
Longlridge-Monopolis (19N4) ai-.d by Froe!',,h (I !47). 13otlh sets of equaticor s wme bas(ed on cclual dlata
from dozens of historic; darn f~illur es. The Vclorild ,md LrgdeMnoisstudy was based on
data from 42 mnan-maude earth C~nd rockfill darrns (30 ort if il! andl 12 tniat we-, a corb'natiort of earth,
clay cores, rock fill, and concrete faces). I he Fruelich study inlL'&~,-d data iroml 43 mari-mnado and
iandsiide formed earth damns. SOt l udie ' v)SuLted in a scMi of graph'ns and equations that can be
used to predict the appruximate size zf the brt-'i2i~ and tlime timne it Zakes for thme bmrah to roach its full
failure !sizuo.



The third approach for etidmating breaching cliaiacteristics of the debris blockage wc~s a ohysicaiy
L'a!ed computer model called BREACH, develorod by Dr. Danny Frm3d (1989) of the Natlc' al
Weather Sprvica. The breadi mcdel v,.s sednthent transport and hydraulic iouting eqUaliO111- to
simulate the formulation of either ,.% piping or over-topping type of failure. The BFRACH computer
model requires information af),xut the physical diinensic)ng of the dam, as well as a vory aet ,ind:
description of the *oil propurties of tliw darn or blockage materials. Required soils infomifati'xi
Included:

1. D&O (mmo)
2. Porrost

4. Internal Frictio~n 1Angle
5. Cohesive Strength (lbfiW)
6. DS3!DM

Thiese parameters can be specified separately !oir the inner core an~d oul sid - bank r:trak;f I~ da';i.
In 'he case of the Castlo lake bloc~age, the innei core niatet i~l was [Issuf; i to be 1he vnrno az the

oter ans For this study, the parameters were calculated from soi: sanmp!? b~er y the~ U,3'19
acid th.: Portland District of the Corps of [Engineers. A range of zq rropriatre values was exr~eJfrom
the field doZLa. A senstivity arralyss was porformed to see if the BREACH model would 'iC
cillerent broach sizes for different combinationc- of the parameters. The sench !ity ariahl'SSls owed
that the size of the breach did not vary sig'niiiecantly over the range o! paiameto:s exItacted from tha
fiield d2a. -~l I shows the range o1 v2.l Psd in 1he senitiviiyaa~ss n h ia ~o
vaiues uwed for this study.

'Iable 1. Major soil pr-operifes used in BREACH iodel.

PItA hMER ]L RA14GE OF VALUES L VIAI.UE U-J0C)

(mx~~~) 1~~~ 1.0 -9.01 ______ 1.)

2.Prsl. 34-40 I __J

I .1i Wel11(110 0-1412
4. Jzviaval Fniion Aqgl.- .34-36 35

5- UohesiV(- SITCvtngth (lb/ft2) I - 4. 1 200e

6. D90,1)330 10 - 12 c

71"e. 1rveaching cdaract I isic%; h',r cuch niethi-x. z ong vith I i C USGS h -xc .e~natio tkx'O) by
Lizer~ P a LOo (148)&Vt wcr Sumn'irvi izet :n Tibtf. 2. Also shouwi Yc dihc I sulting ckfar %vat ,r p lowvs
that wouldJ 0our fol the -CeCPfctivv luz,%ae .- scc.naros. Crc &iid Schu.ezc (19S1,) devclol.~p - Z~ o
UlliXel Ilowiig the poriia -mry likt e v kiWtMr VC)sU (ca:Ilischaz-gC litf.rl hisituric-al tan) N01,rc.', of
Various) IYpx." 11 dans. Figrc ' ;li. fivc diffe',xni ctir 7c~es o~ by osiaud ;,khuster (]')S

Glat-ff' kas, anid 01i an ppa ciwe-ope cu.Tx fo all o( zlic obsurN- 1;i, r failvvw dma. Talz~'k2 !isis Qi

ch;r~.iis.i C.~ii'.I. kc h U.S. 11 urcv.tiu~ (ai U ':p;. e ar~ e.dflie~r cu~:of
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Table 2

Summr of Breaching Characteristics

VREACHJN(? I BOYTOM WIDl~yH SIDE SLOPES CRMCAL- PEAK FLOW FROM
1:7~( ~ F (HMI BREACH 711ME CAS~lE LAKE

(HOU PG) ____ (CFS)

bR1J\CIH M(,DEL2 4UjQ 031 0.25 1, 180,CX

r-RuELIcH3  [ .10.36 Yf61,300
EOUkATIONS ______

P0TfzIA . LNERGY(
VfVPSUS F ZAK 0 566,000
RELAMiNSHIPS -
HISTORICAL DATA

I..S33,R1 0' IQ, -5 70,OCI,
~O~i~AlPATA

LANiR~IDGE- ; 01510.50 147,600

Litnen end U.zc I (I W~')
2E, D Bo'chbng Scae~io us~ng flie NWi Bl EACi I rimfeI (1989)

4 ostla and ,chu~tlr (!W84)
5U.S. sureauv lloR wilur. (I Vi)

6 M-c~vnaIl end L-oig-o~oi Q eA
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After exerini j the physical characteristics of the Castle Lake blockage and comparing the
breaching char acieristiCs and peak discharge estimates from the various breach dovelopment
methoc's listed in Table 2, results from the BREACH model are thought to be the most reliable and hifi
method for estimating the breaching characteristics of Castle Lake the mnost dependable. 7th
MacDonald and Langridge-Monopolis results are corsidered inappropriate because their data set did
not include any landslide or debris blockage failures. Results from the BREACH model were selectod
over the Froelich equations because the BREACH model Is a more physically based method and It
accounts for the material characteristics of the blockage more explicitly, therefore providing a better
represprntation of the specific problem at Castle Lake. Results from the IiEC breaching scenario
(Using the BREACH model)i are more conservative than those from other methods.

Dozens of different types, of failure scenarios were tested to try to duplicate the characteristics of
the USGS proposed 'heave type' failure. No reasonable set of failure parameters could reprouce a
breach with a top width of 1000 feot and an approximate depth of 175 feet within the critics!i breach
time of 15 minutes. HEC even tried to simulate the retrogressive heave failure mechanism by Iiitially
removing 65 percent of the thickness of the blockage materials from the downstream face of the
blockage, and then starting the BREACH model in a piping mode with a full lake. Even under thfe
simulated heave failure conditions, the resulting breach size was similirnr ii o verall dirneriisionn to those
produced by the 'HEC breaching scenario!' After considerable discussion with englieers and
gjeologists from the Corps 01 Engineers and the U.S. Forest Service, Rt was decided to adopt HEC's
propcod breaching scenario using the BREACH model as the most iepresentative biuaching
approar-h for the remaiinder of the investigation.

2.5 Flow b~ulking and Mudtflow riouting Procedures

The BREACH modal was used to generate the dambr-eak outflow hydvoqraphs; frorn Castle Lake for
various initial lake levels and breaching scenarios. Routing of the bulked damrbreak hydrographs
(mudflows) 65 miles from Castle Lake down the North Fork Toutle and Cowlitz Rivets to the Coiurn 'kl~
River was accomplished witin Fread's (1989) DAM BRK model. Two separate rou~ting reachei were
established as shown In Figure 9. The first reach (rout'Ing reach 1) extends from CasTle Lake, 16 miles4
down to the SRS. Flow bulkinig and debulking processes occur within this reach (sec Laenen and
Orzol, 1987). The second routing reach (routing reach 2) extends from the SRS all the way to the
Columbia River below Kelso-Lonqview. The 'mudflow routing option, In the DAMBRK computer
program was useid to simulate the non-Newtonian hyperconcentrated flowy properties of the bulked
discharges In routing roach 1 downst-eam from Castle LakAe. The programn requires the user to
specify the expected rniudflow properties, such as viscosity and initial shear Strength of tic fluid.
based on thesp expectE cl tlL'id properties ano 1he hydraulic characteristics of the flow, the Omi idflow
routing option' zdjwsts tnau effe(-tivs fiction los!- terms In- the momrentumn equations to simulate the
eflects of hvperconcentrated (bulked) flow.

Flow bulking is iho process wh9roby extremely high enc'rgy flood flows incorporate adziftional bed
mnaterial (sediment and debris) i1ati' 1he flow by crosion and entrainioent, thus increarsiog the total
volume of thru flood. As the tc or-centration of suspended mm~erial increases beyond a threshold of
approximately 20 to C0 perconi by valume (Bleverage and Culborlson, 19G,,), Mhe fluid-scdinenit
Elixture L'epins to domnliclralu nrn-Nuwtonian fluid ilaracteristics (i~,the flow charaLieristi:cs
become dependent: upo'n the concentration of susparrded material). Many researchers have
estimated that flow bulkirg cani increase the overall volume of a hypothetical damibreak fromi Cnt-tlo

Lae frm 2 to 5 imnes it, , 'i,V,! volume (Costi4, 19B4, Laencni and Orzol, 19V!9, and Scott, 1913b).
Tiha acinal arnou~n! (A flow bulking that occur!, during at- event depends on wany factors and !s
difficuli to e ,tllnatOod of tinie. Schwifor, (1 99U) dcrived a iriplifiud relationship th-1 C-5timnates the
lultim ate i-,-lking facior (FJF), ie the Cl rosentti 'i it'sl hrceIstc ftcai~r.h
nialtrials In tho valley and chnadl~Cownstioam fior the locutioni of hypotlietlcAo lake breakout. '-7eil
porosity or void ratio, alon( C). the pecn auato ,tm oil ar, r,-qurired, along with ;xutumt
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of h ultimate sediment concentration by volume that m-,.y occur during the bulking process.
Sheq'er derivation of the multimate bulking factor4 is shown in appendix A. Scott (1985a, 1985b),

%1o612 (1984), SchUster (1986) arid Laenen and Orzol (1987) suggest that the suspended sediment
cori:.eritrations for this type of an event may range from 45 to 55 percent by volume. Thierefore, a
value of 50 percent for a representative ultimate concentration seems to provide a reasonable
assumption for this study.

Bul.1kingo and debulking aro likely to occur within reach 1 from Castle Lake down to the SRS
according to Laenon and Orzol (1987). They also suggest that bulking will occur from Castle Lake to
the N-1 structure and dlebulking (loss of suspended sediment materials from the flow) from the N-i to
the S$RS (see Figure 9). Reach 1 upstream from the N-i structure, has the deepest avalanche
dspo'ts, moost erodible channel materials, the narrowest valley sections, the steepest stream slopes,
acid the greatest sedimpent transport potential. LUebulking is likely to occur downstream from the N-1
zruclijro whore the valfey widens to several thousand feet, the effective chan~nel slope decreases

considerably and the sediment transport capacity decreases below that necessary to sustain the high
.,oncentio~tion~o of materials entrained fromn bulking.

Vu'lkino of the dambreak flows up to conoeritrations of 60 percent by volume as suggested by
LaxGn arnd Orzol (1 LW7) was simulated by adding a series of lateral mudflow hydrographs to the
m air, dambreak hydrograph as it was rouzed downisireamn fromn Castle Lake. In this way, the effects of
fkuw bulking are essentially Vbernded into the main damnbreak hydrograph' as it moves down valley.

Th~procese. was accomplished by first calculating thE pe'.!ntial bulkirng factor for each breaching
~cn~using Schaefars (1990) method. Cl9ar water dainbreal: hydrojaphs from Castle Lake for

the various brc.ar(.hinu_ scenarios were then routed down to the SRS with no a-.counting of the p~otential
con~ ls. H ydu)a.d;wJI a! cii. v l poi~ils airieo bij kii ty rf.'iui - 1 (seerltjf!)

wore axtriacled fronm the; clear water runs. These hydrogrmphs were then rnuitiplizd by a ratio [thu
i ',Jrnated Gubreach bulrrng Factor (L3F)] to account for thec bulked volumne u! material that would need

tc be addod to each SUb,-each to Uohtain the o-;era; U8ov! bulKing Lirid total flow volumne for the entire
bulking .'each for 3ach breacing scernario. Distri )W~on of the amrountz of bulked material eittering the
Laow wit!' (distance in reach 1 vi allocated zt-cordUng to the !c-rigitudinal d~stri!)Utiori of seiirnent
t rrn;t1 Capacfly along the hulking re-C-c. This mrathoj produces a more roaliatic (ricnlinear)
rcla!;,rishlp taA'een local hydraulic conditons (dqp4lh, %Aid li and wviicvty) and theo longitudinal change
in the amnft of bulked flow. to ho- blen~ded into eacio subrea h.

The tendeic-y for frey' hulking acuulrv increasel, for L ';1o0t distanICe down stream froxm the blockage
because the valiey is -ca 1vr:y nwrow and veiy !slenp and tht, trarisoor c:apacy; is very high along flIr
front of the dam break bore. C onseqtLdntly, a- §',e Ilov: Dicks tip roore IM1terial fro:,) builkinp?
proces-,ses, ihL offoctive diischarge also goes up until tite v-l) widoirts --rn flatiens Prrc,4;.Th 10 4-gin
attenuatino the flow. This phenome~non of tire magn~ituie of the, flow~ nrirg d-,e to b'..!kin. for
some, distance downstream from the inilkial breikourt Is clearly dornorirotrated in t he re, uls sh own and
discussed !n later sections of this report. As the valey widens and the cti:4nirl slopo ducreas, th,-
arrnourit of hulking goes down in proportion to the roduced transport capalcity fo,- that subreach. TPli-
approach was used to distrib ute tire ainount of bulked malerial (nonlinealy) into the flowis fromn tti a
darn break -hydrograph as it was r outed dynarnically downstreami from Castle, Lake to the N-1
structure. The last step was to run the miodel agam usirtr2 thf. mryudflow option' with the estimailud
rriudflow propertics for each reach, wlrik adding (blertdirg) the l;,teral bulked flow hydrogiaphs to
mnain flow to account for the dynamnic flow bulkirng.

Laarnen and Oro,(1 9WJ) su gest that dobul~dng (QCLi.Ub in- lower portion of ia-,ach 1, from the tN* 1
structure to the SHS. T'lic vaft~y wideris iapidly along thi- port 0l the icach to sevora! thousand feet
wide, tho sirearri 'Iope decwasus, -)iid therw is in, ulfiwom~t sedirrent tratisport capauity to sustain
continuod birlking of thu flov6. 1tho Ci(.bull'if I( proces,-. i,; ha ndled in a si.i-ilar mnaiincr as was tho
bulking p;roce ,. Hydrograpts UUor 011.: C,10oa1v/a~ILW r urc o th difli cont breachirrg scoirir as are used
to establish tirwe s'.iapc anrd tinirrcj of bclflowz& th at would hf- extracted (d ,b'jlkud) from- thre ma.in
flood viavu. Onice '.yniri the cs nutijie the arnieurrt of duhiulkinij r; alluc tud akjno ig he dcb)Jlkirrg



reach In proportion to tho changef In thn amount of sedimrent transport capacity occurring along the
reach. Dobulking Is simulated with the DANORIK model by usirig rwgativc lateral flow hydrographes to
trmove the amTOUnt of flow volumne lost due to debuilking. Lartenari d 01201 (1967) used sirillar
methods to simulate the expected decbulking below the N-i structure. This process was repeated for
each broaching scenario that was evaluated.

2. 6 Es~tlng the Ultimate Bulking Factor for, Various D-Anbretak Scerlaros

The imagniude of the ultimnate bUlking factor Is noz only a. function of the characteristics of the
dambreak Ljdrograph piroducing the flow, but alSO a fUnctiOxI of thP ini Sit properties of the valloy' arnd
channel deposits where the ciamibreak flows Will occur. Examp iat ion of field data collected by the
Corps of Enginvers end the USGS, show , that actual field valwi-i. for porosity arid void ratio, percent
satuvation and ultimnate suspended sediment concentratioin can' vary according to tho season, matorkd
type anid location along the charirieL For the purposes of tthil. invz.stigetion, a mrethod wvas derived to
bracket thi.: range of possible material properties observed in Vie field and to assign a level of
confidence to 11ihe many possible combinations of the three main variables (poro!sity, percerit zaturatiof
and ultimate suspendod sedimtent concentration) thai carn occur-. For this study, thu fol~owinq range of
values for the main parameters was agreed upon:

1. Porosity (0.25 - 0.45)
2.- % Saturation ('45 - -U)'
U. UlTimato concentration (0.30 -C.6l0)

Qch aefef (1990L) UJVUI10pud a btarmisc-Fi wopir rnnncd rim,:,'rie Carlo sarnp~ing technique,
to osimato the magniftude 01 the 'ullirnate btilkin9, tactor' ai,:cordi'-. -,) obtserved ranges in the
rnagrriwides of the tlile main varriables used to compute the bUj~linq factor (13F), The Monte Cano
mrethod computed a 'cvrnuietive probability' ol 99.7% toi t!')e t$;GS' 'heave sceinario with a bulking
tactor of 4.46.1 Th'le m~tlicd assigjns s 95% currnulai(ve probability to the HEC "piping scenario with a
BF =3.32,4 and 50% to the HEC 'pipintg *nnrrio with a BF =-. ~5. The cumulative probability mneans
that o! all the puss'ju bU~k0J 1 0vsz, thar( can occur during a breaching of Castle Lako with the range of
observed rnateri-:d propcrVtes It- ithe channcl downstream fromn the blockage, 99.7, 95, anid 50 pn'rcent
of "ho everits will hwr~u, bu!krng factors less than 4.46, 3.32 and 2.6, respectivey. Therefore, of all Uhe
differenit combiritiins of values of the three bulk~rng factor variabes, leoss than 1/2 of a. percent of anil
tho pos ,ihe comnbinations would yield a bulking factr as largo, as 1.46 for the USGS"-' brecdlng
scenario. Approximately 95 percent of all the possible events wouird be loss thatn tho 3.32 bulkir.o
factor aZs3ociated with HEC's pipintg scenario and about 50 percent o1 all t~he events would have .2
bulking factor of 2.5 or less. This range of bulking factors -was i-sed to evaluate the potenziai for
flooding downstream from the SRS for three hypothetical lake broaching scenarios. Results and
c onclusions from the analyc-es are presented in toliowing sections of the report.

2.7 Other Boundairy Conditions Considered

Figurc 9 pi eserits a~ .chenv3'ie diar rani of the approxim-ate location and extent of the rurting
nahs(,onsidcreC during ?i,; invustigation. Three different broaching scenarios were considered for

thuyoheia falkrc of tho Castle Lake blockage. Tables 3 and 4 summarize the speciiic breacin
scena~ios thrat wer0 Lonsidgied along ith the bcunrdai-y conditions and rangs - Of bulking factors that
werc applied. Tablus ~3 and 4 also lint the key locations along routing reaches 1 arid 2 vhere
compted wo, Wjlt; .-ro di,:-playaO for cornip:rison and disussiorl. As di,'.s(,d in section 2.5, roLtinp
of tic h ypothetical breaching eve, is wa:, cerriiid (jut in, two diffleren. teaf.hes- Reach 1 Included the
flow au~nd r~ dA.Vukily ef."c.' 01n tire flow--~, lirom Castle La;<u to the SRS. Reach 2 extends from
theO SRS all tho woy 1k) the Goluriibiz, [livur. It i: assumed that mnost of thc sediment and deb.LrL, load
v,-:l! be coptuaud Lehind" tho, 31T, oand th-at f!uw 1buinq ai :d/btr dei.ulkg 1';, inE-ignificant throughout



reach 2-. Tables 3 and 4 show the initial Castle Lake water surface elevations that were considered:
(I) lake full at elevation 2,580 NGVD, (2) lake lowered 30 fhet to elevetiori 2,550 NGVD, and (3) lake
lowered 6D feet to elevation 2,520 NGVD. The spillway crest elevation at Castle Lake is 2,5771 feet
NGVD. The starling lake elevation of 2,560 corresponds to the estimated !ake level that would occur
during a 500 year rainfall event positioned over the 3.0 square mile droinaoe area above the lake.
Under these conditions, a discharge of approximately 6,000 cf.; would 0,. flowingj ('Al of Castle Creek
as base tlow prior to the dam break. The estimated runoff and baso flow-, ir' Vie Noilh Fork Toufl,3
River upstream from the N-i structure prior to the darn break was approxim2-ly 2C0,000 cfs. Other
assumned base flow conditions include (1) 6,000 cfs from the SRS, (?) 5,70C dQ from the Green River
Into the North Fork Toutle River, (3) 6,100 cfs from the Southi Fork Toutle Rivkr, ad (4) 52,000 cfs In
the Cowlitz river just upstreamn from the confluence with the Tou1.lo~River. Tniese h~ae flow conditions
were recommended by the Portland District's Hydrology and Rivei V noinew:ing, Oranch for the
purposes of this investigation. The total base fow in the Cowlitz rivc:r cbowric-tream from the
confluence with xhe Toritle River as a result of the crjmulaiive base flows- f. vir the rivers enterng
above is approximately 69,800 cf s.

The other key boundary condition considered as a variable dluong the~ !nvestigation was the lnlhiazl
storage condition behind the SRS. If an event were to occur today (in !%)'me, 90I tho storago
condi-tiors would be represented by the 'existing conditions' in the SRS (ce Talks 3 and 4 for
routing reach 2, SRS to the Columbia). However, the SI1S is dlesioned to trap sediment materials from
Mount St. Helens and the drainages upsteamn from the SRS. Theiefore, ovec, time the amount of
availablo t-toracje will decrease until the SRS is completely full of sediment and debris lip to the crest
of the spillway. Even under 'completely full conditins', tile SRS provides a great deal of storage and
attenuation of flood waves as will be discussed In the next section.
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TABLE 4

Summary of Simulations Performed and
Locations Where Resu] Ls Were Printed

CASTLE LAKE TO SRS ROUTING REACH

USGS HFAVE SCENARIO BF=4.46

LAKE LEVEL KEY LOCATIONS WHERE
RESULTS WERE PRINTED

(£MI[.ES D/S FROM CAST. I).
FULL -303

X 0.0. 1.67, 5.31. 1.;9, 12,6. 5.71

x 0.0. 1,,X7. 5.31, 10.19. 12.. 15.71

[SRS "roV C OLUMBIA RIVER ROUTING REACHj

USGS HEAVE SCENARIO BF=4.4G

.16..j.L SRS KL*Y LOCATIONS WHERE
RESULIS WERE PRINTED

FULL -30' FULL CXIST. -:---R-C£TL..COND.

x x 1.C,, 2.3," , Z2.91. ,47..91. A.81

X X V5.91, 23-21, 33.91. 47.91. 59,61

Y,: x If, 1 I 3.U., . 4 7.91,. 5.81

15.91. 2-.321, 33.91. 47.91,. 5S.31

"j.-21



~.Results and Discuss~ion

Figure 10 presents curves o? the comnputed peak discharge versus river mile resufting from the
nypothetical failure of the 0astle Lake Llockage due to piping for three initial lake levels and two
different SMl conditiors. The 'ultimrate bul!dng factor4 for the scenarioc- simulated and presented in
Figure 10 was 2.50. FResults for this scenario are considered to be the approximate average
(representative- of 50 % of the events that may occur) based on the field data presently available.
Figure I1I presents sim~ar curvcs of pee,,k d~isch-arge versus river mile for, the same type of piping
failure but with an 'ultimate bulking factor4 of 3.32. Thesro resuits represent a scenario with a mode of
failure and a magnitude of bulking that couia be equalled or' exceeded by only 5 per-lent of t1hi
possible flow events that were considered (or 95 % of the events will be less than this magnitude).

This breaching and bulling scenario Is recon myended by the Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Forest
Service end the Washing,!.) Staeepartment of Ecology for the evaluating the flooding offects a
hypotheti,,Al boaching of the Castle Lake biockage. Figure 12 presentR similar results to, tho LISGO41
' heave ty,-e breuchinci scenario'0 Introduced by Laenen and (Drzol (19137) and modifiedi by HEG. For
1his scnario HEQ used Litenon and Orzol's breact, hydrograph, but applied HEC's energy related
bulk! . approach along with Schaefer's aultimate bUilking factor, o, 4.416 basec nteasue il

cond ions. Only two initial !ako elevalicrns wiere considered !or ?rlk; wcenario. The results are
prosented in Figure 12 for lake iull conditions and the lake lowered $0 feet. Thei auittirnate bulking

A factor associated wilh the USGS' breaching scenaric was 4.46. This represents a cumulative
probablity (see Se,,tion 2,r) of 99.7 percent; e.g. 99.7 percent of tihe events considered will Ibe less
than the computed dichaiges presented i.- Figure 12. Tebla 5 summatizes tihe routing results at Xey
locations balow CDastle Lake for the. three different breaching und bulkintj scenarios cons;,dered: (1)
HEC's piping faflure with the median PF = 2.5, (2) HEC's piping faiiurc with the 95 % BF = 3.32 and
(3) thea NjGR' hprivr fnih im vwith thn CIC 7 '9 r 0 ~5 ~ ~ d r ici~~i~Th~~~~l

approximately equal Jise peak desiaqed picl-ed in Figures 10 I'brOL1gh 12. Note that the initia
clevation of Castle Lal:e arid ac;tof sediment stored in thve -sRS mako a conciderable difference in

0 ~the mnagnitude of the iiftial damnbru Ak 1 ow and, the1 efore(, a great 07al of difference by fha time ilhe
flood wavco Is routed t. twe S )S and dlownsti earn to Castle Rock and Kelso - Lrgviev-. For example,

'bla 5 Iis-ts the routing resit for the Corps'- rcecomrnenJed sccnaria (runs 7 thro-ugh 12: HEC's
piigscenar-io with the !45 % BF a3:.Nolu thit with Castle Lake fuli (e!lavation = 2E80 NOVD)

and existing at the SRS (see run 7 in Tabia 5), th? peak disd irge in the Nordh Fork Toutle River
bplow teSSi ouc 5piet(rr 9,G o152D0)wt h I npae t"1olk
is lowered 30 foat or 60 fugt (runs 8 and 0), the flow reduction du13 to storage in the SRS is
approxirnateiy 82 and 95 percent. respa,1iveliy. Even IT the SRS were, iritially full of sedirn (sea runs
10, 11 and 1 2 in Table 5), the peak dischalrge from a taiilur. of Castle L-ike woul~d be -,i( jificanily
reduced. F~r this cas;e thre fiows would be reaucd by 76, 66 and 56 percent, for the lake full, the
lake lowerod 30 fe..et and Ike lak ? lowered GO fect, recpcoulivly.

Figures 10 through 12 clearly show the oundary condition effects on thie peak discharges for
various combirmtioi of initial lake levels, , SIRS conditions ano' bulkingj fu:oreca.:'s,-e the SH-3
substantially reduces thre flow dovmec.tiram from- the SRS, damnbreak discharges addLd to the base
flows In tho 'Tfutl(, wand Cowlitz River,, downstream f rn the 'SzRS may not be significantly gr eater than
the inlitially as.sud basc;. flow counditions. For thi. casc of runs 7truh9(e iue1 n al
5), only 39,600, 28,700 anid 400 cls are~ added to the breno flow In thel Cowlitz fliver at Kelso -
Lungview dueIL to the dairibreak discharges estimated vitl thu initiai lako tlil, lowerod 30 feet and
lo,-r ecd Go feet, respectively. If tie SRS woe full a' tsedinrtir at fhe tiaie of failures (runs 10 ihirough
12), 59,000, 46c,000 and 18,600 cfts would be acddud to tie 69,1300 Luf, base( Lo in tie Cowfitv River at
Kelso -Lorrigviow. Iib fropreserils w n increase In Ursuharge above the a%;,sumed Uasc flowi in the
Cowhi Ili.-or of M5, 613 and 27 perctnt, rarspecrvely for the, three different initial lake coifl.ditioirs.

A~--:



Figrre 10
Peak Discharge Versus 1 iver Mile Resulting from the
Hyp2othetical Faiure of Castle Lake for Three Initial

Lake Levels and Two Different SRS Conditions

15W0 I- Bnaching Scenario 1

HEC aching =cnn
0- Bulking Factor 2.501400 " ]""=- -i r

1300-- ....
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1100 Hypothetical Breach and Mudflow,
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Figi re ii
Peak Discharge Versus River Mile Resulting from the
Hypothetical Fai"ure of Casiie Lake for Three Initial

Lake Levels and Two Different SRS Conditions
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Figtv1n~nm~t~s'i ~Arao ~c ran~e r Cast'e tLiXoi to Kelso -. onqvo'v for the
'lEG br-n.cj anc4 bukir'g ,tenaricl (OF 3.32: fot two initiai la, condifon. (f~il arid bwee 10
fzet) a1r~d exist;-~ N1990l condiiiorls ii, Viui A3S. Thc hypothiical mo :idflow corndft"ow,', re
co'npared t.) thp 19BL- M ):Vl 6t. Helen"; a~.l~ nd Ito probable ni~xinum flaod S.wigi the
SRS was not thire CurIrI'I !11 Pt'K.- 'Che s r:d:,oy cap-to~t. a., thee sR$ Indlicatua bc (r' 3,al-
w~iih the :-pio~zin~vje naxiMUmn 0ionne: capaci,'s noa' t-he corpr.uinities ol C-;Lvo Rock vSo'elo
Longview. Both 'Wypotheticai 1-ICC dane c; lds (lot I~, full b;,*o lowered .3feet) repretrerat
loxisung condition-, at !he $S S and , 3ic, Cojwitz 1lver. TN outrad ;nIbrezor. for these

Langmview. .1, We .9R$ -r f~u of sed:m-rit inti,%, Wtho iiV,-na it HF-C da~brqi% lYxd v'-'iula excix-d
Vie preoer-t (;hrvi fi cv'pacity f ioar Gsuvw Rock by '20Ci(Y andr I !Xl cts if Cat~LakF. vv ,rc liI1/
full or loweo-ed Ly 30 loot, respiccti'ey. Thti charN-)t -ir K(-lzo ULnjwa,?we~ (s'a to b- '40,00O?
e-c) presently hFs L'h.Ctcapacty !o contein -wlncd nca~hw, ,ir. if G)- SPF won flU 0
sedirnent. E!Aiva~ed paa'P flows Irorn1 viv lossor HL s-.;coi1'; (wih ai bIl;N-2 fawtoi uf 2.5) w'jlW all 1

1)4 conlained within tne present charnel rit CG.sie flcand. K<E05 - .orqriewv. If anr c-v3.,t! a2- rait. as
ttw hypotimtical 'hea:v. l~re :v erario' (with a buling *at.lor of 4.46~) woeto fiapp :. under tile
6exi~ting reonditicn~i, the channel copacivy newr Ci-sllc PLrA viouli be oec for b.-t initial iake,
W0ve- that were mojz:idered (Castle. Lekoa fuli rt. Iowvred by 30 fe~et). Fkio-. i~cra's would Sill tx)

~fiJ' in tho present channel nf-er K(elso - Lo viCev under Oexjii v cenditions.' If lh~ f , vliro
in iW ha f)fll, bcth Casile Rock and K -L'owQ could experiontr-v flx&-ig lir Ikc fuli iciflie]
corinJ'ioris. if tile lake were lowLred Castle Ruck~ could il) Pxperie',ue floodinij. whi: tiv9 r? Y
at Kelso - Log.-., would be~ bated',t.'ned il Itie char~nol.

Tnevifore, vihthe presort! *, xhting rcnai;ns a! thu 5115 cxkz' M~ tri Cowi it , al; o?,'die HEC -
('-'Vvlljj Y J ,V.ui.' U, 1.11Y 1) rk.x; at Rlr: ; i U -d -LJ)V Ti. -I -t.

rvL~ti'tg IIO ]S wtOu L. x,, Similar to a lot) y~i flood ~n iont in tlit) Gowlitz Rrvct. Ut V '-; SH.; wre ful (A
all~t,~f ol the HLC - recomi.reodec lkuding sco'i1arios WDUld b:, Ituy contLaiflc Z'. Kcd:o

N ioiizm, ULt not a, Castli: Roc: Jc; eltha, la.e fufll or lake lo''ered 30 fue 2 conitiori, Nri of t-i
hYpx hq%1..ed breac:hing and bulkirin) sc.z),i.nos wiIl Peceed ot zertwp thre SRO3 for ei" r *.&&xirs~n
cotdarLvs'- ): 1-1 con-dulion't-.6 1i is nptdhovevu,, that for any major floo.. cv;:-Mrfl. WI) th2

INrw7inrkL'dl) of the tvoci-Jissizod c'O~.5Cit~G Grsl2l2 e that rigificart quoine 01pdjriutah
c.bi 15 wil enrter the GRUS, thus redocing fts p.userf su;4ge cuipzaciy and a-tiv'c irlle.

Dur'ri '~mloWd evv : -tie allry<ncrni rui'or chaniec.XL and v.-IMhrcr the puak
IN~h~~ v~il be containeo wftl iun t10 V) '1 tinu*- PYu. l r 'in feSU45 presented In1 fiqJCe; 10

Jo.qn '13 z~ndv TaU:h:. 5 show the bcv-r ;sinl freilAs of ki~e SR i;, te#uci th, p-,ak di:;ichavgfp& In thu
chilma dominstreain loriu tue 0rsS. 'abkUC tll Wver~te cnamit, vebocuties cc'rnputed a-,

key ~: uc~s he~ow (aiY ; La'. to., tin' b-ftl-hi;I:i -r. Wikilrcj S" W105 t~wicc!5il?
Maxirnuur v'eocftib-. vv.u. l iv-1-.r V-13 F-c; the cnro(Niabliij

facto:*oit tl*,rsM.01vjMurv ..tyA. ILV d:Vrre'j onV-Uec , apointi27Wler

reces IhG N-i1 struCPune, u hj- Cfc- s rh j:~byy a nrisl Itu 1ol.6 fps. *Mis 1*u -g)-:rJ- 2wu
dve)ulkiic C(o,v, qoz Zliv ?c.u 1 ir. Sti'r2. . L, ,-prn 2 I~on1 1Jll tv N-i, tiho Co cor ii~xs to

I-
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Table 5

Routing Results at I~y Locations Below Castle
7- Lake r~n- the LLEC and USGS Breaching Scenarios

WII
Wun In&ft al~t &lowtw SR S-S Inlo t ro Gd Lev

N-O. (.rcirtbn Clovato:; Lake fli'/ 531 RcMi .M 1, Spllhag wh 4801 r i1
(C4 (fl)) (C% (cZ

r'Q A4 W 4:t' .K

PnrF c,wt 0 (cisl for HiECn Dr-oi Breach (Pi',u &cnarlo, % I :13-i U-" /,5'
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Computed ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d Chne eo 'sa e oalm eo

Coted Chne Veusti~ atl ke , Loalvelow I
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M." SQRS Storage:i Pool artoi (w.-locity holeC is appoxinflat' -- 12 fps). JIolw )eavin9 111C SRS is Ckntroll~d byX
the spiliviay aII 'fil: a~ e ifaxiimu'-a averige iiannel velocity ju~i &wx~istreani front tie SRS is
appic):4rnatC-iy S).6 f B~Y tilt; tirw the Efoau v,'avc;% re'sc135 tlh' (ow'it'. Riv,-r ajid m1ixCs with the
ciwntiative basc flowv ii the CowiT.0(9,(X) c:Es, it Slows to abuut1 4 io 6 feet per sezont6.

7T1C SRS, prowcs comriiriunitic"c, all( tile river sections downstreami from it but does not affect th'Y.L
areas upsti-eam f10111 th( SIS. 'ThiCreforc, theic Is no0 protection above the SRS front u hypothetical failuxc
of Castl-z Lake. 13L.-,use of ihi',, and thle possibility that !, failure of Castle Uke would g~eafly Ye~.luce the
sediment storvc capackty and O:ffc~tive life of the SRS, additional field investigations Kvrainirl- to the

g~cecrii~lstability of' the tle Lzke blo :kage and regularly scheduled monitoring are rck.Ajimen'ied.

4. (2oadIs4 oas

The wol' r; oclusions zir3 dra-vor from the resultm ojf thi investigatiufl:

'i) Numerical rne~hcis developed by the Nationcl Weathei S'eivicp (Pread, 1989), the
FHycro.o,)'i, Enreerinn Center, and Schaefer (1991)), were successfully usedi to 5ThMU'aa:,
the hypotheue31 broaching, Now bukiij and uristeady rnudilovw routing That wooke -ersu'~ K~
V te Casdse Lak~e bUo,*,aqe oam w'vr- vW Iil.

2) Evt.*n though debris blue-,~c damys foim- in a w~ide v,!aiciy of physic., raphic sztin&;, ci;,)sI
debriS- !ociketgo dims axc va,-ri snott livaQ, Crnsia anid $chu -Aer (1~8' reipOr tha. ;:,Io the x

63 ocuentii ae y~ ctodied, 22 pi: ot the lancdsi&d darns failed In. i~', abn 1
4?.,' O4~r iorrmaliorl am) i hraft taite' wiUt.-r a pciod o? 10 dzy, Lesec tha )," tD)r=cfl
0' rh?' naturaj cctl:is blu'agc diams la!t IrIire Mran 1 Yeat%

;,) More than ~:porcent ui #: '-c mne debris aodc lan&..lide dims faled due to
ova®ppinq. The orcurren, , of a ' orixtiwu~ d-itn Iailuie 2nd the magnitude of IrL41111

hoodse~'o reW:ate-, oy: C',seeo tha bildaoe; uS wgxmtr~c chlaracteri;tics (size and
Cr epth W ttie imoundt'rmal, nde Yi l 1 -. sha:u of the 'looka~e): ,he propi-rrt:s ol the

~~VI rff.',i te 0 1111o, ()'-~ IhE iffnp'Alrdment, the volume G1 the tappod
V/aUX, 1 %0 Lc--Jick~ cr criginecr3O corx l~w;,Ic as soUiweyr, tunrefs arid diersk~li.

4' Th., Gazle 1lako bloci~a,,e 'a ton vea,! -41 4) i~* 9 axid appears to be stable
1t,def i's p~and pr~etconditions. lie ,.- ut District Coips ot Erigincars Insialled.

,weri ueiuyslillayit-, Ociube, ol 1981 to wb ,,ize th~e lake Plevati at 2577 ferx
NGVD. levels in the blockacge and s.-?ps along. tft.. downislrearn face of tile

L11oc~uw~ Yiwo bl )rn orftioed sincq th ? eP;'.i,.o Accrdir,.g to the Gop C.'Gtotechrrical
LrychI)c!sofial c,(mraurkaton,1JY, they hU-,io., r no field evidene Vh Unstablu

co~ 05. n te b e~eo r~~ scv.:u tho itism); a:ivr of fte spllway. i

5i) 1fee-T-A.iO4 i::~j om a hyiothehrica! faiiL' ,t( kth I? 2nuLake bluckiripo
oxetdsr to Nxak disciarges Prediclod tior polunrtli a y viaa eak dj-,(b arlj
ielatiwisttlpF deve o,-K from hibtoriual damn fa~url-s by MrCI'r I li,! 2.-, irrno . (-ieo Figu.re
7). It exceeb thc precisted pixik od;:.ehrqft1e v'w-.bpc curv.o lrorY i.ori a darn fari.-s
by 3.6 times isep Figure 8) Thlirulore. VhIC CorrLL Andi~rfd~dra~~:rc1Yoiir
. '?nado pl.oducei a co.sra~v estimate (Ite., 11t-)VS Via' Wbc Orw ~' d y~: blre
dzring histoncal fiaihjwes o, simuliai bi c.kagesl of tl ic pc, skU', pla< disciargc 1!.-1 ctc. P1

(S'Ldur'ng n- b-ao;h"rt V, thyGe ae Castleo

I' lt, O ic f Vl X Rk$ is- Significa.." In ;cucin'j the peak Oisc-hircu Veo theic hypo~l'-il
Ysl'~o Cw~tle Ltnke. The iniitial *" eiaion of 1"'- I;A pi icir W ta~ure WLo afflacts thzx

nhaciroit'1de of thr 7(_!;10 dOr bre2ai, d~scliaicrn. Fur thut' allurc, zid bulking scuinari

IU-_ 31)



re,.omrended by tho, Corps of Engin~eers, the SRS reduces the p'3ak discharge Into the
North Fori"ToulPe River hb' 85 rperen! (from 695,000 to -105,200 cis) for full lake
conidtions. It CastleC. Lake Is Iower(:d 30 feet prior to its failure, the SRS reduces the peak
flow by 82 percent (from 352,f.00 to 62,000 cls). It Castle Lake Is iowerocl by 60 feet, the
SRS reduces the peak flow by 1,5 [- icent (1=in 131,80O0 to 6,000 cfs).

7) The arnount oi storage tilo SF can providf; depends on v:wA foull of sediment IR is when a
flood event Oons. Under the present %,-isiirg conlditionls in the $RG wnd the Cowlitz
RiVcor, al! of the Corps recommended floodin? scenarios would b1e fully contained at

C.;~~~- ~ ~ I q~c n es oivci h eutn flows would bc sirn~iar to a 100 yea
flo'od event in th ) cov~"*t l;vP.'. If thc $icm fire~.i o' sedinment, PHl of the Corps
c ecormendpcd floodig scenp'rios would be !u! i containcici vlithin tr,., c,; annei at Kelio.
Longviow, but not at Castle Rocok fo- eithc;r lake full or lake lowered 3$) feet condit.ions.

8) None of the hypothesized br'-eachinn an~d bulking scericrios will exceed or oveilop the
SIRS for eitho.- *ev1:bt~g fo-,nditionPi o,, IIf conditions.1

S' The SRS prWtects corimiunities and thv Oiver sectiorns downstreami from it, bLt does t1ot
aflect tie area- upstreami from' 11, SR8 Thuef'cr, there Is no proteclion above the SRS
froen a nypo~1etir;al faiiure of Ca;*;iE Lake, EBecaus ? of th~is, and the possibil~y that P-
failure of OvsIis (.ake would gjrLtly ved~jcc the sedime;nt ;AoraqL capaciy ,and efloctive
life of the S"Vi., aitional ,.;ekd ii icctkja'-ris rp, u!rinp to ti ge-otechnicl stability of lh

Castla Lako blcit.kece ano contiruous mnitoring ore recommended.

ILII
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Appenaix A

Derivation of the equatio~i !o calCulate tne
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By
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MAUDFLOW BULKING

Definitions:

r. razio of water to unit volume in mudflow.
r, ratico of soil to unit volume in mudflow.

M df o x 7

V Jv =zvu;ir-m of ini-iial free water
V4 vc-ci, o.- soi11 in "mudflow"
!Vol vci.=m of iLltimato rnudflow

L: E uirce so; -mtal v dr:

whers:

r, VolI

V Vlol~

rw

re

rw

Vol T .rs

Vol -V"(1 A



If source soil available has water in void:

- water }in-situ coil mass

- soil

where given unit of soil mass has

V , v, Ov
vs

then, Vol 1.. 4 Sr)('

S r. . . r.

V.,

define

' ,

ow

or

'0 (-) by vOlume
..S

then
Vol .- - ( 4 € • o 26 202 q,302 + o3 + . . .

or

vcI 7 + 4,21

O-3(
'N



Vol V- + V- '(,O)n + V-114),,eo,-'

n=1 n=;1

Z:O I Series lImit -00

then

Vol + T (On- y+ X!w .( Q)f -

n=1 n=10

v.~Vol = + V

Define-

in mudflow by vulume:

in-situ scuil iass (sour.-e umater~):

Ve



Then;

Euldrg Factor

I>

solid "- _ _ . - - - .- - . , - - ~Z
0 .19 .20 .30 .46 .50 .60

.0% .25 1.25 1.28 1.32 1.35 1.39 1.4:3 1.4,7

30% .43 1.43 1.45 1.56 1.64 ..3 1.82 1.93

40% .67 1.G7 1.. 2.09 2.28 2.51 2.'7

50% 1.00 ".00 2.22 2.50 2.86 3.33 4.00 5.00

60% 1.50 2.50 2.94 357 4.5L 6.25 10.0 25.0

70% 2.3- 3.,.,3 4.34 .M 1 1.1 4. . P

80% 4.00 L 5.00 3.33 25.0 00 0-, _0 00
(by

Th., Yulkin/, Fcctorm are "ulAtirat value," which t,,, the phyzieal fPc'orB, ru.,h as:
blope, dischargi-, turbuience and "ritrainig ni-hanisroc, chjiiel hydraulic pportlea, '"- '

a~I:,gradation, c,,e.iment properties, etc.- am on,-ratinf; foi c,-iffmkhzit time o th-,,.

voilue to be atvtixed.

) " 3!
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Example #1

Assumptions

1) Ultimate mudflow is 50% solids by volume (r8 = .50)

r re

V1

For 50% (--Y) r, = 0.50 , 4 = 1.00

and,
2) Porosity, Porosity (n) = 0.28 = e

(geometric properly)

where,

e = >.39
(void rat'o)

for mudflow case -. assume 90% of voids are filled with water available to make up
mudflow

then, effective void ratio:

O .90(.39) = .35

and,
o a0 6 = (L ) .35

V,

Potential Bulking Factur for 50% solids by volume mudilow with 4 = 1.00 and 0 = 0.35

Bulking Factor =

1 * ) =3.08
1-4)0"

Ultimate Mudflow

19000(3.08) =58,520 acre.ft (castle lake)

IU-39



Example #2

For ultimate mudflow with 55% solids by volume (r,)

Porosity (n) = .30

95% snturation of voids

then,

= 1.22
1-re

and,
n - .30.4

. . . e ,-.I+
= - source material

V.

0 - .95 (.43) = .41

Potential Bulking Factor =Buing Factor B.F. 4.44

Ultimate Mudflow =

19000 acre-ft (4.44) = 84,360 acre-ft

Obviously, expected values and upper and lower bounds for bulking can be computed in this
manner for selected values (" r., 4 and 0
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Abstract
\clantic Salmon Restoration in New England

by Townisend Barker

New England Division
US Army Corps of Engineers

In pre-colonial times, at least 20 major rivers in New England contained sig-
nificant Atlantic salmon populations. 7he number of adult salmon entering
these rivers annually may have exceeded 300,000 individuals. These runs were
brought to extinction through overharvesting and dam building in five of the
six New England States (Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hamp-
shire, and Vermont) by the mid-nineteenth century, and were reduced to remnant
populations in Maine by the early part of this century. Moderately successful
efforts to restore salon in some rivers in the late 1800's demonstrated it
was possible to construct functional fish passage facilities at exLsting dams.
However, overfishing was not controlled and water quality declined through
this period into the first half of the twentieth century making salmon ,esto-
ration impractical. Now with improved water quality and controls on fishing,
there is an ongoing cooperative effort by federa' and state agencies to
restore self-sustaining populations of Atlantic salmon by the year 2021 to
much of the species' historical range in New England.

One of the biggest rivers in 'ew England and one with large nlursery areas
potentially available to adult salmon is the Connecticut, and one of its trib-
ta ..... xcClnt .... al. atat .I t e ,est- TE j:. However, two Corps

of Engineers flood control dams, Ball Mountain and Townshend Lakes, are obsta-
cles to upstream -- ,I downstream migration on the West Rivc. This paper
describes approaches being used to restore Atlantic salmon to New England in
general, and involvement of the Corps in constructing fish passage facilities
on the West River in particular.

1!-]
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Overcoming
Federal Water Policies

By Ann L Riley

ning a U.S. government-as- were segregated on the floodplains of

sisted flood-contol project Wildcat and San Pablo creeks. The
before construction begins creeks flood and cause poor drainage in

is 26.1 years.' These delays are a direct the vicinity almost every winter, butresult of federal policies and practices more severe flooding puts North Rich-

that conflict with some basic conunu- mond under a foot of watrr about once
nity needs. The deficiencies in federal every three years. The community's
water-project planning policics and nced for flood control has never been
their impacts on U.'S. communities are disputed. However, the problems in-
manifest in the 33-year history of a herent to federal policies regarding the
flood-control project iL North Rich.- depign and funding of flood-control
mond, Califoraia. North Richmond is projects have repeatedly delayed its ira-
an impoverished, unincorporated cow.- plcmentation. During that time, the
munity in Contra Costa Coumty on the community has initiated herculean ef-
eastern shore of San Pablo Bay, a norah- forts and innovations to overcome fed-
cm etcnsion of San Francisco Bay (see cral obstacles to fL Aing such projects
the map in Figure I on page 15). for poor communities; designing proj-

North Richmond grew up during ects that recognize local goals for eco-
World War I when blacks who came nomic recovery and environmental

quality, and adjusting to the tcchnical
vulnerabilities of tiaditional flood-con-

ANN L. RIM is on Icavc from her potion trol channelization.
as chief of the Financial ,Uistanrx and E vi-
ronmcntsl Review Branch of the alilorll North Richmond is conidered by
Depurtment of Waer [tesou'ce in Sanaen- the U.S. Deparment of Housing and
to, CalifoniaL. He involVyernct In the flood- Uiban Development (HUD) to be one
control project for Wildcia and San Pablo
creeks has been as a citizeu volunteer ad not of the most impoverished communities
as & government repiescntative. in the country and, therefore. dcserv-

12 Decembar 1989
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ing of federal assistance. (The 1980 Early Efforts
cen -us classified 64.5 percent of the
households in North Richmond as fe- In the 1940s and early 19s, flood-
male-headed and below the poverty ing along the Wildcat and San Pablo
level.) However, suburban develop- crecks attracted attention to North
ment in other parts of Contra Costa Richmond's need for flood control. By
County has made the county as a whole i956, the Contra Costa County food
one of the wealthiest in California. Coatrol District had assessed that teed
Economic redevelopment and improve- and issued a report calling for the imD-
ment in the standard of living in North plementation of a flood-control proj-
Richmond are unlikely to be achieved ect. As a resul, in the 1960 Fl-od Con-
without a flood-control project. Al- trol Act, Congress authorized the U.S.
though the community has atypical Army Corps of Engineers to conduct a
demographics because ft is mostly com- feasibility study for flood control on
posed of minorities, the rvddentsl' val- the two creeks. At that time, the stan-
ues and goals reflect those of other dard practice for reducing flood dar-
communities: They want opportuni- ages was to construct costly and envi-
ties, options, and environmental quali- ronmentilly damaging reservoirs and
ty, and they want to have influence in stream channels that carry more water
the decisions that affect them. If North at a higher velocity than could be car-
Richmond's need for flood control has ried by the natural channels. However,
,n= met only with the £realt, difficul- national exp,.rts in geography, Iydrol-
ty by the federal water-project plan- ogy, enginee ring, and economics were
ning proces, then something is wrong recommending that the federal govern-
with federal policies and practices. ment broaden its approach to the re-

P.F.

N

The flora and fauna of San Peblo Crek marsh wiee theatened by a flood-
control plan of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Endrr"n6me, Voi. 31, No. 10 13
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Bulldozers dig a basin to trap sediment
from Wildcat Creek. Without the trap,
sedimentation would harm the
marshland habitat downstream. (Photo:
Bob Walker)

began, political momentum succeeded
in overcoming the difficulty of the cost-
benefit analysis; HUD's consultants
considered future project bencfits and
potential recreational benefits and
made the numbers work.

With new, favorable cost-benefit
formulas from HUD's consultants, the
corps of engineers conducted a plan-
ning process that reflected the pres-
sures of the 1970s to increase public
participation in project planning and

duction of floo damages. 3 The experts boxes-was not valuable enough to produced a new, conmunity-support-
recommended greater use of nonstruc- justify a project. ed flood-control plan that was author-
tural means of reducing damages, such ized by Congress in 1976. A case study
as floodplain zoning, flood proofing, Multi-Objective Planning written on this phase of the Wildcat-
and relocation of structures, and sug- t San Pablo flood-control project, Ccn
gested that a wider range of project Organizations Change?, praised tht
si-es be considered. They also recom- The National Environmental Policy corps' first effort to accommodate the
mended that the design of projects be Act of 1969 required the federal gov- ueed of a poverty-stricken arc.' The
based on more complete data on the eminent to establish a process for the corps based its planning on the multiple
watershed and on broade-r social, envi- public review of the impacts of federal objectives of the Richmond Model Cit-
ronxnental, and economic objectives, projects. (For more details on this law, ies Plan, which focused on social well-
In 1962, the Harvard Water Program see Lynton K. Caldwell's article begin- being, environmental quality, and eco-
published Deign of Water-Resource ning on page 6 of this issue.) In 1974, a nomic redevelopment. The project
Systems,' which presented the recom- nevw Water Resources Development benefits included protection of exi.ting
menations of the best available exper- Act requi 'xd the consideration of non- and future development, the expected
tise on how to improve federal water- structural alternatives in flood-control increase in market value of the projec.
project planning policy. One of the planning, und revisions to the federal area, and recreational benefits. North
document's most important recom- Water Resources Council's principles Richmond residents involved in the
mendations was to base planning on and standards made between 1973 and project planning during this era were
multiple objectives, such as economic 1979 integrated enironmiental mid so- complimentary of the corps' plarujing
growth, regional income distribution, cial objectives into the cost-benefit proces and sensitivity to community
and environmental quality, rather than analysis of proposed water projects. ncls.,
on the constniction of single-purose Earlier, however, HUD had started The corps of engineers considered
engineering works.' the Model Cities Program for urban re- including an Environmental Quality

In 1968, the Army Corps of Lngi- newal, and, by 1971, a plan for Rich- Plan among its project alternatives. A1-
neers issued a report that presented sev- mond wa. developed that featured though they did not choose the Envi-
eral differet flood-control plals, but Wildcat r :. San Pablo creeks and the rornental Quality Plan as the Recora-
no plan was recommended for imple- San Pablo Bay shoreline as a recrea- mended PL n, neither did they choose
mentation because the foreseen bene- tional and commercial resource to the National Economic Development
fits of the pioject did not pass the fed- serve as a focus for the redevelopment (NED) Plan, wlich was a single-objec-
eral cost-L nefit test. The only Uenefits of the aea (see Figure 2 on page 16).' rive plan to reduce flood danages. The
the federal government recognizes in a The Richmond Model Cities Plan called NED Plan maximized the difference
cost-benefit analysis are tied to the va!- for I IUD to take flood control off the between costs and benefits for a project
ues of the structures in the flood-haz- shelf, ani HUD proceeded to contract designed to provide protection against
ard area that would receive protection. for a privately prepared economic anal- the 100-year flood (that is, a flood of
In North Richmond, the substandard ysis of a flood-control project. Eleven such magnitude that it is likely to occur
housing-some of it just cardboard years after the first fedcral studies only once in 100 years). The Recoin-
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mended Plan adopted by the corps in
1979 contained traditional flood-con-
trol engineering for the 100-year flood
in the fom of concrete box culverts
and trapezoidal and rectangular con-
crete channels, but the plan also pro-
vided for a dirt, trapezoidal channel on
lower Wildcat Creek that would have
some landscaping. Also authorized as
part of the flood-control project were
several recreational elements, includng
a i'egional trail, a nature study area
near Verde Elementary School (which
stands beside Wildcat Creek), and
freshwAter impoundments on ponds."0

Federal policy requires that all land
acquisitions, easements, right-of-ways,
and up to 50 percent of the recreation
components be paid for by the commu-
nity. When North Richmond set about
raising its share of the expense for this
project, so., of the area's major busi-
nesses--including Chevron Oil; South-
ern Pacific Railroad; Atchison, To-
peka and Santa Fe Railroad (which had
a tmir, erail oY,.5an Pablo ('..i'k,

January 1982 storm); and the Rich-
KA mond Sanitary Company-did not con-

tribute. Their parsimony contributed
to the communitys failure to raise the
required local share of the total crst.
Thus, the federal cost-shaing require-
meats undermined the corps' efforts to In 1982, Contra Costa County offi- control proju-t offered; others felt so
dedgn a plan that would use the creeks cials proposed a bare-bones, structural strongly about the Richmond Model
as part of a community economic re- flood-control project without any cnvi- Cities Plan that they wanted to retain
vival plan, w outlined in the Richmond ronmental amenities to be constructed influence in the .Iesign process wid ex-
Cties Plan. in cooperation with the Army Corps of plore other proj.'ct o:%Ions. Thae take-

Engineers. The county board of super- it-or-leave-it optioa Ti'i ,untcr to the
visors, as the local sponsor, presented long history o; aciz-. ,*mmunity in-

Under the Reagan Administration the "Selected Plan" to the North Rich- volvement in the Richmond Model Cit-
In the 1980s, federal policies reverted mond community on a take-it-or-leave- ies Plan and alienated some key con-

to favoring the construction of projects it basis and argued that h was the only munity leaders. In the spring of 1983,
based on a single objective of economic affordable alternative (see Figure 3(a) community leaders organized a meet-
efficiency. The Reagan administra- on page 19). Although the corps' staff ing in North Richmond to determine
tion's standards and guidelines re- demonstrated more openness by being community reaction to the couuty/
quired the selection of a NED Plan that willing to discuss alternative plans with corps Selected Plan for flood control.
was descnWbt by the corps' staff as a the public, the corps decided to take a The issues raised at that meeting de-
least-cost plan to reduce flood dam- back-seat role and defer to the county fined the next five years o" work for the
ages; neither envhonmental quality nor on the issues of project design and citi- community volunteers who changed
nonstructural plans were supposed -to zen participation. The corps of tngi- both the planning process, the plan de-
be considered in the development of neers also discouraged multi-objective sign, and funding stratrgy.
project alternatives. The administra- planning in the belicf that North Rich- Members of several North Rich-
tion also required local residents to pay mond could not afford anything but a mond community groups, including
a greater portion of the project costs in basic cbiaxnelization project, the Richmond Neighborhoods Coordi-
addition to the cost of land acquisition, Some North Richmond residents nating Council, the Urban Creeks
casements, and right-of rays. were resigned to accepting any flood. Council, Save San Francisco Bay Asso-

ErrkmJ-mwft Vol. 31, No. 10 1 Z-4 15



etnvironrmental issues by planting nat3ve
FIGURE 2. Richmond Model Cities Plan for Wildcat Creek. tYouL in Wildcat Creek in September

I13, the county remained opposed to
broadening the project's objectives or

I H 5 ] responding to technical reviews. There-
J fore, the Urban Creeks Council and the

Richmond Neighborhoods Coordinat-
ii4 Council decided to design their own
flood-control plan and successfully ap-

MMo t plied to the charitable Vanguard Foun-
dation in San Francisco and the San

tam - d mcyt Francisco Foundation for funding.
The coalition of neighoorhood and en-
vironmental organiations used a 1960s

,agoo organizing and community participa-
tion strategy known as arivocacy plan-
ning, in which it solicited its own paid
and unpaid experts to develop a utnw
"Modified Plan" to compete with the

SOU RCE: Joint Agency Committee for the Deeopmt of North RchMd-Sa PaW4 Bay Area, county/corps Selected Plan.
"North Rdwhmon-San Pablo Bay Area Study-Summary Report- (Oornim CoM County, Septemer
1971).

The Modified Plan

ciation, and the Contra Costa County the project's designers because the sedi- Thc East Bay Regional Park District

Shoreline Parks Committee, formed a ment would increase the hydraulic r was an eary supporter for developing a

coalition to request that a plan be de- sistance and decrease the capacity of plan that would allow for the extersion

veloped that recognized the value of the channels; that the plan wuld L.auac of popular regional trails from Wildcat
Wildcat and San Pablo creeks as ia- costly and frequent maintenance needs; Canyon and Point Pinole Shoreline
portant local and regional resources and that the proposed sediment deten- parks an ti and San Pablo

and that recognized the regulatory, tion basin on Wildcat Creek would not creeks and their trashes. Fpk adicial as-

funding, and technical design problems protect the marshland of the lower Sae franciscopay Asscatho

Whercut in the county's proposed plan. floodplain from sedimentation. bute cnaiio al atn
Me coalition raised several impor- * There were no sponsors or plans to brought the coalition's final, aerna-

tant environmental concerns: provide recreational open space and fre planning budget to $0,000, enough
to payfothdeinoa lo-orieducational benefits for members of topyfrhedgnfafod-oto

0 Wildcat Creek was classified by project on at least one of the creeks, al-
the California Department of Fish and the community and other regional park though the design's principles and
Game as one of the last remaining users. many of the details would, of course,
streams in the SanFrancisco Bay area Other issues associated with the Se- be applicable to beth creeks. Evcntual-
with almost a continuous" riparian envi- lected Plan were the safety hazards of ly, a Modified Plan for Wildca Creek
ronment along its length. Howeve'. the locating a box culvert for high-velocity was developed with a very differet de-
county/corps Selected Plan would make storm flows next to Verde Elementary sign philosophy from that of the Select-
it a concrete and earth-lined channel School; obstacles to getting regulatory ed Plan." This new plan would modify
complete with covered box culverts. approval from state and federal agen- the existing creek channels to simulate

* Environmental experts, including cies; and the difficulty of raising the lo- the natural hydraulic shape and pro-
two nationally prominent hydrologists, cal share of the plan's -.st, given the esses of undisturbed streams, deposit
Luna Leopold and Phil Williams, feared Reagan administration's demand for the scdiment in thc upstream flood-
that the project would, through sedi- increasing local cost-sharing require- plain, and restore valuable riparian
mentation, do serious harm to the wet- ments and the plan's unattractivenes vegctation. The proposed concrete and
lands and amrshes of the lower flod- to other potential federa.l and state trapezoidal earth channels of the Se-
plain. Hydrologists reported to the co- funding contributors. lected Plan were replaced in the Modi-
alition that the corp's estimates of sedi- Despite the efforts of the GrizzJy fled Plan with more natural, low-flow,
ment moving through the two creeks Peak Flyfisbers, the East Bay Regional meandering channels, floodplains, set-
were substantially too lowv; that the Park District, and the Califorria De- back levee, planted &abion walls, and
concrete-lied channels would not pro- partment of Fish and Game to increas riparian trees (see Figurc 3(b) on page
vide the flood protection assumed by public and political awareness of the 19). The Modified Plan also included
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regional trails and park facilities. The
coalition's planners developed their
own project cost estimates and funding
plan and presented their Modified Plan
at all the same meetings attended by the
public and government agencies at
which the Selected Plan was presented.

The advocacy planning strategy in-
troduced alternatives and, therefore,
controversy into the Army Corps of
Engineers' planning sessions. The
strategy eventually forced a change in
the planning process from one in which
citizens were to be briefed on the final
Selected Plan chosen by the county
board of supervisors and the corps of
engineers to one in which citizens be-
cme active participants in determining
the design of the final plan. Also, citi-
zeD participation evolved from a Citi.
zen Advisory Committee with hand-
picked members who could be dcpend- tion's Modified Plan as "the prudent
ed on to vote for the Selected Plan to an and reasonable alternative.'"' In addi- Under the Cosensus Plan thirspart ofWildcat Crek is iwed with gabions (on

-open process in which anyone affected tion, the San Francisco Bay Conseva. the left) and a rock bank. The trees hoveby the plan could help to determine the tion and Development Commission did been saved and more native siedes wi!l

design. not find the Selected Plan consistent be planted. (Photo: "Bob Walker)
With the county. corns of engineers. with fho r ,,,,-rmi; itc ,^f, h , _ NA&Atr_

and community at loggerheads, the Petris Act for the protection of San
staff of state Ai.semblyman Bob Camp- Francisco Bay wetlands." But the corn- situation caused by the lack of support
bell helped to ncgotiate a planning mission found it could permit the Mod. fo- the project on the part of state and
process that used combined govern- ifid Plan. A combination of pressure federal regulatory agencies and by theSmeat-citizen design and funding teams from federal and state environmental negative publicity the proposed Select-
to arrive at some consensus. Camp- and regulating agencies, the ewlurunce ed Plan had generated. The team was
bell's staff also helped North Rich- and persistence of community lcaers, to produce a fundable project that the
inond residents meet their share of the and press coverage resulted in the regulatory agencies would accept and
project costs by identifying state fund- adoption by ihe Contra Costa County that the coalition could endorse. Team

ing sources made accessible by the Board of Supervisors of a muli-objec- nmcbeis included representatives from
.roader objectives of the final "Con- tive Consensus Plan. Construction on the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the

sensus Pan." Thus,'the coalition used the Consensus Plan began in 1987 and California State Lands Commission,
its Modified Plan to force :he consider- still continues. the California Department of Fish and
ation of a multi-objective plan back into Game, the San Francisco Bay Conser-
the planrng process. vation and Development Commission,

On 19 February 1985, the Contra Design by Consensus the California Coastal Conservancy,
Costa County Board of Supervisors When the corps of engineers found, the East Bay Regional Park District,
approved the Selected Plan for con- in June 1985, that it could not imple- state Asstmblyman Bob Campbell's
struction but left the door open for mert the Selected Plan, the county office, state Senator Dan ,oatwright's
multi-objective designs if funds be- board of supervisors established a proj- office, Congressnan George Miller's
came available. In June 1985, the U.S. ect design team to construct a plan in office, the coalition and its own pro'es-
Fish and Wildlife Service had reviewed whi: the concerns of the government sional experts, local land and nursery
the Selected Plan and issued their lcgal- ag,'ncl.n witi regulatory powers over owners, and, of course, the Contra
ly riquired Biological Opinion, which the projtct would be properly coordi- Costa County Flood Control District
prcveated the corps from implement- naied anV integrated with the concerns and the U.S. Army Corps of Engi-
ing the Selected Plan because of its of the public. The design team was not neers. Meetings occurred -no kss than
probable impacts en the marshes and formed because an enlightened county once a month, and, in 1985, the meet-
their cndangered species. The Fish and or corps aimed to pioneer consensus ings were sometimes scheduled as often
Wildlife Service tlo-' adopted the coai- planing; it waz formed out of a crisis as once a week. Throughout the plan-
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ning effort of the next three years, at- the job of project manager. Thu resul- included riparian vegetation next to the
tendance at the design team's meetings tant discontinuity in decisionmaking channels and a terrace for sediment ac-
remained high, averaging approxi- brought on an environmental and pub- cumulation but did not increase the
mately 20 persons per meeting licity disaster featured in a front-page project's width beyond 180 feet. Y,:t

Competition among the different in- article in the Son Francisco Examiner- the designs of the Modified Plan that
terests on the team resulted in many Chronicle on 14 June 1987. 4 Construc- were incorporated into the Consensus
grueling meetings. An important turn- tion plans that did not reflect the deci- Plan proided the Lame level of flood
ing point in the consensus-making sions of the design team were given to protection as the 1976 design because a
process was the appointment of Jim the coLtr2ctors who accordingly bull- different design philosophy was used in
Cutler as chairman of the design team. dozed a half mile of riparian vegetation which the charmels were modeied not
Cutler, a neutral person from the coun- that was supposed to be preserved, on the dimensions or performance of a
ty planning department witb good Shortly thereafter, a levee constructed hydraulic flume but on natural channel
group management skills, replaced the in the wrong location prevented the ira- geometry. Thus, the design of the Con-
county engineer, who had a personal plementation of a marsh restoration sensus Plan disproves the common pre-
bias for a single-objective design. The project and jeopardized state funds for sumption that only trapezoidal or rec-
other key component to the success of the marsh enhancement plan. The situ- tangular channel geometry can be used
the consensus design process was that ation was exacerbated when a key in a narrow project right-of-way.
the county paid the citizen's own hy- member of the county staff gave the Ultimately, sections of the right-of-
diaulic expert, Phil Williams, who had construction contractors approval to ways in the Consensus Plan were in-
helped design the Modified Plan, to proceed with plans that did not corre- creased because state and local entities
represent the coalition at design team spond to the team's decisions. To pre- purchased or donated lands to enhance
meetings. The ultimate measure of suc- vent further problems, the design team the project. For example, the State
cess of the consensus planning process adopted a new system of taking team- Lands Commission purchased some
was that, after an unsuccessful, 29-year apprcved minutes in addition to pub- downstream land on Wildcat Creek be-
planning history, the flood-control lishing and mailing cioss-sections and tween the riparian area and the marsh

construction had begun within two and project designs to all design team enhance the environment and catch
years. Two notable problems arose: the rembers. sediment. Upstream on Wildcat Creek,
fust, when relevant and interested par- the school district donated additional
ties were not included on the design land for the right-of-way to provide
team; and the second, when contin ity more and better design options. The
in decisionrmaking and plan formula- The design team chose features for county had n-ver presented these op-
tion broke down because of continual the Consensus Plan from the designs of tions to the school board. Because of
changec in corps and county staffing. the Modified and Selected plans al- design problems with the sediment ba-
The first problem occurred because the ready proposed. Although the design sin, corps and county cfficials conclud-
Richmond Unified School Distiict, team's final Consensus Plan is a corn- ed that the basin should Ie relocated to
Board was not adequately involved in promise between the two plans, the ba- an upstream site. This change ultimate-
the design of the project, which ran sic components of the Modified Plan ly raised the land acquisition costs for
through their property near Verde Ele- were retained because of the impor- the project.
mentary School. The school board held tancc of managing the large amount of The Consensus Plan hwjb¢tuted the
up the project by withholding the right- sediment, particularly in the Wildcat standard trapezoidal dirt and riprap
of-way until its concerns were met. The watershed, to avoid degrading the en- channels, rectangular concrete chan-
school board also used the advocacy dangered species' habitat in the marsh- nels, and box culverts of the Selrcted
planning strategy by hiring a consul- es (see Figure 3(c) on page 19). Plan with natural floodplain features
tant to design an alternative plan. By One of the most important features of the Modified Plan wherever possi-
withholding the right-of-way, the school of the coalition's Modified Plan was ble. The Consensus Plan has 10- to
board was able to force a more. envi- that the stream corridors, or flood- 15-foot-wide, meandering, low-flow
ronmentally sensitive treatment of the ways, would iemain within the same channels designed to carry the creek's
part of the creek running through narrow right-of-way boundaries that 1.5 recurrence interval flows (mean
school property. the 1982 county's Selected Plan used flows) and floodplains where the flows

The other difficult problem that and would provide the same level of could spread, lose velocity, and deposit
plagued the design team was the lack of protection against a 100-year flood, sediment. Riparian vegetation is in-
continuity in both the federal and local The right-of-ways of the corps' original eluded on both sides of the low-flow
staff assigned to the project. Between 1976 plan had been up to 250 feet wide clannels and riparian trees will shade
1984 and 1988 the corps of engineers to accommodate certain enirounicntal the channels and prevcn: the growth of
assigned three different engineers to features. The Modified Pkiz, however, buIrushes and willows, which obstruct
1 December 1989
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flow. Although previous corps projto Waterways Experiment Station in Vicks- further ipstreamn, and they adopted the
designs had designated a low-flo., burg, Mississippi, independently raised floodplains, wetland transition zone,
channel in lower Wildcat Creek, ney the same conceni. Therefore, the de- and highier velocity, low-flow channels
did not include natural char... geonre- sign team decided to locate the basi of the Modified Plan to keep the sedi-
try or vegetation or graiding plans that
would help define stable, low-flow
chainnels. Typicalfly, the corps' low-
flow channeL superimposed on open, F:GURE 3. Cross-sections of creek channels designed for the
wide-boti' an, trapezoidal channels are Selected, Modified, aA Consensus plans for the flood-control
unstable, braided, lind choked with project on Wildcat anrd San Pablo Creeks In North Richmond,
buishes. California.

The Consensus Plan is designed so
Iii that sediment deposition will occur

where it is least hanrmful-on the flood-
plain and in the bay. By trapping as
much sediment in the upstream flood-
plains as possible, filling of the down-
stream marsh with sediment should be
prevented. The Consensus Plan assures
that the low-flow channels wil scour
and transport its much sediment as pos- (a) 19812 Seleced Plan proposed by Contra Costa County and U.S. Army

KAI sible to San Pablo Bay. To further pro- OfEgnr.
tect the marsh from sedimentation, the
plan also calls for widening the slough

~~ channels through the marsh so that sus-
F pended sediments can be conveyed b)

... .UOU~~WLULU~lp~l~UL ruural iparian
the mnarsh and for excavating sediment recration am hab
to increase the b;ackish marsh are and
restore the marsh's t6da action. hmk~~

S Tchr'JiSI Issues

The most contentious technical is-
sues faced by the design team included

makig rasonbleestmate ofthe (b) 1984 Modified Plan proposcd by c; oalfton of North Richmond
sediment loads carried by the creeks, cnmnyognztos

S assessing the ability of the corps' pro-
posed sediment basin to collect sedi-
mjrent, judgintg the safety of concrete
box culverts, and assigning roughness mtgta
values to proposod revegetation areas. lwk

The coaiiiion's experts arguied that the
natural creek channels were aggrading-

2 with high sediment loads and predited
~ 4 that the even wider, trapezoidal chan-

nels proposed by the corps would fur- (c) 1986 Consensus Plan developed by a design team of community,
flier increase sedimentation. The nar- county, and federal representatives.
row, low-flow channels of thc Modi-
fied Plan, therefore, were better de-

-3 signed to trnsport sediment in suspen- SORE' . cw f nier r al DsiV Moerandjrin and Basis of osgr

~on t hiher elocties Phi Wi~ams Reach 1. WKkdal and Savt P(~bI Qvif (SacrrWrfflo. CaI.: U.S. ACE, Sacfwnenk, Dist. Octoberain a Leopveldoiesione he gas). Pstr of ti" MWWdl~~ Plan pubfishod by a Coiltion of North Rt*.niond communiity orgardzs-
an LnaLtpod" uetine te tira hKrcwing the Last Bey RPjYion Par* Oitic and U.S "im 0orp of EFivneom, &qppwnnt

ability of the corps' proposed sediment No. 3 to Desi;ii AferrMioKuAm 1, VVWloa ard San Patlo CrebAs rnn AmftJsuon Atr,'ec
basinto prformas asedimnt ~(Sacramrento. C&H: U.S. ACE. Sacrar'to D~grict, August 1%8)

Later the corps* owu speiaists at the
1 Environment Vol. 31, No. 10 1



ment load from ending up in the marsh crews include the State of California will be used to estimate channel capac-
or significantly decreasing the chan- Conservation Corps and a local East ity at cross sections selected for moni-

nels' capacity. Bay Conservation Corps as well as Ia- toring. When vegetative growth and

Another difficult design issue to re- bor from the state's new workforce sediment deposition reduce the two

solve was how to make up for the loss program. It was al.o agreed that the creeks' freeboards by 50 percent, par-

of 24 acres of riparian vegetation. The standad, annual maintenance routines ticipants in the maintenanoe planning

county's 1982 proposal called for plant- for removing sediment or clearing veg- will prescribe how to thin the '.egeta-

ing trees on some acreage noth of etation would be substituted with a tion and/or remove sediment to re-es-

Wildcat Creek. In the Consensus Plan, maintenance schedule based on actual tablish the channels' capacity while
trees planted along the two creeks' low- need. Thus, maintenance activities, minimizing maintenance activity ira-

flow channels would help guide than- costs, and negative environmental ima- pacts cn the environment.

nel forination and shade thL bank to pacts resulting from channel mainte- To design a revegetation plan that

prevent it from clogging with rshes, nance should be reduced. would reflect the needs of the U.S. Fish

reeds, and sediment. However, county and Wildlife Service, the California

engineers did not want vegetation near Maintenance State Lands Commission, and other
the channels because they felt this members of the design team, the coan-
would make channel maintenance dif- The consensus maintenance plan is ty asked the corps of engineers to con-

ficult for them. Thus, choosing rough- one of the most important innovations tract with the Soil Conservation Serv-

new values that would determine how of this project. Federal government ice, which has experience with the re-

much vegetation could be allowed policy mandates that local project vegeation and restoration of streams.

without reducing the needed channel sponsors must accept long-term re- In September 1988, the Soil Conserva-

capacity became a critical aspect in the sponsibility for the maintenance of any tion Service and the corps issued a rec-

design of the Consensus Plan. project. But corps officials readily ad- reation and revegetation supplement to

Roughntss values are calculated by mit that such maintenance costs have the corps' design memorandum about

using the Manning Equation to de- been grossly underestimated over the the Consensus Plan." Their revegeta-
scnbe the flow resistance caused by the years. These costs may hve been un- tion design objective is not to landscape
...... 01 ,t1 .... & Omar .. . . ..'h.,. d ee-,cld,= e ;,- l.y, IA- t o , l € a1 f!C Clr tt nml nrnt;,i-" hiq tn r ¢nro

water must flow. But the assignment of on the costs side of the cost-benefit ripafan environment along the low-

roughness values is a very subjective analyses, but another likely reason for flow channels. Revegetation will be
process. The corps originally consid- the misjudgment is that the corps' done with cuttings from nearby plants,
ered using the values 0.100 for the ri- channelization projects have not per- seeds from California species native to

parian areas south of the low-flow formed as the engineers expected. Many the locale, and some container stock.
cbannels and 0.045 for the nordi flood- flood-control channels quickly re-cs- Because of the competence demon-
plains. (Lower roughness values mean tablish their original grades when sedi- strated by the landscape architects in
more vegetation is allowable.) The de- ment fills in the project's designed the design process, the design team

sign team finally decided that a com- grade, thus greatly reducing the chan- asked the corps to retain the Soil Con-
posite value for the low-flow channels nel capacities. Lowered capacity results servation Service staff for the actual

and south bank ripaian forests would in more frequent and more expensive plant installation.
be 0.050 (conditional upon maintain- maintenance bills. The most significant test of this iino-
ing clear low-flow channels), and a Because the design team also had to vative project remains, however: to
roughness value of 0.035 was assigned face the reality of the project's limited complete construction according to the
to the north bank floodplains for low maintenance budget, a critical need of design team's plans and specifications.
shrubs and grasses. the Consensus Plan was to provide a The Army Corps of Engineers estimates

Once roughness values had been channel design that would reflect the that construction should be completed
c:iosen, the design team had to agree equilibrium in a natural system and in 1990.
upon a maintenance plan for keeping that would assume a certain amount of
the low-flow channels cleared of vege- sediment deposition in the calculation
tation until a riparian canopy could of channel capacities. The Wildcat-San, The Funding Strategy

grow to shade out the unwanted, clog- Pablo Creek Maintenance Master Plan The coalition's Modified Plan and

ging reed growth e.t-,xed in exposed, was as much a negotiated part of the the county's Selected Plan had very
low-flow channels. The agreement ne- deign team's Consensus Plan as the similar cost estimates. The Consensus
gotiated between the county supervisor project features. It requires an annual Plan's costs were higher because the
and the corps' project manager pro- field inspection of the project by inter- sediment basin was redesigned and re-
vides for inexpensive hand !abor by ested agencies and community organi- located. The transition of this project
conservation crews to clear the unwamn- zations. The Hydraulic Engineering from a single-objective flood-control

ed vegetation. Potential maintenance Center-2 water surface profile model (continued oi page 29)
2 Decmber 1W



-N , representatives and agency staffs has social conditions. The policies discrim-

Federal Water Policies not yet completed its fund-raising activi- inate against fimancially disadvantaged
(continued from page 20) ties, and there are reasonable chances of communities attempting to benefit from

more state, park district, or foundation federal projects even though these corn-

project to a multi-objective project to monies becoming available. munities are frequently located in some

restore marshes, provide recreational The federal projec cost-sharing pol- of the most hazardous areas. Becaus.
and educationial opportunities, and en icy in the 190s has been to increase the cost-sharing policies make it a local

hance the environmnt, as well as to nonfederal contributions for projects responsibaity to purchase lands, ea.e-
control flood darmage, made it possi- and to use ,. communty's -illingness ments, -nd right-of-ways, there is a

ble to attract funding from state agnt- and ability to pay as an important crite- built-in bias against the purchase of ri-

cies that cotd not otherwise have con- rion for selecting projects for construc- parian preservation zones, trails, and

tributed. For example: tion. Such poliies discriminate against other environmental features.

The Es y Reonal Pk Dis- a poor community trying to wet its
tshare of the large costs associated with

matched by anotl.nr $793,000 by the . water project. The most effective Policies and Practices
corps, for a regional trail system. The straegy for helping North Richrmond

tdistrict later committed $19000 o raise its sbare of the cost was to di- At the same time as corps officials,
to help enhance creeksid educaional versify the poj. • anO attract state dol- Congressman George MiUer, and lonch!
o toe nea erkide Eledar lars. Unfortun ly, this stiategy re- representatives were brandishing thtir
opportunities ner Va ulted in a diff it Catch-22. By at.. shovels at the project's grouid-beak-
School and commit more as the tracting more s to the project for ing ceremony in October 1953, a nrn
recreational end educational project these diverse "_ .s, which ore actual- policy for the authorization aw.d &i i
element is finalized.

The California State Lands Corn- ly classified as project costs by federal of water projects was being set out by
mision purchased $240,000 worth of andards, the costs side of the cost- the 1986 Water Resources D:velop-

land for the Wildcat Creek wetland benefit ratio was raised and might have ment Act. After a follow-up wnter or -

trnito ze upset thc required ratio between costs nibus bill was passed in 1988, e ops
. and benefits for project approval. The is.:ued the Dihtt" of Water E..'..

Coas:al Conservancy Board author- corps' project manager cleverly adapt- Policies and Authorities, which L usr.-4d
ized the expenditure of $578,000 for ed to this impossible cituatbn by classi- as a poLcy guide for the develowc,.t
marsthe rpetor o and 8,00 foare fying the marsh restoration, some of of water projecs by corps pezsoanei.
marsh restoration and riparian en- the ripa-ian areas, the wetland transi- There are no provisions in these rx)j-
hancement areas. After the original tion zone, the Verde Elementary School cies to design environmental quadit:
retoraion plan was damaged by the revegetation and educational area, and plans or nonstructural aternativ. 4t,

mos a eshe W ct the park district stagLug area as en- part of the flood-control planningand San Pablo creek marshes end the
ontSa alo creentiy whancements occurring outside the proj- process. The main component of U-.

county failed to identify wilin ses ect's boundaries and, therefore, not new policy is to increase substantia'l:'
of riparian land parcels, the Coastaloraran landpaaedsa th foaestol part of the officia project costs. Be- the nonfederal share of project coa.Conservancy hrcaded a task force to

cause the corps classified these project Accorunodating the financial need of a
plan. A total of $46,CO was used from components as enhancements they b - community is left to the di.cretior of
the first Coastal Conservancy authoi- came the financial respons bilhy of the the assistant secretary of the army ii

i community. Ultimatcly, the transition charge of civil works. The corps is to
zatioD, $5,000 was provided to the zone was made a project requirement build NTED plans that maximize i t
de,i team effort, and a second au-
thorization of $314,870 was committed by the Endangered Species Act as a benefits, and any project cahance-

control point for sediment catchnmeat ments beyond tlhis sic te ;e paid for
by the conservancy's board to implc- and had to be included in the project molely by the comn'n--.ity. T1his policy

ent a revised restoration pl. costs equation. translates into the assmnption thai ti.c
In June 1989, the Califonia De- Federal policies for project evalua- corps will construct channelization

partment of Water Resources awarded tion and funding are strongly biased projects ior flood control, but that en
01 a $100,000 grant because the project in-

av$100,000 grint bnoaus the proet - agai a project like Ncrth Ric~nnond's vironinental features of sonic Mn,. can
volved design innovations, a commt flood control. Federa, definitions of be tacked on only if the comin,'i:,
mmt to citim~n participation, and edu- water-project costs and benefits do not pays for them. The new policy also

cational opportdtiC, reflect the broad, long-term needs and maintains the barrier against any nT.-.

As of fall 1989, the Consensus Plan values of the conjnunities where such c! in which a different design phi:,.,-
has attracted funds totaling more than projects arc often located. Likewise, phy is used to build more natural, Fta

$2 million. A project finance conunittee the fedeial cost-sharing policies do not ble channels integrated with other ei;vi-

composed of local, state, and federal recognize unique, local eonomic and ronmenut-al features.
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.4 teacher takes hL students to c\p!ore
Wildcat Creek. The creek, which nrns
along the sou~th side of Verde
Elemen'ary School, presents mcny
educt tional opportunities. (Photo:
Ale1 La Pointe)

the basis of the scarce federal dollar.
The great irony of the impasse is that a
reformed system using objectives-based
planning and totkical designs based
on concepts of hydrology instead of
channel hydraulics would reduce both
the federal share of costs and the total
project construction bill. Objectives-
based plardng will ave federal dollars
because:

* the projects that will legitimately
meet the test of fudfiffing multiple oh-

There are some possbilitas fo ini cannot qualify for ficible cost-sharing eetv are ff i pJectives are few;proving the polices and practices ou- arrannements, then what community , different technologies, .uch as
lined in th corps' digest. For namp', will? str e re ntionchnologie, 'an lo e

the policies have left open the possibil- In the interest of holding dom fed- stream restoration s trategies, an lower

ity that communities raay select s&aller eai waci-project e;:penditures, the project costs;

projcts than what is needed for protec- federal government clings to the use of t iffer tcniqu tyontabuteato

finn froim tho- 1(L,,-n, f1-.A 7'tit Vind in outmodied oost-hen.fit prp ' "_wd tenane techniques may contribute to
.. .. . . .. .. ... .. .local economies just as the Works

of choice is based on the rationde that, an inequitable cost-sharing system that Progress Administrati.rn did in the
if the locals are going to pay for more are biased against low-income areas 1930s and 1940s; and

of the project, they should be able to and non..trctural sotutions. Even the - p n s; s a th
have more say in the project design. envirormu:ntal lobby supports the fed- smaller, more frequentSfloodsinstai

Even though North Richmond is a cml cost-sharing policies in the belief larger, l-ear Foods ill m-

fedcrally recognized K)overty area, the that such policies will reduce the num- of the larger, 100-year fl ds will re-

assistant secretary of the army i, ber of projectL and thus reduce damage duce the cost of many prr .tCts.

charge of civil works did not respond to to the environmenut. Tfe endorsment Citizen participation considered
the request of Congressman Miller to of such policies strikes a blow to ration- by mauy water-project plmners to be a
provide a larger iederal share of the Wl planning Jin mhici' plans are designed costly nuisance, but many project engi-
project cost. This refual may be credit- to fulfill deshable objectives. It is ii- ntcnrsand members of Congress Can tl
ed to North Richmond, kmation in an cnistent and contradictory for env, of dramatic pksming-cost oveiTuns
affluent county. Revenues foy flood- ronmental 1dvoctes to challenge the that o'curred after years of studies and
control projects are raised by assessing uw of the cost-benefit enalysis as an planning v-hen citizens blocked p -oj-
the districts where the projects are lo.- oversimplified mns to justify the be- ects after they were authorized or be-
cate.. But in coastai Californiia, it is lection of project,; for federal assis- forc cotstruction stared. Most federal
not unusual for poorer communities to tan c but to acce-pt the use of cost-sha- water-project planners do not reaize
be located in dow heam floodplais iag anwaniemcnts as a critical apect of tha a high level of citizen participation
while the we-althy ive o the upstream the proje-t justification proc-ss. More- can attract finumial conti ibutors to
hills where no flood hazard exist. Typ- ov~r, the cost-benefit analysis and the projects. Citizen participation can also
ically, seneuts off te population \.ho cijs-sharnng system should not be the ctimuate political support and intera.
live adjacent to projects but do vot ben- only detenatinants fo, quahfyin4 proj., in a project, and such support is crucial
efit from them do not elct to fund the ects for federal suppont; local priori- to attra.ting project money from a di-
prq.ects. Federal cost-shatring policics ties, n,.eds, and objectivas must be in- vcrsity of local, county, regional, ,.d
and the assistant screti'rj of the army corporated into the pIns, ots should tate progrWans. In addition, just as the
need to be more realistic about local so- broader rtional goals foi social and multiple objectives of the Consersu.
c -oe-onomic conditions. If North Rich- environm',ntal needs. Plan brought in nonfederal funds,

mond, with a median anmal income of Federal water-project pLuning has projects txt meet more than one ob-
$7,412 and a 64.5 percent povely rate, been and will continue to be drivc -on jective, such as park development, fish
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cries enhancement, recreation, and NOTES

wildlife benefits, save federal dollars by NOTES
attracting other funding sources, such
as state and local resource, fish-and- Army Corps of Eagiaem' Planning and Desipi i'
game, and park agencies. Tim. for Water Resources Projo," CIAO/RCED.g -16 ae(Wahinston, D.C.: U.S. Government Aecout-

Some nonstructural and eniron- ing Ofc. January 194).

mentaly sensitive design measures do 2. U.S. Army Cw of EnSin-x,. General DelgMorsorr ndum avod P-1is of De for Reach 1 Wild-
incur higher land acquisition costs. But ca and -Mbo Cek tSp- -,nto. CLf.: U.S.
thes cos.ts need to be balanlced agl ACE., S~crmcn~o Di.rict, Octot-= 191.3).

the long-term costs of ms-intaining 3. w e cperu incuded GilbrWte Jim
Goodard, Otto Erktein, John Y..utila, Willi

structural engineering works, constant Hoyt. walier Lanbes. Luna Leopold. "hotas
sediment removal, vegetation removal, Madock. Arbu Mas. Ma rmrd Hufsecimidt, andmany others.
and the unintended impacts common 4. Arthur Mam c- a1.. Dez-n , Wre-er-Remue
to the traditional project design. Fiscal- Snte,,, New r-hn fque for ,,reklib ' .a.k Ob-

Jelp b iy d Encblnring Anayzii, &id Gom v .iJ,, Plan.ly responsible ipolicymaking and poj- "nIg (Ca=i WVd. da.: Harvard Univt, p ,
ect design must weigh the true, long- 12).
term costs of traditionally designed 5. i Reu. "Interview -ith Professor Anrur

Mamu. . 20 Maty 1983, Hinr Oaf svtit y.

projects against the costs of land acqui- 6. Joit committe for the Dt-'opmat of
iition. Nqorth Rklnod-San Pa~blo ]Ba y A.'m Ncth Rkh-

mosnd-Sm PboByArea Study Sumna~y vrThe U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (cobr, cop Cmw ai, Scpt s r IY71.

is proud of the flood-control Project On 7. WTASA. ,Re p of Proposed
Widcat and San Pablo creeks. An en- ioVtrol Roj d a Model 06 Otjecive, for Co=-e- hm y Deveoprnmt in North Yklcmnod" (Mcnlo
gineer for the Sacramento district Pia-. cnau., June 971).

wrote an a-ticlc for Iiydrw.dic Engi- 8 tid A. Mamn , ,nd J e Nvnabr, Can,Or-ak.-, 0wwn? ('Wa.sldnton, D.C.: The
neering describing the interesting hy- Bonkta w aulm. 197.,).
draulics of the Consensus Plan. 7 The 9. fl .ara Vmcut, Jay Vncnt, Lucretia Fd.
orps' Waterways Experiment Stti a wat. Laura Hutetr, Jean SiA, and memben or U.s

Ak-my Corrn of Eng= tlannizz committees, can-
has encouraged the use of this project v with atht,. %3.
as a model for future wat.r-projict de- 16. uz. Anny co.-;,, of ELio-5. wcaicuza.,

Pe x Cwks, CQMtrg 0ou= County, C4oMijon, Fea-signs in training courses. However, sty/Rer/ifr WatrRaouwreleDevelopment(San
well-intentioned corps personnel who PftsiA,. C a.: U.S. AC, Augm= 973; U.S. AM
want to respond to local needs in for- Ces* of -inee, W"dc-s n abo -a Co-

C! t Corn , os-yC.a L"onig, Gcrrrul Dejn Meno-
mulating plans find themselves caught mi, d Ph.- If lood Contol and A1A d Prpos-Ii Dre (SaA FMrtmCo, CILf.-U.S. ACT. . tecmsberbetween conflicting local needs and 1977); aid U.S. Army Coips of EanStafs, Master
federal policies. Over the last 10 years, a= nwal- and san ,zao c3reks (Sam Franisco.Cl '.: USq. ACE., Plan ItPrP by Artbeam, New-
the project in North Richmond is just I too A Cr, Lan -pe Ar btecb. Crntra Ne-

of 12 Califomia water projects that the County. uslf t, N. Dft).
public has tried to redesign to meet ')/ ,ni an wi,.-a vr,. IoCoamd LD&n Pan for Wildcat mid San Pab!ocomraunity needs. oM, (S.rs.U by tbye acn Francisco rou n aon,.

The current federal system (f water- the Vznwsd Founaon. the Lau wy t.doa
PAXL DTiO., 1rd ,Sav Sin FSta ;a o ! y An am-Project evaluaton is so Latarrow that only tion, 27 lebmray- 1911).

those com-aunitica with the most iqflu- 12. US. FI:- andWife 5-ek. "Erdi-e
*FoR-MS CV.uWt, tou on &z Propoe Sotne"ntial representatives will be aaie to cir- Pbao -,1 Wa. z c Flood control PfoJe.

cumvent the plamig t).trei through a C tr Cos County. Ca f rnia." AFA SE -3-5-
M F-19 (Potland, Ctrtg: U.S. r44 and WiLldhfe Sercc,

long wid costly process and get a pj- .
'tt tt meets comnllJtY DCeeS, SUCIh 13. KkAL-1Vtris Act of 3965 was the Stale of
a system does not stop pork-barrel California' et ihlWij gtcislJon that sthunzeJ the

formaio of the San Fnmcisco Ynv). Wuanisxtton and
projects; it only makes them more re.L.n~t Corniminn. The &,t rquires the rrgu-ivJki of f',) pit.ted in tbt bay and fttil,-, pubLk- ac-
time-cornsunig and expensive. Only a loon to iah, b.
system that recognizes the need for 14. Eri BrazIl. "'Ihfuble Ai~r% fcr 'Murdered"

mlt -objective plmning and ensures Crct," san lmcu- &w,,iner-Oj,, .4 June

that thesc objectives are wiet by the 1%-, A-1.
1. U.S. ArmyCorofmngi"c. otc2above.

project under consideration for federal 16. U.S. An c,.' of L-.oe-, Diges of Water
assistalnce will product water develop- em ujrc,, P.'k,.ad ,4hoTie,. P,)365-2-1

ment projects with genuinc local and (=ljo,. D.C.:. A . 15February "17. HwdW 1. Sit,& . iUsb and Envho(naulI
national bnefits. C112anod DleAVs," )irric F-,e-neermq. AugwiJ 1968.
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Mud Mountain Dam, Flood Control Challenges
In a Hostile Environment

James L. Lencioni, P.E.

Introduction

Mud Mountain Dam was constructed by tha Seattle District
during the 1940's to control flooding along the Puyallup River
downstream from the city of Puyallup in western Washington state.
The 425-ft high, rolled-filled earth embankment is actually
located on the White River, a major tributary to the Puyallup
River, and approximately 30 miles upstrearu from the authorized
flood control area. Mud Mountain Dam controls an approximately
400 square mile portion of the White River's drainage basin. At
the time of construction, the White River, downstream from the dam
was largely undeveloped.

The White River drainq the northern and northeastern slopas
of Mount Rainier originating from the Emmons and Winthrop
Glaciers. The stream gradient between the sources and the head
of the reservoir averages about 100 ft per mile (0.018 ft/ft).
Mount Rainier, with a peak elevation of 14,411 ft, has
experienced numerous volcanic eruptions over it's history and
dominates the geologic and sediment characteristics of the White
River basin. The river's sediment inflow to the Mud Mountain Dam
reservoir is very high, and varies in composition between fine
sand and silt carried during the summer month's glacier melt
period and large sand, gravel and cobbles during the winter rain-
generated flood events.

Mud Mountain Dam is operated as a single purpose floodcontrol storage project. The reservoir is kept essentially empty

except during peiods of high inflow during the winter nonths
when water is stored behind the dam to control flooding
downstream. Water is then released as fast as possible after the
pak of the inflow to p-ovide storage for subsequent flood.s. The
cycle of stozing and releasing water is repeated as often as

storm conditions rnquire. During a typical flood season, 2 to 3
flood events having durations on the order of one week generally
occur.

The existing flood control hydraulic features consist oi two
separate tunnels serviced by individual intake towers, both of
which would be deeply submerged during large flood events. One
tunnel is of a 9-ft horseshoe-shape with a discharge capacity of
approximately 5,200 cfs. The other tunnel is a 23-ft diameter
concrete-lined structure which trifurcates into three, 8.5 It
diameter steel pressure pipes having a total capacity of
approximately 12,400 cfs. Modifications to the intake towers and

Hydraulic Engineer, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Seattle
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outlets works are presently under constructicn to ensure flood
control and reservoir drawdown capability during and following
major flood events. Critical design considerations included
identification of the amount and spatial depositional pattern of
sediments inflowing to the reservoir during major flood events,
intake tower location and subsequent tunnel alinement constraints
necessary to economically interface with the existing structures,
and the approximately 300-ft design head on the tunnels.

Dam-Safety Assurance Study

Dam-safety assurance studies in the mid-1980's identified
several dam safety deficiencies at the existing project. The
issues directly Yelated go the flood control works included
potential debris and sediment blockage of the intake towers
and/or tunnels during large floods similar to those expected
under project design to spillway design conditions. Suchblockage conditions would significantly impact flood control 'nd

after-flood drawdown capability of the project with subsequent
impact upon other geotechnical concerns at the project. Another
concern with the original design included the rec ,rring damage
and periodic maintenance repair required in the 9-ft tunnel every
2-3 years as a result of the large amounts of large-sized
sediments carried through that tunnel.

Resevoi7 SdimntaionInvest igat ions

Gonral. Determination of an estimate of the amount of
deposition near the immediate vicinity of the flood control
intake tower was of paramount concern in design of an intake
tower to provide necessary flood control and drawdown hydraulic
capacity in view of the large sediment loads expected. The
project is operated essentially as a run-of-the river reservoir
except during flood events when water is stored for flood control
at Puyallup and then released relatively quickly fol].owing the
inflow event. Such an operation is conducive to minimizing lony-
term sediment deposition in the reservoir, therefore the dam-
safety sedimentation investigation was limited to short-term
flood events. In addition, the design criteria was limited to

water-flood events only, i.e. , mudilow-type conditions which
could exist w:Ith volcanic eruption of Mount Rainier were
considered too remote and beyond the capability of effective
defensive design.

Determination of Sediment Load. The only sediment inflow
data available consisted of two partiai yuars of suspended
sediment measurcments nade by the United States Geological Survey
(USGS) in 1975 and 1976. The maximum river discharye at whih

these measurement s were made was approximately 15,000 cfs. River
discharges up to about 250,00u cfs are associated with the
.pillway design flood at Mud Mountain.

Extr. -olation oi the USGS measured sediment concent.ration.
to the larger flood discharges considered in design modifications
to the cutlet .orks resulted in projected sediment concentrations
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as high as approximately 650,000 milligrams per liter (mg/I).
Concentrations of this magnitude woAld e: ceed those projected for
the North Fork Toutle River based on measurements taken in 1.984
(3 years after the basin-devastating eruption of Mount St.
Helens). Such concentrations are representative of
hyperconcentrated and mud flow sedivent transport regirmes no .

considered reasonable for water-flood events on the White River.

Investigations using observed sediment concentrations and
yields from the December 1964 floods on the Mad and Eel River
basins in northwest California eventually formed the basis for
developing a design corpition sediment load vs water discharge
relationship for the Mud Mountain outlet works design. These
basins are morphologically similar to the White River basin.
Sediment sources during large hydrological events on the White
River would be from mass wasting, channel bed, bank, and overbank
scour; the same types of sediment-producing processes dominant on
the Mad River in the 1964 event. The unit discharges associated
with the sediment measurements made on the Mad River during the
1964 flood were 2 to 3 times higher than Lhose at which the USGS
had collected sediment data on the White River. Ihe sediment
inflow rating curve ultimately adopted for design considerations
was a curve representing a best-fit regression of the measured
White River data extrapolated to a discharge of 23,600 cfs at
which point the slope of the curve changes to follow the best-fit
ila 1964data ranred on the Mad River. Using
this relationship, the maximum sediment concentration at the peak
discharge of the Mud Mountain spillway design flood is predicted
to be 1.82,000 mg/l.

Sediment Distribution in Reservoir. Estimating the depth of
sediment deposition in the near vicinity of the flood control
intake tower was necessary in order to size the intake tower. A
relatively simplistic sediment badget/reservoir detention period
analysis was used to estimate sediment deposition conditions for
which the intake tower geometry and configuration was designed to
accommodate. Reservoir trap efficiency was based upon published
data from the Garrison Reservoir and the sediment deposit topset
slope was assumed to be 50 percent of the natural stream slope
based on guidance from various published reports. The procedure
used reasonably simulated depositional conditions which had pre-
viously occurred during the 1977 flood event at Mud Mountain.
Using this procedure, sediment deposition depths of about 90 ft
and 10 tt were predicted with the project design and spillway
desigr flood, respectively.

In order Io address reviewer concerns regarding the
potential lack of conservatism associated with the sediment
budget analysis, an IEC-6 (NETWORK version) sediment tranrport
numerical model analysi; of reservoir sediment transport arid
duposition was accomplished. Recognizing that IHEC-6 is best
suited to evaluating long term bed profile response to hydrologic
and sediment input rather than single event simulation, this
analysis wa! used primnaily to provide a "qualitative check" of
the results of the sediment budget analysis.
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SedimnTit transport predictions for the White River are
complicated by the high concentrations of suspended sand and
silts, and the large sized gravel and cobbles in the channel bed.
The tzansport function used in the analysis was Madden's 1985
modification of the Laursen function. Steady-state simulations
at river discharges less than about 50,000 cfs indicated that the
river's transport capacity wa- greater than the previously
discussed sediment inflow curve. This resulted in HEC-6 model
predictions of extensive scour in the upstream reaches of the
reservoir. Review of reservoir sedimentation range survey data
revealed that such scour conditions were not evident. The
sediment load curve fc'r the HEC-6 simulations was therefore
adjusted so that sediment inflow approximated upstream river
transport capacity as computed by HEC-6. Once adjusted, the HEC-
6 model closely simulated the approximately 40-50 ft of
deposition which occurred at the intake tower during the 1977
flood event.

Des.igkO Condition Simulations. The adjusted 1IEC-6 model was
run for two large flood conditions, i.e., the project design and
spillway design floods. The simulations predicted the expected
sedimentation processes of deposition at the head of the
reservoir during the rising limb of the inflow hydrograph when
water was being stored behind the dam, and subsequent resuspens-
ion and deposition of sediment further downstream in the
reservoir during the pool drawdown atter the flood event. The
model ultimately predicted deposition depths of approximately 70
and 90 ft YLcar the dam enibankment with the project design ard
spillway design floods, respectively, and a deposit topset slope
of about 0.006 (about 60 percent of the natural streambed slope).
The results of the HEC-6 simulations were considered to confirm
the reasonableness of the previously developed intake tower
design parameters.

Modifications to Flood Control Outlet Works

Criteria. rDesign modifications to tha flood control outlet
works were devcloped based on the following hydraulic-related
criteria:

a. The modified design must meet the originally
authorized projuct design flood discharge and reservoir
capability and must minimize, to the extent possible, reservoir
drawdown time with the probable maximum flood event when
considering sediment and debris conditions.

b. Sedimentation conditions would be based upon water-
flood events only. Mudflow-type conditions which could exist
from volcanic eruption of Mount Rainier were considered too
remote and beyond the capability of effective defensive design.

c. The modified design must provide upstream control-
for the 23-foot diameter tunnel and include provisions for
emergency closure for both tunnels.
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Hydraulic Desin. Numerous concepts were investigated to develop

the most cost-effective structural modification. The hydraulic

design constraints included (a) sizing of the intake tower

entrance area to ensure required discharge capacity when

considering sediment and debris deposition, (b) providing an

acceptable tower location and tunnel alignment and transition to

acceptably tie into the existing tunnels, (c) ensuring that flood

control capdPfility was maintained throughout the construction and

diversion period, (d) consideration of the high velocities (up to

120 fps at design pool elevation) existing in the 23-foot tunnel

entrances and the horizontal curve tieing in the new and existing

portions of the 23-foot diameter tunnel, and (e) design of an

acceptable exit structure for the 23-foot diameter tunnel.

Intake Tower. A single intake tower servicing the entrances

to both tunnels was considered to be the most effective design

concept. A tower extending full height (approximately 360 ft) to

the dam crest (elevation 1.257 ft) which permitted debris removal

equipment access to the trash structure under all reservoir

conditions was initially considered. With such a design, intake

tower entrance area was not of significant concern. However,

structural and foundation concerns resulted in consideration of a

shorter tower which would not provide accessibility during all

reservoir conditions. Reservoir routing studies which
incorporated the estimated intake tower blockage conditions
previously discussed were accomplished to develop a tower dmiyn

concept which would (a) provide sufficient capability to
essentially meet the project authorizing parameters for the
project design flood condition and (b) minimize reservoir
drawdown time following spillway design flood conditions while
considering that debris removal equipment access could not be
provided at all reservoir elevations. A further constraint was

that the differential pressure across the inta}ke tower trashrack
members could not exceed 50 ft for structural reasons. These
studies indicated that a 50-foot diameter tower with top
elevation .100 feet (approximately the 20-yr recurrence interval
regulated reservoir elevation), the outside perimeter of which

would essentially be a large trash s:ructure, was required. The

primary debris removal operations for the normal type flood
events will be accomplished from a deck located at the 960 ft

elevation. However, a vehicle bridge has also been incorporated
into the design to provide debris removal equipment access to 1-he

top of the tower.

Tunnel Entrances. The hydraulic design of the 9-foot tunnel

entrance and modifications was relatively uncomplicated. The

entrance size and control gate geometry is identical to that

which has performed successfully over the past 40 years. The 23-

foot tunnel modifications; however, are hydraulically complex.

Dual entrances are provided to permit flexibility in operation

and maintenance of the tunnel and to provide discharge capability

in the remote event that one control gate is disabled. Although

the design discharge of the 23-foot tunnel is 13,000 cfs, each

entrance was sized to ensure that at least 75 percent of the

required total flood control discharge of 17,(00 cfs could be
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provided if any of the entrances to either the 9- or 23-foot
tunnel were inoperable. Two 7-foot-wide by 11.5-foot-high
entrances provide this capability. The entrance invert
elevations of 910 and 925 feet, which are lower than the existing
entrance elevation of 970 feet, were selected to assist in
minimizing operational constraints which presently create adverse
environmental conditions relating to passage of sediments
downstream during periods of fish spawning. The invert
elevations; however, could not be set so low as to permit large
volumes of heavy sediments to be passed through the 23-foot
tunnel at the high velocities which will exist. The entrance
gecimetry was designed based upon simple elliptical curves similar
to the short-skewed design that has proved satisfactory at the
Corps of Engineer's Dworshak Dam in the state of Idaho. Sizing
of the air vents to the gate area was based upon prototype air
demand test results from the Seattle District's Libby Dam.

Tunnel. The horizontal curve initially designed to connect
the new and existing portions of the tunnel was a simple, 500-
foot radius curve. The physical model operation indicated that
acceptable hydraulic performance would exist even with a shorter
250-ft radius curve. The shorter radius curve results in a
sicfnJicant savings 3 i construction costs and time,

Exit Structure. The tunnel exit structure is designed as a
uurved, dil-ec~ioinal f'lip bucket to direct th.-e hligh verlocityr exit
jet away from impingement on the rock face of the channel wall
immediately across from the exit portal and into the confines of
the downstream tunne3. This design is necessary to minimize
mortality to downstream migrating fish which will be passed
through the 23-foot tunnel. The entire exit transition is
located in the downstream 50 feet of the existing valve concrete
plug area which requires removal in conjunction with the valve
removal work. Therefore, additional tunnelling to accommodate
the exit curvature will not be required.
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Abstract
Flooding Resulting from Typhoon Uring in Ormoc City,

Leyte Province, The Philippines

by Monte L. Pearson, USAE Waterways Experiment Station
and John G. Oliver, North Pacific Division, Corps of Engineers

Typhoon Uring passed over the Island of Leyte on 5 November 1991 on an
east to west track north of Tacloban City and Ormoc City. The center of the
typhoon was at the midpoint of the Island about 10:00 a.m. and took 3 to
4 hours to pass across the Island width. Widespread damage from flooding was
left in its wake. The Coastal Plain from Ormoc City at the north to Baybay at
the south situated at the western side of the Island received major damages.
The Ormoc watershed and Ormoc City ,ere the hardest hit areas.

The storm speed and the accompanying intense rainfall were the main
causes ef the damages. Because of the storm's speed on the eastern slope of
the mountain range, low elevation runoff passed through th Coastal Plain
before higher elevation ruoJf was routed to the coastline. Conversely, on
the westside the higher elevation runoff arrived at the coast about the same
time that lower elevation runoff was most intense.

Rainfall intensities were extremely high with 140.2 mm recorded at
Tacloban City in 3 hours, 580.5 mm and 30.0 mm recorded in 36 hours at PNOC
Raingage 1 and 2. The major portion of the rain at PNOC is reported to have
occurred in 3 hours. Extremely intense rainfall was also reported to have
occurred at Ormoc City in a 3-hour period.

Soils in the region were totally saturated a short time after inception
of intense precipitation. Soil strengths were decreased and significant sur-
face failure occurred to a depth of about 1 to ? m in the upper basin. Scream
bank and bed erosion was also intense. Bulking of flows by sediments contrib-
uted to the magnitude of the flood. It is also likely thct the upper river
basins both east and west experienced debris flows that at lower elevation
dropped to intense sediment transport leaving the larger boulders but continu-
ing to carry woody debris and up to gravel size material that was capable of
damming b-idge sections.

Streams in the region are well incised, and side slopsrs have limited
stability. Evidence of high sediment transport prevail throughout the sys-
tems. Stream lower reaches are braided at lcw flow and have numerous chan-
nels. Stream bed slopes are high, estimated to exceed 1 percent within 200 m
of their mouths and average 5 to 7 percent throughout their lengths on the
western slopes. Under those circumstances, stream orientation under various
flows is difficult to predict. Deep erosion around hardened surfaces, bank
protection, bridge piers, abutments, and contractions are normal. Large fluc-
tuations in river bed elevations are common as sediment pulses pass through
reaches.

The intense flood at Ormoc City which lies just below the confluence of
.1 the Antilao River and Malbasag River was caused by extremely intense rainfall

and upper basin soil instability. The major loss of life at Ormoc City
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occurred just upstream of the main City, in the Isla Verde area. Flood plain
zoning may have assisted in reducing the losses experienced.

Factors that could reduce future localized flooding and infrastructure
damage are improved approach alignments of the streams with bridges, reduction
of stream contraction, and raising of bridge decks to prevent damming of
bridge section with debris. Based on the 5 November 1991 flood event and a
future risk analysis, bridge redesign criteria development throughout the
system should give consideration to river alignment, existing river widths and
the latent instabilities associated with high velocity majqr sediment and
debris transporting systems.

The following is a list )f recommendations.

1. Provide zoning to prevent habitation in high risk areas.

2. Provide flood warning systems where practiczble.

3. Establish the frequency and size of the event so both risk
and the economic impact of remedial measures can be
analyzed.

I--

4. Improve design criteria for infrastructure.

5. Stabilize slide surfaces to minimize sediment mobilization
during minor events.

6. Provide stream improvement aud diversions.
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Background

The Philippines is an archipelago of 7,107 islands and stretches from

the south of China to the northern tip of Borneo. Total population is about

60 million. Leyte is one of the major islands and lies at about 110 15' N

latitude (Map 1).

Leyte Province is locrted on the Island of Leyte in the Republic of the

Philippines. The island is 350+ km south southeast of the capitol city of

Manila. Typhoon Uring moved onto the island early Tuesday morning on 5 Novem-

ber. Although storm winds were relatively weak, packing sustained winds of

only 55 kph, it unleashed heavy rains over Leyte beginning on 4 November on a

Monday night. The rains became extremely intense Tuesday morning Landslides

in the mountains were triggered and vast parts of lower elevation areas of

western slopes were flooded by mud and water by noon Tuesdav.

The flooding is considered to be the worst to have occurred in the Phil-

ippines in 7 years. Up to 3 m of soil laden floodwater submerged Ormoc City

and outlying towns. Coastal area residents were caught without warning. The

death toll was extensive with most being drowned or buried in mud as their

houses were swept away. The city oi Ormoc with a population of 150,000 was

hardest hit with approximately 4,800 dead and 1,857 missing.

Bridges along the western coastline received severe damage. In total,

16 bridges were damaged or destroyed. Most of this occurred between the cit-

ies of Ormoc and Baybay. Early estimates of property damage have been P 395M.

Agricultural crops, poultry, and livestock accounted for P 35M, infrastruc-

ture, P 13011 and private properties, and public facilities accounting far the

remaining P 230M. Power failuxe was widespread as power poles were destroyed.

Mission

On 12 November 1991, Headquarters, US Army Corps of Engineers was con-

tacted by the Departme - of State regarding Corps assistance on determining

the cause of the flooding and possible mitigation measures. Two engineers
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with extensive experience in river morphology were dispatched to the Philip-

pines on 4 December 1991. The team was comprised of Mr. John G. Oliver,

Chief, the Hydraulics and Civil Design Branch, North Pacific Division, and

Dr. Monte L. Pearson, Senior Research Scientist, Geotechnical Laboratory,

US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station.

The team spent 5 December through 13 December 1991 in the country.

Meetings were held with the US Agency for International Development, and pri-

marily with the Philippine Government Department of Public Works and Highways.

The basic requesting letter, complete listing of contacts, and basic trip

itinerary are included in Appendix A.

Geologic Setting

The Island of Leyte w;; formed by volca c action consisting of strata

volcanoes, dome complexes, pyroclastic/tephra cones calderas and compound

volcanoes (Philvocs Annual Report 1988). The volcanic core complex is cocen--

trated on tl.e north central portion of the island. The central areas are

classified as "volcanic terrain."

The Philippine Fault System is the major tectonic feature o! the region.

The system trends NW-SE through Leyte with all of the volcanic cones resting

on the eastern block of the Philippine Fault. The intense tectonic activity

has highly sheared and fractured all geologic formations on Leyte.

The basement geology of Leyte is pretertiary igneous and metamorphic

rocks traversing the length (North-South Axis) of Leyte. Fluvial marine and

terrace gravel deposits of early Neogne-Latte Pr3leogene overlay the basement

complex. Pleo-Pleistocene volcanic formation of andesitic composition is the

youngest exposed formation within the area. The flanks of the volcanic com--

plex are blanketed by pyroclastic materials mainly of Lahar origin. The Laha-

deposits in the watershed area are typical poorly sorted (boulder-pebble-

gravel sized andesitic clusts) and matrix (sand size). The lowlands are fluv--

ial sediments of unconsolidated matrix gravel type.

The soils in the Ormoc watershed have been classified by the Phtlippin2

Bureau of Soils as "upland soils." They are characterized by undefined soil

horizon with great erosion potential. Soils are formed originally from decu,-

posed andesitic rocks. These are granular and noncohesive, unstable and
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highly susceptible to erosion and transport. The upper watershed has steep

slopes, and a high rate of soil formation due to rapid decay of andesitic rock

materials and climatic factors. In order to maintain slope equilibrium an

equal volume of soil mass removal and reformation occur (regolith). The

numerous fresh slide in Bao, Malitbog, and the other drainage included in the

Ormoc watershed support this data. High rainfall rates serve as a catalyst

which triggers the majority of the shallow mass movementr. The Department of

Science and Technology (Department of Science and Technology 1991) also sup-

ports this finding, and it states that the average soil profile is 7 m thick.

Drainaze System

The Regioual Disaster Coordinating Council of Region 8 (Regional Disas-

ter Coordinating Council 1991) provides a complete description of the Ormoc

watershed. Ormoc watershed is composed of three major subdrainage basins.

This report will only desizi'Le the northwestern two drainage. They are the

two major systems directly associated with the 5 November 1991 flooding of

Ormoc City.

The Antilao and Malbasag Rivers are the two major drainage systems that

directly impacted Ormoc City. These two rivers converge upstream of Ormoc

City and the Isla Verde Area (Map 2).

The Antilao River drains the northernmost portion of the watershed and

is composed of three subbasins (Map 3). The middle portion of the watershed

is drained by the Malbasag River and only has one subbasin. The Malbasag

River is the smallest of the two in area and channel length, 10.8 km compare

to 16.3 km for the Antilao drainage (Figures 1 and 2). The total drainage

length of the two systems is approximately 27.0 km.

Drainage in the Ormoc watershed is dendritic in pattern and well

incised. Upper channel incisions are characterized by a 1/3-width/depth ratio

based on a ridge/stream mearuring system. Progressing downstream the width/

depth ratio just upstream of Ormoc City is about 3 to 1.

The Antilao River has a vertical drop of 84.5 m in 13.2 km on the

mainstem for an average of 6.4 percent slope, whereas, the Malbasag River has
a slope of 6.2 percent. The average fall of both streams is 64.8 in/km. All

the streams in the Ormoc watershed flow southwest and converge above or near
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Ormoc City (Map 2). The confluence of the two rivers is 2.5 im from the Camo-

tes Sea. The junction is about 5 m above average sea level (ASL). The mains-

tem is 13 to 15 km in length and drains approximately 190 km2.

Data gathered during field reconnaissance indicate that mass movements

were shallow failures ranging from 1 to 3 m in depth (Photos 1 and 2) and 50

to 100 wide at head failure zone. Movement generally occurred from ridge line

to the channel bottom. The soil mass in the upper watershed has been classi-

fied as cohesionless media which failed at a ratio of length/depth to shear

plane of 10 to 100. Photos 1 and 2 provide positive illustration of this

relation.

In a dry state these cohesionless soils rely upon interparticle fric-

tional strength for stability. Upon wetting, the interparticle frictional

strength is reduced, and as total saturation occurs, the strength factor is

feduced to 0 at which time failure occurs. Further, the highly weathered and

relatively thick soil masses have developed internal shear planes. Subjected

to intense rainfall, the shear planes become failure planes. The short and

high intensity rainfall in these circumstances created mass movement features

that were long and shallow. Combining all the data, surface soil mass with

internal shear planes, stream side slopes exceeding 60 percent, and cohesion-

less soil, it is apparent that during wet conditions the slopes in the upper

2/3 of the Ormoc watershed are highly unstable.

Channel MorpholoZy

For descrittive purposes the Ormoc drainage basin has baen divided into

three basic valleyway-channel geometries (upper, middle, and lower) that are

directly reiat'. to the geomorphology of the region (both slope and charnel

processes).

The upper basin area represents the areas of highest topographic relief

drainage and are the headwaters for the basins. Doni-drainage out of channel

topography has slopes up to 30 percent. Side slope in the valleyway chAnnels

are up to 60 percent. According to Land Resource Evaluation Report (LER)

Leytc Province (Bureau of Soils and Water Management 1986), this area consci-

tutes 20 percent of the watershed area. Channelways are deeply incised with

near vertical channel walls up to 10 m above the channel bed (Figures 2-3
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and 9-10). Large historical mass movemeit scars are v-isibl' with recent

(5 Nov 91) small failure scar superimposed. The dates of historic failire

are unknown, but dating could be used to aid in establishing flow frequencies. V

The width/depth ratio normally related to change geometry has been modi-

flied to represent channelway and channel area. The channelway is the deeply

incised area with the active channel (braided) in the basin area. Th upper

basin area width/depth ratio is nearly 1 to 3. This portion of the watershed

has experienced the highest percentage of mass movement events. The majority

and most recent are shallow failure features which normally ran out to the

channel area at the base of the slope. Material delivered by this proc°ss is

saturated. Upon delivery to the stream, materials are immediately anttained

and the total flow is bulked by the added sediment, Flow hulking by sediments

was a significant phenomena during the 5 November 1991 -itorm in the higher end

steep channel slope areas. The sediment-laden water was transported down the

deep, narrow and generally straight channel system to the Middle Basin Area

(Photo 3).

The Middle Basin Area terrain has slopes of 18 to 30 percent and repre-

sent about 18 percent of the total basin (Bureau of Soils and Water Management

1986). The width/depth ratio changes to approximately 2 to 3 and the chnneil

side 4.lre- are still steep at 60 percent (Figures 4-5 and 11-12) Again,

shallow mass movement features are prevalent along the cbannel valleyway.

Sediment loading and bulking processes were similar to that in the upper basin

area. With the increase in discharge, bed degradation and bank cro;icn plo-

cesses produced additional sediment to the system. Th, channel in plan view

at the low flou is more meandering and braided. At higher flow this mecnder-

ing and braided form undoubtedly disappears.

The lower basin area (excluding Ormoc City and the Delta Area) is still

well incised with a width/depth ratio of about 3 to 2. Meandering and channel

braiding are the major low flou plan form features. Down-drainage slopes are

reduced to 8 to 18 percent.

The mainstream of the Antiiao and Malbasag Rivers, as stated earlier,

are incised and highly meandering in this reach (Figures 6-8 aud 12-13). The

meanders inditce a high degree of chanrnel sinuosity, which create deposition

zones upstream of each meander bend (Photo 3). Momentum loss and backwater

effect results in deposition of the boulder/gravel material in transporc.
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Loss in momentum, pioduced by the sharp direction change, reduces stream power

which reduces tb'ansport capacity. Once the flow has exited, the meander

stream power is regrined, and bend, bed, and bank erosion/scour occurs. 'This

sedimentation/erosion process repeats itself through the lower reach. With

each repetition the D5 0 size of material transported is reduced. This process

explains the lack of a large volume of boulder to gravel size sediments within

the flood effected area of Ormoc City. The gravels and finer fracticons did

continue dc,.n the system and deposited in the city and Camotes Sea. Signifi--

cant amount of woody debris was also transported and may have formed up as

part of a debris flow at the front of the flood (Photo 4).

Ornuoc City Fnd Delta Area

The Ormoc City/Delta Reach can be considered the delta/beach reach of

the system. Town development and cultural features have fixed the channel

:ocation. The junction of Antilao and Malbasag Rivers just upstream of Ormoc

(ty creates a single major river through towni. The channel width/depth rctLio

through town appears to be 3 to I; however, the incision and width are not

natural. The channel geometry has been adjusted and the reach is smaller than

those of the lower basin areas. The reduction in flow area and adjustment of

slope associated with the delta arc contributing factors which resulted in

massxve out-of-channel flow n the Ormoc City area. Photos 5 and 6 show that

at the Antilao Bridge (k1 1010+968.2) a 90' direction change occurred. The

momenoum change combined with the contraction should have had the severe

effect of putting initial flow overbant at this location, Along with debris

flow and woody material. impacting this area, the bridge was eventual ly

removed. Flood water entered the Ozn9c City :.Lreet system to a depth of 3 to

5 feet, creating ::Jgnificant property damage. lhe recent lobate deposit at

the mouth of the system suggests that the coarse fraction of sediment contii-

tied to transport in the channel and through the town to Ormoc Bay. The Thl

Verde area upstritam of the Ant1lao Bridge was ilouded several feet above over- "

bank, and residents living within the floodplain were decimated (Photo 6).

Ormoc City is located at the lowest elevation on the coastal delta of

the Antilao and Malbasag Rivters. Eotih draknage :oin about 2.5 Im from the

coastline and 1 km n,:orth of Ormoc City Proper. At the confluence point the

I/i -
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dailage is wide. Significant residential development within riverbank lines

and on brnklines between Ormoc and the confluence point had occurred prior- co

the flood.

highway No. 302 channelize the drainage system to the northside of the

highway. The emplacement of Antilao Rivex Dridge induces a 90 ° chaanel bend.

A: the 'ridge site the channel changes from 300± m wide by 3 to 4 m deep to 30

to .0 n wide and 10 m deep. The change continues from the river bridge

through Ormoc City to the bay. The constriction greatly increases the flood

potential immediately upstream and througn the City (Photos 4, 5, and 6,

Map 2).

Upstream of the Antilao River Bridge in the Isla Verde area (Map 2 and

Photo 5) is a zone composed of a colluvial sediment of gravel and sand size.

The material Is representativz of the deposition area of steep braided gravel

channels. As stated earlier, this section of the floodplain was densely

inhabited. Bused on information provided by the Ormoc City Engineer, there

were a variety of dwelling ty-pes; none able to withstand a significant flow

event.

A third drainage system (Biten River) flows just to the east and south

of Ormoc City Proper. The extent of flooding or impact on the Antilao and

M&Ibasag Rivers ilooding of Ormoc City was not determined but could have been

a factor.

Meteorological Conditions

Tr3pical Storm Uring developed on 2 November 1991 and continued until

6 November 1991. Uring was a relatively small and weak storm system. Uring

w aintained typhoon status for less than 24 hours starting about 1000 hours on

5 November 1991, while located some 350 km east of the region. The storm

tracked east to west across Leyte passing north of the Ormoc City Area. After

cros,.ing Leyte, Uring weakened to a tropical depression and on 6 November 1991

at 10:00 am, tropical depression Uring dissipated to a low pressure system

(Map 4).

As the storm system advanced on Leyte, intense rainiall started about

0730 hours on 5 November 1991 at lacloban City (Map 4). Rainfall records at



the Tacloban Airport indicated 140.2 un of rainfall in a 24-hour period with

the most intense occurring in only 3 hours, 0730 to 1030 hours.

Ittense rainfall began about 0830 hours at the PNOC rain gages 14-2

(Map 3). At about 1130 hours the highest rainfall intensity had decreased or

stopped according to PNOG officials. Uring was traveling at 12 kph as it

moved across the Island. Eased on travel speed and distance, intense rainfall

should have started in Ormoc City at about 0930 hours on 5 November 1991. As

per conversations with city officials, intense rainfall did occur approxi-

matel 0930 hours on 5 November 1991. Rainfall intensity and winds were of a

high magnitude; areas of extensive blowdown ocC .rred. Photo 7 shows an area

of blowdown in the upper drainage section of the watershed.

Rainfall records (Table 1) from November 1976 to 1991 for the VISCA

weather station located 8 kin north of Baybay, Leyte provides a general indica-

tion of rainfall quantities for the coast areas period of record. Baybay is

located 30 kw south from Ormoc City and some 850 m lower in elevation than the

upper portions of the Ormoc watershed. Based on meteorological principles, it

is possible to extrapolate that rainfall anounts in the( upper watershed areas

could commonly be one or two orders higher in magnitude. The VISCA station

reported .38.1. nm in 24 hours compared to PNOC RaLi gage No. 2 of 580.3 mm

(the FNOC Ilostel and nearert t,; Orimoc watershed, Hap 3). This rain gage is

located at an elevation ef 435 m above sea level which is only 2/3 up the

.%Jlrainaoe bas.(in elativ: .levation.

The Flood

At Oiioc City the flood waters flowed out if the lower basin into the

T sle Verde arxoa entrainirg buildings and Ynost other items in its path. It- is

probrblc that i front. wall oL woody materia. and debris reached the bridge and

rc!strtctcd iluw through the Otrnoc City channel. Thc bridge restricted channel

wtdth and 90" bend created some backwater effect almost instantaiiously.

Chavinc! width at the availnble slope was inadequate to contain the flow within

banks. The stage hydrograplh of th,, evet as des',ribed by local residents and

partially reco:ded on video tape is as shown in Figure 14. The water :3uriact:

rose by ) feet in 1.5 imnutrs, aud an hour after flow peaked, the hydrograpli

wa, falling. Th t.ta) flood lasted le.s thai, 14 hour.s. Flow ill the stu.eet;
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of Ormoc City as recorded on video tape had a depth of 3 to 5 feet. Average

sediment depth was described as 2 feet deep after the flood waters had

receded. Sediments in the streets were fine grained and characteristic of

suspended load. Materials offshore of the river mouth appeare d to have a much

greater fraction of coarse material, and it is believed that most of coarse

material passed through the river channel as near bed suspended load. Sedi-

ment transport and flow should then be governed by principles used for

Newtonian fluid.

The Special Task Group Regional Disaster Coordinating Council, Region 8,

used the rainfall record of 580 mm at Tongonan, PNCC Rain gage No. 2 which is

nearer and more proximate to the Ormoc Watershed and assumed that 80 mm of the

precipitation occurred between 10 p.m. on 4 November to 8 a.m. on 5 November

1991. Based on that assumption, 500 mm was the rainfall from 8 a.m. to

It a.m. on 5 November 1991. The total volume of water that flooded Ormoc City

was:

watershed area x rainfall

4,500 hectares x 500 mm or

45,000 uq m x 0.5n

Q - 22,500,000 cu m of water

We estimate that about an equal amount of sediment was transported.

Assuming a 35 percent porosity in sediments, the total volume of fluid was

about 37,000,000 cu m. To estimate the peak flow rate and to get further

insight into flood potizntial at Ormoc City, r preliminary routing was done o;

the flood. The basin was broken into G areas wiLh 500 mm of rainfall intro-

duced into areas 3, 4, and 5 uniformly bctw:,-n 0800 and 1100 hours on 5 Noveiq-

ber and in areas 1, 2, and 6 between 0900 and 1200 hours (Map 5). Sediments

were introduced in run No. 1 Figure 15a at 000 hours and in run No. 2 Fig-

ure 15b at 0820 hours. Sediment was only introduced in areas 3, 4, and 5,

Sediment: introduction was in proportion to rainfall. The flood peak at O1moc

City was at 1050 hours for run No. 1 and at 2.120 hours with a 10--minute shift

in initi-l sediment input on run No. 2. Peak flows were betwcen 70,000 cubic

ict per second and 80,000 cubic feet per second, channel capacity through tliu

City is estimated to be much less than 30,000 cubic ieet per second. The
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receding side of the hydrograph on both runs is extremely sharp which is the

result of the assumptions on where sediment was introduced and upon rainfall

intensities.

An inspection of the routings indicates that the slope of the rising leg

of the routed hydrograph is too flat, and it is likely that a debris flow was

at the front of the actual flood. The debris flow would have retc -ded the

arrival time of the peak because of increased viscosity and frictiou . It

would also have increased the peak flow. The receding side of the hydrotr phy

is too steep, based on the local description of the stage hydrograph. Lower

elevation sediment entrainment was significant, and was not introduced into the

simulation, and some ponding occurred in the Isla Verde area. Therefore, a

gentler slope would be expected if more realistic assumptions were made.

From the limited analysis, it is evident that the sediment event accom-

panying the rainfall had a significant influence. Detailed analysis of the

hydraulic conditions at Ormoc City could be used to confirm and adjust the

routing discharges. The more critical variables could then be reentered into

.a Lo toutin pr.gram. Variations in the sediment entrainment and routing

scenarios could then be used to establish variance in risks associated with

different rainfall events.

Bri dpe Damage

Bridge damage along Highway 302 between Ormoc City and Baybay was exten-

sive (Map 6). Bridge damages at Ormoc City and in other drainage are the

result of over constriction of the stream at bridge crossings and poor align

went. Loss of bridge approach control structures, erosion a) ound piers, deck

uplift by deoris and loss of abutment fill by piping were the common modes of

failure (Photo 8). Most of the damaged bridges observed had constricted the

river width by 50 percent or more. All bridges appeared to be coi';tructed

with near river bed spread footings at piers and gravity section abutments.

Approach controls were grouted riprap with little if any toe b:urial and did

not appear to always reach top of bank.

ILere were numerous cases where thn bankliues had eroded behind th3

bridge abutments. It is speculated that bridge cunstLriction created a higi

differential head across the approach fill . Approach fill fines were piped

14,-12?



out and a channel developed. Increasing tI-e bridge length would help

alleviate the problem under similar flood circumstances.

Other bridges failed because of river bed erosion below pier or abutment

toes. Deeper footings, pile supported footings, and longer bridge sections in

those cases would be beneficial.

River flow alignments appeared to be a major problem at bridge cross-

ings. The alignment problems were, prior to the flood, partially corrected by

grouted revetments.

Conclusions

The combination of topographic, hydrologic and physiographic features on

the Island of Leyte leads to rainfall, sediment loading, runoff, and. flood

problems somewhat unique to steep, short, unstable drainage basins. Western

slope drainage basins are more prone to intense runoff than are east slope

drainages because of the higher average stream gradient. Flood frequency and

net runoff during even modest severe rainfall events are dependent upon the

cumulative effects of basin geology, topography, hydrology, and the geomorphic

and antecedent moisture characteristics of the drainage basin prior to the

event. Rainfall events of similar magnitude may result in very different

flooding characteristics depending on event sequencing, antecedent moisture

conditions in the basin and residual soil strengths. The flood of 5 November

1991 app-ars to be a product of event sequencing, rainfall iiLtensity, and soil

instabili.,y. ln the 24 hours prior to the event, the basin had been subjected

to signit'.cant precipitation. Landslides triggered mud and debris flows dur-

in g the storm event. Moisture conditions in the drainage were high due to

previous rains, and shortly after intense rains associated with typhoon Uring

began, soils were totally saturated. Thierefore, flow concentration times were

short and side slopes were weakened to the point of failure. High precipita-

tion Dulking and perhaps the effect of the more viscose mud and water mix oni

channel roughness culminated in flow depths greatly exceeding channel capacity

on the alluvial fan. The peak flow from the event was on the order of two

times the flow that would have been expected if major sediaent entrainment hv'd

not occuried.
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Recommendations

'lle loss of life at Ormoc is considered the most severe impact of the

flooding on Leyte. A significant reduction of this impact can be obtained by

preventing habitation in high risk areas. The delta of the Antilao and

Malbasag Rivers imiaediately upstream of Ormoc City Isla Verde Area was densely

inhabited prior to the flood. Most of the deaths were among the residents of

that particular area. It is now being resettled. Immediate action on zoning

to prevent that rehabitation and enforcement of the zoning can go a long way

toward mitigating a future disaster.

Another method of reducing loss of life in somewhat lower risk areas

than the delta region are flood warning systems. The western slope of Leyte

where Ormoc is located is probably not adaptable to this because cf the short,

steep drainage. Eastern slopes are however well situated for flood warning

systems.

Flood control storage systems are measures used elsewhere to control

ru-noff from major events, and haa been mentioned in several of the Philippine

Government agency reports. Onstream storage does not seem practicable at

first assessment. The high sediment yield, steep stream gradients and incised

nature of the channels normally wake economic development of onstream storage

difficult. On the western slopes, offstream storage also appears to be

limited by topography. The eastern side may however benefit by offstream

storage. Rice paddies and other natural impoundments may already be effective

in attenuating major floods.

The frequency of an event is an important factor in determining risk and

economic impact. Based on the memory of the population, the most recent flood

prior to 5 November 1991 occurred in the 1930's. Rainfall records observed

also indicate that the intensity of the 5 November 1991 event was the greatest

in the 19-year period of record. The frequency and the magnitude of this and

other eventts should be determined if economics is to be the basis for costly

changes in design criteria for infrastructure or major flood control works.

Zoning should also incorporate some logic on risk and risk assessment which

depends on flood frequency and magnitude.

Numerous streams flooded during the Uring Typhoon eveat. Measurement of

high flow marks, estimates of sediment yield by quantifying slides wasL, and

t t f I I1II4I1I



hydraulic analysis to establish peak flows combined with flood routings can

establish the magnitude of the event. Event frequency may be more elusive as

it is believed that it is a function of length of precipitation, intensity of

precipitation and the slope stability of the basin at the time of the event.

Methods that are used include population interviews, historic landslide analy-

sis, storm frequencies including hindcasts and historic flow measurements. A

combinatior of methods will probably be required in this situation.

Design criteria. for infrastructure (i.e. bridges, revetments, power

poles, and other items) appear to be based upon fairly modest climatic condi-

tions and upon more tranquil drainage systems. A review of bridge design,

river mechanics and international experience may indicate that a change in the

design criteria could improve the life-cycle costs of the infrastruictures.

The presently active slide areas will continue to yield sediments to the

streams at a fairly high rate until naturally revegetated or otherwise stabi-

lized. A storm of lower intensity and water content could produce a higher
flow than Typhoon Urinb under these circumstances as sediment bulking of the

flow could be more pronounced. Steps taken to revegetate and stabilize the

slides would reduce the period of risk.

Stream alignment improvements at bridges, hydraulic improvements through

populated areas, or divcrsions around populated areas are possibilities for

minimizing impacts. Extensive engineering analysis is required to define the

benefits of such options.
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Appendix A: List of Contacts
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VizenLe Par6g.;s Regional Technical Director, Department of
Uwrnironnent and Natural Resources

RoUlio GuZe Regional Executive Director, Dpeartmenu of
Environment and Natural Resources

Jcb Stwurtms U.S. AID Office. of Capital Projeclr, U.S. State

Department

LoL Vergarn U.S. AID Office of Capital Projecta. U.S. State

Department

Ab 14uc H. Wm-.ge, Jr. Assistant Regional Director for Services,
Department of Public Works and Highways

PCeIOc . -edoza, Jr. Regional Director, Dapartment of Public Works

and Iighvays

Eriverto V. Lcreto Congressman, 5th District, Lcete

Cri-ent T-. Cri Mayor, Baybay, Leyte

wben 1,nserga City Engineer. Ormoc, Le.yte

kalon Omegl District Engineer, Leyte 2, Department of Public
Works and Highways

Leonardo A. iunez Direct'or, Bureau of Maintenance, Department of
Public Works and Highways

Fo:unato Dejoras Administrator, Office of Civil Defense

Romulo N. del R,,-ario Undersecretary, Bureau of Maintenance,
Department of Public Works and Highways

Vic-enne Yulo Third Leyte Engtneering District, Asistant
District Engineer

Ki!l:ni Dilgo P.,ilippirc Naztonal Oil Company, Assistent
Service Manager

Jan'ax ralln .eather Data
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ENGINEERING O FFICER
LiSAID/Philippines

Date: 05 December 1993.

To: File

Subject: ORMOC DISASTER
Corps of Engineers

Revised agenda for evaluation team:

05 DZC 91 2250 hrs Team arrives NA-TA
05 DEC 91 2320 hrs Temn departs NAIA for Fiheraton
05 DEC 91 2350 hrs Team arrives at Sheraton
06 DEC 91 0845 hrs USAID vehicle picks up Team at

Sher~ton for travel to RMC
06 DEC 91 0900 hrs Tear. arrives at RMC and meets with

USAID technical staff
06 DEC 91 .100 hrs Team meets with USAID Director
06 DEC 91 1330 hrs Team departs RMC for DPWH
06 DEC 91 1400 hro Team meets with DPWH Underaecretary
Oi DEC 91 1530 hrs Team departs DPWH for Sheraton
06 DEC 91 1600 hrs "eam arrives ac sheraton
08 DEC 91 1430 hrs USAID vehicle picks up Team at

Sheraton for travel to Manila
domestic airport

08 DEC 91 150C hrs Team arriveis at Manila domestic
airport

03 DEC 91 1600 hrs Team departs Manila via PAL.
08 DEC 91 1'05 hrs Team arrives Tacloban
09 DEC 91 0830 hrs Team departs Tacloban for Oz.:oc via

GOP helicopter
09 DEC 91 1600 hrs Team deparlts Ormoc for Taclobcan via

GOP helicopter
10 DEC 91 0830 hrs Team departs Tac.oban for Ormoc via

GOP helicopter
10 DEC 91 1500 hze Team departr, Oznoc for Tacloban via

GOP helicopter
10 DEC 91 1805 hrs Team departa Tacloban via PAL
I0 DEC 91. 1940 hrs Team arrives Manila
11 DEC 91 Team drafts report and prepares tor

exit briefing
12 DEC 91 Team drafts report and prepares for

exit brViefingJ.3 DEC 91 0800 hrs USAD vehicle picks up Teazn at

Sheraton for travel to RYVC
13 DEC 91 0315 hre Team arrives at RMC asid meets with

USUID technical 0taff
13 DEC 91 0830 hrs Team givae exit briefing ai: USAIL
13 DEC 91 1030 hrs Team deparLt t,&C Lc'' DPWH
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November 19. 1991

KR. MALCOLM1 IYJTZIXR
Diractor
United Staton Ae-nny for

!nternatti nil fl^vA1or=zinnt

AMENTT0N: MR~. LMRY PM7RZOY

P41T:TYPH0OON URING ZDMAW A8~?ftMM

SUBJC2r!WMET ?Onl VCIt 2OAQ1~Nr OF A SHiQ1T TZM

Th" D~~.-mn vf Public Worke &nd inghcy t iateking
an inviast± tor to dnter-m~n tb ca~use of thiy flooding
whicoh dtvaut3atecd C~zrwoc anid t~e o -rirxounding communities
ftl'oink 'Typhoon Uring In aarly No venber 1991. We
thereoxz' Gw-gi the ava;-stanc~n Qf r.7SAZD in providing a t(=~
of dlu.aat-oz! eval.uztion apeacii-v from the US Amw' CorPe of
Enginar who will 3-ep t',i Doartment in the evaluation of
the d&aae and in prvldina ineight to thn cauas and
yanite wIt~qzTion msiaizu for the e'i8~itor.

We kio~a that USA1I3 urill iontir4 thle resquebet favorabl.y and
&ssiLn th6 spcilist Loam &a soon ias peibKle. t)'FIl{ LID
grateful. to UiSAID for' their oon'tint.-sd amiatance ond
cooper~tion in our efforta to rehmbI~Atur- d~vter areas in
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V3.8 AVKENT ve-A urT7)KAT1O1XAL DZVZ14OPbKZNT

November 2 ~19

Mr. RAY Dianlne
Cftico a or P&,"nbe~~

Aeffistauce/48 Roomi 1052 A~S
AID W&&hi~qtOr, D.C. 20523

Thank yozi for frwar41ng~ the scope of wQrk propoood by ths
River -~jpkvlocji~t. wi' have the rallovi'ng cQoUmfltn

1. The bass oaf opt'retion need& to b.o T4IOlbaf or Ozrmoce vor
^do.umte aacommuod~tionz; ar* available. rtnt isa too !c4t
away f ront thic location to be ot uat ao a base. Th1ja wold be
cbout an 4 ho,, r a day cmrutL%.

2. Nc v11.1 attempt to q~t holicop~.er from private conpanite in
the are? or h"P. &941n I tg too far from~ the Subic haaeeDa, thOe
team We "A&VG down there n~ow just flot~1fl m that they az
takl.rxg a bus trom one location to aupther. .rhen chopp1tra did
not taterialize bec.ause ot the nteet rucrrn rayang1 which makes
it imtpossible to fly. braicalZly, wt C~ir% quarantee that
thert will be helicopter euppovt the whole time but wt c,%n
9u~rantet that there will be same halicoptar support. njoiever,
a great dual at t&ia in, going to have bevn done over maddY
roada a&nd non* to secu % bridge.

3. We can Ar'ane, for Jull r~ecting with and debriefing ! y the
Dept, of Public Works anti Highways (DI'WB) people of the -:;unrtry
and r1tetin7 with the UAST people w~ho lhivc tiade their evalu,,ttion
othe Area onl November 15,. 1991, in addition, we have

excellent contactu 'ith tte shipping lI1nw people and ttrrport
pvople who handle all of thek freight- to znd fromf Ormoc from
Cebu city.

4. Th'3 per de-Im for Oi~q ia $i5.00 a dcq (lodging ic $23.00
M*41a re 2.r, The par diem for Tacloban~ in $57.00 1 a
(lodginq is 439.ou, & meals are 460)

5, We will make a Vorvi~l re-urat for thze service of this
2m!1f/msf &ir soon aiv wa geit a formal ruqceut. fL-oul the O. Thin
ije a highly 5enztje isue and UV must have *,aVF1envy ready
to handle the flack that surely will ia yreport tha'-
tbe 061v dov,410p no matter how it tQ :&<E~1

vif~ Po Fd For Poacs
-- A ireCn~f. --

U -~~d c~dW1O f.-- Z~ W 1r,66~ ,~7
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13 DEC 91 1200 hrs Team ar-ives at DPW]1 and gives exic
briefing

13 DEC 91 1230 hrs Team departs DPWH7

Bob Vargara, a USAID Foreign Service National engineer
assigned to the region which includes Ormoc, and John
Starnes, USATED Engineering Off2.cer, will accompany the team
to Ormoc. USAID/Manila does not have a fund cite for your
local transportation; therefore, be prepared to pay
approximately $100 (P2683.50) each for your roundr.rip air
fare (Rdnila-TaclobaD-Manila) and claim reimbursement for
same on your travel voucher.

Director Leonardo A. Nunez of the Bureau of Maintenance in
the DPWH appears to be taking the lead on the GOP side and
will accompany the team to O-moc. Mr. Fortunato Dejoras
(National Disaster Coordinating Council) will alsec accompany
the team.

John C. Starnes
Office of Capital Projects

14-52
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APPENDIX B

PHILIPPINE NATIONAL OIL COMPANY (PNOC) RAINGAGE I & 2 DATA, LEYTE

DAILY RAINFALL DATA (in mm/day)
For the month of November 1991

STATIONS DAILY I
Dif TSTAL sM ALF REMARK5

P 2 0. .2 2.0
3_4.5 2.1 6.6___•_._

21.0 15.0 =F.01J.P ! ____

5 581.5 350.0 930.5 ,"yphoo A Ur ng"6 46. 0 -- .87.8 .. 43.".....

7 Nil Nil - -
8 Nil -
9 NiI Nil - 1 -
10 N1. I Ni i - _ -- __"- -- - -
.11 Ni'l - N2. - I -

S~il ....- -

z4 iI~ ~~~ ........11 - --
14 . Nil . 1

_______-. 14-3 1 ~ ~ _ _

16__ .0 70.h 0 73. .0 - ypboRd-r "Vang __

19iN _ _
20 Nil 1 -

2 7.5 10. 7 25 .2 . 14.1

235S0 "78. i 1.36,9 6----B. 4
24 .32.2 1. _ _--Y--.t

- -25 1.N" i 4 ___. _ ... . .. -_____ "-
4.-- ______'___-________I__.___

__ _ 4.0 -2.05 _ _ _ _ _ _

27 80/0 i5.____28 o, Nil .....
1 Nil i--- Nil

Monthly pr?=iptation in 2 stations 1608.0

Total monthly average precipitation/statiun U D dir

.26.
By VEIIFED EVi

LOCATION OF RAINGAUGE STATIONS:

1 - S1DC Lampste Cablehnon
2 - Tr, 1E -I

RSA!jar:il b
P1/ -55
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YELLOW CREEK TLOOD CONTF.L PROJECT

by Ronald R. Copeland, Research Hydraulic Engineex, US Army Engineer
Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Missisippi, and John D. (David)
Hendrix, US Army Engineer District, Nashville, Tan-lessee

ABSTRACT

Yellow Crook is located in thes southeastern Kentucky coal m!ining region.
Its major tributaries, Stony Fork and Brnet-ts Fork, are steep mountain
stream that rise in the Cumberland Mountaius near the Kentucky-
Tennessee-Virginia tri-state corner and converge onto a bowl shaped
valley which contains the city of Middlesboro, Kentuck-y. In 1939, the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers completed construction of a 3.9-mile channel
to diveart the headwters of Yellow Creek around the city. Coal strip
mines and spoil areas in the ruggad hills have been the source of heavy
sediment loads that have historically deposited in the flat bottonkad,
trapezoidal bypass channel. Sediment aggradation has been so great that
maintenance dredging has been conducted at least four times in the past,
the most recent being in 1978-79.

A one-dimensional numerical model (TABS-1) was used to evaluate dredging
options in the existing divers ioD channel upstream from Middlesboro, and
to evaluaite potential aggradation and/or diugradation in a proposed
channel improvemnt project downstream from Middlesboro. The numrical
model was adjusted to simulate measured aggrad.ation in the upatream
reaches of the project; and to simula-.. stable conditions in the existing
downstream& reaches of the projert. ?--ternative dredging vrous@!5-3atiofl
options wero determined using a new numerical model for hydraulic design

called SAM. Ths design channel was then incorporated ints, the TABS-i
numrical model foic evaluation. Maintenance requirements for theI
diverzion channel wzxa dtamned and zoues of aggradation, and
degradation in theis zioawed channel reaches were identifiedk. Proposed
md4ificationa to t.ho improved ch~annel design were tested iu the ni rical
node1. A more efgfinient dosign in terms of sed!iment transport was
L.ecomzuoedad.

INT2RODUCTION

PuE2a ad Scop

Extensive coal strip min~tng opuratioxs have been conducted in this uplands.
of the Yel.low Czeek watershed rince the early 1950's. Much of the =inna
and spoil area has been abandned and not reclaimed. Materials f rom
these areas provide tbz source for the sediments deposited in the Yelicv
Croek Bypass channel, a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers loca.l1 ficod
protection projoct. Removal of the accumulated sedi nt continues to hn
a maintonanka problem&. Numeicail modeling techniques were employed in
an e ffort toa reduce annual maintenance costs and avoid similax probltmi
in a newly propoved project. Specific goals of the modeling effoart were
to: (1) develop a dredging utrategy for the c-cisting Yell.jv Creek
Divers ioui Channel.- and (2) evaluate the aggradatior &-Ld egredation
potential of a propo~sed channel enlargement project forZ Yellow Czeek
iumisdiately downstream, of Middlesboro, Ken tucky.



Basin Description

Yellow Cre.k drains approximately 6C. square miles upstream of the USGS
gage near the southeaiatezn Kentu~cky city of Kiddleabozo (Figure 1). The
watarshad consixs ot steep mount,"inx, rolling hillsAdas, and the nearly
flat valley floor of epprox inatelly 10 mi 2. Slopes in the watershed vary
from over 50 percent in the motntainous area to less than 0.2 percent in
the valley. Land use in thea basiDn is characterized by strip ining and
forested areas in the uplanda ard almost complete urbanization in the
lowland.

The major tributaries to Yellow Cna~~k are Stony fork (16 r1 2) and Bar-etta
Fork (13 mi3). These stret-Ax havei similar basin and chanxiel
charactsristics. Bothi rise in heavily strip mined regions of the
mourt.4ains and descend a~t slopes of over 5 percent toward the wide, bowl-
shaped valley in which the city of Middlesboro is located. Abr-upt
changes in the streambed slopes occur as the tributaries discharge into
the bypast channel.* The strean channels are nearly rectang-ula.r in shape
with bad zaterial ranging from gravels to boulders.

The Yellow Creek Bypasus Channel diverts flows from Bennett. Fork, Stony
Pozk, and other tributaries around the city of Middlahorv. Below its
confluence with the bypa3u channel, Yellow Creek flows thiough a nariri
vailey confinad by hills that rise more than 1000 f,. aov the valley
floor. It disciarges Into the Cumberland River dpprc'iIzataly 15 miles
downstream.

History of Flood Control Measures

Bfore )tiddlesborn van est~ablished, Stony Fork and Bcmnnetts Fork cabin~el
to form Yellow Creek. Am development began in 1889, the xr.nding Tallo
Creek channel was dredged and straightened through ths city. Followi'ng
sev'ere flooding in 1929, the U.S. Army Corps of' Zngineewr. dasigned a
canal and levee system to divert the waters of Stony Fork, Bergvtts Fork,
and other tributar-ies around the city. The project was~ avithorized by thes
Flood Control Act of 1936 and construction of the Z1.9-zaile )hypam ch-.nne!
was completed ia December 1939. Tho3 flat-bottcwm4, txap~zoidal bypass
channel consists of three cuts, including one 1600-foot .-each Uacd vith
concrete. Cross section bottom width* r~.ge from 80 fet to 200 feet
with si~i alopas of 1-1.5H;1V.

It vas soon realized thfut insaufficient channel capacity downstream of tb..
confluence of Yellow Cxeek and the bypass chmanl wax; causing backwater
flooding in the lover parts oZ thes city. In 1952, a clearing and
snagging project was; conducted to rwaavi vegetation, gravel bars,
bouldere, amd other dabrim from the ne.exly four-mile rerx!: of YW.Iov
Creek between )iddlesboro aud US Hiighway 25E A. Tlis is the some reach for
whitch a channel enlargexnnt project W-.:..rrently proposed.

In the early 1960s, it was reccq4lized thAt sediment aggredation was
occurring in the upxtroaxu portion 0± ths bypa channel.. The integrity
of the project wat thratened after he47y driporitiou da.ring floodsi In
1963 and 1965. A serimic of Pediment range* wets extablish~d to waitor
thu condition of the projout. Remedial mnasures were performed when
subsequent surveys indricated that the bypass channel capacity w~as legal



.hn % p.ojact aesign discharge of 22,000 cfx. A 9u~tAry of -l.kik

uradging opoarticna is shown in Table 1.

TABL I. Dredging History for YeliOV Creek Bypass.

PyVX H VOI M
LX.7T (STRXAM MILE) RE1O2

(CU -2-)s)

1967-1968 1 ConcretA liner to Winchster Xre (1.G8-3,9i) 1 292,000

1973-1974 1000 feet dammstre.mA of 35tbE t to Winchetr 7,500
Ave (2.59-3.91)

!.977-197e Concrete liner to 35th St (1,68-2.7R) I4,Ge0
1978-1979 35tbi st to wincoset,*r Av. (2-70-.3-91) 55,OOC.

TOTAL-57O

roilowing the devastating flood of April 3-.', 1977, the Corps of
Engineers was authorized to avaluate flood darAg rwduction IerSurve to
protect againut a recurronce of thit vent. A.1though t.e sudy is
currently in progress, t h most favorable of the plans appaaza to bu
enlarging the Yeliow Creek channel trcw mile 11.4 to mile 14.9.

XET!OD8

The sedinmntation etudy addressed two sepaxats issuasi the proposed
channel eniargement project dowustream fr= Middlesboro, and dredging
plans in ths bypass channel. A comaination of tka SAM hydraulic design
package and the TAWS-1 on-diansiozial xvdiuntatiou modal wa, utse to
evaluat thaes plona. TABS-I numsrzal models were doveJcped for both
the downstream and upetre=m reacheno Ths downstrsa viodal includad 5.53
umiles of Yellow Creek bret.ween miles 9.43 ana 14.96 nd then 1.37 mils a
oZ the bypass channel frm its confluence with Yellow Creh to the
downstream end of the concrets chi.te (tiux5 1). Initlal geomotry for
this model was taken froa 1980 Corpu of E ginear surveyx. The upa a
model 'included the bypars channel upstream zom rhe concrete chute (mile
1.7) to the mouth of Bonn tte Fork (milt 3.9), Initial chanmel gometry
for this xwadl vws taken from Corpk of Engkneur survaya taken after
raval of medi=nt deposits in 1978. Surveys takn Jm 1987 ad 1992
were u.%ed to deterzine adiinant accunulat.o in the prototype. Cross-
section locations and modal boundaries are shown in figure 2.

Model Innut Pe.rwnters

The himtorical histograph usea in the numprici. 1dl was based on data
from the US Geological Sulrvey (USGS) gage on Yallow Creek, lcct.ted at
mile 11.4. Only mean daily discharges grqator than 200 cfa were umed,
because sedizont traniport wea found to be negligible for les5ior
discharges. Peak discharges, greater than 3000 cfs, were used to adjust
aean daily flows to account for tht increaed sediment transport
potential at high flow.

13-3



Baed mtarial samples were collected from yellow Crook and the bypass
chF.rane1 in Ko~rch 1989. These samnples indicatad ai wida variation in %izs
(Pigiss 3-5). The stream chan~nel. is composed of two distinct classen
of material. T!i* low flow channel in the bypars channel is composed
primarily of sa-nd and gravel,* while the bars, banks, anti benchax are
composed prima-rily of! fiaz siand and sillt. Channel survay3 of the blypass
channel indicated th, t d-pokitiJon occurs prir.&rily on the barf wid
benches. Field c!:servationa in Yellov Creek, do'wnstream of the bypsa2~
channel, indicated that fine sedimanta were deposIting in slack water
areas, along the ban~ks and behind veystation. It wan aloo obseived
during the field investigation that saveral portions of Yellow Creak are
armored with largoi flat cobhblvs. These alternate with sections of coarse
sand and gravel bedeA In typical riftle-pools seqaesi9. Surveye were not
extensive enough tL.o identity all of the riffles and poois. Thoroae,
average bad gradations wao u;Aed in the numrio. madel. Some secti ons,~
identified as riffles during modal adjustmant, were amaignsd imzobila
beds to prevent excessi.ve scour "n the model.

High-water marks tcm a flood of 11,300 of v were uh~ed to extiiata
Manning's roughness coefficients for existing channel conditions. Thes
ranged between 0.030 and 0.043.

AvvAilable ead.iat inflcaw measurementu vm'ra inadequate to define sedimVent
iaflow for thfi antire rw.aga oft hiatorizal and de~sign dischax~ec.
Tharefrore Asdimat inflow wan used a an a dj-,st_,wt p~.raetr it titt
nmux.rical models. An initial asti-mata of sod±jmnt inflow wasn determired
by calculating avarage sed.Lmnt transpo~rt potencial at thn 5 upatreuzi
M-t crclag Rect!inn -Intlrflow vin_ than -adticod or incremksod by
equal percemtavw, in the adjustment phase ol the study. Calvulatea
outtlov from the -upstzcz rmial was uasd as inflow to the dowzis, roaw
model.

A modiliad versiou of the Lauarien (195U~ equation was used as is sadijmwrit
traznaDort urnction for this study. The modified ILaur.son eqiuatior
(Laurson-Corpsland) incerporates cieta for txansport of gravels in addition
to the &and data useod to cavelop the original Laurban function. There
are fl differanzris in tho way hydraulic parameters aze calculated in
the modified equation. This function vas developed to cal.culate sedixmsnt
tranzport in a sand and grzcrel bo'd stream (Copeland and Thomas 198~9). A
combination of the -Lotfaleti (1966, and Myr-Peter and Muller (1943)
equations va tusod to test the senaitivity of the moidal to transpzt
function.

1$odel hMjustxment

The ninmxical uodal of the bypass channel was adjusted to simulate the
auctulatod masured aggradation between 1978 and 1987 surveys. The
modal vac adjusted by varying sediment inflow. Three adjusted numaericai
models wsro~ 'developad. The first was a single-grala size modal (very
fine sad), ad sediment transport wasn calculated using the Lauraven-
Copei~nd function. The next two adjusted zKKdels dvveloped werw multiple
grain sizs =del& which si.mulated sedi at sizes be'. n 0.004 and 256
mm. One of these models used the Lauxawun-Cope land lunction &nd the other
tile combined the Toffaleti and Myr-Peter and Muller functions.
Coparisons of calculated and measured longitudinatl cumulative
aggradatiov are shown in Figure 6.
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The advantage ct the mUltiPle grain ieize modalu was that the longitudinal
distribution of eed.ifrnt depcosition vas closer to that measurad in the
prototype. In addition tne adjusted sediment inflow curves were closer
to the meamizd data. Hoimver, -the~ ca3.culatid grada.tio-n of daposited
1bateri41 was mucL coarser 'thani the prototype mteri&l found In the
benchea along the law flow channel. xpprop~rita quantities of fins
d~eposition~ in the benches cuuld not be obtained with 'the multiple-grain
size modeils using sec-tment inflow concentrations extrapolated frar' the
measured data. This is &ttributed to the nil iical model congtraint, of
ruaing aver'ige hydraul4ic para~otsrs.

The vantage of the single-grain ciize modal was that the deposited
material vaL. cmposed of tAino material just like the bencha.s in t"e
pr-otOtype. however, the adjusted sediment inflow at 'law ±l4w was
coxxF.iderably higkisr than maeared valuee and the I oi t u d.a I
distribution of the dep.oit was not aft good ati with the iuti'e-.grain
si.e axxit~ls. In addition, calculations v;ith rchn very-fine and nodal
were characteri.zed by bed elevaioanaocillatinns.

The TABS-i nunricctl modal uses avouzage hydraulic paaterux to calculate
sedimewnt erosion, truasport, and deposition. it doas, not acc-ount tar
laterali variation in hydraulic conditirmus and sedimentaticia pi-ocases.
L~ased on bed aViles aavi fiald observations it in apparent thut th-mra are
tw'o distinct sedimentation processes occurring in the bypa channel,
Coarsw sand and g.-a--.e2 is d"posited at the upstream end of tbhu ch&nnal
and at the confluence of Stony Paork. This -occuxe prizArilyj at U19gh
discharges when the larger sized material can be mrsd. DeyxmitAion of
!ina rn.. =.4 silt- 1 in the rch*ava in a bech iarj____ _ to the
low ::low channal. The hydraulit conxditionsi that precipitatsl tWis bench
daposit &rs uncertain. Flow separatiou and eddy development at hign flaw
could be retponsible, on deposition could occur on the receenion of thGflood hydxoqrapb when flow depth& and taneport capacity om the Winchbscc= signiticantly loss that in the low flow chaninel.

F'or the purpose of studyinq dredging alternative, accurate rplicatiorn
of the longitudinal distribution of the sedLment deposition wasu dioewd
to be the most important factor; and the multiplG.grain size I..Aursn-
Copelaztd modal wus chaoen.

The Yellow Crook bypass channel was remurveyed in Januaz'19. ewe
1937 and 1992, h not accumulation of about 22,400 yde wsz calculatod.
A!:,ut 11,~.400 yds' ;were eroded from the channel betwoma the concr§rte chrte
at =ile )..7C, and mile 2.1; whiles between miles 2.1 and 3.8' , about
33,8(00 ydz3 were deposite.d

Thg predictivs capabil~ity of the numerical modal was tastud ukving thw
results fro the nov survey. The historical hydrograph was extanwk1d '?romuSepteabar 19137 to September 1991, a total of 13.75 years. The nu=zrca1
=m.ldl was tsted using two different int-.ial geoms=tieLii. T-ae 1987
surveyed cz-uss sections were used with the 1987-1991 hydroqrapA&. TheA
1978 mv.;-veyed crosp sections, adjusted to include a lav-f low canl
were 'testad with the 1978-1991 hydrograph.
Tae numarical modV31 did not predict the 1987-1992 prototype daegr,dation
thiat occurred betweea miles 2.,7 and 2. 1, with aither inItial gi*.. try.
Thia discrepancy is attributed to dif f rencer in bed material dow111treani



from mile 2. 1. Whumn b..cd samp4.Es were co3.1ectad in Marc-h 1989, no aftAP.LeM
wwre obt~ained f rom this reach bacai~so vatmr deptlis %,*are too great f-.
'vddIxng and e boat was not avrailab1lv. We sapact that thim reach contair. '

significantly tiher bed~ matieriU. thain th. average deitermied irmr
upstreaza sa.mpla. High r-unoff events could be rvrp::mtzibiio fcz ti t,
zae;a1 of firis watuiria1 in the doamarrea reachas before the 191k2
survey. In any event. the nuv-rieal d&A1. in not conhlideredi verifiecitfor
predicting the bahavior of thube kw~ bev*n the conturmte chuto and &Lile

The n~zeklcal moel -was very succasuful in rqproducing q~~
aggradation upvtxeam ftro ail* 2.1, as shown ia Viguro 7. The rixwrical
simulation using 1987 cross sections for in~tial coaditiont rwprcx~uczd
99 percent of the neasuxtei deposition. The calcultatJ deposition batavewn
19k7 and 1991 fromi the num~r& imulation uaimg the 19~78 cross &actions
f:or initial conditions reproduaced 102 parc~nt of the iasured depotiticon.
Th~i&s ret.-lts are remarkably corsistent, for cediff'etation studilau, arad
thaw nvmr:,c-al moa is conaidqvad cixrcu~&t&t&tid for p:Pmdicting
cG*o&LUG Up~tremi frim zutle 2.1.
TLau existimg Yelluw !-m channel Lkuvnsr~eam~ frm thui~pr s chanu.1 ia
cocz)-aared rslat. valy and tbie cdvxstrea mn xical model waos
ada'ad to obta"~. kut&U= calcu2l~ta bed coartgo.. Several xc~dk1
sa.Jutxmntz v~r found tL. hoxeax Iri it jr.,icant of?:.ect ori results. ThaN4
Incl.uded1 varying tho~ in2itial bead mteril gradtticas in the pool &,.4

Ywi1oua Creek, adjustimiq izl-itial ksd 4 lva 1..tons &ot poolsa, rantrting

Mh4, adjustamiuts, were found - be aigixiftcarmt mmdr vur incorpotat~d £tto
thv rjod.l. Adjuatmuntu xrjr-s Aa;-t t-. thi irtii~a bed mitarkai grudati.on
dJ~wr'tr%&m frow akije 12.1- NeGro the -y4xx! Lnutlal'y :Llculata~l s=Gfuive
degr,.dation In this . . thm Lvaitl~.1 bsd rmtorick w=~ii~ a
coaxt,*zued bav~d *A calct-lated bed qradvtinuts at the e*xd of "wam daya
of .gb flowfs. Cmas-toclimix upatYax frar Lypesw ckh'.zel a. OA4S
were Assignod rin--sa.od~ble bed. bcause ut a~imsai've ic&lcilatec&N 'xv
ttat %-to not appv'x\r~t .n the prototyps. Th,. asaigrtmuni in rradle
c..e to the pVWUQ.C& Of shale bad-.rock Vay lm the xhaW'o alovatio!L- e.t

\2s calculated t~qVq) profile& vith tho. C I l f tha*e$s~u
'v'iatream chum-xwel av. Ulm *nt ef thea 1978-1W ol eat-on Lnxe sh.'± 114
iare 8. Thes 'i.xi1 calculated sedijaat ac -vxmaltioa in the ruxIri

1 r~vteat frOem tha c;QAz.ro1 &t. -IQ ii .t1. 'Xtla &cc-oL\u1atloa w~as
rv%'.i'vsly rajild du1ix. tbeL firk- 2 y~-sof ttw, mimuiaticx, but t4.

& auw.tionar ed~:~~~ drnc thw ru-tt 3 yx,\ra, &a U'.e, s~Anm.atiaol
prococ*Ai ths azjktiL*s1 t-J to I.ts ii xm1.ag aed~mv-u 1oxx. The modn&'l

Vho procleis of dvui,xinixi ; xmvL offilcistit z:o,0v,-4Qction axcj: au
approprial'A mint-svi:* kuc'~ i nq ztxatkqgy tor- tba lclloi Crvtg.k bypi.aus
chaneL vi a-reiao.' ut.n'j th, liyraulic desigs imcgim SXK, a 11 tho
?ABS.-1 ii .-Iicb. EinDi-i1. CVI SAX Ves U6ve-i to 1..ixn.Ini an
avelage CA _-tm'-"Ct!o U44..&) tf..&I. VU;.I 4o tz-rGsr1 hi aD =x e%&d"V1t wulc



thereby reduce citredginqj reynrrnntes. This requaired evaluxt'ig trantpottL
ctpacity for various cliarsil cros-,sectione!, ancl step-winec integration
of the flow duration and sadimznt raticg ciuvas. TABSUI '%,& u-osd to
calculate 10-year Copcnition f'or a 1987 basso condit4"cia tud for two

drsdging alternatives.

Comeouite Sccticn Des ign

A Cwapoits section, wtth a low f3.oi hne. is drAeiguad1 ;,o providel rs

ef ficient hydraulic zonaitiont- fu~r e.,-iant zzransot at l ow flcab without

sacr2 f icing hydraulic a! f iciftncy av-. htgh tloaes. 'itoe S\Zt proqraz yasn used
to ccmpc-s tz-ansport affcir -:7 tira stgrNvitt sections with 2- 4, and 6
ft deep lotr flow channels wi?..h e~ t'd~~C c.ore-seccion. Baati wildthr
for the- low flow (tagxt4Z. wurfts.~n& by on, -ai~~the btvte .1' t1-1C~f
existing cros--oeettnr:z q Ptrakz rit. _,AA~m~txeam ttxcz- the ctnrd lueac* vitt

jiStony Fork. The% arerag&F Lnae ' "i:ta '-4trcam ud dorsstrean frn& thd

cafluence with Stony v .v ti 25 ft t~ni 40 t~t reop'.e--ivwly.. 5i-dg &lopu6m.
og 2E:IV wi COca:i (acfaoi'r nw'u~ aru ;j.-opxiatm,

k but using 'r Ugbs rih 1.z:tv& ' w flc'mhn% is coatii:Zt
wita tbA qcn:hr er~rcfy cA s ttm&Z :Wfl;jg the bet; rods; of

The &vcayrt *nmryy e&fljb icv- thQ ',,v xesch&br 1';4 'c" divwr'a~on zsac
weve d4A-*reAinetd ttxzte B~-Z bac:1-tatar xici~ ;riwp.,md~ f.-W-A ls1?o
gtbCn*- tr:Y . k\1wxAQ .',Jzry rst3c-as: war i.Artn, U'rt divterut'mS

ch~a. i~m~~n~n.~ ~emt&chvi an ~Aiay orc an krxts~n ~L~a F9

&%D3 ~A~tJc.'?I~,"r.*..A .AJM A. 'b fro&nA OWa '%41!

s~o~ ~c~~.'ut1 t v lawc - lm &.Ar~rwnn ~a thc & K1ALOti* tAJ

N'N'it 4a-o :-rt J l t t. 4 ft I m 9 (Y t - n l "' x

N



TU-)!e 3. Sedimant Yield Downmtream of Ston'y Fork.

Percent o total. yield
Cutflionwith tranezoidal sectin

(-ft 'A"g fl",t %:h m1 101
4-ft low t'hn&M chtnrGl 118
6-itt low Le chane 124

ThtVi TABJS-- m. odel wauR useid to evaluata dredging alternatives. Dredging
ntarytitivs enrt evalw-,teC_ by c~Xculating depcastion tW ttp bypass
cbanzaL. uaiag tin 1918-1997 hydrograph, and ccaparing reasultu to
cab-.ulate4 depositiont for thsA &as= 10-year bydrograph usinv th. existing
(1987) channel 9c0~try a. a base toet. Dredged cross-secticaL for ths
altcnuatives were &ajiqned a'c~pst geoat-y with & 4-ft-deep Im flaw

catA;~ 25 ft wicde upstrmaA. fraz Stony Fo:rk, and 40 ft wide doiintrsaa
fro:~ ~Any ?orL. Dr-ji fora.'e betnean miles 2.75 and3.. Th

p Ltrnt alts4r4ativ. was to drsczqa about 26,000 cu yds to about flit same
av~rage eiwgvatioi ma th&t 197b dredgi.9 operation,. The aecand aitarnativo
VaWr tok sAtrvdg.K tlwut 444 300 cui ydn to an average ctevatton abonlt o0e foot

lowr Th tcs ~i ~j ctraqyZ. operati1con.
a~srat~iozb t) bypa*NX ch~rnCt Wasn calculataid UV% in7 t-w Wzaltipie-

g~rI~woii L ~ar'.opt~hn tr~n~rtfuuctkn". Acz-mlation ratax and
p~rcettinrac in dn~dging with 1 the 4r*o1gltn alo-,- t vssa rxe inar i

19'12-19C"7 ey4:Cwgraph (Ilar setr-Copo lax&d functlox1)

ca1ckLat*4 Percent of lot 3 ya 1 r

L9%7 GsoWea.7 39. 4 , 100 5i320 :MS0
U~1 &Ja~twt2 dV0 123 6100) !140

Alsnais 7,40C, its 9230 S7ki

lro ToffuletX & Mcyr-f-star Muller nai~s~ncize tr wu-xkr t tctt
%4&9 uecC tc Valuate radii sensit-4vity to tza'Q~ort Vunctbon .s

ivfrs~, C~.Vtta rntuias: chow4 in rTiubl 5.

.1' VozA~ibs t e the result. of this ti~and tba tag t twtn 1 , t4 0
L~iux~~82p~ivAfunaction are attributed to idifrau taZtCjiii 4i~a

infixv-4 adn trsport functton, and ho". th fntit ttV-,nC to
Ch~ga nrh&~lThi^ ccsoti3.siuu pttwitti rhLw.i ~a;

in t}u*-VaX fr the nutt~rva& c;saulta.



TablIe 5t.- Ave:tgsaccnit in Diversioi, Chtsuatb Z&em.d o
197 8-1967 Hydrcgraph (I'Offa1eti &6 !4uer-Ptn r AI
functiona.

Cflcv:,atsd Percent of let 3 yr. lu]r

X~srsrvtI4115.-A 121i 62.14 4150
A2.sratva2 4,200 129 660~ t*20

The, YFmQ1r-PAt&K t ctgrquation- wagn used &0as eir~gle grai-. rst trtnamtrt
?unct~tr t pv!3,uate thri effect of the dredgine; alternaatives onbc t'L

Fin-i 9rvr 5.6 R=) was used at thes repr$GantttivG Or"Jsn SIZ1 in thbt
nade, 1 Madeoh rsigultu uPawwd that about $97 nezccnt of th& ixdlc'wriq hz\J,

lo~d as tpa in th% diversion chanasi ragaraoot& C:- tho IDA&1e
coatsVr. F%2r e'.1 cause tecTkad, =a~t of thes iapoaitczn usam inwad~taIot.-vY

dowastra 1 ' frcr:a thtw cant lutics with St~ony Fork ad bcttteen thc conflwanr.r
c~f $ittny kaxok au4. r-ile 3.63. This toot shanvd that bbd JsniO. &cci ttal.&tiua
is not aignitcaanzy intfllu'icea by the dze_&ging altratlvcs tftxs t.n

flw ivna-tstn &Zffc:t of dredgiuq altornatis wan ovalua"od byh
uauattincS QQozoitn In the bytas* ch~annel using tba* 1Y7-1.291.
hycacozct rupsdau 4 t~ms, for a2 5%-yr iin~lts.Agn~tr n '.s-m
byqza e chaaael. was calculated ucing the 3zcltipc-gt-4in-J,%eI Xsurgen-
Copeland ltransport function. The progcxasiou OZ totti c'rae
daportls.n in thte bypass channel for tMa 55-ya tinulattoais toanwnA A
74w:.r 10., Zn thin figure, initiaL' dredging valuw,* erxe Lirsi:dttd OL' theG
Ordinate. Thcw=umation rates and ptercgnt %=crmes in dr~d4ijn9 vith tb~s
dru~dging alteviaative* are aLovn in Table 6. AcnitonXatet uhwvrn In
tkae table are cwvaulst Ire for the ubes~r of yt~xs ItacLAta. :

Tab~I 6. Average Acrvuwnlatxon in Db'ezsicon C1anul LUc" orn
1978-1991 Bydro;:apb Ke;.eatced 4 tLzaa (YakurnvntCop%,Uand
function;.

hAtcunaiatian LMt
ToAl. pnrcQUC. (IN", / year)

Calculated ofb~ 1114t 2*.dA 3rd 4 VI
fvtest 14vpjk*, 14y -

19S7 OaA4,nactry 23e500 100 5400 V (' a 3610 27%kG
A~tsra.ntw% 1 219,700 23 16170 CAMCtj 3.7C 0 l ato

Lltntoon 2 3550 U10J 43*0 34$0 2170

Using tbs. 1976-1991 hyzixoagrptA .it takes about 4 y,&arm fe cr tl1;ax-n;tiv.
1 to fill bcck to predrsdgtnq cciadti.n; &4;, about. 6.5 yslan Ux,,I
kltoflmativib 2. During the tirst tnree vearr accuzzistL.on rc.tec, rv lbt
e.uei 173 percent .r tha eziuit rv 31987) cthara~q1 fc- aiteriativw% 1 anldc
reigpectively. Hcnsver, his tht chanzzel* fills vItth aaedJznWnt, ~v



accuimittion rates decrucase, and thare is laaei and loe distnotLon
betwmr the altsrnatiTeu. After t-hu tirt~t 28 yearia, differences in
r~fcunulatic-n rats: my be on the eanN& order or raagnitudrxe a the accurac7 -,

oft the nunsrical wadal, and re~sults w'zet b.~o Interpreted with cares 1.
m~ay be concluded, however.- thac even ..houqh the ratcs decntaeou, the Ji
doceeiss is relacively s=11l, anid equi~librium conditions will nox b-e
attainkd in the 7elikti Creek Divrusicn channel even at car 55 ycarp.

Standard ProjsctFl~ood

Thn pcrxfonsnce of dredging alternativer, during the Stanciard Project
Ficc4n kmtwn thut concrete chute &ad t'w- moth of tDeanetta fork nbLe
comparnd using the nuircal wxial. The edimant inflow rating curve 'auA
ertre4JoulateQ beyond dischc'rgeak used t,) circumtcrtiate the mmdf1. tnie
reault-- in soatm degree of uncertainty witha respect to pradicting %ctnal
protctypo perfuraancs and must bea considered tihs riah.nerpratincj zwoultts.

Ayg~atoain the bygasu channel during thra Standard Project ?).ood vat?
calculated using tho muitiple-grainesize L&urstwn- Copeland trensfport

unctxon. Total. sediment. accwxauI"U.'.cn in tbs bypass hmnn2 at the peak
of tha Standard Project Flood is shcwrj in Figure 11. Total tAzi
accu=nalation volLWus4 f or the cireraL7.tnq alternatives are shown in Ta"19I~ 7.

Titlea 7. Avsraqe Accwuilation in Bypass Chanral, 1Stxvdard Project £ti xx)
(Iaurn--Coelan42tifction).

At Poak At 133A:

TO.& Pe lrcent Tot&!. percenet
CaJIculat.Q4 ot base calculatsd of bas

'"tT' tant tent

19EV Go4.i~try 7 1,SJU;-, 100 ±12,?v.S0 100
&lt~rL4.tiVV 1 7Z",400 105 134,703 124,
Jtur.zacvo E2,801 11 " 140,9S 125

VUh pro ciao S ThIcxu Cxoz& dkcign cbanyxtV dcnta-,.tream tzuiit& m bypass
Ct hl;. l c4ailu to.; incna6.asin Lh@O channoi vI 'th c,. 100Q f t through wet

ff a~xy rzAth Ueatw&n uaclea 11.65 arCL I4. iE' and lowrii; the bcvd
CO rdk: 11.8V by vzbout 3 ft. Thuuz'x.&.1v&' geo~atxry

v.'c Virvd tc anccuzsut fotc iua cfmangaai, ar6t tntu it bt thr 1978-19V'
I, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I hyJLe41 nAtsmi .culated ds-;z.adtoa ox agqrx&d tion tcw tMa

c.~.c~tw et~xi 4"ew att.Lt;:teu to the da&C qs of the prcp~xa ;d chavwzi.
iiia thea ZL~a& ycar .14,100i C.; pie C!, ag~ ±a sd 39G0 en yc4& a?,

-6ic U wtkraM L-iCMl&Led. Afl*sr t.Vr yasas1, 41af"S t OZs ofat, 7Q9 cu ydN
of &rnd 1 1300 cu yariJ, of Jeqr&4Ttio~k war* cats"Omac'.

x-..cs'ioula devi;sftion ?X.% tiao deeaiqn cbsunsi a-ad t(tavdxui
~AM~itO4 L't~r~ tt. thes ChanueIG Upn(_naMnKts di.*4 sk1.4 in Figure 9.K Ccs~nxNgtt. f~axisI. i~ uiuida' i4cci=IaLicnw b,ttvca. thv,*&Li~

4A &&;Xkq'r cA~ Ott the suve nqw. nuwa.Jixai relt4.lh nicte



thatt e-riul. 32.V30 cu~ yds of ceclimbnt diejxcits can ho enpwctod ia the
proposed cb&nnel unions itn amia2. nait tsnanco prow ."s~ .emwnta d.
Muitt o-:' Vifla accuxn1lti;a~ would occ'r durinrs tlui I ti.ut"' year.

SI~glixa~zt soPlumut. accunnln.Lon wasm calculated in thcz iirvt 0.5 litIA
oftho i~or~channel. 'r;':On g~atoi ~ L~ibti to tUht, 'vcreaso

Ah) isdIzirt t-rrA:rt po-tential vith th'i viidlaed~ chra:us uthat it is
unble to transzpcrt. all -.)f t.a 4-nz:tivro sodizant loa At

Thu numrical zcal cZ' tbis dezicn channel ;i.Aicatti- Uid.-t dojcradation.
vwuid occuir iii rtcbks whmsre the '1zuz.i. was not, widiz'ct Amile 13.02
the ctiftan&. waa nvtt (i&oad s to co"if ;rdntL b Y higtir or4, bot-h fldeu
of lc1)ne CrOak &rAuI 4it. 1.1 ft of dagractatira ~ c' &ttiatAt tcmzx-nm
Of t-ha be-6 at: nile 11.zis. cziuld bts % a lb e tiu virg tcto: to thei
degradAtk'n tat is l .C2 Dognckatic' of z~ltuut 11-6 ft was calcni eted
at tb,.. rekilroxaat q at nma .14. 15 wlwAro tbtm channel rgtt.&ined A-.tr
exiSting vridth inx thoA vpuictsod deafjti. LDsoaradation olZ a-Lout 3.7 ft
cc .t;urrad. in thL "Aqnraion cava uetol frcx iti: rCofml.mtci with Yellow
Cree&k TtUa derac-aticrA is nPtt rib-ti to lawwrlmg oft th e tsr-mu-arteVUf

Vemnitiv' eFLv - tkmnitrearx Channel.

Tim snoisiti~ity ot uwiznxIcal mcdeJ zesulta ti;) ordiatiat iatlcm v"a
c'v&AatAvd L .on opscf ttar calcua-ted outt lot' *l tias np,,tzeaA

nlm~rical. mra1s lwincs tzr. ISC4-1997 h;'dcograph veze Qlr,.d to 'i;rui.
high andI lom su$AM1i.st inf-lsn rating cu-,s When. suedrl .tilt uws
7-redpJ 1-yL 50 rce~nt, nzdin~nt r~iwlAnIn the OU~ii~chti.aT.

ths" DO wa rcwncad L--W 34ccrc'nnt. N)(,cTn Th-At vli n
*.1ca wrmIucrcarSd by SO parcont, sdtn cnult~nL h t

chaunel eit the ond~ of l~mu 1C y,-Tx iu~t~~ nvretasod by 43 perce~t.
Therso xatiults dncw ratet that stedjinnut tupoattion in t.4% dosicpn cba~no1
i avatsntiv' to se4Ltat ± h nlura of'd-~a.

ThMm nuvAor tum mxkAl wLA useid to twit th.. At Zct at decreasing tMn &cal-J

rouyhaeaft tztLxvittcieaptj in tiianqpzmricr cbaw-&l 0  !;a th,& ox.A.gittliA I.-') ,z

ttero.~hn Zwfftjc~wuQ.,t~ ox tha dz1.ir cha, ai1,i w..&o qumqm th*4 !mwac
highur ano tc2 &ut3&L zlvabnska . t VA widniz touhs ManL %f.&i i

the cMC.Kosito channetl rougi.',nesu coc*,'fictent,~ Using the Us~nosi lT'
squiVIon, anrz Ft of 10 muk, a bktd roughntsu of 0.0tva itait;cz
A. lank rouqtk&. 0.050 wais then i'ritdr4~r9
roucjbnesss o~f 6 03Z( in the (asistamg chanabl,. OW.Ug Qc 'J;n
cm~iqstttl rnujqiwsc coatf1Gloient of 0.0.30 wus cajculatqi loe.th is- t d

chianel Te-'L ;'luiN tua incor-pu.rated into the niur-itriy. -i t, 1 ljt

14w, effect. :-df a.m poivible lover tdaxaai.~e4 rst~.:t.~.A:ta
sad of th~e 10-yr :InaiatArn aczuwalatA( 'tgat,4'm1uii4 ibtw

dsoign ehc.haiAl, Vit6h1 the fttinimk1 ImidJ ±zwtmt %'e t". n k
10 pcrcecAt 2;r 3?QO cp. yds Ysria witli tnt lowtr rca~~uicxu&irt
An adciiticmt '1 1 ft o 6aour cccared in tlhso) b -puuix 'Scnt 4n.s,~
frcnum cuantflnicce witl Yellodi. Ceak.



CONCLUSIONS

A 4-ft-disp low-flow channel, with a base width of 25 ft upstream from
Stony Fork and 40 ft dovnsteam warn recommanded. This aacti.,n was found
to be the most asdimant transport efficient cross saction, based on
integration of the sedimnnt transport and flow durat.iou curvos.

Deposi,,:ion in the bypaiss channel for a 55-year flood and a Standard
Project Flood hydrographi was calculatod for a "no action" case aaid for
two dredging alternativei;. Due to hemodal's seruitivity to sndiment
inflow and channel geomatrj, ca~lculated resul.ts are considered
qual~tative, for use in conptirl.ng alternativiz, and not for predicting
exact quantities. The resulto im.Udcate thc greater qupantity of dradging,
th'i greater the deposition ratcx, witia dipoition ratus geieriplly
di)-lining with tinej but never achieving an se uii±briuz Condition Wh16re
inf lowing sediment can be traneported through tthe reach.. The totel
amount of deposition calculated for the 55-yr pcriod wiould be
unexceptable clue to lose of fl%:od conveyance capacity. For purposes of
calculating dieuign watourtri'cs s,levations, it is reco~mvdad that
design inve~rt elevations Lbe increa.sed to account for sediment deposition.

Significnvr. qautit...Fs, a-. aadilmnt will d~posit in tho fizst 0.5 mile of
the properud C:rce daoziyci chur,-il dontra fram tho confluence
with tbse b'ypa& chtimul ead in te existing ptxols a~t mile 12.47 iud.
13-35. 32, 000 Cu yd% i h% oxp O4Ct'%J oL an amnual b".,iuo if the
cbhanisal .%. cloarel atv evury yaxr Sei-Ait acc.'imlation s 4dbe

~t-ovn~fcr ir3 v,-, ttar-z;"f&c& c~1culatim 1 d, in ths &bar*=%i of an

Scour ~ i?"V1 n ~ ~ upatrN.v_ . the Cuaflumace With
10Ax Lzc 1.411A* -iu .Lm 1:scxrecte. witti & Laad c'fl cont-rol qt".uxe

~ r~irti~n 'becuipallied by lat*.1. alx~tioa of t1Xe
~ ~Wm~ovh~t~m ~ i~qlevees and &JJiC-vLL prprc

<~~A ; Jix :i~at1.-J iStr%_tUz at there :locat .=,.w Rhould bvc

Tlh nitkizQ of taxi cn .e LxW 5 i of U~L 11.85 otLulcA be

tt~ a~igbed I& c,)%psed of zi, . c~i~ ~t o~".asamat
ri~oui tA ~ Y'. - thzi pmr,.Z cux - po.e a lown-res'ant laver

of a ~ia1 ;-are cinaybIl uaax.ing ._;xld c-.~x.This -r~ be

R~ ,, and kh~j.~ . 1989. "or'- MIadevc' r~v4
Muj--~ T f. Tv-tgaitn," ?~iC& Rej 017.
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IAO STREAM FLOOD CONTROL PROJECT
WAILUKU, MAUI, HAWAII

October 1992

bv James Pennaz
Hvdraullic Enginenr

U.S. Army Engineer Division, Pacific Ocean

GENERAL

The Iao Stream Flood Control Project was authorized
under Section 203 of the Flocd Contre! Act of 1968 (PI, 90-
483) . Project construction was initi tea in April 1977 and
completed in May 1981. The project is located near Wailuku,
Maui and consists of a debris basin located 2.b miles
upstream from the stream mouth channel improvements
extending 3,500 feet downstream from the debris basin,
levees along the righL bank and floodplain management along
the left bank for 6,950 feet of natural stream, and stream
realignment with channel improvements for a reach of 1,730
feet near the mouth (Figure 2). lao Stream is a steep (140
feet/mile) stream with a cobble and boulder bed. Floods
during construction and shortly after construction caused
scour along the right banK levees with depths exceeding six
foo ui~rrr rho -lrpe linin. Phispprwl peetacs
stuoy of the project construction, subsequent scour
problems, and proposed remediation.

PROJECT CONSTRUCT] OI'

A flood in December 1980 (during project construction)
caused extensive erosion to a sacrificial berm. Levee
undermining also occurred from the flood along the right
bank from stream mile 0.8 t.o 1.5. After the flood, the
construction cont acu was modified to extend ,.he levees into
the st.roambed and add boulder concrete lining. Shortly
after construction, additional erosion occurred to the levee
toe with scotur depths extending to six feet below the
boulder concrete slope lining. In January 1983, additional
corrective work ,o t e levees was authorized to extend the
boulder concr-ete slope protection to five feet below the
eroded stream 1)OttOnI. This work was completed in November
1983. In August 198',, the Cointy of Maui requested
additional corrective woik for still more erosion problems
resulting from storm events since tihe NovembLcr 1983
corrective work. Subsequent storms had again eroded the
stream bed below the levoe toe by four to six feet.
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SCOUR PROBLEMS

lao Stream drains a steep valley with an abundance of
sediments proauced by erosional forces. Bed material size
ranges from sands and gravels to boulders. The stream bed
becomes lined with boulders due to -vibrational" effects of
low flows moving smaller sized material into voids Deiween
the larger boulders.

A debris basin with a capacity of 0,000 cubic yards is
located at the upstream end of the project. The debris
basin traps nearly all sediment entering the project area
for channel discharges less than 3,000 cfs. For discharges
greater than 3,000 cfs, an unknown amount of sediment passes
from the debris basin into the project area. A sediment
delta has formed within the debris oasin that is four leet
high by forty feet long by seventy feet wide.

Iao stream has an energy surplus that begins to erode
the unlined channel at the downstream end of the concrete
channel improvement near stxeam mile 1.7. Velocities in
this area range from fourteen to twenty eight feet per
second. The natural, unpr:otected left bank erodes and
leaves a talus deposit. The talus deposit naturally
protects the left bank and redirects low flows into the
riahi- bank l]vee te. thereby increasing erosion notential.
The stream channel also becomes narrower on the right side
as the stream bed erodes. The narrower stream has increased
velocities that tend to reinforce the erosion potential to
the right bank levee toe sections.

Stream discharges in the floodplain and levee area are
shown on Table 1.

TABLE 1
STREA11 DISCHARGES - 1AO STREAM-

AT RIGHT BANK LEVEES
DRAINAGE AREA = 9.4 SQ. II.

Exceedence Frequen:y
Per Hundred Years Discharge (cfs)

50 2,760
20 5,700
10 8, coo

5 10,600
2 15,000
1 19, 600

Standard Project Flood 26,500

Discharges for flood events since construction was
initiated in April 1977 have been less than the 5-year
event. However, these historical floods as shown in Table 2
havu ca,..sed the extensive levee toe erosion evidnt in
annual inspections.
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TABLE 2
SELECTED IAO STREAII DISCIIARGES FROM 1977 T 1992

Date Discharge (cfs)
November 12, 19718 4, 660-I
December 8, 1980 4,300
January 21, 1982 3,380
December 25, 1903 3,400
November 18, 1985 3,750
May 5, 1987 4,720
November 4, 1988 4,420
January 28, 1988 5 570
November 8, 1989 3,840
January 27, 1991 4,520
October 9, 1991 4,380

PROPOSED REMEDIATION

Initial recommendations from the Waterways Experiment
Station include the followinc ootions: Widen the basal
channel, allow additional flood water to exit the main
channel area to the left hank floodplain, relocate or
selectively remove channel bar/bed sediments, reduce the
natural left descending bank slope, and concrete the levee
toe area (Fiaure 3)

Widening the basal channel would reduce flow velocities
and the resulting energy reduction would retard the erosion
process. Allowing additional water to exit the main channel
area also would reduce eroding forces in the main channel.
The channel bar/bed sediment relocation would place material

against the levee toe ana concrete the material i.n place to
prolong the toe area life.

Reducing the natural left descending bank slope to
three horizontal to one vertical would slow the
redevelopment of talus deposits and the consequent reduction
in basal channel width. Vegetating the slopc will increase
bank stability and induce a higher hydraulic roughness
factor.
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Abstract
Special Hazards Associated With Steep Channel Catchments:

Debris Flows, Debris Torrents and Lahars

by Robert C. MacArthur, Principal

Resource Consultants and Enpineers, Inc.
1477 Drew Avenue, Suite No. 107

Davis, CA 95616

All rivers are subject to flooding risks. Flat gradient, fine grained rivers
have different geomorphic and flow characteristics than do Eteep, coarse
grained channels and, therefore, behave differently during significant flood-
ing events. The energy per unit flow is much greater in steep channels and,
therefore, the ability to carry large volumes of sediment and debris is much
greater. Steep channel floods are usually more episodic, produce greater
velocities and impact forces and have the ability to carry large diameter
materials and higher concentrations of sediment and debris than fiat gradient
rivers. The net effect and overall . Agntude of flooding in steep catchments
is not only a function of storm intet ty but is also directly related to
antecedent watershed conditions bnd f morphology. It is therefore, very
difficult to assign traditional hydr tic frequencies to this class of spe-
cial hazards.

This paper discusses the hydrologic, morphologic and sediment characteristics
ricessary for triggering special flooding hazards such as debris flows, debris
torrents and lahars. It discus.-es where such special hazard- typically occur
and why they are difficult to predict, manage and design for. Unique hydrau-
lic and rheologic characteristics of debris flows end lahars are presented
alc-ag with discussions of where and why most "traditional assessment proce-
dures" fail to quantify the true nature and magnitude of this special class of
flooding haza.d. Finally, the paper suggests a "Hybrid Assessment and Model-
ing Procedure" for evaluating debris flows, debris torrents and lahars. Ref-
erences to the international literature and to a wide r.nge of case histories
of past floods involving hazards are provided.
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Abstract

Field Estimation of Resistance Coefficients for

Gravel-Bedded Stream Channels

by Charles L. Rosenfield, Ph.D.I, Department of Geosciences

Oregon State University

And

Monte L. Pearson, Ph.D.

USAE Waterways Experiment Station

Vicksburg, MS 39181

Many methods are available for field estimation of resistance coefficieits.
most are expressed in terms of Manning's 'n,' although Chezy's flow resistance
factor 'C' is also frequently used. This investigation proposes a 'component'
resistance estimation technique which examines the characteristics of the
channel, and includes the effects of streamside vegetation, major obstructions
or flow deflectors, channel form and bedform characteristics. The investiga-

tion was performed at the Oak Creek Experimental Watershed at Oregon State
University. The study was sponsored by the CeoLechnical Laboratory of the

Corps of Engineers, Waterways Experiment Station.

Lw
4
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Abstract
Flood Control on Two Gravel Bed Streams at Seward, Alaska

by David Mierzejewski

Alaska District
US Army Corps of Engineers

Lowell and Fourth of July Creeks are steep gravel bed streams that flow from

the rugged Kenai Mountain Range or the north gulf coast of Alask . Both
streams have well developed alluvial fans with major industrial facilities and

the town of Seward built on them. Both are protected by flood control proj-

ects. The Lowell Creek flood control project was built by the Corps of Engi-

neers in 1940 and uses a diversion dam and tunnel to divert flow off its fan.

The Fourth of July Creek project was built by the City of Seward in 1980 and
consists of a levee to keep flows off the developed portion of the fan. A
major flood event occurred in the Seward area in 1986. The maximum 24 hour
precipitation observed during the event related to a 350 year return interval.
Both projects performed well but were severely damaged. The streams are sub-
ject to damaging by debris flow and landslides with subsequent failure of the
dams and release of a flood wave. The 1986 storm caused this type of event to
occur on several streams in the Seward area. Fourth of July Creek had an
estimated discharge of 30,000 cubic feet per second from a 14 square mile
subbasin due to a landslide dam breach. Tree ring dating was used to estimate
the return interval for these type of events. Results indicated major sedi-
ment movement on fans in the area may occur every 75-150 years. The tree ting
data implies that this type of flood event has a major impact on the magnltu&
of floods in the area. Annual peak frequency curves for both streams were
adjusted to reflect this distinct population of flood events. The 1986 flood
eroded 30 percent of the tunnel lining thru to bedrock in the Lowell Creek
tunnel. One large hole measured 125 feet long, 10 or more feet deep, and
25 feet wide. The original tunnel was 10 feet in diameter. The Fourth of
July levee suffered considerable damage during the 1986 storm. The damage was
partly due to scour at the toe of the levee which was underestimated during
the original design. An empirical approach based on hydraulic mean depth and
scour data from flume studies and gravel bed rivers in Alaska and Canada was
used to estimate scour depths. This paper describes both fl od control
projects, problems that have occurred to date and presents a proposed feasi-

bility level plan of study for the Lowell Creek project. The main objective

of the project is to reduce the risk of loss of life and property damage to

the downstream population.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
UNITED STATES ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND

ARMY RESEARCH OFFICE
P.O. Box 12211, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709-2211

REPLY TO ATTENTION OF:

AMXRO-RT-IP 20 Aug 92
WES/77
27401-GS

MEMORANDUM FOR Commander, Waterways Experiment Station, ATTN:
CEWES-GV-Z (Monte L. Pearson), P. 0. Box 631,
Vicksburg, M1 39180--0631

SUBJECT: SL's Copy, Semiannual Status Report, ARO Proposal No. 2740. --CS

1. The Army Research Office requires a semiannual report from its contractors.
This report serves to briefly review important Army interactions, significant
research progress, and technoloqy transfer during the reporting period. It is
not intended to give a comprehensxve overview of the project. Because of your
interest in this project, we are sending you a copy of the semiannual report.

2. SL representatives are encouraged to visit the project to obtain a corrpre-
beusive £eview of the work. Please note, however, that the principal investiga
tor bears the responsibility of pursuing the research. The individual exercis-
ing SL must avoid any semblance of control, supervision, or redir'ection of the
work. We are, of course, interested in receiving your coments on the project
after a site visit, especially with regard to significant progress and potential
for application.

3. We welcome comments from both SL and SC representatives on the enclosed re-
port. Pleas" address any comments to: Director, U.S. Army ReseaLch Office,
ATIN: AMXRO-RT-IP, P.O. Box 12211, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709-2211.

FOR TUE DIRECTOR:

Encl GEORGE A. NEECE
Director
lPesearch and Technology Integration
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Brief Outline of Research Findings

We have continued our subaqueous simulation work in te areas
of mixing of sediments, swash action on a beach, friction or pivot
angles in three dimensions, and effects of imbrication of
irregularly shaped particles on pivot angle stability. A general
discussion of the simulation approach has been submitted to Water
Resources Researgh, and the mixing and swash results, to be
published later, are summarized in the recent thesis of Z. Jiang.
T. Burnet is continuing to work on three-dimensional problems.

In the swash simulations, the multi-slab fluid model described
in our last report has been applied to look at sediment transport
on beaches of different slope and with different grain sizes. The
infiltration of water into the beach has been shown to be an
important process. At realistic infiltration rates, the backwash
portion of the swash/backwash cycle is much weaker than when
infiltration is absent. Consequently, upslope sediment transport
increases rapidly with increasing infiltration rate. For a given
infiltration rate, increasing beach slope tends to decrease onshore
transport. At some critical slope, net upslope transport ceases.
Because coarser-grained beaches generally have higher infiltration
rates, they tend to become steeper than fine-grained beaches.

Studies of bed stability in three dimensions have been
extended to show the variation in individual pivot anqles as a
function of direction of tilt. Two angles are necessary to specify
stability in three dimensions. The individual particle results are
averaged over the azimuthal tilt direction to get the average angle
of bed stability for the simulated bed. The results are being
compared to two-dimensional studies to assess quantitatively the
influence of the third dimension. These results are also being
coirpared to friction angles for non-spherical imbricated particles
(in two dinensions). Imbricated beds are formed by allowing a
simulated flow to "process" or "work" the bed prior to measurement
of friction angles. In this way, fairly realistic sediment
configurations can be studied and their differences with idealized
(spherical) particle beds assessed.
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"PARTICLE DYNAMICS AND GRAVEL STREAM-BRD ADJUSTMMS"

Fourth Interim Report

by

Dr P A Carling

August 1991

United States Army
European Office of the US Army

London, England

CONTRACT NUMBER # DAJA45-90-C-0006

Freshwater Biological Associetion

The Research reported in this document has been made possible through the
support and sponsorship of the US Government through its European Research
Office of the US Army. This report is intended only for the internal
management use of the contractor and the US Government.
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Contract Number: DAJA45-90-C-006

Report Number: FOUR Period Covered: from December 1990 to August 1991.

Name of Institution: Freshwater Biological Association.

Principle Investigator: Dr. P A Carling

Abstract:

The results of an highly successful field season are reported, together with
brief details o± subsequent preliminary data analysis and plans for the
future.
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The following statements detail investigations conducted over the

period January to August 1991.

During the winter months Prof. Ergenzinger developed a traversing echo-sounder

for installation at Squaw Creek, and students under the direction of Prof.

Christaller rebuilt the magnetic detector logging equipment. Dr. Carling
investigated the use of acoustic pebbles for tracing studies and placed an
order with a Canadian company for development work.

In April research team personnel re-equlped the field site at Squaw Creek and
added a traversing mechanism to the upstream bridge for positioning of
electromagnetic current-meters at intervals across the section. The new
magnetic detector system was installed and improved during trials until
excellent results were obtalned! individual particles proving clear unamb "luos
signals. During late April through to early June high quality field data were
collected.

A considerable snow-pack this year and high air temperatures meant that high
run-off rates occurred, unlike 1990. Long continuous multi-day records of
pebble transport were obtained using the detector log. Preliminary observation
indicated that transport uas in waves approximately every 33 secs. These
records were supplimented by detailed hydraulic data collected during two
large hydrographs over 24 hr periods. Data include, depth, velocity, and
shear stress distrib cions as well as fluctuations in bed level which can be
correlated with the bedload records. The traversing echo-sowder failed to
work owing to cavitation problems around the head, but it is hoped to solve
these problems for the 1992 szason. Dr Carling still had not taken delivery
of the acoustic ,,phhlpz buit 4t ±s nn ticpae L- Lab tstd i7.h
UK in time for next year

Dr Jon Villiams of the Bidston Observatory of the UK Institute Of
Oceanographic Sciences visited the site following a request for collaboration
from Dr. Carling. The latest generation of fine resolution electrouagetic
current meters were used to obtain high quality turbulence data and, in
addition, signal-generated noise of mobile gravel was recorded, for later
comparison with bedload transport rates obtained in a net-trap and with the
detector log records.

rA demonstration of field techniques and presentations using poster displays
were provided for Monte Pearson (uES) and Jerry Comati (ERO) over a two day

period in early June.

On return to the Europe in June, the detector records have been processes to
remove any remaining noise or spurious spikes, the velocity data have been
processes to provide summary data sheets and the turbulence data have been
subject to preliminary examination.

Plans have been made for the prime movers to meet in Berlin in the fall to
A., exchange data, plan the content of the final report and to discuss possible

publication. The opportunity will also be taken to discuss the scientific

programme for 1992 (the final ycar) and the future of the Squaw Creek site
with respect to seeking additional sponsorship to maintain the facility andI continue hydraulic investigations.
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"PARTICLE DYNAMICS AND GRAVEL STREAM-BED ADJUSTMENTS"

Fifth Interim Report

by

Dr P A Catiing

12 December 1991

United States Army
European Office of thx US Army

London, England

CONTRACT NUMBER DAJA45-90-C-006

Freshwater Biological Association

11e Research reported in this document has been made possible through the support and
sponsorship of the US Government through its Eurcpn Research Office of the US Army.
This report is intended only for internal management use of the contractor and the US
Government.
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REPORT DOCUMENT PAGE-

Contract Numiber: DAJA45-90-C-0006

Report Number: FIVE

Period Covered: 12 June 1991 to 12 December 1991.

Principle Investigator. Dr. P A Carling

Abstract:

Data analymcs completed anid future plans are reported.



REPORT

The following statements detail investigations conducted over the period June to November
1991.

Dr. Cailing has taken delivery of the acoustic pebble tracing system, but there has not been
an opportunity to test these in the field. It is anticipated that trails will be canied-out over
the winter, for development in the field season in Montana in the spring of 1992.

Dr. Jon Williams of the Bidston Observatory of the UK Insrtute Of Oceanogrphic Sciences
completed his preliminary inspection of the turbulence data. Some high quality short data
runs have been obtained which qualitatively demnonstrae pcriodicities in phase with the

passage of sediment waves. However, the nature of the tubulecnt spetrum in the mountain
steram was not as anficipat,-d and there is opportunity to improve the instruentation. This

is to be done over the winter and Dr Williams expects to deploy te turbulence rig in the
spring of 1992.

Considerable correspondence and dialogue has taken place between Prof Steve Custer of
Montana Staw University, Prof Peter Frgenzinger of the Free University of Berlin and Dr
Paul Caling concerning the arsarch programme in 1992. It has been concluded that accurate

energy slope records are required with a fine temporal resolution. Prof. Custer is exploxing
funding sources for this instrumentation. This equipment is required becaiuse the bedload

,,d-- 0f A %.%"it.s:. i-aasi-t;ular periodicity, wich appe to corlate both with
turbulent pulses and fluctuations in the water surface. The latter factor is presently poorly
measured using an armay of stilling-we.ls.

Plans have been made for Dr. Carling and Prof Fagenzinger to meet in Berlin before
Christmas to exvhange data, plan the content of the final report and to discuss possible
publication. The opportunity will also be uken to discuss the scientific programle for 1992
(the final year) and the future of the Squaw Creek site with respect to se1-ing additional
sponsorship to maintain the facility and continue hydraulic investigations.

Prof. Ergenzinger prsented a paper at a BGRG!COMNTAG Symposium on "Theory In
Geomorphology" which included aspects of the Squaw Creek project.
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"PARTICLE DYNAMICS AND GRAVEL STREAM-BED ADJUSTMENTS"

Seventh Interim Report

by

Dr P A Caditng
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European Office of the US Army
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Tle Research reported in this document has been made possible through the support and
sponsorship of the US Goveizunent through its European Research Office of the US Army.
This report is intended only for interna, management use of the contractor and the US
Government.
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REPORT DOCUMENT PAGE

Contract Number. DAJA45-90-C-0066

Report Number. SEM

Period Covered: 13 March 1992 to 12 June 1992

Principal Investigator Dr P A Cadug

Abstract:

Data analy.'es completed and field investigations are mpoi-t.d.
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REPORT

The following statements det;U investigations conducted over the period March to June 1992.

The field data for 1991 have been analysed in a preliminary fashion. These data demonstrate
bed level fluctuations during the pa.3sage of snow-melt hydrographs when bedload transport
occurs. The passage of an unsteady wave of fine bedload over a coarser inmmobile bed leads
to unexpected changes irn hydraulic roughness as characterized by the Darny-Weisbach
roughness coefficient. This is contrary to the usual assumption that total bed roughness falls
with rising discharge. This result has implieations for modelliug flood flows and sediment
routing and will be investigated further.

As proposed in Report Five, four acoustic water leve sensors were installed in the field in
April 1992, to monitor water level fluctdations at 1 sec intervals during die passage of
hydrographs. These proved an improvement over olkr float operated water level sensors.

A vortex-type bedload trap was constiucted at the site and tested for sampling efficiency.
Unfortunately, runoff this year was slight owing in adequate snow-pack and consequenily no
bedload transport occurred.

Dr Jon Williams of the Bidston Observatory of the UK Institute of Oceanographic Sciences
comnle-teA a e.ri, cf Me="c-ts of t-Ulent fluctuations in the flow. Preliminary
indications are that these are of high quality and represent the first successful measurements
of high-resolution fluctuations of current vectors in a mountain stream. In addition a
hydrophone was calibrated to record only the passage of bedload tramport, but could not be
used in earnest owing to the low flows encountered. Additional measurements of the vertical
velocity distribution over rongh gravel beds were made using a small dorsaly-flattened
electro-inagraic cuumnt mettr at one-half to one centimetre intervals in the ver -al. These
data have yet to be processed, but rrelininary plots indicate high-quality defintion of the
structure and extent of the boundary-layer has been obtaiaed.

Additional measurements were also made a,_'ross the section using imeUor flow-meters and
electro-magnetic mecers to dcternine the nature of secondary-flowi circulation patterns.

Farther improvenent and esibiation of the magnetic bedload detection system was
tndcrtaken by Prof Georg Clhitaller from BerliA.

Prof Ergenzinger presented a paper concerning results from 1991 at a Conference in Bavaria
in June 1992.
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RIVER DYNAMICS GROUP INTERIM REPORT

Guidebook of applied Fluvial Geomorphology for River
Studies in engineering and Environmental Management

from

Department of Geography,
University of Nottingham,

Nottingham NG7 2RD

to

US Army Research, Development & Standardisation
Group - UK

under project DAJA45-91-M-0172
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Meetings

The River Dynamics Group are working on the Guideboo l.
through a management structure consisting of chapter editors and
section leaders. This structure was agreed by the group at the
first meeting under this project, which took place at Nottingham in
June 1991. Subsequent meetings have taken place in the course
of professional conferences such as those at Vienna, August i991
(IUGG), Leeds, Septembcr, 1991 (BGRG) and Swansea, January,
1992(IBG). The main item for discussion has been the. contenits
and chapter break-down of the proposed Guidebook of Applied
Fluvial Geomorphology for River Engineering and Management.

There was a very full discussion of the outline developed
three years ago, especially in the light of suggestions put forward
by Dr Keith Richards of the University of Cambridge. Dr Richards
could not attend the meeting, but did send a long and detailed
written contribution.

The RDG reviewed the basis for the book, its intended
market and its relevance to the 1990s. After a long debate, it was
decided to maintain the focus on geomorphology and to try
produce a volume of use to engineers, fisheries & conservation
officers and plann.rs - -nnre or less in that o-der. The grupf..'

that in the future the guidebook could make an excellent text for
short courses put on by the RDG for professionals working for
action agencies such as the US Army Corps of Engineers, the
National Rivers Authority and consultancy companies with
interests in rivers and river environments.

Regarding the final format of the book, any decisions now
would probably be prematuie. All that is required of us by the
funded contract is a loose bound report (in multiple copies).
Copyright remains with the writers. Quite how we present the
manascript is entirely up to the individuals who are writing the
sections and will be addressed at subsequent RDG m,.etings.
Therefore, nothing should be read into the groups' decision to use
the authors' notes developed by John Wiley & Sons Ltd. as the
guide to preparing the manuscript. This format was selected
because it is already familiar to most of the group who publish in
Wiley books and other Wiley journals and research monographs.

Followirg discussion with RDG members, Dr Phil Ashworth of
the University of Leeds has been invited to join the group. Ho has
indicated that he is delighted to do so.
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The Guidebook

The length of the guidebook should be limited to about 500 pages
(400 text + 100 diagrams etc.) and the content should be
experience based. Each of the four main chapters should be of
about 20,000 words (10,000 for introductory and closing
chapters), and sections will 5,000 to 10,000 words in length.

The US Army-ERO has set no limits on the scope or content
of the book, but the group felt that the case studies used should
come from the UK and that the scope should be limited to mid-
latitude, humid environments. It was recognised that the RDG has
the expertise to cover much moie of the world and that maybe we
should address that - in the next project. However, there would
be nothing wrong in pointing out how methods, techniques and
analyses presented in the context of humid, mid-latitude rivers
could be extended or applied to rivers in say, humid-tropical or
semi-, rid environments.

The main discussioa then centred on the best mechanism for
producing the manuscript, especially bearing in mind the "false
starts" of the past. The group decided to review the outline
contents of the book chapter by chapter, assigning responsibility
to individuals for editing particular chapters. Within each chapter,
major sections are to be written by small teams, led by a section
coordinator. It is the responsibility of each section coordinator to

ensure that the section progresses satisfactorily. The revised
deadline for production of the manuscript is in summary:

Initial draft sections + chapters June 1992

Final draft sections + chapters October 1992

Complete manuscript December 1992

The group thizn considered which members of the RDG
should be asked to act as chapter editors, section coordinators and
section writers. We also reconsidered the draft outline of sections
and made some fairly minor changes. The revised outline, with
the suggested editors, coordinators and writers, is attached. The
plan is for those named in the revised outline to produce draft
manuscripts, initially for review by the chapter editors and later
for review by the whole group. Individuals who have papers,
pre-prints, unpublished reports and other material which they
wish to see referenced in particular sections should send these
directly to the relevant section coordinator. Clearly, there is the
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potential for significant overlap between some sections. This
should be handled firstly by direct contact between section
coordinators during the writing of the sections and, secondly,
when the draft sections are reviewed by the group.

The next full RDG meeting will be in on March 20, 1992 at
Nottingham.

As you krow, the RDG is an informal group with no officers,
chair people, or hierarchy. While Richard Hey, Malcolm Newson
and I took the initiative on obtaining funding for the production of
this volume, and are willing to act as editors for the whole book,
all the decisions made at the meetings to date were by common
c(,-sent, and iequests to individuals not present at the meeting to
act as editors etc. are just that: rcquests.

If you have urgent comments or criticisms, or particularly
wish to be (or not to be) an editor, coordinator or writer, please let
me know a.s.a.p. I shall be in the USA on fieldwork from July 7 to
20 inclusive, but I will give any re-shuffling of responsibility a
high priority when I get back.

II
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REVISED AND UPDATED DRAFT CONTENTS FOR GUIDEBOOK OF
APPLIED FLUVIAL GEOMORPHOLOGY FOR RIVER ENGINEERING

AND MANAGEIMENT

Chapter editors' names follow Chapter Title
Section writers' names are listed after each section
Section coordinators' names are undcrlined

Chapter 1. Introduction
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